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PREFACE t 
The contents of these Proceedings are papers contributed 

to the Symposium.  lost of the papers are presented at the Sym- 
posium, while some are included only in the Proceedings.  It is 
intended that these volumes will provide a broad current view 
of university research in basic and applied noise problems re- 
lated to transportation that is being carried out under the sup- 
port of the various Federal Agencies. 

The contents of the volumes aie arranged according to the 
subject topic as they appear in the program of presentations at 
the Symposium.  For convenience, a complete author index is 
provided at the end in each of the volumes. 

Our appreciation is extended to Ms. Anne Gregory for her 
patience and diligence in the preparation of these volumes. 

Gordon Banerian William F. Reiter 

North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, North Carolina 
June, 1974 
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SUPPRESSION OF REFRACTION IN JET NOISE 

T. Kelsall 

Institute for Aerospace Studies,University 
of Toronto»Toronto,Canada. 

ABSTRACT 

The use of a Jet of very cold gas to achieve refract ion-fret. Jet 
no-'se profiles 5s discussed and preliminary results given. They confirm the 
theoretical expectation that cancellation of refraction-elimination of the 
refraction 'valley' in the directivity-can be obtained by opposing temperature 
and velocity gradients (e.g., when T = -35 C, 7 = 0.071* c at the Jet nozzle). 

Although refraction is suppressed, effects of convection (small at this low 
Mach number) remain. This serves as a counter-example to the notion that 
convection and refraction are two inseparable aspects of the same physical 
process. 

h esearch Fellow.  Institute for Aerospace Studies, oi f T  ^ Toronto,Canada. 



INTRODUCTION 

The directivity of the noise from a jet can be simply explained in 
terms of the three processes demonstrated in figure 1 (following reference l). 
The basic directivity of the jet is quasi-elliptical (figure la) but the sound 
profiles are bulged downstream by convection (figure lb). Outward refraction 
due to velocity and temperature gradients causes the heart-shaped pattern 
characteristic of Jets (figure lc). The first two effects can be conveniently 
handled analytically, but the powerful third effect on the directivity; 
namely, refraction, cannot be so easily treated. This has prompted a new ex- 
perimental approach which eliminates the refraction effect in selected circum- 
stances . 

To achieve refraction cancellation, a Jet of air is used, cooled 
with liquid nitrogen, in which the temperature gradient opposes the velocity 
gradient in such a way that the inward refraction caused by the former 
effectively cancels the outward refraction imposed by the latter. The experi- 
mental set-up is similar to that of Grande^, except that the air was pre-coolv»d 
by bubbling it through liquid nitrogen before it entered the jet. Narrow band 
(1/3 octave) Jet noise profiles, and sound level profiles from a pure tone point 
source were obtained. 

Representative results are shown in Fig. ?, All results are the 
average of two measurements, ono on each side of the Jet axis, plotted in polar 
coordinates with a scale of 5 dw'inch, and normalized tc zero at  =25°. Tne 
bottom curve shows the directivity of a normal room temperature Jet., dominated 
by the outward bending from velocity gradient refraction, with its characteristic 
valley on the axis. The upper curve shows the directivity of a very odd Jet 
(-T0CC), whose pattern is dominated by the inward bending of the temperature 
gradient refraction, which ~vases an increase in intensity alone the Jet a*is. 
The middle curve shows nc ■  nounced refractive peak or valley at the axis and 
corresponds to the poin*  .,ere the refraction effects due tc velocity and tempera- 
ture gradients cancel • ;h other. Figure 3 shows two sets of measurements for 
the non-refractive c&  , both those from the point source and those from the Jet 
noise itself (within a 1/3 octave band) at 10,000 Hz. The error associated with 
these graphs is approximately ♦ 1 db. The Jet was in all cases operating at 
2k.6 ♦ .U m/sec. (M * .08), and refraction cancellation required a temperature 
of -35 ♦ 5 C, Room temperature was 28 C. These measurements were taken at 
10,000 Hz. but similar work at *,000 Hz. shows that the temperature for cancella- 
tion has little frequency dependence. 

These preliminary results have indicated that refraction cancella- 
tion in a coll Jet i3 feasible. This work is now being extended to higher Jet 
velocities and correspondingly lower temperatures, and it is hoped that a direct 
comparison with theory, as well as a greater understanding of the refraction 
process in a Jet, will be forthcoming. 
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POLAR COORDINATES 
(5 decibels/inch) 

+  -70 C. 
o 

X  -35 C 
o 

^  «8 C. 

XTREMELY COLD JET 
(INWARD REFRACTION) 

.^REFRACTION-FREE COLD JET 

^ROOM TEMPERATURE JET 
(OUTWARD REFRACTION) 

FIG. 2 JET HOISE DIRECTIONAL PATTERNS 

Refraction has been completely suppressed in the middle case by balancing 
inward temperature-gradient refraction against outward velocity-gradient 
refraction. 

POLAR COORDINATES 
(5 decibels/inch) 

+     INJECTED PURE-TONE 
POINT SOURCE 

X     NARROW BAJ1D JET NOISE 
(1/3 Octave) 

U »25m./sec. 
J 

f«10,000 Hz. 

FIG.3      REFRACTION-FREE COLD JET 

Match of directional patterns at small angles for injected pure-tone 
point source and narrow band filtered Jet noise. Both show absence of 
refractive dip or peak centred on Jet axis. 
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TURBULENT VELOCITY FIELD STRUCTURE IN A ROUND JET 
AND ITS RELATION TO FLUCTUATING PRESSURE FIELDS 

by 

D. P. Weber and B. G. Jones 

Nuclear Engineering Program and Mechanical Engineering Department 
University of Illinois it Urbanr.-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801 

In the classic works of Lighthill1»2 on aerodynamic noise and 
turbulence as a noise producing phenomena, it was demonstrated that a fourth 
order velocity space-time correlation function plays the role of a 
quadrupole source in the classic wave equation. Kraichnan3 has shown, 
by means of the general solution to the poisson equation, that the same 
type of term can be considered as the source of static pressure fluctuations 
in an incompressible flow. This term can be written as 

Tijla(x,y,t,x) = <ui(x,t) u.(x,t) uR(y,s) ujl(y,s)> (1) 

where u^Xjt) is the ith component of the turbulent velocity at spatial 
position x and time t, and the symbols < > indicate an ensemble average. 

In order to develop analytical solutions for either the incompres- 
sible or compressible fluctuating pressure field, we must determine the 
structure of this fourth order tensor, containing 81 terms. The difficulty 
in examining experimentally so many terms with so many independent variables, 
and the lack of an adequate theory of turbulence, has prompted various 
assumptions to be made in an attempt to reduce this term to a small number 
of components which can possibly be experimentally determined. 

The first of these assumptions is that the region over which the 
source term in (1) makes a contribution is relatively homogeneous and 
stationary. This allows us to write the two-point, two-time correlation 
function as being dependent only upon the spatial and temporal differences 
in their arguments. In the incompressible case, this leads to a closed 
form analytical solution for the pressure covariance with a modified Green's 
function for the bi-harmonic operator.3 In the compressible case, the 
assumption is not so critical, but leads to considerable simplification in 
consideration of the third assumption below. 

The second assumption deals with the fluctuating velocity field con- 
sidered as a stochastic process.  In particular, we are concerned with four 
random variables and the source term is a fourth order moment of the multi- 
variate probability distribution. As difficult as it wouJd be to determine 
these moments, it is much more difficult to determine the probability density 
function.  Consequently, another hypothesis is introduced in which it is 
supposed that, from a rough use of the Central Limit Theorem, this velocity 
has an approximately normal, or Gaussian, probability distribution. This 
implies that all moments of the multi-variate distribution function can be 
written in terms of the second moments. Thus, we could write 

mm 
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<u i(x,t) u.(x,t) uk(y,s) u£(y,s)> = <ut(x,t) u.(x,t)><uk(y,s) uÄ(y,s)> 

+ <ut(xft) uk(y,s)><u:j(x,t) uÄ(y,s)> 

<ui(x,t) uiOr#*}><uj(x#t) uk(y,s)> (2) 

Combining the first two assumptions, we have reduced the program to 
the determination of a second order tensor function of three spatial variables 
and one time variable. 

The final assumption deals with the tensor structure itself. Robertson1* 
has developed the invariant theory for isotropic tensors in turbulence, in 
which a single scalar function of a single spatial variable and a temporal 
variable will completely define the turbulent velocity covariance structure. 
Proudman5 has used these forms to determine the noise from decaying iso- 
tropic turbulence. From Jones6 measurements, it does not appear to be true 
that the turbulent structure in a jet fits the isotropic form and new 
structures are being investigated. Batchelor7 and Chandrasekhar8 have de- 
veloped the invariant theory for axisymmetric tensor forms and Goldstein 
and Rosenbaum9 have used these forms to predict noise patterns in round cold 
jets. With these tensor forms, it is only necessary to determine two scalar 
functions of two spatial variables and a temporal variable.  It should be 
pointed out that the connection of this last assumption with the first as- 
sumption is that turbulent tensor invariant theory implies an assumption on 
homogeneity, in order that quantities of interest may remain invariant under 
reflection through points or planes. 

An experimental examination of the turbulent velocity field structure 
in a 2.5 inch sub-sonic cold jet was performed. Primary emphasis was given 
to the description of the structure within the driven shear layer to five 
diameters downstream. Both single point and two-point correlation measure- 
ments were made with a special emphasis on the modeling of the two-point 
covariance function with axisymmetric tensor forms. A higher order stochastic 
analysis of the velocity field was performed using an extended version of 
the single variate gram-char!ier expansion of the probability density function. 
Finally, a qualitative examination of the stochastic structure of the velocity 
field was performed using the Wiener-Hermite Expansion Theory for turbulence 
in an extended version to include the effect of mean velocity gradients. 

The investigation was performed to provide fundamental information about 
the structure of the turbulent velocity field to be used in the prediction 
of aerodynamic noise in the Lighthill Formulation with an axisymmetric, 
joint-normal velocity covariance structure. The information provided, how- 
ever, will serve an additional purpose. Ribner10 has proposed a dilatation 
model of aerodynamic noise whose exploitation has not been made due to the 
difficulty in the experimental measurement of fluctuating pressure fields. 

The primary difficulty is the contamination of the sensor response with trans- 
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verse velocity effects. Spencer and Jones11 designed a bleed type pressure 
transducer and with a modification introduced by Planchon12, it is believed 
that the spurious velocity effects have been significantly reduced. In 
order to verify this, an analysis of the pressure covariance in incompres- 
sible flow following Kraichnan3 may be made. Similar to the compressible 
flow case, the velocity field covariance structure permits an analytic pre- 
diction of the true pressure field permitting a comparison with the measure- 
ments.  If such a verification can be made, the dilatation model, being a 
scalar formulation, would be much simpler to implement at least for low 
mach number flows. 

Measurements of both the mean velocity and Reynolds stress components 
were made and it was found that the mean velocity field exhibited a similarity 
development in the driven shear layer to five diameters downstream. That is, 
plots of mean velocity versus a similarity coordinate given by (r-R)/x were 
seen to collapse, where r is the radial position of the probe, x is the axial 
position, and R is the jet radius.  Since turbulence production is related 
to the mean velocity gradient, we might imagine that the turbulent inten- 
sities would also develop similarity profiles. This was not found to be 
true to the extent exhibited by the mean velocity profiles, implying that 
the diffusion and viscous effects must be considered as well as production 
in the turbulent momentum transport. For application purposes, however, 
it was found that if the RMS velocity fluctuations were normalized with 
their maximum value across the shear layer, they collapsed very well when 
plotted against the similarity coordinate, (r-R)/x. Since this maximum 
value tends to lie at the point of maximum mean velocity gradient, the RMS 
velocity fluctuations can be easily modeled with a single axial measure- 
ment of variation with downstream position, and a single radial traverse 
giving the similarity development. These types of measurements were made 
for all three velocity components, with similar results. 

The off diagonal elements of the Reynolds stress tensor, the shear 
stresses, were also measured.  From these experimental results, several 
structure parameters, including the ratio of transverse to axial RMS 
velocities, a normalized shear stress, and the angle defining the direction 
of principal turbulent stress, were formed.  In Figures 1 and 2, we have 
plotted these parameters, which show remarkable constancy in both the 
transverse and axial directions. 

In addition to the single-point measurements, space-time correlations, 
both auto and cross, were made. The correlation is described by 

+ + <u.(x,t) u (x+rtt+i)> 
R^Cx.r.t.t) = —j-^ i—r—  

J <u *(x,t)><u. (x+r,t+T)> 
] 

(3) 

A typical plot of the correlation is given in Figure 3, where axial velocity 
components with axial spatial separations are given. Such correlations 
for both axial and transverse velocity components with axial and transverse 
separations without time delay were made, in addition to several space-time 
correlations.  From the envelope of these latter curves, the integral time 
scale of the turbulence in the connected frame was determined. Several 
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interesting facts were found including the linear trend of this time scale 
with the inverse of the mean velocity gradient. Most interesting, though, 
was the observed difference in this time scale for the two distinct velocity 
components. Since it is the variation of this time scale which accounts for 
the true source of noise from turbulence., use of this information will play 
a significant role in our noise predictions, as contrasted with the assumptions 
used by Goldstein and Rosenbaum.* 

As mentioned earlier, the modeling of the velocity covariance structure 
would be considerably simplified if an assumption of local homogeneity could 
be employed. This was found to be moderately true and the velocity covariance 
was represented in the following manner: 

<Ui(x) u.(y)> = <u.
2(x)>1/2 <Uj

2(y)>1/2 R (i.r) (4) 

where    z = —J-     and  r = x-y (5) 

The inhomogeneity was factored out with the local RMf velocity fluctuations 
and the tensor structure function,R^, was found to be a slo- ly varying 
function of the absolute position,z. 

From the differences in the RMS velocity values, as well as the existence 
of significant hear stress components, it was felt that an isotropic de- 
scription of the correlation function, R^, was inappropriate. The next 
more complicated form is the axisymmetric, which has invariance with respect 
to rotation about a line, rather than a point as in isotropic forms. When 
the mean velocity field has a uniform gradient, this axis of symmetry will 
be found to lie in the plane containing this gradient and the mean velocity 
and will not necessarily coincide with the axis of symmetry for the mean 
velocity profiles.9»13 The axis that defines the rotational symmetry can be 
determined from single point x-probe measurements11* and it coincides with 
the axes which define the principal stresses, which were defined by the 
angle $ in Figure 1. 

The importance of these considerations lies in the fact that the scalar 
functions which determine the covariance structure are functions of the 
separation distances along the axis of symmetry and transverse to it. Thus, 
if measurements are made in this rotated coordinate system, the modeling 
becomes considerably simplified. Figure 4 contains a schematic diagram of 
the fixed jet coordinate system and the rotated axisymmetric coordinate 
system.  Both • le velocities and the separation vectors must be rotated to 
this coordinate* system, but in this lies the beauty of the x-probe. The 
simple transformations for velocity components are 

(6) 

u = U sinß ♦ v cosß 

v = -U cos 6 ♦ v sin 

w a w 
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Since ail x-probe output can be summed and differenced to give appropriate 
linear combinations of u and v, once ß is determined, the axisymmetric 
components can be generated. Even more important for this analysis, 
however, is the experimental ^act that 3 remained constant, implying a non- 
rotating axisymmetric structure. 

The invariance of the forms was checked by comparing RMS levels 
and certain spatial correlations as shown,, for example., in Figure 5. The 
curve labeled 

^tial correlations as shown, for example, in Figure 5. 
WC2)corrected 

is simPlY   ^(0,€2,O/R$(0,0,e). 

The defining scalar functions for axisymmetric forms are related 
to measurable correlations by the equations9 

a Rv^(r ,a) = - V uu l     *y 

OL-   A,      <V *\J    .. 
%(51.?2,C3) = 

3      °\(\& 
«y            ^ 2 3o          <u    > 

'V,          to. 

3    WVB)   . 
^        %2 

3C3    <u2> \ 
32 

4 - 2 *5 

(7) 

<u- > 

(8) 

a.  /%2  ^2       ^ where a =/ t,2  + £-   and £. is the separation distance along the axis of 
symmetry. 

Several models for Qj and Q2 were examined and it was found that four 
parameters, the spatial integral scales along and transverse to 1 he axis 
of symmetry for both axisymmetric velocity components, adequatel> model the 
entire velocity covariance structure. A matrix equation was alsc developed 
which relates commonly measured scales in the fixed jet coordinate system 
to these four defining parameters.11* Since a simple inversion of equation 
(6) will give jet coordinate system velocities in terms of axisymmetric 
velocities, a general representation of these forms for integration purposes 
in the aerodynamic noise problem can be made. 

Although we have adequately modeled the velocity covariance structure, 
we shoila recall that in calculating pressure fields from a velocity field 
structure, the source term is actually a fourth order üioment of the multi- 
variate distribution function.  If the velocity field is broken into a 
mean component and a fluctuating component, the source term can be written 
in terms of the so-called turbulent-mean shear term and the turbulent-turbulent 
term. The first of these involves a second order covariance, the modeling 
of which we have just considered. The latter involves the fourth order 
moment which, under the joint normal hypothesis, can be reduced to products 
of second order covariances and modeled as before. 

If the joint normal hypothesis is not true, the complexity of the 
fourth order moment precludes any hope of experimental measurement.  Its 
utilization becomes an analytical necessity and a quantitative measure of 
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its inadequacy becomes desirable. In an extension of our higher order 
moment tt-^poral velocity covariances,15 we have examined the convected 
fraüie highei order moments. 

We recall that if a set of random variables is normally distributed, 
relatively few parameters are necessary to completely define the raulti-variate 
probability density function. These include the means, the mean squares 
and the correlations defined by 

<xy > = 

// 
f(x,y) xy dxdy (9) 

1 

vhere x and y are two random variables and f is their joint distribution 
function. When the random variables are stochastic processes such as i 
turbulent velocity field, these defining parameters become functions of 
the space-time differences in measurements. For our velocity field measure- 
ments, with zero means, the correlation that would define the density 
function for normally distributed random variables is: 

R1'1 (r,x) = 
<u(x,t) u(x+r,t+i)> 

(10) 

where a    -  <u (x,t)> = <u (x+r,t+T)> (ID 

where we have restricted ourselves to the u-component of the fluctuating 
velocity field and consider only homogeneous, stationary fields. If the 
normal distribution holds, all higher order moments, defined by 

Dm,i r,nr+ y  _ <um(x,t) un(x+r,t+T)> 
(r'T} '       m^H a 

(12) 

can be written in terms of R ' . A particular example considered here is 

2 

R2'2 • 1 ♦ 2[R1^ (13) 

Frenkiel and Klebanoff16 have shown such relations to be quite well 
satisfied in grid generated isotropic turbulence. Our measurements, howcrer, 
were conducted in a two stream mixing layer where the effect of the mean 
velocity gradient was significant. An example of the results is shown in 
Figures 6 and 7.  In Figure 6 we have plotted the space-time correlation 
function and determined the converted frame covariance which was then used 
in equation (13) to predict a higher order moving frame correlation, the 
curve labeled Gaussian in Figure 7. The consistent discrepancy shows the 
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limitations of the joint normal hypothesis by the turbulent-turbulent term, 
it is clear that some account must be given to this error introduced by the 
joint normal hypothesis. 

An examination of the aquations of motion using the Wiener-Hermite ex- 
pansion technique has clearly indicated the source of the difficulty for the 
joint normal hypothesis.1** The turbulent source function, consisting of 
the interaction of the mean velocity field with the turbulent shear stress, 
has clearly provided a mechanism for the direct creation of non-Gaussian 
turbulent energy. An examination of the flatness factor measurements in 
shear flow has also demonstrated the inapplicability of assuming a near to 
normal turbulent field, a requirement for validity of the joint normal 
hypothesis. 

CONTINUING AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Having determined the relevant structural parameters to describe 
the homogeneous correlation structure with axisymmetric forms and adequately 
modeled the gross inhomogeneity through the mean square velocity fluctuations, 
we are now in a position to predict the incompressible and compressible 
flow pressure fluctuations. For the far field sound prediction, we will be 
using the four parameter model to perform the "Slice of Jet" integration17 

to compare with observed directionality patterns. Using the observed axial 
variation of the appropriate scales and the similarity development of the 
intensity profiles, we will then be able to predict total sound power 
output by integrating the source over the jet. Scaling arguments for these 
parameters will be developed so that comparison with large facility far field 
sound patterns can be made. Far field sound levels were not made on the 2.5 
inch facility. Goldstein and Rosenbaum9 have indicated that the turbulent- 
turbulent term may dominate the calculations and observed deviation from 
normality will be incorporated quantitatively in these latter calculations 

In pursuit of the pressure model and verification, an analytical 
effort is being made to reduce the incompressible, homogeneous mean square 
pressure field to a simple relation using the two axisymmetric defining 
scalars, similar in formulation to that of Batchelor18 for isotropic forms. 
Using the jet measurements for evaluation of these functions, calculations 
will be made and comparison made with the measurements of Planchon.12 

Future work will include a study of the effects on the field defining 
parameter by perturbations in temperature and in velocity of the jet exit. 
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A STUDY OF THE LOCAL PRESSURE FIELD IN TURBULENT 
SHEAR FLOW AND ITS RELATION TO AERODYNAMIC NOISE GENERATION - 

A STUDY OF THE MIXING REGION OF A ROUND JET 

BY 

H. P. Planchon, Jr. and B. G. Jones 

Nuclear Engineering Program and Mechanical Engineering Depp-Jcment 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, Illinois 61801 

INTRODUCTION 

Ten years ago Ribner (1964) explained turbulent noise generation as a 
consequence of fluid inertial dilatations. His theory explicitly expressed 
the far field pressure in terms of the in-flow pressure space-time correla- 
tions. Until recently, direct applications of this theory vere hampered by 
lack of adequate inflow pressure instrumentation. Plancho.i and Jones (1973) 

described a miniature transducer capable of measuring pressure correlations 
in a turbulent jet. Further, they outlined the theory and methods of a 
research program to measure the inflow pressure functions and directly relate 
them, with Ribner1s theory, to far field sound distributions. 

Planchon1s thesis dissertation (1974) reported extensive measurements 
of pressure in the mixing region of a round jet. Su x>rtive velocity 
field measurements and analysis to link in-flow velocity and pressure were 
also presented. The purpose of this paper is to summarize the portions of 
that investigation which are most important in describing aerodynamic noise 
generation. 

EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION 

The  turbulent region studied was provided by a 2-1/2 in. diameter, 
isothermal, incompressible, round jet.  Extensive velocity field measure- 
ments demonstrated that the jet mixing layer was 'experimentally classic1, 
that is, the results approached self similarity and compared closely with 
the jets described by Davies et. al. (1963), Lawrence (1965), and others. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the coordinates used are (x,y,z) in which z is an arc 
length. Directions along these coordinates are referred to  as the axial, 
transverse and lateral directions, respectively. Pressure intensity was 
mapped throughout the mixing layer with single point measurements. Two 
point correlation measurements were made at several axial positions along 

r-R 
the mixing centerline, ;rr~ =0.0, and at several transverse positions at 
x^)-4. 

, 

X-Xr 

PRESSURE INTENSITY RESULTS 

The measured distributions of pressure intensity are shown in Fig. 2 
and Fig. 3. These distributions are similar in shape; however, the peak 
values are observed to increase in the developing mixing region and to de- 
cay in the transition region. The peak intensity variation was explained 
by Planchon (1974) with a modified form of Kraichnan's (1956) theory and 
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extensive velocity field measurements, 
mean shear pressure was given by 

The results showed that the turbulent 

PTM =2/5 [I a(u/u.) 
9r (1) 

acu/uy) 
,3r (x-x ) is a dimensionless where p' is the root mean square pressure, 

mean velocity gradient, v'/üj is a dimensionless root mean square velocity 
normal to the mean flow, ana J(s) is Kraichnan's turbulent scale ani- 
sotropy function which is essentially constant. The s is the ratio of trans- 
verse velocity integral length scales in the flow and mean velocity gradient 
directions. Fig. 4 shows the variations in Eq. 1 compared to measured pres- 
sure intensities on the mixing centerline. The increase of p1 in the driven 
mixing region (x/D<4) is a result of increasing vf. In the transition region 
(4<x/D<10), the decrease is due primarily to the decrease of the gradient and 
scale factors. The predicted value of intensity was 17% higher than measured 
at x/D=4. This is probably due to a theoretical assumption of slowly varying 
mean velocity gradient and turbulent intensity. 

SPACE TIME CORRELATION RESULTS 

Pressure two point correlations describe the cpatial extent, shape, and 
time evolution of coherent pressure volumes. They form the foundation for a 
model which can be utilized in Ribne/'s (1964) theory. 

The general pressure space time correlation is defined as 

R (x.r.z.Ax.Ar.Az.t) . Eggg P(x+&x> rtAr> Z
*
AZ
'
T) 

PP '      "   — ~~ 
ip2(x,r,z) p2(x+Ax, r+Ar, z+Az)]1/2 

(2) 

For conciseness, position arguments (x,r,z) and spatial and temporal separation 
arguments (Ax,Ar,Az,x) for zero separations are suppressed. The space cor- 
relations for zero time delay are denoted as R (Ax), R0D(

Av)> and Rür)(
Az)- 

The convected frame, following Wills (1964}, iSpthat frame for whichpthe time 
scale is largest and its autocorrelation RL , is identified as the envelope 
of the measured family R (AX,T). The associated convection velocity, Up, is 
determined as the limiting quotient of the envelope's (Ax,x) coordinates. 

The space correlations for lateral and radial separations are shown in 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively. The measurements were made with a fixed 
sensor at the mixing center and the second sensor at varying separations. 
Both correlations are exponential at small to moderate separations, viz: 

R  (Az) = exp(-z/LP) (3) 

.Pi R  (Az) = exp(-z/Lp (4) 
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where L^ and l£ are the spatial lengths associated with the decay of correla- 
tion in the lateral and transverse directions, respectively. The size of the 
exponential region increases with axial position and corresponds to the trans- 
verse velocity scale length and the region of appreciable mean velocity gradient. 
At larger separations, the azimuthal and radial correlations vary according 
to an inverse power law, viz: 

Rpp (Az) = l/(Az) 
m 

(5) 

Rpp (Ar) = 1/CAr)1 

For the larger radial separations the movable sensor is outside the highly 
sheared turbulent flow.  It is therefore clear that the power law is character- 
istic of correlation between centerline pressure and the coupled near field. 

The axial space correlations shown in Fig. 7 are characterized as a damped 
periodic function 

Rpp (Ax) . exp(-Ax/LP) cos (^Tl) (7) 

Two length scales are evident in the results and, with the aid of Eq. 7, are 
identified as a wavelength of periodicity, A = X (x-x ), and a damping length, 
l/\ The wavelength increases linearly with axial position so the wavelength 
scale constant, X $ is 0.3 throughout the mixing layer. Although not shown, 
the one dimensional spectra of both pressure and transverse fluctuating velocity, 
measured with a single pressure or velocity sensor, exhibit this same periodicity 
and scaling. The damping of the axial correlation described by iP  varies only 
with separation and is not a function of position. 

A representative space-time correlation is shown in Fig. 8. This family 
of curves is traditionally described by its envelope's convection velocity 
and integral time scale. As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the convection 
velocity is nearly constant throughout the mixing layer. This constancy 
was verified for a range of jet velocities and is consistent with the idea 
that pressure is correlated over large transverse volumes. 

The variation of the convected frame time scale is shown in Fig. 11 and 
Fig. 12.  Except for small separations RJL(T) was exponential, thus its integral 
tiiTie scale in the convected frame, T*\ was inferred from an exponential fit. 
Fig. 11 shows neither Tj nor transverse velocity convected frame time scale, 
TY, vary linearly with axial position. This contrasts with our measurements 
as well as those of others which show the axial velocity component convected 
frame time scale, T", increases linearly with axial position. Another impor- 
tant feature shown in Fig. 11 is that the pressure time scale is almost twice 
as large as the velocity scale T*. 

CORRELATION SEPARABILITY 

For direct use as a source function in Ribner's (1964) theory a model 
of the three dimensional space-time correlation was constructed. A simple 
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separability model, 

Rpp(Ax,Ar,Az,7) .  R^   (Ax)  R^}(Ar)  R^(Az)  F(Ax-Uj) (7) 

was found to accurately express most of the important features of the data. 
Spatial separability as shown in Fig. 13 is almost exact. The open circles 
are from measurements with simultaneous radial and axial separations along 
a line 30 degrees from the flow direction. The solid points result from 
combining two independent axial and radial correlations. The sensors in both 
cases were offset in the lateral direction by e (= small Az) to avoid probe 
interference. z 

Considering both space and time separability, Planchon (1974) has she.:*» 
the separability model is a generalization of Taylors frozen pattern hypothe. is. 
That is, the space-time correlations are converted single point autocorrelations 
with a decaying amplitude fixed by the convected frame autocorrelation. 
Fig. 14 shows, when time separability is included, that the model does noi 
account for a dispersive effect that broadens and skews the space-time cor- 
relation. However, as is shown, it does properly predict the space-time 
peak amplitudes.  Further, Fig. .15 shows that the model correctly constructs 
the 3-dimensional convected frame autocorrelation from independent measure- 
ments in the three orthogonal directions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The radial variation of the measured pressure intensities were found to 
be similar in shape, but to vary in amplitude with down stream position. This 
axial variation is consistent with theory and velocity field measurements. 
The pressure correlation measurements indicate large, slowly varying, cor- 
related regions of pressure that are uniformly convected down stream. These 
correlations are shown to be spatially separable. However, space-time separa- 
bility was determined not to be exact but a useful model. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE TURBULENT CHARACTERISTICS 01 
CO-ANNULAR JET FLOWS AND THEIR ROLE IN AERODYNAMIC NOISE GENERATION 

by 

R. J. Hammersley and B. G. Jones 

Nuclear Engineering Program and Mechanical Engineering Department 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,Urbana, Illinois (>1801 

INTRODUCTION 

Current models for predicting aerodynamic noise generation by jet flows 
require knowledge of the detailed turbulence characteristics of the jet flow 
field. Typical characteristics included in models are turbulent intensities, 
scales and convection velocity. These quantities have been documented in 
sufficient detail for simple jet flows, but not for co-annular (by-pass) jets 
flows, which are currently being used in high by-pass ratio, low noise jet 
engine designs. 

In this experimental study the turbulent characteristics of both the 
velocity and static pressure fields of a co-annular nozzle configuration 
are measured. These data are obtained through the use of standard constant 
temperature anemometry techniques using multisensor hot wire probes and our 
bleed type pressure transducer sensor. The experimental results supply the 
information required for use in existing noise source models and for develop- 
ment of new and modification of existing models. Of primary importance is 
the development of an appropriate model for the two-point pressure correla- 
tion structure in the driven shear layers of the coannular jet flow. This 
model will be used in the Ribner dilatational formulation of the noise source 
to predict the far field noise. The predictions will be compared directly 
with far field noise data taken from the same experimental facility. 

In this paper we describe the experimental facility and equipment, 
present preliminary results of the turbulent flow field structure and out- 
line the continuing research work. 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY AND EQUIPMENT 

Air Supply System 

A large co-annular nozzle flow facility at the NASA-Lewis Research 
Center was used for the experimental study; see Olsen and Friedman (u-"4) 
for flow system details. The facility is located outdoors and a large tent 
canopy was placed over the measurement area to help eliminate atmospheric 
and wind influences. Compressed air from a 140 psia source was supplied 
at near ambient temperatures (<4^F difference). Two separate, but similar, 
flow paths were used to supply air to the two nozzles. Each flow path con- 
sisted of the following elements (proceeding downstream from the air supply) 
pneumatically operated flow control valve, valve noise quieting section, 
inlet piping, and the test nozzle. For each flow path the valve noise 
quieting section consisted of a perforated plate and an acoustically lined 
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baffled muffler. The inner or core nozzle inlet piping was a straight run 
>f 8 inch diameter pipe with two sets of screening. The outer or by-pass 
nozzle inlet piping was a 16 inch diameter pipe which split into two 12 inch 
diameter lines which terminated in a plenum. The plenum had two sets of 
screening which were just upstream of the outer nozzle inlet. Figure 1 
illustraves the air supply system. 

Nozzles 

A 3.0 inch diameter nozzle was used in all cases for the inner nozzle. 
Two outer nozzles were used and had diameters of 5.35 inches and 8.7 inches 
which correspond to area ratios of 2.2 and 7.4, respectively. The nozzle 
profiles were determined from a potential flow solution of a uniform in- 
compressible flow between two co-axial, parallel surfaces of different cross- 
sectional areas as was done by Spencer (1970). The inner nozzle was designed 
so that both its outer and inner surfaces had the proper profile whereas 
only the inner surface of the outer nozzles was so constructed. The atten- 
tion given to the nozzle profiles assured that at the exit plane of the co- 
annular nozzles the mean velocity profiles were flat, the turbulence in- 
tensities in each were low and the two streams were parallel. Figure 2 
demonstrates the success of these nozzle configuration designs. Further, 
a symmetry check at several axial positions indicates proper alignment of 
the nozzles and that the flow fron each is parallel and parallel to the 
geometric axis of the nozzles centerlines. 

Sensors and Instrumentation 

The mean velocity profiles were measured with anemometry equipment 
and pitot tube rakes. The rakes (one for each nozzle configuration) 
were made of five impact tubes (0.062 inch diameter tubes) spaced to cor- 
respond to the nozzle lips. The rakes were connected to 0-5 psi pressure 
transducers which were monitored and recorded via a data collection system. 

The hot wire probes were also built at NASA-Lewis. Several single 
sensor probes and two end-flow x-probes were also made. The wire sensors 
were all n»?de of 0.00019 inch diameter tungsten wire. The total wire lengths 
were 0.0625 inches and the active length was 0.050 inches. Hence, the 
length to diameter ratio was 300 which is high enough to assure that no probe 
support interference should occur and end losses can be ignored. Constant 
temperature DISA anemometry was used and the bridge output was recorded 
directly. The velocity signals were linearized via a small analog com- 
puter and rr-recorded. 

The fluctuating static pressure was measured by a miniature pressure 
transducer. The details of operation and an error analysis of the pressure 
transducer have been presented by Planchon (1974). 

PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The measurement program consisted of single and two point measurements 
of the velocity and fluctuating pressure fields.  In all cases a cold, subsonic 
jet was studied with an inner core velocity of 450 fps. A range of velocity 
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ratiJS (defined as velocity of by-pass flow divided by velocity of inner 
core flow) from zero to one was investigated. Only round coplanar and no 
extended or plug nor-ies were used in this work. 

Mean Velocity Measurements 

The mean velocity measurements of the single probe hot wire and rakes 
were combined foi each nozzle configuration into a spread diagram. These 
diagrams (see Figure 3) show the extent of the potential cores and hence 
the length of the mixing regions formed. The various regions are defined 
by constant '»phi" lines of 0.05 and 0.95. The parameter phi is defined as 

where: U is the velocity of the high velocity side of the driven mixing 
region and U, is the velocity of the low velocity side of the driven mixing 
region. The same core velocity and velocity ratio were used in both cases 
and only the area ratio is different. The larger area ratio configuration 
has the largest outer potential core--5 core diameters compared to 2.5 core 
diameters for the smaller area ratio configuration. This effect is believed 
to have significant implications in terms of the far-field sound since it 
is observed that the far-field sound decreases as the area ratio increases; 
all other parameters remaining constant. The measurements also show that the 
inner potential core is longer than for a simple jet. Further, the inner 
potential core was found to be 7 core diameters for both area ratios. 
Champagne and Wygnanski (1971) also observed the longer inner potential 
core for velocity ratios less than one and suggest this effect is primarily 
from the decreased shear between the inner jet and its surroundings. 

For both area ratios, the outer potential core was shorter than the 
inner potential core. Hence, the flow field is quite complex since it proceeds 
through the following situations starting from the exit plane and proceeding 
downstream: 

a) Two driven shear layers (both inner and outer potential cores 
still exist) 

b) A driven shear layer and transition region superimposed on each 
other (inner potential core only) 

c) A transition region only (in which both potential cores have 
completely dissipated) 

This complexity must be considered when one estimates the sound sources 
in the co-annular jet and how to combine them to get the total source in the 
jet. 

Single Point Velocity and Pressure Measurements 

The radial variations of the rms fluctuations in the axial (u') and 
radial (vf) velocity components and pressure (p') were measured for a series 
of axial positions for each nozzle configuration. The respective profiles 
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for the S.5S inch outer nozzle case are shown in Figures 4, 5, and 6. All 
three figures show the above mentioned evolution of the flow as one moves 
downstream. When the profiles are presented in similarity coordinates 
(Ir-Rj/x where: r=radial position, R=jet radius and x=axial position), 
they become self-similar from one core diameter to the end of the outer 
potential core.  At this point, the transitional effects of the outer mixing 
layer appear but self-similarity is roughly approached again by the end 
of the inner potential core. These trends are also indicated in the non- 
dimensionalized spectra for the axial velocity component. 

The single point pressure spectra for the 5.35 inch diameter nozzle 
configuration are shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 is for the outer, zero 
velocity ratio, mixing region while figure 8 is the inner, velocity ratio 
of 0.4, mixing region. Ttoe spectra are non-dimensionalized on the common 
basis of Taylor's frozen pattern hypothesis. This technique should collapse 
structurally similar spectral distributions as long as the velocity and 
scale used are proportional to the local convection speed and scale size. 
The spectra presented were all measured on the center line of mixing in 
the respective shear layers. The spectra were measured by an analog 1/3- 
octave band pass filtering network. The resulting spectral distribution was 
normalized and each band-passed frequency region was divided by its re- 
spective filter width. Thus, the final spectral distribution is on a per 
unit frequency basis. The local mean velocity (U.  .) and mixing layer 
widths (b) were used to non-dimensionalize the spectral curves. The figures 
show good collapse of the data. This suggests that for both the zero and 
non-zero velocity ratio mixing regions the pressure field has a nearly 
frozen pattern with structural similarity, constant convection velocity 
and linearly growing scales.  Planchon (1974) has found similar results 
for both the pressure and velocity fields of a simple round jet. 

The axial distribution of velocity and pressure is of interest in 
describing the sound source in the shear layer. The effect of velocity 
ratio on this axial variation was studied near tie center of the inner 
mixing layer.  The results are presented in figure 9. The pressure in- 
tensity is ron-dimensionalized by the inner core exit plane head and a:dal 
position is plotted in terms of core diameters. The figure illustrates 
the effect of the reduced shear between the inner jet and its surrounding 
flow field as the velocity ratio is increased. At distances greater than 
x/D of 7, both potential cores have completely dissipated and the axial 
distributions for all the velocity ratios appear to approach the sane 
value. This seems to imply that the jet flow is rapidly developing into 
a self-preserving flow—identical to a simple axisymmetrical free jet. 

CONTINUING WORK 

The current research effort shall continue into the analysis of the 
two point measurements to ascertain the effect of velocity ratio on scales 
and convection velocities. A narrow band frequency model for the two point 
pressure cross correlation function will be developed and employed in the 
Ribner dilatation formulation of the jet noise problem. The predicted trends 
in the far-field noise will be compared to measured far-field sound power 
levels. 
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ON NOISE PRODUCED BY SUBSONIC JETS 

by 

John Laufer, Richard E. Kaplan and Wing T. Chu 

University of Southern California 
Department of Aerospace Engineering 

Los Angeles, California 90007 

At the 1973 Interagency Symposium the development of a directional 
microphone system was described and some preliminary results were presented 
(Ref. 1).  In view of the very promising aspect of this method for the 
location of noise sources along a jet exhaust, additional effort has been 
spent to improve the technique and to obtain more accurate results. This 
involves developing more effective statistical methods to improve the spatial 
resolution of the directional microphone system and second, to use some 
specially designed filter amplifiers to counteract the frequency discrimina- 
tion of the reflector type directional microphone system. These filters 
improve the accuracy of the measurement in the low frequency regime of the 
system. 

Since most of the features of the experiment have been previously dis- 
cussed (Ref. 1, 2, 3)» we shall dispense with their repetition at this time, 
and concentrate only on the differences in experimental and analytical tech- 
niques as well as a presentation of our latest results. 

Analytical Techniques 

As explained in Ref. 1, the gain of the reflector microphone system 
2 

initially increases with frequency like f . Since the high frequency portion 
_o 

of jet noise only decreases as f , the total measured signal will be heavily 
weighted by the relatively unimportant high frequency portion of the noise 
spectrum. To counteract this frequency discrimination of the reflector micro- 
phone system, a specially designed filter amplifier has been used in obtaining 
our final results. Figure 1 shows the configuration of this special amplifier 
and its frequency response. 

If we model the jet by a line distribution of compact acoustic sources of 
strength W per unit length, each having a spectrum and a directionality, the 
measured response, W , of a directional microphone located in the far field 

(X , r) and aiming at the point x (Figure 2) is given by 

kOO 

-^ H{~ ) W (^ , f , 0) dif 

o 

where H is the "window function11 of the directional microphone system and 

Wm<x m f) - r (i) 

so 
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»; a 7L D sin 9/ X , D being the diameter of the reflector, and A is the 
acoustfc wave length. G is the gain of the microphone system and is a 
function of frequency f. There are at least three possible ways to solve 
Equation 1 to recover   W depending on the assumptions used. The first is 
the integral transform technique which was originally used in Ref. 2. The 
second is the matrix inversion technique used in Ref. 1. The third one is the 
relaxation technique which involves an iterative procedure. A systematic 
study of these three methods has been carried out and reported in Ref. 3. 
It has been found that the last technique is superior as demonstrated by 
Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 is a reproduction of Figure 8 of Ref. I and 
Figure k  shows distribution obtained by the relaxation technique.  It is seen 
that the spatial resolution (the spread of each curve) has been considerably 
improved although the qualitative results are essentially the same. The same 
data replotted as contours of constant intensity are shown in Figure 5a, 
while 5b gives a similar plot for a two inch jet showing that the conventional 
scaling laws are  essentially satisfied. This technique is currently being 
used to analyze data recorded for other exhaust velocities and with reflector 
located at positions other than the 90° case. 

The good spectral scaling for both overall noise and the present direc- 
tional microphone results in terms of the Strouhal number  (fD/U) strongly 
suggest that the large scale turbulent motion may play a very important role 
in the noise production of turbulent jets. Studies of these large scale 
structures have been started under an additional contract from NASA Lewis 
Research Center.  In addition, simple experiments involving far field acoustic 
measurements are being carried out to substantiate our current thinking on 
the generation mechanism of jet noise. 

The results cited above were analyzed by numerical Fcurier Transform 
methods, using a 500 hz "ideal*' bandwidth on the Hanned spectra. The high 
cost of digital spectral analysis caused us to use an analog, narrow band 
filter for the initial Fourier Analysis of the data. The bandwidth character- 
istic of the analog filter is shown in Figure 6 as an amplitude a(f). 

Whereas the previously cited results used an experimentally measured 
window function, derived from a "point" acoustic source, an analytic window 
function was computed by convolving the filter characteristic shown in Figure 
6 with the theoretical diffraction distribution expected in an axisymmetric 
coordinate system (2J,( n  )/  M )2. 

,oo 

k2 

H( >j ) 

5 
-00 

(2J , ( .[ )/.l r a(f)df 2. 

1 
oo 

a(f)df 

00 

and  i  now is expressed in terms of frequency f and the sound speed C 

'I ]v   Df  sin 0/C 
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This integration was performed for all center frequencies and all aiming 
locations for each virtual source (yielding the 0 as shown in Figure 2). 

It was noted that at very low frequencies, the gain of the reflector is 
so small that the microphone responds appreciably to sound that has not been 
reflected.  Hence, the kernal H(>£ )  in (1) was replaced by 

„{vl) + oijü|! (3) 

a(f)R, 

where the second term accounts for the direct response with a shielding term 
0(x) which included the directional characteristics of the focal point micro- 
phone converted into our coordinate system. 

The source distribution W(x,f)  is recovered by an iterative technique 
wherein W.(x.f)  is chosen as the measured W (x,f) distribution and 

I m 

D(x) = 1. 

The W (x,f) generated by (1) is compared to the measured W (x,f) and 
m * m 

the error is used to generate the next VL(x,f). After proceeding through 

four iterations, the error is used to generate a new D(x) distribution 

0c(x) = D(x) - .5 • ERROR/W (x,f) 

Beyond this alternate iteration, errors are corrected for in either the 
W.(x,f) distribution or the D.(x) distributions until 

ik) 

oo 

W - W 
• m   m. f)j 2 d 

-oo 
oo .0001 (5) 

.".<"■« 

-oo 

Experimental Results 

In Figure 7 a sample of the raw experimental data representative of an 
oblique observation angle for a sonic jet is presented at a representative 
frequency.  Observe in Figure 7 the "raggedness" of the amplitude distribution 
as a function of aiming Dosition along the jet axis. The variation of inten- 
sity from a nominal smooth curve is the spatial noise of the measurement, and 
is indicative of mine- variations of jet exit condition in time, translated to 
an apparent spatial noise since the reflector was stepped in x. 

When this spatial noise was "smoothed" (Figure 8), the observed distri- 
butions in frequency (spectra at fixed x) were subject to increasing scatter, 
so that an initial smoothing in both space and frequency was desirable to 
yield data which could be enhanced. 
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This process is necessary since the enhancement essentially restores 
high spatial frequencies lost by the diffraction of the reflector, which 
serves as a spatial low pass filter. 

The enhanced results (Figure 9) often suggest spurious structures asso- 
ciated with the limits of the measured data (i.e., far upstream and downstream) 
These spurious responses result from the truncation of the incident data in x 
whereas the measurements should have been taken for a larger range of included 
viewing angles. Generally, these structures are sufficiently far removed from 
the primary peaks that they may be easily separated from the main structure 
except at the lowest frequencies investigated. 

Conclusions 

As with previous results, the existence of Strouhal scaling and the 
source location is in accord with known features of jet noise structure. 
While care must be taken to minimize the spatial noise, and much of the fine 
structure measured needs further clarification to determine its physical signi- 
ficance, the technique is now sufficiently advanced to warrant its use for 
both supersonic and muffled jet configurations. 

Thi* w^rk *"zz supported by a research grant from the Department of 
Transportation D0T-0S-00002. The authors acknowledge the assistance of 
Robert H. Schlinker who performed the data reduction and numerical calculations. 
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Bandwidth =500 Hz 
Reflector at 90° 

FIG. *4.  PROCESSED INTENSITY DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG A 1",M*.97,JET 
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Bandwidth = 500 Hz 
Reflector at 90* 

a) TJET   M=0.97 

b) 2MJET   M*0.98 

FIG.  5.      CONTOUR PLOT OF   INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION 
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SUPERSONIC JET NOISE INVESTIGATIONS 

by 

John Laufer, W. T. Chu, R. H. Schlinker, 
and R. E. Kaplan 

University of Southern California 
Department of Aerospace Engineering 

Los Angeles, California 90007 

ABSTRACT 

The acoustic source strength distributions along a jet axis at Mach 
numbers 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 are presented. Certain measurements were made in 
narrow frequency bands using a directional microphone system aligned at both 
90 and approximately 40° to the jet axis. Equal intensity contours illus- 
trate the Strouhal rumber of maximum intensity and the spatial extent of the 
acoustic sources at each viewing angle. 

Recent measurements of the jet far field and near field pressure signals 
exhibit wave shapes characteristic of Mach wave radiation. Various statis- 
tical information regarding these signatures as well as conjectures about 
their generation are given. 

Harrow band directivity measurements obtained with an omnidirectional 
microphone are included. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

Before the next generation of supersonic jet noise suppressor devices 
can be designed the location and nature of the important noise sources must be 
understood  °revious approaches to this problem include:  (I) Theoretical 
prediction based on various models of generation mechanisms and dimensional 
arguments (Ref. 1, 2, 3. *♦. 5. 6, 7); (2) Intensity surve>s along the jet 
boundary (Ref. 8, 9); (3) Optical visualizations of the flow and acoustic near 
field (nef. 10, 11. 12, 13, I**. 15); W Extrapolation from the far  field 
intensity contours (Ref. 16, 9); (5) Wall isolation techniques (Ref. 17, 16, 
19); and (6) imagin } techniques (Ref. 20). 

Results are now available on the location of th? sources from measure- 
ments made at the university of Southern California using an   imaging type 
directional microphone system. The unit, consisting of spherical reflector 
with a microphone at the focal point, rotates to scan along the jet axis. 
The details of the system are  discussed in Ref. 21. 

The measured far field response W (x.f)  for the directional microphone 
m 

located at X, r and aimed at point x, is related to the assumed incoherent 
source strength distribution W(x,f,0) by the time averaged integral 
equation: 
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m J  a«2 L 1   G(f) R,2J   * 
W.(«.f)- I  -^  H(*)*ii5L5-^ W(|,f.l)d{     (1) 

(For a discussion of the variables involved and the relaxation technique used 
to recover the source distribution W(x,f) see "On Noise Produced by Subsonic 
Jets' by Laufer, Kaplan, and Chu, also presented at this symposium.)  If the 
frequency dependent gain is not considered, the peak Strouhal number is 
shifted to higher frequencies (Ref. 20). 

The recovered narrow band W(x,f,0) distributions have been combined to 
provide constant acoustic source strength contours plotted against */D and 
fD/U.. These show the spatial extent and the peak Strouhal number of the 

source distribution. 

Measurements made with an omnidirectional microphone in the near field 
and at oblique far field positions show a randomly occurring skewed pressure 
signal. Oetailed cross-correlation and conditional sampling measurements of 
the signals are presented. Conjectures on their generation are made. Finally, 
narrow band spectra obtained with an omnidirectional microphone are given. 

II.  FACILITY AND PROCEDURE 

Three converging diverging nozzles were designed for stiock free flow at 
Nach numbers H ■ 1.5. 2.0, 2.5. A standard NASA program based on three 
dimensional methods of characteristics was used. The exit diameters are one 
inch and boundary layer corrections were maue. A similar set of two inch 
exit diameter nozzles was also fabricated but has not yet been used. Fabri- 
cation of the nozzles was done on a numerically controlled lathe to insure 
contour accuracy of .0001 inch. 

The nozzles are  coupled to the existing settling chamber by a contraction 
section. Mismatch tolerances on the radii at the joining point between the 
nozzle and contraction section were held tc .002 inch. This is less than the 
estimated boundary layer displacement thickness originating upstream. With 
M » .2 at the joining point the high accelerations downstream tend to 
suppress any boundary layer disturbances which develop. The first derivative 
of the contour was required to be continuous at all joining points. Gener- 
ally, care was taken to keep the upstream turbulence level low. 

Shadowgraphs were taken at increments of \  psi nesr  the design stag- 
nation pressure to determine the optimum shock free operating pressure. The 
deflection angles of the weak intersecting compression waves emanating from 
the nozzle lip were minimal si  absolute pressures corresponding to M * 
l.*»7, 1.97, 2.4*7. Consequently, these «»ere selected as the operating Hach 
nu»flbers.  In all cases the bounding shea* layers of the flow were straight 
mnd  no shock cells were visible. 

During the blowdown operation settling chamber pressures sre  maintained 
within - ,5% of the operating pressure. The stagnation temperatures were 
slightly lower than ambient because of the work done by the expansion of the 
gas from the reservoir.  Studies will be made for heat d jets at a future 
date. 
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All acoustic measurements are made in an anechoic chamber with 1/8" 
B & K condenser microphones. Free field corrections are applied to all 
microphones. The frequency response characteristics of the remaining elec- 
tronic equipment is calibrated and corrected following standard procedures. 
A 100 Hz bandwidth is used for all narrow band spectra. 

111. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

I.  Source Strength Distributions 

Measurements have been made and the data analyzed for the Mach numbers 
and angles shown in Figure 1. Space limitations allow us to present only a 
few typical results in this paper.  Figure 2 shows a measured source strength 
distribution for a representative center frequency. As mentioned in Ref. 22, 
the window function acts to smooth the source distribution. Conversely, noise 
present in the measured distribution induces large oscillations. Thus, it is 
necessary to pre-smooth W (x,f)  prior to enhancement.  The result (using the 

method of Ref. 22) is shown in Figure 2 along with the corresponding enhanced 
distribution W(x,f) obtained by relaxation. Notice that the spatial extent 
of the recovered distribution is narrower indicating that the resolution of 
the system can be enhanced by numerical analysis of the data. 

To test if the oriqinolly measured source strength W (x,f)  could be 
£ m 

recovered,   the  integral   eqiation was evaluated using the enhanced distribution 
W{x»f).     The  resulting    W     (x,f)     distribution obtained   in this way agrees 

ml 
with W (x,f) as shown in Figure 2. 

m 

Figure 3 shows a constant intensity contour plot obtained by combining 
33 measured (and smoothed) narrow band source distributions for the case M * 
2.0, 9 = 37.5°.  The corresponding contour plot for the source strength after 
enhancement is also shown. 

Figure k  shows a set of constant intensity and source strength contour 
plots for the case M = 2.C,  9 ■ 37.5°. 

Additional results obtained during the course of the supersonic jet 
noise investigation not shewn here include:  (I) Total power per unit length 
as a function of x'D; (2) Location of maximum intensity as ."< function of St 
number; and (3) Comparison of the power spectral density  I(k5,f)  obtained by 
the directional microphone and a single omnidirectional microphone. 

2.  Near Field Far  Field Pressure Signals 

The M *» 2.5, ^5  directional microphone pressure signals exhibited 
rather characteristic shapes as shown in Figure 5.  Since the reflector 
accentuates the high frequency content of any signal an omnidirectional micro- 
phone is needed to check the exact waveform.  As Figure 6 shows, randomly 
occurring high amplitude positive peaks followed by less intense negative ones 
were again observed.  By comparison, the 90° omnidirectional microphone showed 
nc such skevne^s (Figure 7).  Similar results were obtained for the M = 2.0, 
37.5° directional and omnidirectional microphone measurements.  In both the 
M * 2.5, ^5° and M * 2.0, 37.5° case the skewed signals were confined to a 
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region 0< — < 15. No skewness was observed for the M = 1.5 jet. 

It was conjectured that these skewed pressure signals are produced by 
the so-caTi1ed Mach wave radiation of the jet. The existence of such Mach 
waves in ehe jet near field was observed on the previously mentioned shadow- 
graphs and is we 11-documented (Ref. 10, 11, 12, 13, 1*0.  It should be noted 
that the oblique angle positions used for the M ■ 2.0, 2.5 directional and 
omnidirectional measurements were selected to coincide with the propagation 
angle of the shadowgraph Mach waves.  (The M = 1.5 oblique angle was chosen 
from the peak intensity on polar plots). These preliminary results suggested 
that since the Mach waves might be reaching the far field, a more detailed 
study was in order. 

First, the probability distributions were analyzed.  Figure 8 shows a 
typical probabiUt, Jensity B(p) for M= 2.5, 9 = ^5°, 90°. The skewness 
is evident. Table 1 lists the skewness values S for the cases shown in 
Figure 1. Here, 

i *oo    - 
r B(p)  dp 

S =    — 5  (2) 

where    'J    represents the  r.m.s.  pressure  level. 

To check  if some of the acoustic signals are propaged  in a preferred 
direction corresponding to the Mach wave propagation angle near field--far 
field cross correlations were made for the    M = 2.0    jet.     Figure 9 shows two 
microphones aligned with a source point at    x/D ■ 7.5.    The measured cross 
correlation coefficient  for the source at    x/D ■ 7.5    radiating  in the pre- 
ferred direction    9 = 39.^°    (close to the shadowgraph Mach wave propagation 
angle of 37.5°) was    C =  .5^.    Here    C     is defined as 

P,(t)   Mt) 
C =    1 2 (3) 

(p,2(t) P2
2(t)V 

(See Figure 10 for the cross correlation curve.) The propagation speed was 
determined as 1129 ft/sec--equivalent to the ambient speed of sound in the 
room. 

Inspired by the large cross correlation coefficient conditional 
sampling was initiated to determine the details of the pressure signals. 
Using the line array (Figure 9), a trigger signal was obtained from the first 
microphone (m.) from the conditions  (a) P(t) >    .75 P(t)    and (b) slope 

positive. The trigger signal was delayed until the acoustic signal travelling 
at the experimentally determined propagation speed reached m .  Figure 11 

shows the educted pressure signal obtained at m.. 

A similar cross correlation and conditional sampling study was made in 
Lhe near field (Figure 12). Both m.  and m« are now located in the 

vicinity of the previously studied acoustic source point at x/D = 7.5. To 
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avoid possible interference with the jet boundary, the microphones were 
located on a 7° conical slope starting at 1.2 diameters. The cross corre- 
lation result is shown in Figure 13 with C ■ .6? U.. The travelling speed 

corresponds to 992 ft/sec. The educted waveform obtained at m  is shown in 
Figure \k. 

IV. DIRECTIVITY PATTERNS 

Directional distributions were measured for narrow band spectra at each 
of the angles listed in Figure 1. Figure 15 shows the measured directivities 
for the 90° incidence, while Figure 16 is the corresponding result for 
oblique incidence. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

Until a more complete parametric study of the supersonic results is 
completed, it is impossible to distinguish the separate influences of the 
Mach wave radiation and temperature distribution in the acoustic source dis- 
tribution.  Supersonic jets exhibit peak acoustic source intensities farther 
from tKa jet exit pl~   and for a significantly larger spatial extent when 
measured in exit dia .      The results need to be further interpreted as to 
the best reference vt   ty (and Mach number) to characterize the far field 
acoustics. 

The measurements of the Mach wave radiation are  anomalous in that the 
component of their near field convection speed parallel to the jet axis occurs 
at subsonic velocities. Hence, the radial velocities associated with the 
generation of this field must be of the same order as the axial velocities of 
proto-shock waves are to be generated. Until the complete history of these 
waves can be traced out, it is difficult to determine how much of the far 
field acoustic energy is directly associated by this radiation source. 

This work was supported by a research grant from the Department of 
Transportation D0T-0S-00002. 
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FIG.  8:     PROBABILITY DENSITY,  M = 2.5;  6 = ^5°,  90° 
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON SOURCE DETECTION METHODS 

WITH APPLICATION TO JET NOISE 

by 

Thomas E. Slddon 

Associate Professor 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
The University ot British Columbia 

ABSTRACT 

A principal objective of this paper is to contrast several of the 
current "popular" methods of noise source detection, giving special emphasis 
to the author's experiences with causality correlation techniques. Some 
legitimate deficiencies of these methods, and a number of mis-construed 
criticisms, trill be discussed. At the conclusion tie briefly describe our 
plans for future Investigations of basic noise suppression principles, 
using appropriate source detection methods. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Research into the physical mechanisms rf aerodynamic noise has, for 
more than two decades, focussed heavily on *:he fundamental behavior of 
isolated turbulent gas jets.  Paradoxically, even after some twenty years 
of effort we do not understand the noise generating features of high 
velocity jets sufficiently well enough to effect a substantial change in the 
process.  Recently our discussions have centered on three principal issues: 

First, we have been concerned that Lighthill's original theoretical 
model for aerodynamic noise, posed in terms of equivalent stationary acoustic 
sources imbedded in a quiescent compressible medium is not adequate to predict 
the propagation properties associated with high velocity and/or high temp- 
erature jets. This has lead to a class of extended non-linear solutions to 
the wave equation such as those proposed by Li 1 ley  and Doak?*, and to 
alternative means of linearly separating the effects of convection and 
refraction from the basic radiation process, as described by Ribner** and 
Mani4-. 

Second, we have been encouraged to consider the possibility th*t the 
p/oceas of turbulence evolution (not just its "decay") plays an important 
role In the generation of aerodynamic noise.  From the work of Crow and 
Champagae5-, Sichalke  , Laufer'-, tnd KarmmcHet!*-, we have seen how the 
amplification of coherent disturbances in the early shear layer may cont- 
ribute to the generation of sound either directly, of perhaps indirectly 
through an almost catastrophic collapse of organized vorticity which appear* 
to occur near the end of the potential core (in analogy to the "breaking" of 
waves or. the seashore). Uhether or not the organized structure itself is oi 
major consequence to the noise of typical full-scale jets, at high Reynolds 
number and with "dirty" core flows, is yet to be demonstrated.  Nevertheless 
we are being forced to reconsider our concept of what these "eddies" really 



look like, which have for so many years been described rather loosely as 
"roughly ellipsoidal volumes of coherent motion". 

Third, there have been growing efforts, both on this continent and 
overseas to develop practical experimental methods for noise source local- 
ization and quantification. These methods have generally taken a physical, 
rather than a theoretical point of view; that all of the noise being generat- 
ed by the turbulent jet is coming from somewhere and it should therefore be 
possible to measure\ by suitable means, the fractions of time average acoustic 
power (or intensity) which are "apparently" emitting from each unit volume of 
the turbulent region. A detailed account of progress along these lines is to 
be found in the Proceedings to two recent Specialists' Conferences on Aero- 
dynamic Noise*. 

Unfortunately, as in theoretical work the experimentalist must learn 
to walk, before he tries to run; our experiments must often be based on 
simplified approximate versions of the aerodynamic noise theory, expressed 
in terms of quantities which are readily measureable.  If we are lucky these 
simplistic linear models, employing quasi-incompressible, inviscid and/or 
isentropic approximations, will lead to bet^r results than we might have 
felt possible. Such has been the historical experience in regard to 
theoretical modeling in fluid mechanics (e.g., thin airfoil theory). 

It is a thesis of this paper that the aforementioned areas of activity 
contribute to a triune of effort which is essential to our continued assault 
on the physical origins of jet noise.  If the three schools can "cross- 
correlate" in a cooperative spirit, each will offer important benefits to 
the other two. 

2-  CRITERIA FOR SOURCE LOCATION METHODS 

With the increased complexity of modern aircraft powerplants the 
traditional experimental method of "stand back and listen" is inadequate. 
We must develope means of locating and measuring the individual contributions 
which emanate naturally from each unit of volume or surface area associated 
with the source region. Otherwise, where several uncorrelated phenomena 
make roughly equal contributions to the total noise, we have no reliable means 
of determining whether we have suppressed or aggravated a given source 
contribution, in response to a local configuration change.  Thus an ideal 
source detection method should possess the following characteristics: 

i) Ability to measure the "apparent" acoustic emission, expressed as 
contribution to total acoustic power from unit volume JjdW/dV) or 
contribution to radiated intensity per unit volume ( dp^/dV) ir a 
given direction. 

ii) Distributions of local source strength should stand the test of 
integral closure; that is, the distributions should integrate out 

* AGARE Noise Mechanisms Conference, Brussels, Belgium/ September 19-21, 1973. 

ALAA Aero-Acoustics Conference, Seattle, Washington/ October 15-17, 1973. 
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to the correct total W or p^ for the entire source region. 

iii) The measurement of local source strength should be effected with 
a high degree of spatial resolution. For example in studying the 
emission from a multi element suppressor nozzle where the stream- 
wise extent of the source strength is not large compared with the 
cross sectional dimension, a method which can only estimate the stream- 
wise source distribution will be of very limited value. For such 
a case, we will wish to obtain information about the relative emission 
from "shielding" and "shielded" flows, and the intervening regions 
of coalescence, as a function of entrainment velocity and nozzle 
spacing. Clearly we need a method which is suited to resolving 
source distributions over surfaces perpendicular to the mean mot^o 
not just along its axis. 

iv) The device or devices employed for source strength detection should 
not substantially disturb the source region, nor generate any 
additional noise. 

v) It should be possible to modify the distributions of "apparent" 
emission strength 1:0 determine the "true" emission strength. The 
distinction here is subtle, resulting from the combined effects of 
source convection and refraction. Although the degree of this 
potential difficulty is so far unknown, it may not be a negligible 
effect for high velocity and/or high temperature flows. 

The foregoing criteria have been implicit in most experimental attempts 
to decompose the source region into its constituent 'parts".  However at the 
present point in time, none of the known methods of source strength diagnosis 
satisfy the criteria adequately. 

3.  POPULAR METHODS OF SOURCE ANALYSIS 

Of the various techniques of source location which have been tried, 
several are still under active consideration. These are outlined below: 

3.1 Two-Point In-Flow Cross-Correlations 

In theory, two point in-flow cross-correlations, with time delay T 
and with probe separations £ *n all possible directions can be employed to 
predict, indirectly, the elementary source strength dpvdV "•, Detectors 
can be either in-flow probes (hot wire or pressure probes) or non intrusive 
sensors which monitor velocity, pressure, density, and/o*. temperature 
fluctuations remotely. Currently such experiments are being attempted using 
laser velocimeters (General Electric and Lockheed Companies), a crossed beam 
densitometer (Damkevala, et al^-0.) and focussed infra-red detectors (Belleval 
and Perullill«); in each case to monitor the source fluctuations at two 
points simultaneously. Each of these "remote" detection schemes suffers 
from growing pains relative to uncertainty about the quantitative nature of 
its response. For example, the crossed beam infra-red absorption technique 
of Damkevala, et al, measures coherence between two elongated (beam-wise) 
regions of volume, which is only an approximation of the desired two-point 
space Hme correlation. The infra-red emission detectors of Belleval and 
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Perulli give a signal which contain both temperature and density information, 
but in an uncertain mixture. 

In practise, the two-point in-flow correlation methods entail an 
enormous number of measurements to yield each local value of dp*/dV (e.g., 
see Chu$ or Damkevala et al10). A further difficulty results from the 
necessity of determining a fourth order derivative a  /3T of the moving frame 
space-time correlation function, a complication which introduces considerable 
uncertainty into the end result. To this author's knowledge, integral 
closure has not been documented for the two-point in-flow method. 

3.2 Physical Shielding of Source 

Several experiments have been attempted where a rigid physical shield 
is used to block off portions of the source region from the far-field list- 
ening point. Perhaps the most publicized of these have been the hole-in-the- 
wall experiments first reported by Potter and Jones12 and more recently by 
MacGregor and Simcox1^. The technique features experimental simplicity, 
but is only capable of yielding a stream-wise estimate of the "slice-wise" 
source strength (dp^/dy or dW/dy, depending on whether the measuring 
environment is anechoic, or reverberant).  Information on transverse plane 
source distributions is lost. Furthermore there are still serious, unresolved 
questions about acoustic and aerodynamic interference between the edge of the 
hole and the developing jet; and on the importance of acoustic flanking 
through the hole at frequencies where X is not small compared with the hole 
diameter. 

3.3 Directional Detectors 

These currently popular schemes, employing various forms of spherical 
and ellipsoidal collectors or equivalent summing microphone arrays, have 
been successully demonstrated by Chu and Laufer* , Grosche15 and others. 

| Such space filters are potentially quite powerful, and to date have been able 
tu resolve the stream-wise source distribution (dp/dy) in a sonic jet and to 
successfully achieve integral closure for that quantity.  However, two notes 
of caution are in order: 

First, these devices are essentially pressure summers; they will only 
achieve meaningful estimates of dp^/dy if the beamwidth A is small and if 
the collecting dish or array is several wavelengths and source dimensions 
removed from the source.  If the collector is too close to the source so as 
to sum the pressure being radiated in many different angles, the output will 
be related to the emission from a finite focal volume, but this output will 
represent neither the characteristic power, nor the acoustic intensity from 
that volume.  The reason is related to the fact that the sum of the squares 
p^i for many different ray paths does not equal the square of the sum (^pi)2. 
Furthermore there are some types of directional sources, for example a 
streamwise oriented dipole, which will giv* a summed output of zero, even 
though we know that a net acoustic power is being emitted. 

Secondly, when the beamwidth of such devices is narrow, the depth of 
resolution is very large. The cross-sectional resolving dimension (often 
called a window function) is subject to a diffraction limit, on the order of 
one or more wavelengths. Thus * ice the characteristic wavelengths emitted 
by sonic and subso. c jets generally exceed one jet diameter, the streamvise 
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resolution Is rather smaared out, and radial resolution Is not achievable. 

3.4 Near Field Monitoring 

Several methods of near field monitoring have been tried in the past. 
These usually employ measurements of p2 In various octave bands as approx- 
imations to the true acoustic intensity flux pu. Thus contouis of apparent 
intensity flux are obtained for different frequency components of the near 
field pressure. Since a genuine acoustic wattmeter has not been used,such 
results are open to considerable debate. 

Another class of near field experiments utilizes a rigid imaging plane, 
as described by Maestrello-^ or Rack! and Siddon^.  By forming two-point 
pressure correlations on the rigid planed or causality correlations with the 
far field sound17 a footprint of apparent acoustic flux is produced, to be 
associated with the image jet behind the plane.  Integral closure has been 
demonstrated for the total noise from the image jet20. These latter 
techniques suggest a compromise which may be quite useful when jets must 
be tested in close proximity to rigid ground planes. 

Needless to say, the near field methods offer little potential for 
spatial resolution beyond the simple stream wise distribution of source 
strength and frequency. 

4.   CAUSALITY CORRELATION METHOD 

The technique of "causality correlation" has been found extremely 
convenient for determining acoustic source distributions in noise generating 
flows and on adjacent surfaces***"^.  The method bears a theoretical similarity 
with the classical two-point in flow correlation method of Sec. 3.1, but for 
one distinct difference.  Instead of cross-correlating two points within the 
flow, only one point is required. The signal from this (cause) is cross 
correlated with the resulting far-field acoustic signal (effect).  The_ 
answers come out in the form of source strength estimates dp*/dV or dp2/dS 
characteristic of each source detection point. Only one measurement is 
required to characterize each source point, as compared with perhaps one 
hundred or more by the classical two-point method.  Also the data reduction 
is much more straightforward, since T derivatives of lower order are involved 
(only 3/9T or 9

2
/3T

2
). 

4.1 The Basic "Causal" Relationships 

The theoretical basis for the causal approach is now well documented. 
A solution integral for ti\e far field radiated sound p(t) is multiplied on 
both sides by the same far field pressure signal p* evaluated at a slightly 
different time t'. Upon time averaging, we find the autocorrelation function 
for the net far field sound pp^(T) depending on integral distributions of 
several contributing causality functions. °*2* 

c c 
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Here, T ■ t - t'. The causality functions are, in fact, time delay 
correlations between local "effective sources" and the net far field sound. 
Typical functions appear as sketched below: 

-pujpo:) 

Note that these functions will have their largest magnitude (or slope, 
for certain choices of source variable) at or near the correct retarded time 
delay value for acoustic propagation from source to receiver. The acoustic 
contributions from each unit of source surface area or volume are determined 
explicitly by setting t ■ t* (T - 0), giving the following "causality" relations: 

and 

dS 

-2 
dV 

p pCos 0) I- oc/c 
(2) 

(3) 
•x/c 

A completely equivalent alternative form of (3) is obtained if one replaces 
pu with the source dilatation pressure p(°), following the approach of 
Ribner or Meecham and Ford22,23 

dV 
(A) 

This alternative formulation, while experimentally more convenient, has 
come in for a good deal of undeserved criticism, an aspect to be considered 
irore fully on later pages. 

Other useful information may be extracted from the "shape" of the 
causality functions (1), including the local scales of coherence and spectra 
of the sound contribution from each point of source detection*8'19*  . 

The success of the causality methods is directly dependent on the 
accuracy and confidence which can be assigned to our measurements of the 
various source fluctuations. In-flow detection of turbulence generated 
fluctuations such as p^0' or pu^ is fraught with difficulty. Nevertheless, 
it has been possible to produce approximate facsimiles of the source strength 
distribution in turbulent jets, on rigid airfoils and rotating fan blades . 
For example, see the insults of Rackl , depicted in Figure (1). 

4.2 To Normalize or Not? 

There is frequent confusion as to the significance of correlations 
between two points widely separated in space, one of which is purported to 
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be a source. This confusion results partly from the widespread practise of 
norealizing the coherence, I.e. dividing by the Individual root-mean-square 
values of the partner variables. Whereas the concept of normalized coherence 
may be of considerable value in establishing the direction and strength of 
energy flows in multi-path (reverberant) systems» its use can be seriously 
mis-leading in analyzing single path (source-*receiver) situations. 

For example as depicted in Figure 2 it is possible to get one-hundred 
percent correlation between two microphones, both of which are located in 
the acoustic far field of a small loudspeaker. This will result if the 
normalized cross-correlation is evaluated at the correct time delay for wave 
propagation from A to B. Of course neither microphone need be close to the 
source, so the process of normalization has produced a meaningless result. 
However if the surface motion of the loudspeaker, or the adjacent baffle, 
were correlated against microphone B with an appropriate time delay and if 
the correlation was evaluated without normalization as shown lowermost on 
Figure 2, a correct localization of the source would occur. In accordance 
with equations (1) and (2), integration of the cross-correlation value 

[P^PBJT " E"3/9T * P^nPß)] f w111 yie1^ the total radiation p2 from the 
speaker, For radiation directions not in the plane of the baffle a further 
contribution would be found by forming the correlations pgj>Cos6t according 
to Equation (2). 

Similarily, in the more complex case of a turbulent jet, the correct 
distribution of source strength will only result if the raw (unnormalized) 
correlation is used. As in Figure 3, we consider a fixed microphone 
measuring p and a moving probe which measures pA. As the probe begins to 
penetrate tfie intense, inertla-dominated pressure field of the turbulence, 
the maximum correlation p p a will rise sharply while the normalized 
correlation will correspondingly drop. Integration of source distribution 
profiles as shown in the lower part of the figure should lead to closure, 
and recovery of the total p?£ radiated by the entire complex array of 
turbulence sources. The uea of normalized correlation as in the uppermost 
curve leads only to the mistaken conclusion that the jet noise sources are 
coherent over a substantially larger volume than the correlation lengths for 
the turbulence Itself. We must remember that normalization may indeed dem- 
onstrate the extent of coherence in the pressure field, but it does not reveal 
the source of that coherent field. 

For a fixed far field point it seems natural Co conclude that the largest 
cau8dlity correlation, at correct time delay, will locate the region of 
greatest source strength. If a "source" probe is only near to this region 
of strong sources (say outside the turbulence interface, or the the potential 
core) the probe signal will be much weaker and the correlation may not "peak" 
at the correct time delay. Likewise the apparent source strength will be 
small, even though the normalized coherence may seem higher than it was in 
the active part of the flow. 

4.3 The Numbers Game 

Assuming an array of discrete, well separated, and uncorrelated sources, 
it has been an established practise to estimate the nunber of such uncorrelated 
sources from the inverse of the maximum coefficient of causality correlation, 
squared^*. The appropriate relationships are given on Figure A, for either 
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surface or volume distributed sources (or both). However, recalling our 
findings of the previous section it should be apparent that a large va.'ue 
of normalized correlation is neither necessary, nor sufficient to identify 
a noise source, nor to draw conclusions about the number of such sources. 
Furthermore, the turbulent jet is not a distribution of spatially separated, 
uncorrelated sources. Several factors can lead to either an exaggeration 
of the number estimate (e.g., resulting from spurious, non-correlating noise 
on either channel) or a deficient estimate (resulting from band pass filtering 
of the signals or a correlatable contaminant in both signals)21.  Such 
constraints apparently lead to wide variations in number estimates, as 
indicated by the data of Figure 7. 

4.4 Negative Source Strength? 

Occasionally, especially where periodic sources are dominant or some 
form of spatial symmetry exists, evaluation of the causality functions (2) 
or (3) leads to an apparent "negative source strength" for certain source 
point locations. This observation was inij^ally puzzling since it had been 
felt that all contributions to dpVdV or dp'/dS should be positive.  In fact 
it has now been demonstrated that unequal, anti-prused motions ot two 
adjacent sources emitting the same frequency will give an apparent negative 
source strength, when the weaker source disturbance is correlated with the 
far field sound^. This is because the stronger of the two sources controls 
the phase of the far-field radiation; the weaker tends to cancel some of 
the far field pressure, being anti-phase with the dominant disturbance. 
This effect has been clearly demonstrated with the aiu of a simple dua1 

loudspeaker apparatus having provision for driving the two speakers unevenly, 
and counterphase. 

Our causality experiments with single round jets have shown no 
tendency for negative source strength, supporting the notion of a spatially 
random source distribution. At this point it is useful to stress» *he special 
virtue of the causality approach; the method singles out only that portion 
of the source fluctuation field responsible for some net contribution to 
the far field sound.  Certain types of larRe scale source fields, for example 
arising from a "coherent vortex-like structure", may be internally self 
cancelling, so that no significant contribution is made to the far-field 
sound. 

5.  PRESSURE SOURCE MODEL FOR jr.T NOISE 

The so-called dilatation model for jet noise, which h?,s been variously 
ascribed to Ribnerfcfc and/or Meecham and FordfcJ, separates the total pressure 
fluctuation into two parts p ■ pW + p(D.  in the source legion the 
pseuaosound p'0> (inertial in origin) is said to dominate »ver the acoustic 
fraction;  the converse is true in the acoustic far field.  This separation 
enables one to write the solution integral for ihe far-field acoustic 
pressure in terms of a distribution uf equivalent dilatory sources confined 
to the noise generating region: 

-"!,.,> 
w t 

d V(v) (5) 
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Although this Is now a widely accepted equivalent form to Lighthill's 
quadrupole model (both being restricted to "relatively" incompressible 
turbulence), there are persistent criticisms of its validity. Nonetheless, 
the work of Batchelor shows us that Ribner's key assumption: 

*y°>. <pui»j) 
3xi3x£ 

becomes exact in the incompressible limit. 

If ehe inertial pressure p'°J can be shown to dominate in the source 
region, equation (5) leads directly to the convenient causality source 
strength relation (4). The dominance of p^°' can be confirmed by a simple 
experiment.  If one plots the radial distribution of fluctuating pressure 
from the jet centerline outwards to large distance, one gets a picture as 
shown in Figure 5.  If we assume for the moment that all of the acoustic 
power of the jet is radiated by one equivalent point source, then by 
extrapolation of the free-field line into the source region (dashed) we 
must conclude that the net acoustic pressure level of that one source will 
fall well below the overall jet pressure level, by 20 decibels or more, for 
most points within the turbulent region.  Indeed if the total jet acoustic 
power Is viewed as coming from a large number of uncorrelated sources, their 
individual acoustic fields will be even less significant with respect to the 

i total jet pressure fluctuations. Thus the inertially induced pseudosound 
pressures may be viewed as a causative mechanism for a major portion of the 

I far field sound. 

All theoretical arguments aside, one could argue that the turbulent 
pressure fluctuation is a "natural" quantity to cross correlate  against 
the far field sound. Where he unnormalized causality correlation is 
largest, it seems logical that we might expect the strongest sources. This 
should be a useful technique, at least to within engineering accuracy, but 
i#e must pay careful attention to two contaminating influences;  First, the 
source detection probe may not register the true correct value of pv°>, 
because of its interference with the turbulent flow.  Secondly, the source 
probe may generate dipole sound due to the force fluctuations imposed by 
the interacting flow. These will be at the frequencies of the approaching 
turbulence and may radiate an additional correlatable sound to the tar- 
field point. 

As a consequence of these ^uienti^l contaminants  the causality 
correlation may contain two or more error :erms: 

seas lPffP     L"LPffP     Jtrue U
PffP error] 

error 

probe error 

♦ Cross term 
(6) 

probe noise 

The error terms must be adequately suppressed. 
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6.  CONTAMINATION OF PRESSURE PROBE SIGNAL 

It was once felt» by some, that reliable measurements of the fluctuating 
static pressure field of a turbulent jet would be virtually impossible, 
because of an inevitable error arising from interaction between the probe 
and the flow. However, recent research by the present author and others 
has shown that in certain cases the probe/flow interaction error can be 
suppressed considerably, using specially shaped probes which minimize 
sensitivity to incidence cnanges in the approaching flow, or probes which 
actively compensate for the interaction error in real time^O,25,26, 

Of course one must ensure that the probe or measuring device is small 
compared with the smallest wavelengths of turbulence (corresponding to highest 
frequencies), if meaningful "point" measurements are to result. On the 
foregoing assumption, the flow past the probe can be regarded as locally 
quasi-steady; an empirical approximation yields estimates of the pressure 
errors arising from incidence and velocity changes in each of the three 
coordinate directions•. 

» (o) 
P * P r meas      r true -    Ap(2uC * u2) + Bc(2u Ü    + u2) + CcUuJL ♦ u2)  + D (7) 

The fluctuating velocity components u, u , ug are in Che streamvise, 
radial and tangential directions, respectively; likewise for the steady 
components Ü, !'r and Ua. This equation is reasonably valid in low speed 
flows, but corrections may be required where compressibility effects are 
strong. 

The constants A, B, C, and D of equation 6 can be estimated from steady 
flow incidence calibrations.  By careful control over the shape of the pr?b*> 
it is possible to reduce these constants to a point where the error makes 
a minimal contribution to the pressure reading. For example, given a 
cylindrical static pressure probe aligned with the jet axis, and assuming 
the coefficient A has been made very small, with B and C taking values cf 
about -1/3, we can write. * 

(o) 
- P 

(o) 
-l/3w (u- u, - u  - u 

r 
(8) 

» it is true that errors of the above order may approach_the theoretical 
s" pressure fluctuations in isotropic turbulence (p  S~u*>% the pressurt 

While 
"true' 
fluctuations characterizing the shear layers of turbulent jets are now known 
to be much larger, and seem to vary like wuT?.  Thus, as depicted in Figure 6, 
the rms pressure error is expected to be on the order of 25' of the total 
observed pressure, or less, everywhere in the shear layer.  Specially 
shaped probes, wuch as the tongue-shaped configuration of RackJ~9, appe«r 
to do even better. 

Of further significance to causality correlation experiments  is the 
observation that certain of the error terms on the right hand side of (6) 
will not correlate with the radiated sound, if one introduces arguments 
based on symmetry and normality of probability functions. Thus if the field 
microphone is in the plane of r, the u.. terw will not correlate.  This sort 
of conslderation deserves further investigation. 
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7. CONTA~INANT TO FAR FIELD SOUND 

As illustrated in Figure 6, Rackl's tongue-shaped pressure probe sub
stantially reduced the errors in p(o) caused by quasi-steady incidence 
vnriations and velocity modulations in the plane of the foil (Hc,•0.3)20. 
Also the broad multi-crested causalitv correlation which had been observed 
with a conventional cylindrical probe-was replaced by a relatively smooth 
bell-shaped curve (Fig. 1.). The broadening was found to arise from spurious 
J i pole rad i.1ti0n due to unsteady flow interactions with the nose and stem 
0f the probe21 (see Fi&. 7). Note that the interactions occur with all 
dwractt'ristlc frP.quencies of the turbulence spectrum, not merely the vortex 
sheddin~ frequencies for the probe. Thus they contribute a correlatable 
c·or:ta.":linant t0 the far field pressure vhich is difficult to separate from 
the authentic sound generated by the adjacent turbulence. It was expected 
that a fl'i 1 sh<tped probe vhich offered minimium surface area tn the direction 
,,~· Lu-f idJ radiation •.muld reduce the dipole contaminant~ubstantially. 
:i,,·.:t'ver, ,m inte~ra:: ing his source distribution functi:9 dp·/d\' over the 
,·r;t!rt~ jet (Fi~. 1), Rackl obtained a value for total p which vas about 8 
~i~e~ lar~er than the direct measured sound level at 45 degrees to the tet 
.•.xb. Th:s li.>ad to the conclusion that the causality correlations p10}p(:) 
·.:ere :::uch U-'o lar~e. prob:1bly because of an unsteady "drag" dipolt> radiation 
:1:·i·d:1g fro::: streamvise buffeting of the probe supporting stem, by the 
:!;'f'!"t'acl:ing turbult:>nt flm.·. 

:he r;·•ist• ~.-o~in~ fro!:: a lift, side force, or drag-producing surfact• 
:~.bt•ddeJ in the flov can be estiruJted by a compact dip.-,1(" =odel, giviug: 

.,· Ccs: ·· [dF l z = fc.;..s, Cos~.~]~ M=c .:·u• (9) 
'dr.1~dipole (:.-xc)· dt] [ 4":t D 

flt'!"" '~ i" the ~<'<ill ~~H·h no., .. is a characteristiC frequency, ({) Ts thE' 
r,u.l»i-st.·ady Jr.1~ cL~efficient, and Sc is the effective coherence area ·,-.f tht> 

~~·ru• '-!i'-'tribution. A shoilar equation for l~t or side force noise will 
r.·sul t U c0 is replllce-d by CL

1
J4. 3nd ~ by v·. The noise coaing froa an 

.1Jj.1-=e::~ ,:,,rrelatcd volu::u• ele'ilent of the turbulence (\'c) is: 

\';. 
P .. [;:·~·=vc.V • 'f" • (ut·~ ) 

t.-x J ( l 0 ., 

~!: ... ..:(mLt:::i:~.H hm t.·ff"'ct is conveniently describe.-d by a probr conta::~inat i<H': 
ratic' ?CR. for i!._dra~ fluctuation: 

pdipol£• ffnt'Sc.Cos·-·];• ( ~)-: 
pr;:: ... - l •- ,. v t:• 

P~:t~ ·-··-'•c·~ 
' 

( ' ' \ .. " ' 

:!:us ft>r .1 probe <1f dJ:t,!Wte~ :l in a round turbulera~ jet of di.U:teter [)• 
equatior. (ll) ::!cld">, <rt x/D ··f.: 

!'CR 
dr;11.: 

' ' . -\1• 

"loc 
., 1 so • ·PCR 

~ide force 
d .. .J_ 

80 ( D ) • V• 

''l(H' 

.\ 1/R !nell Ji:1!'!1t•tf•r prt,h(' •>tPm in tl Jt>t of 1'1 inch nozzle diameter oper.nin~ .u 
~10 ... 1 will b:tvt> a T'CRdrn~·8.~>. hut <tt Mo•l the PCR will reduce to only abf'ut 0.~. 
Tho:> dfpolf:' natun• of t!w contnminnnt noise obvtou~lv vorks to advantage .lt h!~ht•r 
~~•wh n•Jmher~. For :tccurnte nH•asurement of cnufutlity correlations It i!'t esst>nti•1l 
:hat thP proh£' rad!ntinn he much weakt~r then the inherent self-radiatiCln !n'm .1n 
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1 adjacent corn•lation volume Vc. Since evidence seems to suggest a highly' 
'uncorrelated structure for the basic noise generators in subsonic jets, 
it is insufficient to disregard probe interference noise merelv on the 
basis of little observed change in the far field level, when the probe is 

1 inserted. 

B. CO~ClCSIO~S A~~ OliLISt OF FUTURE WORK 

Our ul ~ i~te objective is to contribute to the resolution of fundacent:tl 
j....t noise sup;:>ression cechanisr::s, and their inherent limitations, for multi-
t•l e~t·nt suppresser nozzles. t'nl ike some exper ir.aental methods vhich oea~ure 
en l y the in~egrated strea::\.•ise source distribution, ,·ausalit.y ccrrelat ion 
u,.:hr.iques .tre also sui ted r.o deter=ining the source strength profiles in 
c: re('tions transverse to the ~ean cot ion. \.'hile these :::ethods appea:- to 
;:-.)duce resul~s t0 an adequate degree of engineering approximation, there art> 
.1 ::t=:he:- r:d unresolved features which demand further exfiloration. For exa=!ph: 
~t· ca~ perhaps reducP the drag dipole conta=ination by going to an air foil
~hap~d prc~e s~~ • ._.! th :::~uch lover Co. \le wi 11 further invest !gate the 
?· """!~i:i::• -~~ jesi~ning a truly tt>rror-!ree r.ressure probe. by findtn~ ,. .•• ys 
" '"z~-.·rt'" :he cot-•f!ir;ients of equation (7) !n the sense that th•y .ne :crt> 
i:~~t!pe::d~: ,,f 'J..1ch :1tr.ber and turbulence spectru::. \Oe ?lan to :uke ~asun•
~~::~~ 0! t~e sensitivity of causality correlations to probe generated nclse 
:Cy :..t:s: in" :.d~::-:t L::a: rr,:-hes a! various sizes in a single jet. loOc.- ..trt· L.'oJ:.!n~ 

::-:..rc fullv :.r:.:0 cp.;est!ons of sour..:e convection, and refraction, as they t-H~::t 
~h~· ~i::.· :'f .H:iv3l ,·,~ t!it- causalit~· .. sittnatureo ... Ccnse~ences o! ~ulti?lt· 
p.1:~· rr·')M~at!(''· ~.-:v-ee:: "'OUt'Ct' and rect'iver (espe<:i.111y as .tpplit>.; :'.' ~~i~l<!t-•:! 
'~ <:·~.-1:--s~<.! ""'-"rc..-s) ;ll"t> also und~r stud~·. 

::-. ;M~;1: 2el ·.·; :h th~ abo\'e ~"C'rk. we are prep..:artn~ :c experi:.er::: 1.11: t; JL 

l .. t~t:---~!:-.t·i,~•~:--.1;':: ...:: ... ·...:r~"£- Ci"t~c:!cn s.che1!:~ • ..,1'!i ,1 subs~i!::!t(" !t"tr a p~ ...... ~i~.J.Z 
:;:,r,·s~.:..r~ ;cr~•h.· .!.:: t::.: th-:v. loOe expe~t also tc ~pl0y a f.u--!iclc e::t~<S.-:·!1!.1: 

:::..·:-.';~~....,ne ~~;~:~":"': .a~ an !nde;:t~e-nt ch~ck "~r.. prcte a:~~er-a:.-d ~ ... :~i~t-. '\\!":.·= !:·· !~~! 

:·.:'=' :.:-.:.~s;:::-.t: <es,.:!"<.· o! the :e.asured sou::ce dis<:.::i'•ut ie:-:.!t. 

::-:ese ...-,~·;c!.~c; a::~~ all e~aential zn·eret:tuis!tes tC' cur 'l:..li~ t.uir .• w!•t.:!'~ 1:'.. 

:.c f~x;:er!:e::taUy :!!~tin~.:ish bet~"f!en re-lative f'!:'issior:. st::ent:th :._:,! · ::it:!~:.!i::.;:'' 
<t::..! ··.,;~ie:dtd" 3~:s. a:-.d the interve~fn~ regions o! coalt>scen!H.'• tt•r :-::1..::t;. 
t-lt·::en~ 5'..:ppns!l!:'r :::~z:le§. Yr. thh vay ~ shculd l~arn :ere ab-.•u! :'1-.~ 1::! >..:tc::~.· 
.: ~ t>:: t :-a i. :-::t·~: -..~to~· ! t y a::d noz% 1 e sp.ac! nil: ~~ t'\.'~1" a l! r.o! -se- suppr~!o" iN:. ! :-

--1 :o:::panic·:: <~"Xp~:-!:::.er.t the ::ole of edite r.oisc.- g~<-ratf'd a~ th<> r..ozzh• ! ip~ .:,.,. 
bt:~i=--1" ..tssesFt>d ~Y :a!..lsality correlation. usin~t the.- llt..:r!ace pre~sur.~ r!l- .u !::t-

"'s __ ·~.~:-- .. :e·· !!"..:.C~':..t.n:i,:-:. Thus~ !n:er.G tc eX.it=1~-e the- P•)S~Ibi!it·y· !"t:"'"'= :t;. 
;<·::-:.::-1:.ec ::-:c·!5e i~po.;es a lover li::it o:: tht- nn!:<~e :-~:;c::io:: .:apal:'i~it' .·~ 

~~,._. -:o~-jl~t!t<e<! 1.x.•ri: described herein has b..-e:t !unded lar~~:ely ~;.· tht-
:::1: i~n.:t~ Re ... .ea!"~'h Co-..ncil o! Canad.a. under Grant ~'· A·ilOf, .-.nd tb:· rl«-tcn-;c 
-::~·'>•".u..:!. 30." n! -,~! wna<!a. under Grant So. 9611-03. ~jor p.ort icnJ<. ·<'•! t h«· 
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MEASUREMENT OF THE AXIAL VARIATION OF THE SOURCE STRENGTH 

INTENSITY IN AN AXISYMMETRIC SUBSONIC JET 

by 

Gerhard Reethof and John M. Seiner 

Noise Control Laboratory 
The Pennsylvania State University 

University Park, Pennsylvania 

Abstract 

This research deals with the experimental evaluation of the jet source 
strength intensity oer unit length of jet. The direct correlation technique 
of Lee and Ribnerw was employed to produce the desired evaluation. The 
radiated acoustic intensity is expressed in terms of an integral over the 
source region of a far field pressure-source field velocity coherence 
function. Substantial improvement in the Implementation of this technique 
was achieved by use of a polarity-coincidence detector and two phase matched 
bandpass 4-pole Butterworth filters. The results are given in terms of 
shear and self-noise components for six reduced filter center frequencies 
0.1<fQ* - foD/U.<3.2 For the emission angle of if» ■ 30°, peak acoustic 

emission for the 2 in. diameter nozzle was found to occur at f * ■ 0.36 at 
o 

an exit Mach number of 0.33. The results indicate that neak acoustic 
emission can be associated with the transition region of the jet flow. The 
radial distribution of the shear noise component suggest 3 that advection of 
turbulent v' kinetic energy from the fully turbulent region of the shear 
layer producej maximum coherence along the axis of symmetry. It is propose'? 
that the centerline value of the shear noise component serves as an adeqrate 
estimate for acoustic emission per unit slice of shear layer. 

Introduction 

The objective of this work has been the experimental evaluation of the 
source strength intensity per unit axial length of subsonic jet. A direct 
correlation technique, which simultaneously relates the flow and acoustic 
far field time domains, has been employed for this purpose« Within the 
general framework of our effort in the jet noise field, this information was 
needed to assist in estimating the effectiveness of converting turbulent 
kinetic energy to magnetic field fluctuations. 

Since the time this investigation was undertaken, a number of fine 
research works relating to estimating the sound power distribution in sub- 
sonic jets have appeared in the literature. See for example the works of 
Lee and Ribner^1', Maestreliot2), and Racklt". Except for the work of Lee 
and Ribner, the methods used by Maestrello and Rackl to estimate the sound 
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power distribution differs considerably from the method adopted In this 
investigation. The technique employed by Maestrello consists essentially of 
measuring the acoustic energy density flux along the boundary of a jet, and 
then solving the Newmann problem for the far field acoustic Intensity using 
the measured distribution of the pressure gradient. The method used by 
Rackl consists of correlating the far field acoustic pressure with the 
surface pressure of a rigid plate located along the jet boundary. Source 
location is then obtained using the ray acoustics reflection principle. The 
results of Maestrello and Rackl concerning the sou<v? power distribution per 
unit jet length are essentially in agreement with the results of this 
investigation. 

The experimental technique used in the present investigatiot differs 
from that used by Lee and Rlbner in two important respects. First, the 
required correlation computations are made using a polarity-coincidence 
detector, rather than an ordinary correlator. Wolff, Thomas, and Williams'*' 
have shown that such a detector is superior to an ordinary correlator when 
subjected to non-Gaussian inputs. For fixed input distributions, the 
probability of detection with this device is a nondecreasing function of the 
signal to noise ratio. This is a particularly important feature, for in 
subsonic jet flow measurements the direct correlation technique rarely admits 
covarlance amplitudes exceeding a value of 0.1. Such small coverlance 
amplitudes require filtering the input signals to again improve on the 
dynamic range of the measured covarlance. 

I 
The selection of the filter bandwidth enters as an important parameter, 

since the bandwidth serves to determine the required averaging time for 
measurement within a certain desired accuracy. For example, if the random 
functions are normally distributed and covarlance stationary, then detection 
of a covarlance amplitude of 0.01 requires an averaging time of 

T - 2tr (v^BpV)-1 - Or*^/B) x 106 

seconds to achieve a relative accuracy of ten percent. Here B, p, and e 
respectively represent the filter bandwidth, covarlance amplitude, and 
relative error. 

In the present investigation two phase matched bandpass A-pole 
Butterworth filters are used with octave wide bandwidth settings. Since the 
normalized bandwidth of such a filter Is 0.707, the required averaging time 
is tempered by a factor of order 10 over that of a narrow band filter with a 
normalized bandwidth of 0.06. In addition to this feature, it is easily 
shown that when the normalized bandwidth exceeds 0.3 the first zero crossing 
of the envelope becomes comparable to that of the high frequency carrier, and 
a well defined (sin x)/x distribution is obtained for the covarlance function. 

Lee and Rlbner confined their measurements to the first seven jet 
diameters, and performed measurements around the periphery of the jet in the 
central turbulent zone at one nozzle radius. At this nozzle radius the co- 
herence amplitude is typically 0.01. The results of this investigation show 
that the coherence amplitude increases exponentially as the jet centerline is 
approached radially from the central turbulent zone. Along the jet centerline 
and in the potential core turbulence production is negligible, and one can 
additionally assume that the sound production In these regions of the flow is 
also small. Since maximum coherence is obtained along the axis of symmetry, 
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axisynmetric advection of turbulent kinetic energy from the fully turbulent 
regions of the flow, where turbulence production is maximum, appears as a 
probable source for this observation. In this sense the measurements, which 
are presented at this time, are only of a preliminary nature. Nevertheless, 
the current measurements do indicate that the measured value of the coherence 
at a single point do not necessarily reproduce the source strength intensity 
for that point alone. 

Along the centerllne of the flow the coherence amplitude is typically 2ir 
times larger than those values measured at r/r0 ■ 1.0. Thus for a fixed 
averaging time, the relative error obtained along the centerllne is (2TT)

2 

times smaller than that obtained at r/r0 « 1. Therefore, an effort to 
qualify the meaning to be attached to the centerllne values of coherence is 
important from the standpoint of improved relative accuracy in measurement of 
the source strength intensity. 

The Direct Correlation Method 

The mathematical development used to implement the direct correlation 
uechnique can be found either in Seiner and ReethofC5) or Lee and Ribner^1). 
basically the approach functions well under the limiting assumptions of high 
Reynolds1, low Mach number Isothermal free jet flows. In this way the 
effects of thermal conductivity and viscosity are considered negligible. The 
radiated acoustic pressure can then be expressed in Proudman form, after 
contraction of the resulting stress tensor T-H. Assuming to the first order 
that the gas flow dynamics are incompressible, the radiated acoustic intensity 
can be expressed using Lighthillfs'"' integral equation as, 

dx'     (1) 
r/a_ 

where 

Kx) ■ W <[P8(x,t)]2> 

" <*»P0O' [Rp T    (x, x' 
s rr 

;T)] 1 
T - 

T      - 8 rr <P8(x,t) 31 T°rr<x\t + T)/3(t + T)2> *P T  - <P (x,t) 3* T°  (x\t + T)/3(t + T)2> (2) 

Figure 1 details the coordinate system used to define the variables used in 
equations 1 and 2. Rlbner^7) Reynolds' decomposed the stress tensor To to 
obtain the following components with Intrinsic time variations, 

^rr " poV " po für + urJ* " po [2Vr + V1 (3) 

He denoted the first term of equation 3 as the shear noise component, and the 
second as the self noise component. Due to the self-noise component's 
quadratic dependence upon the turbulent velocity component, the self-noise 
component is composed of turbulent frequencies that are an octave lower than 
those turbulent frequencies which produce the shear-noise component. 
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To relieve the problem of estimating the second derivative on the 
required cross-correlation R_ T , and at the same time improve on the signal 

8 rr 
to noise ratio in the detection of R_    , the derivative property ot a 

8 rr (5) real linear filter system can be utilized. Seiner and Reethof   have 
calculated the following filter relation for a pair of phase matched bandpass 
A-pole Buttervorth filters» 

9 RPT (X,X';T)/3T< 
s rr 

+0O 

2 wRp T (xtX,;Titü0)dwo (A) 

where CüQ represents the filter radian center frequency and A ■ 3TTB/A. The 
normalized bandwidth B has a value of SI/2  for octave bandwidth selections. 

Nondimenslonalizing equation 1 by the Lighthill parameter for acoustic 

intensity L ■ p U®D2/a 5R2, and substitution of relations 3 and A into 

equation 1 produces the following useful definitions, 

+00 

i(i)/L-| | ("8hear + n8elf) *./ dx- (5) 

v' o 

where n8hear " 2K Ut *s X  [ " PP u « *' » T« 0] I  . (6) 

s r T ■ r/a. 

Vlf "K*sV t - PP u a (x ,x'*i T, a»/)] | (7) 
s r T - r/a, o 

*2 
K 25 _ (8) 

2^ABpoao
5Mj

7r 

In the above relations p  represents the filtered cross covariance 

function and f denotes the RMS value. It Is of importance to note that the 
integrand of equation 5 does not depend upon the local value of the coherence, 
but rather it represents a percentage of the total contribution to the radia- 
ted acoustic intensity. This is necessary for one encounters regions of the 
flow with a high coherence and low fluctuation level. The covariance functions 

p.   p.  2 appearing In relations 6 and 7 are experimentally evaluated. The 
8Ur* sur 

w  integral is graphically evaluated, and the resulting spatial distribution 

of the source strength Intensity is presented in terms of its axial variation 
per unit length of jet. 
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Experimental Apparatus 

A comprehensive description of the experimental apparatus, electronic 
instrumentation, and the measured turbulent flow and acoustic field character- 
istics is given by Seiner W. The flow field is generated by an axisymmetric 
contraction cone with a 60:1 area contraction ratio producing an initially 
laminar top-hat exit plane velocity profile with a displacement thickness of 
<5*/D » 0.0065 and a shape factor of H - 1.8. At a jet exit Mach number of 
0.33 the turbulence level is found to be 0.25%. 

The jet apparatus was located in an anechoic chamber with a 125 Hz cut-off 
frequency. The microphone used was a B&K 1/2-inch condenser microphone, 
and it was positioned 60 nozzle diameters distant at an angle of 30° to the 
jet axis. The hot-wires used were 0.003 mm diameter platinum plated 
tungsten wire etched to an active length of 0.75 mm, and operated in the 
constant temperature mode at an over-heat ratio of 0.8. The aspect ratio JL/d 
of these wires was 380. Since measurements were conducted across the shear 
layer, the hot-wires output was linearized to provide constant resolution 
over the mean flow velocity range encountered. 

The cross covarlance functions were computed using a Saicor 42 
correlator operating in the clip mode. The hot-wire and microphone signals 
were pre-filtered before correlation by two phase matched bandpass 4-pole 
Butterworth filters. To permit use of the incompressible approximation to 
Lighthill's applied stress tensor, a jet exit Mach number of 0.33 was 
selected for all tests concerned with application of the direct correlation 
technique. At this Mach number the jet Reynolds' number for the 2 inch 
diameter orifice was 3.7 x 105. Therefore, beyond the first jet diameter, the 
mean velocity profiles were found to be self-similar in the mixing layer as is 
shown by Figure 1. Beyond the mixing layer good agreement was achieved 
between measured and calculated mean velocity profiles as Is shown by Figure 2. 
From measurements of the centerline value of mean velocity, the jet's 
transition cross section occurred between z/D ■ 7.5 •+ 8.0. Tollmien's solu- 
tion for the axially symmetric source was used for the calculated profile in 
Figure 2. 

Using the mean velocity similarity profile of Figure 1, Prandtl's 
momentum transport theory is applied to calculate the u' - component turbulent 
intensity. This result is presented in Figure 3, where it can be observed 
that good agreement wiJi measured values was achieved. This of course 
indicates that the jet spreads linearly in the mixing region, or equlvalently, 
a single length scale governs the flow in that region. From space-time cross- 
correlation measurements the longitudinal Integral length scale is found to 
grow linearly with increasing downstream distance according to the relation 
Lz « 0.095 (z-zc). Here z0 refers to the jets virtual origin, and is located 
inside the nozzle at z, - 1.5D. 

o 

The measured sound power slope with jet exit Mach number for the emission 
angle of 30* is shown in Figure 5. There it can be observed that in the low 
subsonic range the sound power slope varies with a 6.5 exponent, and in the 
high subsonic range varies with an 8.1 exponent. At emission angles near 
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Figure 2 Mean Velocity Similarity in the Jet's Mixing Layer 
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Figure 3 Mean Velocity Similarity in the Jet'8 Transition 
and Fully Developed Regions 
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i    \ Figure 4 Similarity of the Turbulent Longitudinal Component 
in the Mixing Layer 
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Figure 5 Sound Power Level Vs. Jet Exit Mach Number at ty - 30c 
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normal to the jet axis, the sound power slope is nearer the sixth power of 
jet exit Mach number across the entire subsonic range. This result is in 
general agreement with the measurements conducted by GerrardW. Lighthill *10) 

explains this observation as being due to the reduction of turbulence 
intensity with Increase in jet exit Mach number. This produces a basic Uj* 
variation for the sound power, but the effects of convection produces a 
directivity that steepens this slope to Uj» at high subsonic Mach numbers for 
smal" emission angles to the jet axis. 

Measured Sound Power Distribution 

In Figure 6 typical hot-wire microphone measured cross covarlance 
functions are shown for the reduced filter center frequency of f0* equal o 
foD/Uj - 0.20. Peak acoustic power emission occurs at fo* ■ 0.36, and six 
octave center frequencies were selected around this peak at f0* ■ 0.1, 0.2, 
0.4, 0.8, 1.6, and 3.2. As can be observed from figure 6, two distinct types 
of covari*^ce functions are obtained. The up*v trace is typical of measure- 
ments obtained in the potential core wi»«re r      acentration of turbuelnt 
kinetic energy density is observed center*d    .ound the reduced filter center 
frequency f0 * 0.40. A strong filter   wxng can be observed from this 
trace. In the more fully turbulent regions of the flow the output cross 
covarlance takej en the famllar sin (BT/2)/(BT/2) COS U0T functional appear- 
ance, since the turbulent spectrum is essentially flat across each octave 
bandwidth. 

For a Gaussian process with an exponential autocorrelation function, 
Lumley and PanofskyU*) show that an autocorrelation function estimate at 

lag T has a relative fluctuation level of A + pz/p, and an Integral scale 

of LT/(1 + D2). They then show that the averaging time required to produce 
an estimate with a variance no larger than e is given by 

T - 2LT/p
2e2 (9) 

For band limited cross covarlance functions the filter*s center frequency can 
be used to approximate the integral time scale in 9, since for an octave 

filter the bandwidth B - /I u0/2. Thus 9 can also be written as 

2v 1 
T - -= =-r -  r-r (10) 

n B pV  2f pV o 

Equation 10 was used as a guideline for selection of a suitable averag- 
ing time, such that for all values of the measured coherence amplitude 
p >. 0.01, the relativ* error would be e < 0.15. For values of p > 0.03 the 
relative error was typically less than 0.1. 

Figure 6 shows that a positive spike occurs near the expected time delay 
T • r/ao rather than a negative going spike as prescribed by equation 4. This 
occurs since a condenser microphone is normally inverting (i.e. a positive 
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pressure exerted on the microphone's diaphragm requires a decrease in 
voltage to maintain a constant electrostatic charge). Thus the positive 
peaks like those shown in Figure 6 are selected as the value for 
f " Pp  ll T « r/a appearing in equation 6. Figure 7 shows the resultii^ 

s r 
spatial distribution from similar measurements within the first ten Jet diam- 
eters.  In this ~ase the distribution is for the shear noise coherency 
function for the reduced filter center frequency of f0* ■ 0.40. The measure- 
ments were limited to the first ten jat diameters, for beyond this point 
insufficient distance would exist between the source and observervatlcn point. 

From Figure ? we note that the shear noise coherency function attain., a 
maximum value along the axis of symmetry, having an amplitude value 2T» times 
greater than those which occur at r/D ■ 0.5 for the same axial location. 
Fuchs '12) demonstrates that the power spectral density for the hydrodynar»ic 
pressure in the potential core cm be synthesized by the Fourier transform 
of tbp azimuthal pressure components that result from a synthesis cf a 
circumferential space correlation in the mixing layer. He further shows that 
maximum coherence results when the sum of two diametrically opposed pressure 
components in the mixing layer are correlated with the pressure component 
along the jet centerline. This observation indicates that the dominant 
pressure component is the axisymmetric mode, that may have its parallel with 
the large scale coherent ring-like vortex structure observed by Crow and 
Champagne 0-3). 

The results of Fuchs fit into our context in the sense that contributions 
from the entire periphery of the mixing layer simultaneously contribute to the 
fluctuations along the axis of symmetry. Thus the resulting cross covariance 
measurement between the centerline velocity fluctuations and the far field 
acoustic pressure is essentially an Integrated measure of the entire contri- 
bution from around the periphery of the fully turbulent flow« However, it is 
to be expected that the m? ured value at a particular axial location along 
the jet centerline may v  i be associated with turbulent motion advected to 
that point from farthe upstream. 

Figure 8 displays the spatial distribution for the shear-noise component 
n .   at f * ■ 0.40. As can be observed, except for measurements within the 
potential core, the maximum acoustic contribution is evidently again funneled 
into the centerline value from the fully turbulent zone. Also evident from 
Figure 8, is the result that the amplitude Level of n    at the peak 

acoustic frequency of f  ■ 0.36, is relatively constant through the entire 

transition region. Figure 9 shows that a definite peak frequency can be 
associated with any particular axial location, and that this peak frequency 
is constant across the entire shear layer. 

* 
The variation of the reduced frequency parameter f0 with axial location 

where the peak frequency dominates like that shown in Figure 9, produces the 
Strouhal number dependence like that shown in Figure 10. There it is evident 
that in the mixing layer, both the shear and self noise components vary 
inversely with f0 with increasing downstream distance. In the transition 
layer the peak frequency remains constant, and then falls off like (f0*)~

2 

downstream of the jet's transition cross section. The behavior of 
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Figure 11 Axial Variation of Shear and Self Nondlmensionalized 
Source Strength Intensity Per Unit Volume 

Figure 12 Axial Distribution of n hear and Comparison with the 

z° and z~7 Lavs and Other Results 
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fQ* in the mixing layer and fully developed jet is expected from the 
similarity laws of Powell (13). xhe invarlancy of peak frequency in the 
transition region is an unexpected result, and deserves further attention. 

To obtain the broadband source strength Intensity distribution in the 
jet, the u0* integral of equation 5 must be evaluated. An estimate for this 
integral was obtained by replotting single point spectra, like those shown 
in Figure 9, in semi-logarithmic form and evaluating the area under the 

*   *  .*   * 
integral of the co r\  (x , x  ; w ) integrand with a polar planimeter. 

Figure 11 displays the results of doing this for both the shear and 
self noise components. For both components peak acoustic emission occurs 
eight jet diameters downstream, but the actual maximum peak emission may occr 
farther upstream due to turbulent kinetic energy advection. Apparently for 
the jet emission angle of 30°, the shear noise component dominates the self- 
noise component by a factor of 13 dB. 

In Figure 12 a comparison of the results for the axial distribution of 
the integrated shear-noise component relative to the location of peak 
emission is made with the results obtained by Maestrello and Rackl. In 
general, the agreement is good, especially when one considers that all three 
methods that appear in Figure 12 were remarkably different. In Maestrello*s 
measurements a fully turbulent exit plane profile was used, possibly 
accounting for the relatively smoother variation in sound power emission from 
the peak emission point of 9 jet diameters. Rackl used an initially laminar 
exit plane profile, and obtained peak acoustic emission at 10 jet exit 
diameters. It should be noted that for all three of the measurement tech- 
niques appearing in Figure 12, peak emission probably occurs farther upstream 
leading to the conclusion that peak emission can be associated with the 
transition region in low subsonic jet flows. 

Conclusions 

A direct correlation between the signals from a hot-wire probe and a far 
field microphone has been used to produce an estimate for the sound power 
distribution in a laboratory scale model low subsonic jet. The tests were 
conducted at a jet exit Mach number of 0.33, and at an cession angle of 30° 
to the jet axis where the jet has its directional peak. The shear noise 
component was found to dominate the self-noise component by a factor in the 
order of 13 dB. The shear component peaks along the axis of symmetry, while 
the self-noise component peaks close to the center of the shear layer. The 
analysis of Fuchs 0-*'  appears relevant for the observed spatial distribution 
of the shear noise component. Apparently the Integrated axisymmetric contri- 
bution from around the periphery of the fully turbulent flow funnel their 
contribution to the observed centerline value of coherence amplitude. 

The results indicate that peak acoustic emission occurs eight jet exit 
diameters downstream of the orifice. From that point the sound power slope 

falls away like (z )~ . Examination of the local value for the shear noise 
coherence function, indicates from the centerline coherence amplitude that 
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advection of turbulent kinetic energy from the fully turbulent region of flow 
upstream of that point would place peak acoustic emission closer to the 
nozzle exit. Single point power spectra have shown that a dominant frequency 
component exists across the entire shear layer for a particular axial loca- 
tion. Definition of a Strouhal number f0 * f0D/Uj leads to a (fo*)'

1» 

fo t (fQ T* variation with axial downstream for the respective mixing» 
transition, and fully developed jet regions. 
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Nomenclature 

a0 ambient speed of sound 

B normalized bandwidth (üJ0£ - ü)0h)/wo 

D jet exit diameter 

f0 filter center frequency 

f0* reduced filter center frequency £0D/Uj 

^s&'t)   radiated sound pressure 

r radial coordinate for jet flow field 

r0 jet exit radius 

R microphone distance from jet nozzle 

ur turbulent component in direction of observation 

Ur mean flow component in direction of observation 

Uj jet exit flow mean velocity 

z axial coordinate for jet flow field 

6 displacement thickness 

e relative error in correlation measurement 

p cross r.ovariance function 

p0 ambient density 

T time delay 

ip angle of acoustic emission to jet axis 

oio radian filter center frequency 
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FLOW INSTABILITIES AND SUPERSONIC JET NOISE 

by 

Christopher K. W. Tarn 

Department of Mathematics 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, Florida 32306 

ABSTRACT 

The principal aim of the present research is to develop a mathematical 
model of supersonic jet noise based on the concept that "large scale flow dis- 
turbances" is the dominant noise generation mechanism. To achieve this goal a 
quasi-linear integral method is used to calculate the amplitude of the large 
scale disturbances in the flow of a supersonic jet. The result of this calcu- 
lation is used to determine the unsteady entrainment velocities and lateral 
vibrations of the jet. The noise emitted by these unsteady processes are sub- 
sequently computed by the method of Fourier Transform. On applying the present 
method to   a 2.2 Mach number cold jet the predicted directivity is found to 
compare favorably with experimental measurements. Future plan involves the ex- 
tension of the present work to include the prediction of near field jet noise. 

I.   INTRODUCTION 

It has long been noticed, Rayleigh (1896) that sound ^aves can trigger 
flow instabilities in a jet. Relatively recently, a body of evidence becomes 
available which seems to indicate that the converse is also true i.e. "flow in- 
stabilities" is an important noise generation mechanism especially .in supersonic 
jets. This basic idea has been expressed by various authors at times e. g. 
Mollo-Christensen (1967), Sedel'nikov (1969) and others even though fruitful 
results were not obtained immediately. Our earlier work (Tarn, 1971; on this 
subject involved the study of high frequency noise generated by shear layer 
instabilities of supersonic jets. Although this high frequency noise is not 
the most important supersonic jet noise component yet the problem has the ad- 
vantage that it can by analysed mathematically in a simple but vigorous way. 
The comparison of these mathematical results and experimental measurements, 
therefore, offer a reasonable but unambiguous test on the fundamental concept 
of noise generation by flow instabilities. Following this line of thought, we 

(Tarn, 1971) found good agreement between predicted directional pattern of sound 
waves generated in this way and shadow graphic observations. Further work in 
this direction has since been carried out by Chan and Westley (1973). By 
carefully choosing the optimal experimental parameters not only they were able 
to find good agreement between theory and experiment on the relationship among 
frequency, wave length and wave directional pattern but also they were able to 
confirm the rater remarkable prediction that under certain flow conditions some 
of the directional waves actually propagate at velocities less than the ambient 
speed of sound in the near field. The very favorable agreement between pre- 
dictions and observations obtained by Chan and Westley seems at this time to 
leave little room for doubt that "flow instabilities" is a mechanism of noise 
generation. 
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In subsonic jet noise theory Crow and Champagne (1971) appeared to be 
the first to conceive the idea that perhaps the dominant part of jet noise is 
generated by large scale orderly disturbances rather than random turbulence as 
had been generally believed. Their pioneering Investigation has subsequently 
motivated the work of Hardin (1973) and Morris (1974). Parallel to the sub- 
sonic work of Crow and Champagne but somewhat later results of a number of 
earlier experiments strongly suggested to us (Tarn, 1972) that the dominant 
part of supersonic jet noise could also be generated by large scale flow dis- 
turbances. Shadowgraphic observations (Tarn, 1972; Lowson and Ollerhead, 1968; 
Porter, 1968) clearly identified the existence of large scale helical dis- 
turbances in supersjnic jets. If one assumes that these disturbances are 
hydrodynamic instability waves one can calculate the frequency-wave length re- 
lationship very easily by using relatively simple but reasonable mean velocity 
profiles. Further, if ons accepts the assumption that these waves are the re- 
sult of selective amplification of flow disturbances by the periodic sho. k cell 
structure downstream of the nozzle exit of a supersonic jet it is then possible 
to predict the wave length and frequency of these large scale disturbances from 
first principle. On comparing the predicted wave length with shadowgraphic 
measurements very reasonable agreements were found. The presence of the large 
scale disturbances causes the jet to oscillate which leads to rapid broadening 
and decay of the jet due to strong interaction between jet and ambient fluid at 
a location where the amplitude of oscillation is sufficiently large. This vio- 
lent interaction between jet and ambient fluids naturally generates unsteady 
pressure fluctuations and hence noise radiation. If the dominant part of super- 
sonic jet noise is generated by this process then one would expect that the 
dominant frequency of the radiated noise must be the same as the frequency of 
the large scale disturbances and that most of the noise must be generated in the 
proximity where the jet broadens abruptly. On comparing the calculated wave 
frequency and 'he dominant frequency of the power spectrum of the far field 
noise data of Dosanjh and Yu (1968), Porter (1968) and Yu and Dosanjh (1972) 
very favorable agreement were obtained. Moreover, the interpretation of noise 
source location was found to be consisted with the direct measurement of Porter 
(1968) and near field noise measurement of Mull and Erickson (1957) and Yu and 
Desanjh (1972). These results although are fragmentary yet are definitely en- 
couraging. This is especially so when similar  ideas about the role of large 
■c*Je disturbances in relation to supersonic jet noise generation were ex- 
pressed by Bishop, Ffowcs-Williams and Smith (1971) who were motivated by 
different types of experimental observations. 

Most recently, McLaughlin and McColgan (1973) and McLaughlin, Morrison 
and Troutt (1974) studied the noise generated by supersonic jets at low Rey- 
nolds nutubers. They found that discrete frequency large scale dlstrubances 
were indeed present. Their microphone measurements of near field roise yielded 
discrete spectral peaks at corresponding frequencies. These peaks dominated the 
noise power spectrum. By forcing the jet slightly near the jet exit using a 
glow discharge they were even able to perform phase lock measurements of the 
near field noise. These experiments are extremely Important for they settle 
once and for all the question whether large scale instabilities in a supersonic 
jet can produce noise. Further they show that these instabilities are dominant 
noise sources at least for low Reynolds number jets. What remains to be seen 
experimentally at this time is whether the same holds true for a real high 
Reynolds jet number! 
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II. A SIMPLE MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SUPERSONIC JET NOISE GENERATED BY LARGE 
SCALE DISTURBANCES. 

Without the benefit of knowing the results of McLaughlin and his co- 
workers, we (Tarn, 1973) attempted to formulate a simple mathematical model of 
supersonic jet noise generated by large scale disturbances. Our model is 
only an approximate one and because of our inability to understand fully the 
mechanics of turbulence and turbulence-wave interaction our conclusion must be 
regarded as tentative. We divide our model into two parts. The first part in- 
volves the modelling of the noise sources, namely, the large scale disturbances 
and the second part involves the modelling of the acoustic field outside the 
jet. That this can be done is based on the recognition that the total acoustic 
power radiated is small which is usually less than one half of one per cent of 
the power of the jet- The back reaction of the noise on the mean flow in the 
absence of jet screech is, therefore, expected to be negligible. 

Physically a supersonic jet is highly unstable. Because of selective 
amplification by the periodic shock cell structure downstream of the nozzle 
exit a certain large scale unstable wave is often amplified. The amplitude of 
this large scale disturbance depei.ds on the amplitude of turbulent excitation 
at the nozzle exit which fluctuates in time. As a result the large scale wave 
motion is not a permanent structure of the jet flow. Rather ir forms and breaks 
up, forms again and breaks up again. The whole process goes on continually and 
randomly. Although the large scale wave has a preferred frequency yet the pro- 
cess of random formation and decomposition causes the noise emitted to be 
broadband. This tendency of radiating broadband noise is further enhanced by 
turbulent mixing at the noise generating regions. To model the above described 
process fully is beyend the scope of our present work. As an approximation we 
neglect the processes of random formation and decomposition so that the mean 
flow oscillates with a fixed frequency with a definite initial amplitude at 
the nozzle exit. Our simplified model (Tarn, 1973) therefore, has one single 
frequency and naturally is incapable of predicting the noise power spectrum. 
However, it is useful in that it offers a simple way of estimating the total 
noise power emitted together with its directivity. 

The amplitude of large scale disturbance is determined by a set of 
quasi-linear equations first used by Ko, Kubota and Lees (1970) and Ko (1971). 
Some slight modifications are made to account for the potential energy density 
of the flow and an empirical eddy viscosity is used to simulate the effect of 
fine scale turbulence. The solution of the quasi-linear equations gives the 
variation of the amplitude of large scale disturbance and the mean flow para- 
meters as functions of the axial distance downstream of the nozzle exit. 

The jet broadens out as more and more fluid is entrained into the jet. 
The presence of large scale disturbances in the jet flow further enhances the 
entrainment process. An estimate of the amount of unsteady entrainment due to 
the large scale disturbances is made by accounting for the broadening out of 
the jet (Tarn, 1973). A precise calculation is; of course, impossible but a 
reasonable estimate can be obtained by integrating the continuity equation. 
Unsteady entrainment invariably leads to noise radiation. The unsteady en- 
trainment velocity obtain- d at this stage thus provides the noise source strength. 
Because of entrainment the radial and tangential momuntum of the jet fluid 
associated with the large scale disturbances are not precisely balanced. In 
other words the jet vibrates laterally which is another process by which noise 
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is generated. In our work (Tarn, 1973) a very simple model was used to estimate 
the amplitude of vibration from which, the boundary condition for the acoustic 
field outside the jet was determined. 

Outside the jet if the effect of refraction is neglected then the pro- 
pagation of acoustic disturbance is described adequately by the use of the 
simple acoustic wave equation. This equation together with the boundary con- 
dition on the surface of the jet provided by the entrainment and jet vibration 
velocities can be solved easily by the method of Fourier Transform. In this 
way the directivity and total noise power generated by large scale disturbances 
are found. It is to be noted that according to this model the acoustic dis- 
turbances outside the jet propagate with the speed of sound. Since the source 
of this noise consists of a helical large scale wave the noise produced would 
be in the form of mach waves. If the more realistic model that the large scale 
disturbances form and decay randomly is used then the radiated noised would be 
in the form of patches of macb waves somewhat different from that of our pre- 
sent simple model. 

Numerical calculations on a 2.2. mach number cold jet have been carried 
out (Tarn, 1973). On comparing the calculated noise directivity with experimental 
measurements of Dosanjh and Yu (1969) very favorable agreement was found. Of 
course, further comparisons with experiments are needed before any definite 
conclusion can be drawn. Yet the good agreement in the case of the 2.2 mach 
number jet seems to indicate that further study of large scale disturbances as 
the dominant source of supersonic jet noise both experimentally and theoreti- 
cally may be worthwhile. 

III. DISCUSSION 

One ot the most difficult problem in jet noise research is to find exactly 
how noise is generated physically. By noise here we mean pressure disturbances 
which propagate with local speed of sound (pseudo-sound is not the subject of 
this discussion). In most existing work on turbulence generated sound it is 
generally assumed that each small volume of turbulent fluid produces sound. 
Ribner (1964) conceived that turbulent fluid elements collided with each other 
constantly in a turbulent flow. Because of compressibility the colliding fluids 
compressed and then rebound emitting an acoustic pressure wave in this process. 
According to this physical picture one sees that compressiblity is crucial to 
the production of sound waves. Without compressibility, turbulence will gen- 
erate pressure fluctuations. However, these pressure fluctuations are not 
sound waves which can propagate to great distances. Now consider a water jet 
issuing into free air. Clearly noise is generated. But for all intents and 
purposes water is incompressible. So sound waves are not actually produced in- 
side the jet! They are generated at the air water interface or broadly speaking 
a mixing zone on the surface of the jet. To calculate the noise produced by 
the water jet it would therefore be more natural to estimate first the pressure 
or velocity fluctuations at the water air interface and then determine the sound 
and pressure fluctuations outside. In our model (Tarn, 1973) this procedure is 
adopted, "or an air jet sound waves are, of course, generated inside the jet 
as well. In the case of noise generated by large scale disturbances volume 
sources are, however, believed to be less important. The dominant part of 
the noise is produced by violent intense interaction between jet 
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and ambient fluids brought about by the large scale oscillatory motion of 
the jet. 

IV. FUTURE PLAN 

Future work, includes possible ref ir.enu i»t of the present model to account 
for the formation and decay processes of the large scale disturbances.  Ex- 
tension of the present calculation to include prediction of near fi*ld supersonic 
jet noise is comtemplated. 
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EXPERIMENTS ON THE INSTABILITY WAVES IN A SUPERSONIC JET 
AND THEIR ACOUSTIC RADIATION 

by 

D. K McLaughlin, G. L. Morrison, and T. R. Troutt 

Oklahoma State University 
Stillvater, Oklahoma 

An experimental investigation of the instabilities and the acoustic radia- 
tion of the low Reynolds number axisyrometric supersonic jet is being performed. 
This study was prompted by the recent theoretical interest in the instability 
procesc which leads to large scale organized wave motion in the supersonic jet. 
Tarn has had surprising success in predicting noise radiation properties using 
an instability theory. 

Hot-wire measurements in the flowfield and microphone measurements in the 
acoustic field of supersonic jets (M =» 2) have been made in this study. The 
instability process in the perfectly expanded jet consists cf numerous discrete 
frequency modes. Measurements of frequency, wavelength and wavespeed of the 
'dominant' oscillation agree closely with Tarn's predictions. 

Microphone measurements have shown that the wavelength, wave orientation, 
and frequency of the acoustic radiation generated by the dominant instability 
agree with the Mach wave concept. Amplitude measurements indicate that the 
major noise generation mechanism is the large scale instabilities. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are several groups of researchers (1-3) who believe that the turbu- 
lence properties in unbounded flows retain some of the characteristic structure 
of the initial instability in the process of trsnsition. Presently there are a 
few authors (4-6) who have applied this idea to the analysis of supersonic jet 
noise. It is the goal of the present research to provide the experimental foun- 
dation that is necessary for a complete development of the instability approach 
in supersonic jet noise analysis. 

Of the supersonic jet noise stability theories, the work of Tarn (4,7) is 
the most extensive. Tarn's model is unique in that an amplified frequency selec- 
tion mechanism governed by the wave cell structure of the jet is proposed. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of some of the major features of Tarn's model. Since 
Tarn uses a linearised theory, many of the physical processes in the jet flow 
are unaccounted for. In our view there are two reasons which justify applying 
the simplified theory to the more complex physical situation. First, there 
is some evidence that the dominant noise production mechanism is the large scale 
instability of the jet (8) which may be calculated with stability theory. Sec- 
ond, if one hypothesizes a more complete calculation scheme with a hierarchy of 
analyses, each becoming more complicated, the linear stability theory is the 
logical starting point for the complete calculation. 

Rather than measure the flow disturbances and acoustic properties of the 
high Reynolds number, fully turbulent jet for comparison with the instability 
theories, we have taken the approach of experimentally working hand in hand with 
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the developing theories. In this spirit we have begun a program of measuring 
the fluctuations with a hot-wire anemometer in a low Reynolds number jet where 
the transition from laminar to turbulent flow is stretched out over several 
diameters. We obtain this low Reynolds number situation by exhausting the jet 
into a vacuum chamber whose pressure is maintained at a small fraction of the 
atmospheric pressure. Hot-wire spectra and wavelength and growth of dominant 
spectral components are measured in the flowfield of a supersonic axlsymmetrlc 
jet. Microphone measurements are made in the acoustic field of the same jet. 
Sound pressure levels, spectra and wavefront orientation of a single dominant 
spectral component are measured and related to the disturbances in the jet. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

A schematic of the test facility is shown in Fig. 2. An axlsymmetrlc 
supersonic de Laval nozzle is located on the inside wall of the vacuum chamber 
whose pressure, P_ , is controlled by a variable exit diffuser. The vacuum 

chamber is lined with 1.5 cm acoustic tile to reduce ttu reflected sound waves. 
Two nozzles with exit diameters, D, of 6.35 tan and 9.52 mm were used in this 
study. The jets are supplied by atmospheric air through a 15 cm diameter 
stilling section. The stagnation temperature, T , for all measurements is 

atmospheric temperature (530°R). A two degree of freedom probe drive is located 
inside the vacuum chamber to support either a pressure, hot-wire, or microphone 
probe. 

Spectral analysis data is obtained iith a Hewlett Packard Model 302 A Wave 
Analyser with a bandwidth of 6Hz and a sweep rate of 1000 Hz/min. Wavelengths 
of both the flow Instability waves and acoustic waves outside the jet are 
obtained by artificially exciting the jet using a glow discharge excitation 
technique similar to that used by Kendall (9). The exciter signal provides the 
phase reference from which to make relative phase measurements with either the 
hot-wire or the microphone. 

EXPERIMEi,rAL RESULTS 

Pitot pressure and static pressure probe measurements were made on the 
centerline of the jets. Local jet Mach numbers were evaluated from these mea- 
surements. These measurements showed some degree of wave cell structure when 
the jet was perfectly expanded (ratio of nozzle exit pressure, PN , to chamber 

pressure,p ... was held between 1.00 and 1.01). The average Mach numbers (on 
CH* 

the center line between the exit and two diameters downstr 
M-2.2 for the 6.35 mm jet and M-2.3 for the 9.52 mm jet. 

Microphone and Hot-wire Spectra 

) were as follows: 

Figure 3 presents representative microphone spectra measured in the acoustic 
field cf the two supersonic jets. The data is presented in terms of the non- 

fd 
dimensional frequency St 

U 
where U is the mean centerline jet velocity 

and d is the effective jet diameter (the exit diameter of the nozzle D, minus 
twice the displacement thickness of the boundary layer at the nozzle exit). 
The purpose of presenting data from the two size jets is to demonstrate that 
the dominant spectral components, being at similar Strouhal numbers, are phe- 
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nomena characteristic of the jet and not the flow facility. Notice, however, 
in both spectra, there is a large low frequency content at Sr.-0.02 or less. 
This low frequency noise is mostly due to vacuum chamber resonance and is, there- 
fore, filtered out of amplitude measurements presented later in this paper. 

There are two comparisons which are appropriate to make with the frequency 
spectra data. First, cue largest frequency peak in both jets occurs at a non- 
dimensional frequency of approximately St*0.18 which is very close to the value 
predicted by T>an (4) for the most dominant instability mode. However, there is 
a discrepance here in that our measurements show in many cases three or more 
major spectral components whereas Tarn predicts a single frequency dominant mode. 
(He disregards a second predicted mode with a much shorter wavelength as being 
unimportant.  This second mode is none of the major modes measured in the present 
study.) The second important comparison to make with the spectral data of Fig. 3 
is with spectra measured by many investigators, for example Dosanjh and Yu (10), 
of the noise radiation from high Reynolds number supersonic jets. The modes 
depicted in Fig. 3 ara grouped around a Strouhal number of 0.18 which coin- 
cides with the maximum amplitude frequency of the rather broad spectra measured 
in high Reynolds number jets. Tarn's thesis is that the major noise generation 
mechanism of the high Reynolds number jet is the large scale instability, and 
the small scale turbulence is responsible for broadening of the spectrum around 
the peak caused by the dominant oscillation. With this latest experimental evi- 
dence demonstrating several dominant modes, the hypothesis of the small scale 
turbulence broadening the spectrum around the instability waves, seems more 
plausible than ever. 

A spectrum of the hot-wire voltage fluctuation signal measured in the 
smaller jet is presented in Fig. 4a) for comparison with the microphone sppctra. 
Some of the peak amplitude frequencies occur at the same Strouhal number as those 
in the microphone spectra, however, in general there are more peaks in the hot- 
wire data and the relative amplitudes of the spectral components are not the 
same. Unfortunately, the picture is further confused when we consider another 
hot-wire spectrum, shown in Fig. 4b) which has been recorded with almost iden- 
tical mean flow conditions as the data of Fig. 4a). What we are seeing is a 
tendency for the instability process to assume different dominant modes of oscil- 
lation depending upon very small changes in the mean flow conditions. 

After recording over 50 spectra at various locations in the jet for various 
mean flow conditions, we have determined that very few are exactly identical. 
However, virtually all of the spectra of the 6.35 mm jet have recurring dominant 
modes at St«0.l48, 0.176, and 0.185.  In numerous cases (but not all) the 9.52 mm 
jet has only one dominant mode at St*0 18 provided the probe is upstream of x/D=5. 
As explained in Ref. 11, we believe this is due to the wider divergence angle of 
the conical contour of the larger nozzle. We have also observed that the exact 
characteristics of a frequency spectrum depend upon the pressure balance condi- 
tion and on the humidity of the air. 

Microphone Amplitude Measurements 

Microphone measurements were made in the acoustic field of the perfectly 
expanded 6.35 ran jet at a Reynolds number of 12,600. Fig. 5 presents sound pres- 
sure level contours determined from this data. The general shape of the contours 
is in good agreement with the measurements of Mayes et al (12)9 Yu and Dosanjh(13) 
and Louis et al (14) in high Reynolds number jets in the Mach number range 1.5 

<  M <  2.75. 
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In addition to the shape of the contours a comparison can be made cf the 
magnitudes of the sound pressure levels in the low and high Reynolds number jets 
(at the same non-dimensional locations). To make a meaningful comparison 34db 
must be added to the present measurements to scale the ambient pressure ( Pc = 

0*02 atmospheres) up to the exhaust pressure of atmosphere used in the high 
Reynolds number tests. The values of the sound pressure levels adjusted in this 
manner are given in parenthesis in Fig. 5. These values approach the levels 
measured by other researchers in high Reynolds number jets at similar non-dimen- 
sional locations. These comparisons seem to indicate that the dominant noise 
producing mechanisms of the low and high Reynolds number jets are equivalent. 

Hot-Wire Fluctuation Amplitude Measurements 

Typical profiles of hot-wire voltage fluctuations are shown in Fig. 6 for 
the 9.52 mm jet at Re-14,700. The shape and development of these profiles is 
similar to that found in many wake transition flows (for example Behrens (15)). 
Similar measurements were made in the 6.35 mm jet, along with extensive mean 
flow hot-wire measurements. The mean flow measurements were needed to establish 
the hot-wire sensitivity coefficients A and A_ in the modal decomposition of 

the hot-wire voltage fluctuations. Following Kovasznay(16) the hot-wire voltage 
fluctuation can be decomposed into mass flux and stagnation temperature fluctua- 
tions as follows: 

^- = A m 0 u     T T 

The mass flux fluctuation sensitivity A was calibrated directly in the 

mean flowfield using the technique of Rose (17). In order to properly account 
for end loss effects an extension of Rose's approach was used to determine the 
total temperature fluctuation sensitivity, A . 

The modal decomposition was performed at a few selected positions in the 
flowfield. At these locations it was established that the macs flux fluctuations 
were much greater than the stagnation temperature fluctuations. This led us to 
the approximation used by several experimenters, such as Behrens (15), that 

e'  A 

ou It is estimated that this approximation introduces about 20% 

error in the present flow situation. However, the saving in experimental time 
is enormous. 

In order to obtain the growth rates of some of the dominant spectral compo- 
nents, the amplitude of a bandpassed hot-wire, signal was recorded at several 
downstream locations. A 100 hertz bandpass was used for the spectral compo- 
nents at 15.4, 18.2, and 19.4 kilohertz (St«.148, .176, and .185) which corre- 
sponds to major peaks in the naturally occurring spectra of the 6.35 mm jet. 
These measurements were made only at the radial location in the jet of maximum 
fluctuation of the entire spectrum. This point may not coincide with the point 
of maximum fluctuation for a given spectral component. Therefore, the growth 
rates determined here must be treated as preliminary. 
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The hot-wire fluctuation amplitudes were converted to mass flux fluctua- 
tions using local values of A . These are plotted on semi-log paper in Fig. 7. 

m 
This data is consistent with the type of data found in numerous laminar insta- 
bility investigations (15,18). The growth of the fluctuations is clearly expo- 
nential for several diameters. As the amplitude of the dominant spectral compo- 
nent reaches about 5% of the local mean, non-linear effects begin to exert a 
controlling influence. 

The mass flux fluctuation data plotted in Fig. 7 are for the 6.35 mm jet at 
a Reynolds number of 28,900. Similar measurements were made at Re ■ 9,600 and 
Re « 19,300, and the growth rates were all within 30% of each other with no sys- 
tematic Reynolds number dependence evidenced. 

Comparison of numerical values of growth rates at Re ■ 28,900 with theoretical 
predictions are shown in Table I. Recalling from Fig. 7 that the St = 0.148 
mode has the largest amplitude, it is encouraging that Tarn's theory(4) does a good 
job of predicting its growth rate. More measurements are needed to better 
explain the behavior of the other modes. 

Growth Rate -k d 

St Tarn 
Measured Prediction 

0.148 0.58 0.64 

0.176 0.44 0.76 

0.185 0.44 0.82 

Table 1. Comparison of measured to predicted growth rates 
for the 6.35 mm jet, M = 2.2. 

f 
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Instability Excitation and Phase Measurements 

Phase measurements were made by artificially exciting one of the dominant 
modes of the instability and measuring the distribution of phases either within 
the jet with the hot-wire or in the acoustic field with the microphone. In both 
cases, the phase difference between the excitation signal and the spectral com- 
ponent of the sensor signal provides the distribution of relative phases in the 
region of measurement. 

The excitation is of very low amplitude and is intended only as a triggering 
device. In many cases the exciter produced no major influence on the microphone 
or hot-wire spectra. However, in the 6.35 mr jet in some instances, the excita- 
tion enhanced the mode being excited and reduced the other major modes. Fig. 8 
presents the results of phase measurements for the 9.52 mm jet excited at 0.17 
in which the hot-wire probe was located on the bottom shear layer of the jet at 
the radial location of maximum fluctuation. The probe was then moved to various 
downstream locations where phase differences between the exciter signal and the 
hot-wire signal were determined visually using a dual-beam oscilloscope. A least 
squares linear regression analysis gave an instability wavelength of Xi/D - 3.36 

± 0.15 where the uncertainty limits are the 95% confidence interval for the ran- 

dom error of the measurement. 
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Besides the random error, there was a small degree of systematic error 
from day to day due to changes in humidity and/or the pressure balance condi- 
tion. To help evaluate the systematic error, the instability wavelength was 
determined from measurements on several different days. This systematic error 
was on the order of 10% of the measured wavelength. 

The 6.35 mm jet was excited at three frequencies :  St ■ 0.15, 0.18, and 0.21. 
The best estimate of the instability wavelength measurements made are presented 
in Table II. For the inH<--ted Strouhal numbers, wavelengths were calculated 
from Tarn (4) and included in Table II. 

U 
Tarn 

Measured Prediction 

D St \±/d C/U xt/d 

6.35 0.148 4.7 0.70 5.71 

6.35 0.185 3.9 0.72 4.42 

6.35 0.213 3.1 0.66 3.78 

9.52 0.170 3.8 0.65 4.91 

Table II. Comparisons of measured wavelengths with predictions 
of Tarn (4); D = 6.35 mm, M « 2.2, U/d = 104,500/sec; 

D » 9.52 mm, M « 2.3, U/d * 67,800/sec. 

This comparison shows reasonably good agreement between the measurements 
and Tarn's theoretical predictions. It appears that the only major discrepe.icy 
between his predictions and the measurements is in the phenomenon of mode selec- 
tion. His analysis does not accurately predict the multimodal selection process. 
However, his single predicted amplified frequency is within the ran^e of the 
measured modes. 

Wave speeds, C/U, of the dominant spectral components calculated from measured 
wavelengths and frequencies are also included in Table II. The wavespeeds of 
the spectral components (in the x direction) are equal within the uncertainty 
of the measurements. Tarn's predictions show a very weak dependence of wavespeed 
on the frequency of the spectral component. 

Acoustic Phase Measurements 

Acoustic wavelength measurements of the St - 0.18 mode were obtained vdLth 
the microphone in the same manner as the hot-wire measurements. In this case, 
however, wavelengths were measured in both the axial and radial directions as 
depicted schematically in Fig. 9. The axial wavelength was determined by moving 
the probe along the x axis at a constant radial probe position of r/D * 4. The 
radial wavelength measurements were made at an axial location of x/D "11, tra- 
versing the probe in the radial direction. The total range of measurements was 
8 < x/D < 16 and 3 < r/D < 7. 
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Numerous acoustic phase measurements were made on several days using the 
6.35 mm jet. From these measurements the best estimates of the wavelengths in 
the axial and radial direction are Xx/d=4.0± .4 and \r/d=6.3± .8. The wave- 
length perpendicular to the acoustic wave fronts (in the zero azimuth plane) 
and the angle which the wavefronts make with the x axis can now be determined. 
These are Xa/d=3.45± .3 and 9=57.5 ±4 respectively.  (See Fig. 9.) A calcula- 
tion of the acoustic wave speed from the frequency and measured wavelength gives 
a value of 332 meters/sec which agrees with the ambient speed of sound a =342 m/ 

sec within the uncertainty of the measurements. 

Another confirmation of the reliability of our results is to calculate the 
Mach angle associated with the convection velocity of the St=0.18 instability 
wave in the jet (C » 392 meters/sec). This calculation yields y, = sin" *°    ■ 
60.2 ± 2° which is within the uncertainty of the measured acoustic wave 
angle. These measurements indicate that the noise  radiated from the jet dis- 
turbances propagates like Mach waves. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Hot-wire measurements in the low Reynolds number supersonic jet demonstrate 
that the initial disturbances, moving at a velocity greater than the ambient 
speed of sound, propagate and grow like instability waves.  In fact the measured 
wave properties of the St=0.18 instability are in close agreement with the pre- 
diction of Tam (4). 

There are numerous major modes in the instability process of a perfectly 
expanded supersonic jet which contradicts the theory of Tam (4). These insta- 
bility modes were identified as the dominant noise generators of the low Reynolds 
number supersonic jet. Comparison of the present frequency spectra with the 
results from high Reynolds number jets suggests that the multimodal instability 
phenomenon plays an important role in the development of the turbulence in the 
high Reynolds number jets. This we believe is an area of analysis where botn 
experimental and theoretical efforts need to be extended. 

Microphone measurements have shown that the wavelength, wave orientation, 
and frequency of the acoustic radiation generated by the dominant instability 
agree with the Mach wave concept. The sound pressure levels measured in the 
low Reynolds number jet extrapolate to values approaching the noise levels mea- 
sured by other experimenters with high Reynolds number jets. These measurements 
provide more evidence to suggest that the dominant noise generation mechanism 
in high Reynolds number jets is the large scale instability. 
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Figuie 1.   Genaral features of the supersonic jet 
and its acoustic radiation. 
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Figure 2.   Schematic of the supersonic jet test facility. 
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Figure 3.    Microphone spectra in the near radiation field of the 
supersonic jet.    The band pass is 6 hz and the sweep rate is 
1000 hz/min.    (a) D = 6. 35 mm, Re = 14, 400,    (b) D = 9. 52 mm, 
Re = 11,000. 
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Figure 4.   Spectra of hot-wire voltage fluctuations 
at Re = 14,600 recorded on different days.  (D = 
6.35 mm,  (x/D)      .     = 5). 
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Figure 6.    Profiles of root mean square hot-wire voltage fluctuations 
at various downstream locations in the jet.    D = 9. 52 mm,  Re = 14, 700. 

Figure 7.    Axial distribution of peak hot-wire voltage fluctuations 
for a 100 Hz wide band centered about     A   St = 0. 148,      a   St = 0. 176. 
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ACOUSTICAL THEORY OF TURBULENCE 

by 

Czeslaw P. Kentzer 

School of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 

I«  INTRODUCTION 

The Internally generated sound in turbulent flows represents one of the 
most difficult problems of analysis for the following reasons: (1) the 
distinction between sound and the so-called "pseudo-sound" in turbulence is 
not clear; (2) generation, absorption, and propagation of sound is strongly 
coupled to the dynamics of the mean and fluctuating components of turbulent 
flows; (3) turbulence itself is a phenomenon not yet well understood. 

The objectives of the research reported here are:  (1) to provide for a 
common theory of sound and turbulence, a theory derived from the Navler-Stokes 
equations of fluid mechanics, and based on a mathematical formalism common to 
acoustics and turbulence, (2) to separate the turbulent velocity field into 
solenoidal and irrotational parts, (3) to separate turbulent fluctuations 
into those which do, and do not, propagate relative to the fluid thus allowing 
us to define sound as those fluctuations which propagate relative to the fluid 
as a convected sound radiation field. 

A convenient mathematical formalism, common to acoustics and fluid 
mechanics of turbulence, is the normal mode (characteristic wave) analysis. 
While there have been in the past several attempts to represent turbulence as 
a random superposition of characteristics waves, see, e.g., Lumley (1967) and 
Landahl (1967), the progress was seriously affected by the fact that no 
satisfactory closed system for Lumley's "characteristic eddies" or Landahl*s 
characteristic waves (eigensolutlons of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation) has yet 
been found. In contrast, in the work of Chu and Kovasznay (1958), and 
Kentzer (1973), the Fourier modes, as characteristic solutions, play a 
prominent role in the decomposition of turbulent fields Into vortical, entropy, 
and sound modes. The Fourier modes of the locally linearized compressible 
Kavier-Stokes equations offer the most useful representation because, 
(1) - explicit expressions for the Fourier modes are known, ami, (2) - the 
Fourier modes form a complete orthogonal set of elgenfunctlons suitable for 
use as vector basis in the expansion of the nonlinear fluctuating tu bulent 
field. In the sequel we shall make use of the characteristic wave« (Fourier 
modes) to form an expansion of the nonlinear solution for the turbulent 
fluctuations. We shall then Interpret the squares of the absolute values of 
the wave amplitudes as the energy density or the probability density 
distribution function. We shall indicate how the use of distribution functions 
suffices to describe turbulence statistically, and how to separate the effects 
of the acoustic mode from other turbulent fluctuations. In lieu of the method 
of solution of the set of integro-dlfferentlal equations for the distribution 
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functions, we shall discuss possible forms of the distribution functions which 
may be useful as approximations to be used in modeling of turbulence and of 
sound generated by it. 

II. CHARACTERISTIC WAVES AS NORMAL MODES 

We are concerned here with solutions u , 1 - 1 5, of a system of 

equations governing viscous, heat conducting, compressible gas, the Navier- 
Stokes system of fluid mechanics. As it is customary, we shall separate the 
vector field u into the slowly varying part u. and the turbulent fluctuations 

u' where the overbar indicates the result of averaging, and u' ■ 0. Substitu- 

ting u. ■ u. + u! into the Navier-Stokes equations and averaging, results in 

the so-called Reynolds system for the average or mean turbulent properties. 
To determine the fluctuations u', we subtract the averaged equations from the 

full equations and obtain, modulo terms quadratic in perturbations, 

T-i+L(u») +B(u!,u!) 
at V"i' (1) 

where 

L(up - 

q.7, 

a 
C3x 

u 3x 

Q>-VV
2
- £ v3

2 

33x2^ 

fc ay 

v 32 

3 3x3y 

3     v 32 

3y 

3 

0 . c 

3 3x3y 

v _a£_ 
3 3x3z 

/—r ° 

v3z 

33y2 

3 
C Ü 
v 32 

3 3x3z 

v 32 

3 3y3z 

• v *' 

• C Vy G*4- 3x 

» c *y ̂Ty 
z2 

3 3y3x 

• c rfy 
3y 

. c S^lj;       .q.V-^72 

P 

C [U0x4vpy4wp2+P (U^^j) 1 

C [uUx4vUy4wUz+r^TCx)+V0 [ V2u+ jC«^^4*,,> 1 

B(U',U')-^ ctUVx^Wy4WV2^^TT0y]+V0[V2>H-  J^xy^yy^yz* J 

c [uwx4wy4vwz+/r^TTpz )+vp [ 72w+ jC«xl*v   "H#M) 1 

I^?2T-v/y"^T[2(u2+v24v2)+(v ^  j2+^w ^  )2+(u +„ )2_ |(u ^ ^ )2j 
Pr T    l      x    y    z        x    y y    z z    x        3X x    y    z' 

Here L and B are a linearjuid bilinear differential operators with respect to 
the position variable x, T • mean temperature, c - mean isothermal speed of 

sound - (RT)  , q ■ mean velocity vector, V - vector differential operator, 

72 • Laplace's operator, v • u/c  ■ kinematic viscosity, Y ■ ratio of specific 
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heats, Pr * Prandtl number, and where primes have been dropped from the 
nondimensionalized fluctuations, 

r ,      rp'  U'  V1  W' 
ui * [- »c" »F 'c •- — 1  p c c c T /HT 

•] = (p, u, v, w, T), i » 1 5 . 

Thus p, u, v, w, T are the nondlmensional fluctuations in density, velocity, 
and temperature, respectively. 

Since an exact solution of Equ. (1) is out of question, retaining only 
the linear and quadratic terms in the fluctuations will suffice for the 
purpose of discussion. The vector B may be interpreted as B ■ -[m, F , F , 

x   y 
F_> Q]> a negative of a source term vector representing mass-like, force-like, 
z 

and heat-like effects of the wave interactions. 

A standard method of solution of nonlinear dynamical systems such as 
Equ. (1) is the Kryloff-Bogoliuboff procedure of expansion of the solution 
u! in terms of eigensolutions of the linear part of Equ. (1). We shall 

investigate next the solutions of the linear part 

3u' 

JT + L(UP B(u^,up = 0 

which may be assumed in the form 

u j " II Ca
(^ Vj(^ exp lT

a
z  + i^ • k - o)at

)] (2) 

where, in case of a continuous spectrum, the summation over the wavenumber k 
is to be replaced by integration. The subscript a allows for separate contri- 
butions to the variable u' to be made by five different modes of propagation, 

a - 1,...,5. Equation (2) is a "local" Fourier representation in which the 
quantities C , 0 ., T  , w are considered to be slowly varying functions of 

space and time. Substitution of the expansion (2) into the linear part of (1) 
leads to a matrix equation, ||A..|| C $ . 0. The matrix A.. is symmetric 

but not Hermitian» The condition for the existence of nontrivial solutions of 
the matrix equation is the vanishing of the determinant of the matrix A . 

Under the assumption that V»Pr ■ 1, where V - 2 + vu/^i» yi> ^2 are tlie ^irst 

and second coefficients of dynamic viscosity (bulk viscosity - -r y1 + y? 

■ Un   (V - 4/3) « 0 if V - 4/3, thus V « 4/3 corresponds to a Stokesian fluid), 

we may factor out the determinant as follows: 

det A  - (A + vk2)2(A + vk2/Pr)[A(A + yvk2/Pr) + a2k2] - 0   (3) 
ij 
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where X = r + i(u k -a)),m«l,2,3, a2* YRT ■ square of the mean adiabatic 
m m 

speed of sound. Equation (3) is formally equivalent to a characteristic 
determinant of the theory of characteristics in the gasdynamic case, u = 0. 
In analogy to gasdynamics we shall refer to the waves corresponding to the 
vanishing of the first (double) facto* as the vorticity waves, the waves 
corresponding to th second (linear) factor will be referred to as entropy 
waves, and the quadratic factor gives rise to pressure or acoustic waves. 
The five roots of the determinant (3) will be distinguished by subscript a, 
a * 1,...,5. The roots are: 

a - 1,2: r 

a = 3: 

a =» 4,5: r = 
a 

- vk2, 

- vk2/Pr, 

b> s u k , a mm* 

a) ••■- u k , 
a mm' 

vorticity modes 

entropy mode (4) 

- yvk2/2Pr, a) - u k + ak(l-K2)  ,acoustic modes 1      'a   m m —  v       ' 

where K ■ yvk/2aPr ■ Knudsen amber based on the mean wavelength, 2ir/k, or 
the ratio of the molecular mean free path to the mean wavelength. With five 
sets of T and u> uniquely determined from Equ. (4), one may return to the 

matrix equation and determine a set of eigenvectors <J> 
oj' 

Since the matrix 

equation is homogeneous, the components of such a vector may be determined 
only up to a common factor. We may, therefore, leave C , a wave amplitude, 

arbitrary and choose the eigenvectors 
'aj 

so that 

I   Kl    * 
*  _ 

j 
aj *aj 'crj 

* 1 (normalization conditions) (5) 

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugate. With each vector faj 
corres- 

ponding to a different root of the determinant (3), the five eigenvectors may 
further be chosen so that they are mutually orthogonal, i.e., 

i' 
I Ks ♦ 
J 

ctj yßj 
0 , a i (orthogonality conditions) (6) 

Further, because of the choice of the manner of nondimensionalization 
of the fluctuations, the matrix A.  is symmetric, and (J>*. serves as a solution 

of the adjoint equation. The set of the five eigenvectors A fi represents a 

matrix of participation coefficients, giving the ß-component of the normalized 
amplitude of the fluctuation vector u' ■ (p,u,v,vr,T) in the a-mode of 

propagation. The complete set of eigenvectors is 

1 
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V (?) 

♦lß - [0, k2k3, -k^, 0, 0)/[k2(k2 + k2)]1/2 

*28 " [°' ~klk3* "*2k3» "J*!» °l/tk2(ki + kI)jl/2 

♦3B - [l, -2ikoK/k/7, -i/^T]/[^r + ^-]1/2 

♦4B - [-g, -ikmYC, g*V^T]/[2Ya2k2]1/2 

♦5ß ■ I-g*. -ikmYc, g/^T]/t2Ya2k2]1/2 

where m = 1,2,3, and g - -ak[K+i(l-K2)1/2], k - |l\. 

The vectors $ „ satisfy the normalization and orthogonality conditions, 

Equs. (5) and (6). In addition, we observe that 

♦oß^ " C("km> for ■ * 1'2'3' 

while from Equ. (4) we have 

r„<kJ ex m 
r (-k ) for a - 1.....5 
a  m 

MkJ a m 
a) (-k ) for a 
a  m 

1,2,3 

4 m     5  m   _> m     4m 

Thus, to assure reality of solutions u! of Equ. (1) it suffices to impose the 
condition that 

w ■ <$<-*«>for ■ -x'2«3»and w ■ c5(-y« w ■ c4(-v • 
The associated state vectors, <J> . (k ) exp [r t + i(x k - <u t)] represent 

aj m      a     m m   a 
wave motions of ot-mode of propagation carrying perturbations p,u,v,w,T 
consistent with the constraints of the conservation laws of fluid mechanics, 
that is, the state vectors are solutions of the linearized equations, and 
they satisfy the exact nonlinear equations if their amplitudes are 
infinitesimal. Thus one may interpret the wave amplitudes Ca as the number of 

such infinitesimal waves in the differential neighborhood dx dk dt of the 
point in question. 

As observed by Chu and Kovasznay (1958), the vortical modes correspond 
to an incompressible flow. This is reflected by the fact that fluctuations 
in density and temperature are absent from the first two modes, a - 1,2. 
Observe that the participation coefficients $.., $--, <J>21, and <f>2_ are equal 
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to zero. We observe further chat the velocity field induced by the vorticity 
modes is orthogonal to the wavenumber vector, or that the velocity represents 
a transverse motion in the plane of the wave. The remaining modes, a » 3,4,5 
give rise to a velocity field directed along wavenormals. Velocity induced 
by the entropy mode, a » 3, is of order K and hence is negligible except at 
the shortest wavelength on the order of the molecular mean free path. Taking 
the divergence and curl of the state vector, it is easy to show that the 
velocity field induced by the vortical modes, a « 1,2, is solenoidal 
(nondivergent), while the fields induced by the entropy, a ■ 3, and acoustic 
modes, a - 4,5, are irrotational (potential fields). Thus we have a simple 
procedure for a formal separation of velocity into solenoidal and irrotational 
fields - it suffices to separate the vortical modes (a * 1,2) from the 
remaining modes (a - 3,4,5). 

If u represents the velocity induced by the a-mode, then, taking a curl 

of u we have a 

curl u, - iku„, curl u„ iku, curl u- * curl u. * curl uc * 0 

Now we may introduce the concept of helicity, defined as a scalar product 
of velocity with its curl. Thus 

u- • curl u. - iku, u« = 0, u. curl u. iku. 0 

since the vectors u. and u« are orthogonal, and the helicity of any single 

and separate mode, a * 1,...,5, is identically zero. However, the helicity 
of a sum of two waves of different wavenumbers or belonging to different modes 
does not vanish in general. Consequently, nonzero helicity may be obtained 
simply by a linear superposition of plane waves, a fact of importance in 
representing turbulence by plane waves. As shown by Moffatt (1969), the 
volume integral of helicity is a constant of motion of inviscid flows, and 
it serves as a convenient measure of the degree of linkage or knottedness of 
vortex lines in turbulence. 

We return now to the problem of determination of mode amplitudes C . 

Since C cannot be determined from the linear homogeneous equation, we allow 

C to depend on space and time, and we substitute expression (2) into Equ. (1) 

making use of the fact that u! satisfies the linear part of (1). The result 
is 3 

3C 

H   5T *ai ^V + i(xmkm ' V» + B(Ui>ui> " B<ui*tti> " ° 
k 

\ 

We may make use now of the orthogonality of the complex exponentials and of 
the vectors <(> . to arrive at an expression for f - CaC** | Ca |2: 
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kr-11 (I d*2d*36cW*3)«i»a(V - yfy - VV1 
3 f 

- m 

0 6 

x K(k1^2,{3)[f8(it2)f6(it3) - fa(^)f3(?2) - *atfi)f6(*3)]   (B) 

where the kernel K depends on the vector B. The properties of the derivative 
3 f /3t and of the other possible correlation functions are discussed, e.g., 

by Davidson (1967). Since C and f remain rigorously constant in the linear 

case (i.e., when the amplitudes C are negligibly small), and 3 f /3t depends 

only on the bilinear terms B, ve shall interpret Equ. (8) as giving the time 
rate of change of the square of the wave amplitudes solely due to wave inter- 
actions (wave encounters, in analogy to molecular encounters in the kinetic 
theory of gases). Thus the mechanism of wave interactions is specified 
completely by the Navier-Stokes system through the vector B. When higher 
order terms are retained, e.g. trilinear terms, then additional interaction 
terms appear which are trilinear in f . 

For the sake of brevity, the expression for 3 f /3t is not given here 

in full. It suffices to say that it takes the form of integrals which are 
bilinear in f , and represents three-wave resonance interactions. It appears 

that a sufficient condition for vanishing of the interaction integral (8) is 
that f be of the Rayleigh-Jeans form, that is, that f be equal to the 

inverse of a most general linear combination of Interaction invariants. Two 
such invariants are known, namely k1 - (k^+k«) ■ 0 and ^--(üJJ+WO) " 0. These 

are the three-wave resonance conditions representing conservation of momentum 
and energy. 

III. WAVE-PARTICLE DUALITY 

Plane wave representation of local disturbances is inconvenient in as 
much as a train of plane waves fills the entire space. In other words, when 
the wavenumber vector k is specified exactly, then the position of the 

disturbance, the vector x , is left indeterminate because the vectors x and 
m m 

k are canonically conjugate. This difficulty is simply a consequence of the 

Fourier representation. To circumvent this difficulty we shall assume the 
continuity of the distribution of waves so as to allow for differentiation 
of the phase function (x k - <ot) with respect to x and k . Then we may mm mm 
invoke the theory of group velocity and introduce wave packets (pseudo- or 
quasi-partides) whose motion is given by Hamiltonian canonical equations: 

dx.       3d) dk. 3o> 
IT     » Jll »  SL F     - —J-- SL 

aj      dt        3k        ■        aj      dt 3^ 
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where U . Is the group velocity and F  is the pseudo-force acting on a quasi- 

particle associated with the a-mode of propagation. Using Equs. (4) we 
evaluate the derivatives of the frequency &nd obtain 

Uoj s V ca*(kJ/k)d-a
2)(l-K2)"1/2 (9) 

Faj " ~ <km ^ + cakd-K
2)-1/2 gji • J - 1.2.3 (10) 

where c » 0 for a - 1,2,3, and c, * 1, c * -1. 

We observe that only the qua si-par tides associated with the acoustic 
modes, a * 4,5,have non-zero group velocity relative to the fluid. Consequen- 
tly, any property of the wave motion, e.g. energy or pressure fluctuation, 
will be transported relative to the fluid only by wave motion in the acoustic 
mode. Thus the acoustic modes represent radiation sound field propagating 
relative to the fluid, while the remaining modes, a ■ 1,2,3, represent pseudo 
sound (fluctuations which remain stationary relative to the fluid and are 
convected by the fluid motion). Examination of the participation coefficients 
$ ,, Equ. (7), reveals that the acoustic modes carry perturbations in all the 

primitive variables (density, velocity, and temperature, therefore also in 
pressure). The pseudo-sound also involves fluctuations in all primitive 
variables, viz., velocity fluctuations are associated with both the vorticity 
and entropy modes, while density and temperature fluctuations are associated 
with the entropy mode. 

Borrowing the idea from quantum mechanics, we shall set the energy of a 
quasi-particle, e, as equal to a multiple of hu)/2ir, say mhu)/2TT, where 
h » Planck's constant, and nondimensionalize e b: dividing it by the fundamen- 
tal quantum of energy, hu>/2ir. Thus e ■ m. Since energy must be proportional 
to the amplitude squared and |c |2 ■ f is nondimensional, we could normalize 

f so that f (ü))- m (w). Then f may be interpreted as either a nondimen- 

sional energy density in a normal mode of frequency u> per unit range of 10 
(in units of fundamental quantum of energy) or a nondimensional particle number 
density if all "particles" have the same ground level energy. The latter 
interpretation was used by Kentzer (1973). However, the former choice seems 
less artificial, and we shall set 

|C |2 - f (x ,k ,t) ■ energy probability density. 

The integral, 

e (x .t) - [ f (x ,k,t) dk - e f fl  dk ,   f! dk - 1 , 
am    J a m m    m   a J a  m  J a  m 
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will be referred to as the energy probability density of the o-mode in the 
physical space or, simply, the energy density. The energy spectrum f must 
satisfy obvious requirements, namely 

<a) k+Oua£a 
m 

(b) 

(c) ü) f Jk 
J a a  m 

< 00 

lim     t        n 

m max 
k  -+* 
max 

(11) 

The maximum magnitude of wavenumber, k  , is determined from the 
max 

condition that all group velocities are equal at K2 ■ 1/2 (observe that at 

K » 1 group velocities of acoustic modes become infinite). Thus k *—^. r max   y\> 
The requirement (b) represents the condition that, at very high frequencies, 
the energy in a collective wave motion becomes indistinguishable from (or is 
dissipated or converted into) the random thermal motion of the gas molecules. 

Since the energy density f is a function carried by the quasi-partides 

in the phase-space, we have upon differentiation 

i ! 
us.   üaii   !f<L^ 
3t + 3x dt + 3k. dt ~ v 

in absence of wave interactions along the trajectories of quasi-par tides. 
Here dx /dt and dk./dt are given by Equs. (9) and (10). To account for wave 

interactions, we equate the above derivative to the interaction terms given 
by Equ. (8), that is, 

3f         3f     3w 3f    3u) 3  f o  ,      o      a a      a e a 
-' +   ii     —— — 

3t        3x,   3k4 3k.  3x. 3t 
j      J j      J 

(12) 

This is the integro-differential equation of Haxwell-Boltzmann type for 
the energy probability distribution functions f (x ,k ,t). While there is no 

hope ever to find a set of functions f , ct - 1,...,5, as solutions of Equ. 

(12) except in exceptionally simple cases, the form of the interaction integral 
3 f /dt, as indicated in Equ. (8), is of importance to the theory of turbulence. 
e c* 

For, in the case of turbulence governed by the Navier-Stokes theory, the 
nonlinear Interaction terms are derivable in terms of one-point distribution 
functions and joint probabilities are expressible as products of probabilities 
of single events. Thus multi-point distribution functions, satisfying a 
hierarchy of coupled equations of the Bogoliuboff-Born-Green-Kirkwood-Yvon 
(BBGKY hierarchy) and introduced by Lundgren (1967), describe evidently a 
turbulence model of order higher than that admitted by the Navier-Stokes theory. 
This observation partially justifies the use of one-point distribution 
functions in modeling of turbulence. 
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Equation (12), which forms the basis of a kinetic theory of a random 
motion of quasi-partides (turbulent wave packets), describes a theory of 
approximate constitutive equations for a turbulent medium.  In particular, 
the wave interaction terms, 3 f /3t in Equ. (8), express a special kind of 

fading memory which makes triplets of resonating waves, which otherwise have 
well determined histories, instantly loose the correlations their encounters 
give them. The frequency with which such three-wave resonances occur governs 
the rate of fading of the memory or the rate at which turbulent correlations 
decrease with time. The theory of constitutive equations based on the dis- 
tribution functions f has two aspects. First, if the form of f is assumed 

known, than, in principle, any average turbulent property may be calculated, 

e.g., Reynolds stresses puTuT or the turbulent energy (u! )• Secondly, 

taking moments of Equ. (12) will generate convective transport equations for 
arbitrary average turbulent property consistent with the assumed form of the 
distribution function f a If the form of f is postulated in terms of the 

various moments of f , then the space and time development of f could be 

calculated by solving the appropriate convective transport equation for the 
needed moments. 

IV. AVERAGES AND THE CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT EQUATION 

as 
Defining averages of any property \\>f  a function of the wavenumber k , 

* - J *(km)fa <V , f dk ■- 
a  m  e 

a 
*(k )f dk , rv m' a  m * 

multiplying Equ.   (12) by i|/(k ) and integrating with respect to k    gives 

mm m      m m      m 

where 

V*)  * | *<V TT dkm      • 

This is the turbulent convective transport equation for the arbitrary function 
i>(k  ).  In particular, if \\>  = 1, we have 

m 

8ea   a 
W + W  [ea UaJ m 

f a f 

yi) 

where eU     »e(u+d), and where the acoustic diffusion vector a    am        ax m        am 

mtm 
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With e known as a solution of the transport equation, the distribution 

function may be normalized asf ■ e f.  f dk «1. Then one may form 
' a   a a' Jam ' 

averages of any function of the turbulent fluctuations of the primitive 
variables making use of the expansions (2) and the participation coefficients 

<j> ., Equ. (7), e.g., for the turbulent energy tensor u'u' we have 

'iuj 
c2 I I \\ WW ♦a,i+l(V ♦6,j+l(kn> 

x exp {(r + TJt + i[x k   + ik   - i(u) + w.)t]} dk   dk    . a      p mmnn aß mn 

In evaluating this integral one must average over the random phases 
of the complex amplitudes C and C0. Further, one should observe that 

a    p 
nontrivial contributions are possible only if k + k =0, and m  (k )+u>ö(k )«0. r J m   n   •     aN nr  ßv n' 
These conditions will be satisfied by the acoustic modes only if a ■ 4, 
ß » 5 or a - 5, 3 ■ 4. 

We observe at this point that evaluation of averages of fluctuations is 
possible if one knows (or postulates) the forms of the expressions for 

1/2 
|C | - f   . Thus modeling of turbulence and prediction of sound generated 

by it reduces to finding suitable approximations to the distribution functions 
f . A given approximation to f will then generate a consistent model of 

turbulence, that is, to a given f there corresponds a set of expressions for 

all desired averages or correlations of the turbulent quantities. With 
expressions for the needed averages available, one may then proceed to solve 
the averaged conservation equations for the mean turbulent quantities. 

V. THERMODYNAMICS OF ACOUSTIC ENERGY SPECTRUM 

In lieu of formal solutions of the Maxwell-Boltzmann equation (12), we 
propose to investigate distribution functions f by methods used in the 

thermodynamics of black body radiation. 

Lord Raylelgh (1900) has shown that the number of normal modes of 
vibration in a volume V, having frequencies between u and u + du, is 
(u2V/ir2c3)du), where c ■ velocity of wave propagation. If T denotes the 
temperature of oscillators which are in termal equilibrium with radiation, 
then the space density of radiant energy, per unit range of frequency, is 
given by 
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(M2 

e (o),T) » -~T kT 

where k * Boltzmann constant, and where Rayleigh-Jeans distribution, f«kT/hu) 
was used. This classical result implies that most of the energy resides at 
high frequencies, and energy becomes infinite when in-*»,  the so called 
"ultraviolet catastrophe11 so named by Paul Ehrenfest. Recently, Millsaps 
(1974) proposed to invoke the 1st and 2nd Laws of Thermodynamics and condi- 
tions (11) of this paper to restate, for the case of hydrodynamic turbulence, 
Poincare's (1912) proof of the necessity of the energy spectrum to be governed 
by a discrete energy exchange process (the necessity of Planck*s quantum 
hypothesis). Poincare's proof gives also the most general distribution of 
energy attainable after sufficient time. Poincare's distribution includes 
that of Planck's as a special case. Here we shall propose to use Planck's 
distribution law in the form f » l/[exp(hü)/2irkT) - 1] which gives 

(hü)/2Tr)/[exp(ho)/27TkT) - 1] as the average energy of an oscillator whose 
energy is restricted to integral multiples of hu)/2w. This distribution 
satisfies conditions (11) and yields the following expression for the energy 
density per unit frequency range 

(    r\  - tw3_      1  
VU,T; * 2^^ exp(tW2TTkT) - 1 

Applying this result to the two acoustic modes, f,(k) ■ f5(-k ), using 
only the absolute values of u, and integrating over the frequency we obtain 
for the acoustic energy per unit volume 

,T\ h  7     ü)3 do)       (2TTkT)u ? r -x .  -2x .   , 3, e(T) - ■* s     /t_ /0 . mv rB q ?r$    [e  + e   + ...]x°dx 
TT3C3 J exp(hu)/2iTkT) - 1  ir3c3h3  J l 

x (1.0823)    (Stefan-Boltzmann Law) 

In order to bring the Stefan-Boltzmann Law into conformity with the 
Lighthill's "8th power of Mach number law" in the case of the acoustic 
radiation, we should identify the propagation speed c with the adiabatic 
speed of sound and kT with the average energy of oscillators in thermal 
equilibrium with the acoustic radiation, that is, with the turbulent energy 

-T  ^U 2    • U2 where U ■ mean flow velocity. 

The attractive possibil":y of deriving the Lighthill's Law as the 
equilibrium law of acoustic radiation gives credence to the idea that tur- 
bulence is quantized or that it should be looked upon as such. However, 
neither the Polncare's proof of necessity nor Ehrenfest's (1911) elegant 
normal mode arguments predict the value of the quantum of action, h. In 
atomic physics h is an experimentally determined universal constant. In the 
physics of norma' mode vibrations of continuous media the numerical value 
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of h is not known. It is of interest to note, however, that the units of 
dynamic viscosity y are those of action per unit volume. Likewise, the 
product pUL (the numerator of the Reynolds number) has units of action per 
unit volume. Thus Reynolds number represents a ratio of magnitudes of 
actions characteristic of maroscopic (continuum) and microscopic (molecular) 
phenomena. It is expected that acoustic energy density measurements will 
permit eventual determination of the "turbulent quantum of action" which 
should appear in the acoustic form of the Stefan-Boltzmann Law. 

Other forms of distribution functions may be tried provided that the 
conditions of finite energy and of proper behavior at the limits, Equs. (11), 
are satisfied. Among possible distribution functions presently Investigated 
are the Wien*s (or Gaussian) and Wiener-Hermite distributions (Gram-Charlier 
expansions). Using various approximations to the distribution functions it 
is planned to evaluate mean turbulent properties, integrate numerically the 
averaged Reynolds differential equations, together with appropriate con- 
vective transport equations, for some simple turbulent flow cases, and to 
arrive at sound source terms consistent with the assumed model of turbulence. 
Comparison with experimental data, consisting of simultaneous measurements of 
acoustic intensities and mean turbulent flow properties, would permit 
assessing the usefulness of the various approximations to the distribution 
functions. 

[Research supported by NASA Grant NGR 15-005-174] 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE URGE-SCALE 
COHERENT STRUCTURE IN A JET 

AND ITS RELEVANCE TO JET NOISE 

by 

i 
Roger E. A. Arndt and V. K. George 

The Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, Pa. 16802 

INTRODUCTION 

Reason for Study 

Significant strides have been made during the last 15 years in the 
reduction of aircraft noise. The flyover OASPL at 1000 ft. is sore than 
20 dB lover for the new higher powered U011 aircraft than for the early 
turbojet versions of the 707 and DC-8. On the basis of acoustic efficiency 
(noise power/thrust power ratio) the advances in technology are even wore 
impressive amounting to a reduction by a factor of about 1000 (1Z vs. 
0.001Z). Comparison in tens of the noise footprint is also enlightening. 
The 110 dB contour extended sore than 2000 ft. fro« s typical engine (J-57) 
in 1956 whereas the 110 dB contour for the new CP6-6 engine extends less 
than 200 ft. 

Basically, there have been two important theoretical concepts which 
have led to these advances: first, an understanding that jet noise varies 
strongly with velocity and, second, an understanding of the significance of 
pure tones generated by rotor-stator interaction. Lighthill (1952, 1954), 
in a pioneering study of jet noise, pointed out thst acoustic power fron 

jets varied like plrd whereas thrust power varies like pU d . This obser- 
vation led to the evolution of the high bypass engine which relies on a 
high «ass rate of flow at low velocity to achieve the required thrust. 

Currently, the state of the *rt in fan and ccapressor noise technology 
is at the point where jet noise and rotor noise are of equal significance. 
Unfortunately, current suppressor technology is ineffective at the lower 
jet velocities that are characteristic of current high bypass ratio engines. 
It appears at this point that further jet noise suppression will require an 
even sore basic understanding of the mechanism of jet noise. 

Over the past 20 years, numerous Investigators have attempted to deter- 
mine the dominant noise producing structure of a jet by a variety of 
measurements of the velocity and pressure fluctuations in the jet. While 
contributing much to our understanding of turbulent phenomena In general, 
and of jets in particular, these investigations have experienced only 
limited success in: 

Present Address - State University of New York at Buffalo. 
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a) Deducing the dominant jet structure. 
b) Accounting for the radiated noise. 
c) Suggesting techniques for minimizing this noise. 

The first step toward a satisfactory understanding of the radiated 
noise is clearly an understanding of the jet turbulence structure. At the 
1971 Symposium on Aerodynamic Noise at Loughborough University, sponsored 
by the Royal Aeronautical Society and the British Acoustical Society 
"delegates were divided on the ultimate possility of reducing jet noise, 
but it seemed to be generally considered that understanding the underlying 
order in the turbulence would probably be the most fruitful path for jet 
noise control (Fisher and Lowson, 1971).'* Recent work (Crow and Champagne, 
1971, and Bishop et al 1971) indicated the existence of a large scale 
coherent structure in both subsonic and supersonic jets. In a subsonic jet 
this structure has a Strouhal frequency, fd/U , which corresponds to the 

observed peak in the far field radiated noise spectrum. 

This paper describes an objective method for deducing the large eddy 
structure in a large jet. It is also suggested that any large, coherent 
structure in itself is probably a weak source of sound. Sound radiation 
probably occurs through the interaction of finer scale turbulence with the 
more coherent large scale structure. 

Experimental Evaluation of Lighthill's Theory 

The non-homogeneous wave equation for a flow without non-steady sources 
of mass or applied forces was obtained by Lighthill (1952) in the form 

at2   o 3xi3xi 

*2T 
ii 

dx.9x. 
(1) 

where,  in the case of a sub-sonic, high Reynolds number, turbulent flow, T 
may be approximated by 

Tij ■ puiuJ 

ij 

(2) 

A retarded time solution was offered by Lighthill in the form 

(3) 

A more convenient expression for experimental work is the formulation of 
Proudman (1952): 

0-P 
4lTo * 

'   a2       2 
1  2<ou* >U'dy 

at*    *    *  * 
(4) 
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t' 
x-y 

t - (5) 

wherein u is the velocity component in the direction of an observer. 

Lighthill's theory has formed the basis for much additional theoretical 
work. Of particular interest to this study are the past experimental 
attempts to relate turbulence measurements to acoustic source strength, 
especially the distribution of sound source intensity within a jet. A 
direct evaluation of the Lighthill theory was first attempted by Chu (1966) . 
He made his measurements at a single point in the flow (x-/d=4, x«/d*0.5) 

and attempted to predict the total jet noise characteristics with theo- 
retical estimates of sound source distributions based on the similarity 
principles of Ribner (1958) and Powell (1959). Unfortunately, the intensity 
depends on the fourth time derivative of the two-pc^nt correlation of pu . 

A 

Chu's attempts to evaluate this from an experimental curve was inherently 
inaccurate. A similar attempt by Jones (1969) was also incomplete and only 
limited success was achieved. 

Recently, the experimental evaluation of the Lighthill integral has 
taken a new direction. Lee and Ribner (1972) and more recently Seiner and 
Reethof (1974) report cross correlations of the fluctuating stress with the 
far field noise. The method is based on the Proudman form of the Lighthill 
integral: 

3 
4ira r 

o 

9    «  2    A —y Pv p dy 
3tZ  x 

(6) 

unfortunately the method is sensitive to phase differences in the two types 
of instrumentation. Lee and Ribner chose to perform their correlation in 
narrow bands. The data they present is questionable because of the very 
low value of correlation achieved. Seiner and Reethof (1974) chose to per- 
form their correlations in octave bands which eliminated some of the prob- 
lems experienced by Lee and Ribner. They also chose to reformulate the 
problem in terms of shear noise and self noise which meant working with both 
the correlation between far field pressure and velocity squared and the 
pressure-velocity covariance. They found that "shear noise" was the major 
contributor to the total power and that, oddly enough, the radial distribu- 
tion of sound source strength peaked at the jet axis, even in the potential 
core. 

An even more direct approach has been reported by Siddon and Rackl 
(1971) and Rackl (1973). This method depends on the cross correlation 
between "pseudo sound" and far field pressure using the Ribner dilation 
model as a basis: 
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at' 
dy (7) 

Their results agree qualitatively with Lee and Ribner but are in fundamental 
disagreement with Seiner and Reethof (1974). The errors inherent in pres- 
sure measurement were recognized and a unique pressure probe was developed 
for the purpose. However, this method is sensitive to current limitations 
of both high and low frequency response of pressure probes as well as the 
still unresolved, uncertain ties associated with pressure measurement in 
turbulent flows. 

Evidence of a Coherent Large Scale Structure 

Of particular interest is the work of Crow and Champagne (1971). Their 
studies combined visual and hot wire investigations of jets with Reynolds 
numbers ranging from 2000 to 100,000. By imposing a periodic exitation on 
the jet with the aid of pressure transducer located in the settling chamber, 
they attempted to force the jet to act as a non-linear amplifier with maxi- 
mum amplification occurring in the preferred modal frequency, presumably 
the large eddy structure. An initial series of ripples was observed to 
develop into a series of vortex "puffs" which could be detected even at the 
higher Reynolds numbers. These disturbances rapidly reached "saturation" 
and the final growth rate was a maximum at a Strouhal number, fd/U , of 0.3. 

Additional confirmation of the existence of such a large coherent 
structure has been offered by Lau, Fisher and Fuchs (1972). Fluctuating 
pressures and velocities were measured in both the entrainment region and 
potential core of a subsonic jet.  It was shown that these fluctuations have 
a relatively narrow band spectral content when compared to those in the mix- 
ing region. Furthermore, a high degree of correlation exists between 
fluctuations in the core and entrainment regions. The authors concluded 
that experimental results are consistent with a series of equally spaced 
toroidal vortices contained in the jet mixing region and convected at a 
speed of 0.6 times the jet efflux velocity. Similar conclusions concerning 
a coherent vortex ring structure are offered in papers by Fuchs (1972 a, b), 
Davies, Ko and Bose (1967), Scharton and White (1972), Wooldridge, Wooten 
and Amaro (1972) and Beavers and Wilson (1970). Mollo-Christensen (1967) 
observed that pressure fluctuations outside a fully developed turbulent jet 
came in rather well defined wave packets as though the jet column was under- 
going sporadic oscillations. Similar conclusions have been made for high 
speed jets where there are indications that large scale pressure fluctua- 
tions may be associated with large unstable waves (Liu 1970, Bishop, Ffowcs - 
Williams and Smith 1971, and Tam 1972). 

There is considerable evidence that a large scale coherent structure 
exists in a jet and, furthermore that it can play a major role in sound 
radiation. Cross correlation of sound with pressure fluctuations at the 
center of the mixing region will not necessarily isolate this structure and 
indeed, the cited attempts to directly evaluate the Lighthill integral have 
been singularly unsuccessful in this attempt. 
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Perturbation of the Large Eddy Structure 

The possible favorable influence of perturbing the large eddy structure 
has been noted by Arndt, Tran and Barefoot (1972). They found that place- t 
ment of a screen across the jet flow results in a substantial reduction in 
noise. The reduction in noise may be traced to the breaking up of the large 
eddy structure in the mixing zone as evidenced by the reduction in integral ! 

velocity scales. Corresponding measurement of the smaller pressure scales 
(via two point pressure correlations within the flow) indicate that the 
scale of the pressure field is similarly perturbed.  (Barefoot 1972). 

AN OBJECTIVE APPROACH TO THE 
LARGE EDDY STRUCTURE OF TURBULENT SHEAR FLOW 

i 
Townsend (1956) proposed that turbulent shear flows were characterized 

by the presence of large discernable, coherent structures which were desig- 
nated as "large eddies." The large eddies were thought to contain no more 
than 202 of the turbulent energy and to exist in equilibrium with the mean 
flow and the smaller turbulent eddies. They have scales on the order of the 
scale of the mean flow and are responsible for the intermittency and spread 
of the turbulent-irrotational interface. By using simple arguments and 
measured correlations, Townsend proposed structures which semi-quantita- 
tively accounted for the measurements available. These results were later 
modified and extended by Grant (1958) for turbulent wakes and by Bradshaw, 
et al. (1964) for the axisymmetric jet on the basis of extended measurements. 

• 

One of the major problems in determining the large eddy structure was 
the lack of an objective definition. The approach initiated by Townsend was 
the most objective in that it attempted to guess the structure which best 
explained the measured correlations. The other attempts to determine the 
large eddy structures by forcing, conditional sampling, and flow visualiza- 
tion while providing useful information appears to lack even this objectivity. 

In 1965, Lumley proposed an objective definition of the large eddy 
structure (and in fact the smaller eddies as well!) based on a rational 
orthogonal decomposition of the turbulent velocity field. Lumley and his 
colleagues (Payne and Lumley 1967, Bakewell and Lumley 1967) succeeded in 
deducing the large eddy structure in the 2-dim. turbulent wake and in the 
viscous sublayer on the basis of very limited data. In spite of this suc- 
cess and the appeal of an objective approach to the large eddy definition, 
the orthogonal decomposition has been largely ignored. 

In the remainder of this paper, Lumley's decomposition will be reviewed, 
an experimental program to apply Lumley's decomposition to the axisymmetric 
mixing layer of a jet will be outlined, and finally, a sketch will be given 
of how the radiated noise can be deduced from the characteristic eddies and 
their interaction. 

The Orthogonal Decomposition 

Lumley (1967) proposes the following approach to the large eddy identi- 
fication. Suppose that we think that a candidate eddy, <J), (x, t) is occurring 
in an identifiable manner in a given eu*emble of random velocity fields, 
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u.(x, t). One way to test this hypothesis is to project <J>. on u. and deter- 

mine the extent to which they are parallel. Since we are interested only 
in parallelism, we remove the amplitude dependence by considering the follow- 
ing: 

a 
♦. 

[ 

('K(-)d(-) 

*j*(*)*j(#)d<#)]1/2 

(8) 

I I 

where (•) indicates the dependence on a point in whatever space is relevant, 
e.g., (x,, x«, x~, t), and * denotes the complex conjugate. The integral 

is taken over all space. 

Lumley suggests that the best choice for <$>,(*) is that which maximizes 

the quantity fa|2 where the overbar denotes the ensemble average. By the 
methods of the calculus of variations, it can be shown that the best <J>. is 
given by the solution to the following equation: 

J RyC-, •,)<J>j(-*)d(-') = |a|2 ^O) (9) 

where 

lij('»'f) * «i^V'* (10) 

Finite extent velocity field. If the velocity field is of finite extent and 
is of finite total energy, the following hold: 

A. There are not one, but a discrete set of solutions of (2) which can 
be written as 

R^K •,)^(n)(-,)d(.*) - X(n\(n)(.), n - 1, 2,... 

B. We ca^i choose the <J>.   so that they are orthonormal 

(|>i(P)(')4>i(q)(-)d(,) " Ö pq 

(ii) 

(12) 

C. The velocity field u. can bevexpanded in the <J>. 
(n) 

Ut(«) « l^*±
M(*) (13) 
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where 

an" ( ui(0 ♦i(n)(,>d<') (14) 

and the series converges in mean square. 

D.  The coefficients of (13) are uncorrelated 

o n f  m 

a a 
n m (n)   n ■ m (15) 

£.  The two point Reynolds stress tensor can be decomposed into a 
double series in the <^(n) 

1J        n«l    X 
(16) 

and the series is uniformly and absolutely convergent. 

F.  The A(n) are real and non-negative and their sum is finite 
and equal to the total energy in the flow. 

The expansion of (13) is optimal in the sense that as little as possible 
is left to the remainder of each partial sum. 

Lumley (1970) has shown that the number of terms necessary to 
adequately represent the energy variation of ui(-) is 

N < L/L (17) 

where L is a measure of the lateral extent of the velocity field and L 
is an estimate of the extent over which the process is correlated with 
itself. In a jet mixing layer N - 4, so only the first four eigenfunctions 
are necessary to obtain most of the turbulent energy. 

It has been suggested by Lumley that the lowest order eigenfunction 
4>i(l)(x,t) be identified as the large eddy. The results of Payne and 
Lumley (1967) and Bakewell and Lumley (1967) indicate that the large eddy 
derived from this approach is in excellent agreement with that predicted 
by Townsend on intuitive grounds although considerably more detail is 
present. Moreover, the decomposition can be applied to the averaged 
velocity equations to obtain dynamical equations for the large eddy (Lumley 
1967, 1971, Payne 1968). 

Homogeneous Fields. From equation (17) it is clear that as the extent of 
the field L becomes large compared to the correlation distance L, more and 
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more terms are necessary tc represent the velocity field. For homogeneous 
fields the number of terms becomes infinite and the eigenvalues are not 
discrete but: continuous. The appropriate decomposition for a homogeneous 
field is the familiar Fourier decomposition.  If ui is homogeneous in x and 
stationary in time we can write 

ui(x,t) 
i(k,x + cot) 

u. (k,u>)dkdu> (18) 

where Ui(k,u)) is the Fourier decomposition of u^x.t) and the u^ are 
uncorrelated at different wave numbers and frequencies. 

ui(k,w)u.(k' ,</) * ♦j.Ck.uOöfa-w') (19) 

where $j-j(k,u>) is the velocity spectrum tensor.  (The u^ are random functions 
and (18) is written in the sense of generalized functions [c.f. Lumley 1970]. 
This representation is equivalent to the Fourier-Stieltjes decomposition 
dZi(k,u)) used by Batchelor (1953) and others.; 

From (18) it is clear that in a homogeneous flow the large eddy 
structure will not be readily identifiable from the fluctuating Fourier 
components unless Ui(k,u>) peaks strongly at a particular wave number 
frequency combination (k°,u)°). We will come back to this problem later 
under partially homogeneous flows. 

Periodic Velocity Fields. If the velocity field possesses periodicities 
i 

ui(-,e) = Ui(., e + 2TT) (20) 

it can be expanded into a Fourier series or other appropriate harmonic 
functions. This has been recognized by Michalke (1972) who expanded the 
pressure field of an axisymmetric jet in a Fourier series. 

For the turbulent velocity field we have 

ui(.,e) I     tt
Ml.)  einÖ (21) 

where the f^  (•) are uncorrelated, that is, 

0; n +  m 

f^cof^V) 
o(n)/'      »\ •    « . m o      {•,• ); n ■ m 

(22) 
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The two point Reynolds stress tensor can be similarly expanded 

ince-e*) 
^(•.e^o'.e1) E  B(n)(.,.')e (23) 

Fuchs (1972) has applied Michalke's decomposition to measurements of 
the turbulent pressure field in the jet mixing layer. Because the pressure 
field is strongly correlated around the jet the Fourier series representation 
was a natural method. The turbulent velocity correlations, however, fall 
off rapidly in the azimuthal direction (firadshaw, et al. 1964). Therefore, 
it is not immediately obvious that the representation of equation (21) is 
preferable to that of equation (18) when applied to the azimuthal variable 
of the velocity field. 

Partially Homogeneous and Stationary Fields. This special case is most often 
encountered in practice and is particularly relevant to the turbulent jet. 
Laboratory jet flows are stationary in time, homogeneous (and periodic) in 
the azimuthal direction, strongly inhomogeneous and of limited extent in the 
radial direction, and by comparison with the radial direction nearly homo- 
geneous in the axial direction. The last statement is even more valid if 
the turbulence properties are normalized by the local turbulence scales. 
We consider here a velocity field which is homogeneous in x and z, stationary 
in time, and of bounded extent in y. 

We first decompose the velocity field in the homogeneous directions 
and time according to 

f°° i(kx + k3z + tut) 
u^x.t)       e      " Gi(k1,k3,w; y^dk^u    (24) 

where the u^ are uncorrelated for different frequencies and wave numbers. 

ui*krk3,w; y) u
i(

k
1
,»k3,»a,f5 y') 

- ♦lj(k1,k3,«s y,y06(ü>-u>\k1-k1\k3-k3')     (25) 

where *jj is the Fourier transform of the two point Reynolds stress tensor. 

We now seek an "eddy" ^(k^.kojw; y) which maximally projects on the 
field ü.(k1,k3,u; y). The result is the following: 

v 

| #ij(kl'k3iW5 y>y,)   <,j(n)(kl,k3'U,; y,)dyt 

-V (26) 

A(D)(k1,k3.«)#1
(lö(krk3,üi; y) 
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V denotes the finite extent of the flow in the y-direction and is large 
enough to contain the range of variation of $-H - in this case the mixing 
layer. 

As before we identify <J> (k^kß.iu; y) with the large eddy. The 
velocity field of this eddy is given by 

u.(1)(x,t) = 
i(kjx + k^z + u)t) 

a1(k1,k3,a))(|)(1)(k1,k3, )o))dk1dk3du) 

(27) 

where the a^ is the random coefficient.  Obviously the effect of the homo- 
geneities has been to smear out the structure of the large eddy by the 
introduction of a fluctuating structure in both frequency and wave number. 
The large eddy ui^)(x,t) can be visualized as a group of dispersive waves 
propagating in the homogeneous directions whose amplitude vary in the 
inhomogeneous and bounded directions. This interpretation is similar to 
the waveguide model of Landahl (1967) and is seen to be a special case of 
the orthogonal decomposition. 

Lumley (1967) has observed that if $±^'  has its energy concentrated 
about a single spectral value, say (k^0 $k<i0,üo), then that component can be 
chosen to be representative of the large eddy; that is ^(D (ki°,k3°,u)0,y). 
In effect, this type of assumption has been made in those experiments which 
attempt to force a single component of the turbulence and seek the maximal 
growth rate identifying it as the large eddy, e.g., Crow and Champagne (1971), 
Hussain and Reynolds (1971). Other heuristis models for the jet turbulence 
structure have also implicitly assumed that the large eddy is concentrated 
about a particular wave number-frequency combination;  for example, the roller 
eddies of Davies (1972) and the vortex pairs of Laufer (1973). 

The observations reported by Crow & Champagne (1971) of a puff-like 
structure in the periodically forced jet is a simple statement that they 
were able to concentrate the large eddy energy to a narrow band to the 
point where it was recognizable. The observations reported by Laufer (1973) 
of a vortex-like structure in the plane mixing layer which resembled the 
last stages of a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability must be interpreted in light 
of the low Reynolds number.  It is reasonable to expect the spectral 
content of the large eddy to broaden as the Reynolds number is increased 
because of the increased nonlinear interactions. This broadening with 
Reynolds number will proportionately reduce discernability of the large eddy. 

A final comment is in order regarding the reputed axisymmetric struc- 
ture in jets and the two-dimensional structure in the plane mixing layer.  It 
was first observed by Townsend that for an eddy to extract energy from the 
mean flow its plane of circulation must be tilted against the mean flow.  The 
s^uctures proposed to date (Bradshaw et al., 1964 excepted) are defective in 
this regard. The structure deduced by Payne and Lumley (1967) by applying 
the orthogonal decomposition to Grant's (1958) measurements in a two- 
dimensional wake is shown in Figure (1).  It is interesting to note that the 
eddy pairs are at nearly 90° to that which would have been expected from the 
symmetry alone (aligned parallel to the cylinder). Clearly some caution must 
be exercised in attacking significance to geometrically appealing models. 
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An alternate approach to partially homogeneous flows. For partially homo- 
geneous flows, Lumley (1967, 1970) has suggested further decomposing each 
of the "eddies" obtained above into characteristic eddies occurring at 
uncorrelated locations in time and at uncorrelated locations in the homo- 
geneous directions. This approach is similar to the shot effect representa- 
tion of Rice (1948). We write for the large eddy (or any eddy) 

ui(1> " (([ 8i(1)<x-S» y» z<> t-T)da(£,C,x) (28) 

where 

  (   0  ,    (•) 1 (•') 
da^CTidafCcV) -   ? (29) 

£    dCdCdT,   (•)   -   (•') 

and where the g.   is the characteristic eddy (or group) and is determinis- 
tic. It is easy to show that 

u^^u^O') - J gi
(1)(x,y,z,t)gj

(1)(x+C,y,,z+C,t+T)dWCdT 

where <•») = (x + 5, y*, z + C, t + T) . (30) 

Defining G.       (k,, k~, Q), y)  to be the Fourier transform of g.       (x,  t) 

we can show that 

♦i(1)(kl. k
3> w» y)<t>}W*frv k3» cup y,)X(1)(k1, k3, u) (30) 

- (2TT)3Gi
(1)(k1, k3, a), y)Gj

(1)*(k1,k3,a),yf) 

Thus the large eddy can be identified as the inverse transform of 

/""(I)  

G.u;(klf k., a), y) -   -^-^  <j>. u;(k k , co. y) 
1    l      J       V    (2TT)

J
       

X
    

X J 
(31) 

/ 
ik,x + k,z + o)t X(1)(k1 ,k.,o)) 

(32) 
m f  1K,X + k-Z + U)t  A' 'Ui|KVWJ  m 

gi
u;(x,y,z,t) - je  x  ^ ♦1u;(klik3,u,y)dk,dk3daj 

Clearly if the peak of X( ' is distinct at some value (kx°, k •, ü)°), the 

value selected at the peak is representative and the eddy (or group) is 
easily discernable. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE LARGE EDDIES 

In the previous section we have shown that the random velocity field 
of a jet mixing layer can be broken into a series of characteristic eddies, 
the lowest order one being the large eddy* These eddies can be obtained 

directly from the measured velocity covariance tensor u.(x,t)u.(x',t). 

The procedure for calculating the characteristic eddies is summarized 
below: 

1« Measure the velocity covariance tensor 

R^Cx-x1, y,y\ z-z\ t-t') 

2. Transform to get the velocity spectrum tensor 

$ (kjm.ü^y.y1) 

3. Calculate the eigen functions <j>,  (k,m,o>) and eigenvalues 

A(n)(kfm,w). 

4. Using this information in equations, calculate the charac- 
teristic eddies. 

The techniques for carrying out the computations described above are 
straightforward and have been described in detail by Lumley (1970). The most 
difficult problem is of course to obtain sufficient information on the 
velocity covariance tensor R... or its transform ♦... 

We can reduce the number of measurements required by recalling that the 
components of R, 

equations as follows: 

nine components of R., are related to each other by the mass conservation 

3jp- RijCx.x1) - o - 3~r R1:J(x,x
f) (31) 

Fourier transforming in the homogeneous variables x and z and in the sta- 
tionary variable t we have 

iki •« + £ *2j * ° 1,3 (32) 

Hence we have six equations in nine unknowns.  If we use two x-wire 
probes and measure u. and tu at each location, it is straightforward to ob- 

tain *,., <J> , $13, and $> . The missing terms may be readily obtained by 

integration from five of the six mass conservation equations. 
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The properties of the covariance function can also be used to reduce 
the number of measurements. Since the velocity covariance depends on 
progressively larger eddies as the spacial separation between the probes 
is increased, there appears to be little merit in making equally spaced 
measurements. Furthermore, since the covariance falls off in a nearly 
exponential fashion (Tennekes and Lumley 1971), it is clear that the 
optimum spacing is logarithmic. This has been previously used by Bakewell 
and Lumley (1967) in the viscous sublayer. 

For a 12 inch jet at 30 m/s, the smallest spacing used will be 5 mm 
(corresponding to the peak in the dissipation spectrum). In spite of the 
loss of small scale structure, this will cause no problem because we are 
interested only in the large scales. There appears, at this point at least, 
no reason to measure correlations at separations greater than five integral 
scales.  In the streamwise or x-direction, 5L - 0.3 m., and in the azimuthal, 
z-, and cross-stream or y-directions 5L - 0.15 m. The separations to be 
measured are then given by the following: 

x-direction (mm.) 

0, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320 

y, z-directions (mm.) 

0, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 

This corresponds to a measurement grid of 8 x 7 x 7 on 392 probe separations 
for each choice of origin, y', in the inhomogeneous direction. 

To complete the specification of the velocity covariance, this grid 
must be remeasured for different choices of the origin in the inhomogeneous 
direction. By choosing the same logarithmically spaced values for y as 
above, we see that the origin must be moved 13 times. The net result is a 
total of 13 x 392 - 5096 probe spacings. Since four channels of velocity 
signals are being recorded, the total number of correlations to be measured 
is 20,384 - a formidable task, but necessary if the large eddy structure is 
to be found unambiguously. An automatic stepping technique can be used for 
probe movement. 

It will be recalled that the velocity covariance spectrum tensor $JJ 
(k,m,u>; y,y') is sought. Therefore it remains to Fourier transform the 
measured covariances in the x and z directions. This will be accomplished 
by first curve fitting the measured covariances with a modified Gram- 
Char lier expansion and then Fourier transforming analytically to obtain 
the spectrum. Such a procedure was used with success by Payne and Lumley 
(1967). 

Once ♦ij(k,m,w; y,y') is obtained for i,j - 1.3 by the procedures 
described above, it is straightforward to integrate the mass conservation 
equations to obtain the five missing terms i,j - 3. 
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B 

CALCULATION OF RADIATED NOISE 
FROM THE ORTHOGONAL DECOMPOSITION OF THE VELOCITY FIELD 

The pressure correlation for the far field can be written using the 
retarded tine approximation to the solution of Lighthill's equation as 

p(x,t)p(x,ttt) « -^ || T^Cy.t - 7*)Tu(y\t+t - j^dyd^        (33) 

vhere we have for brevity left out the dependence on source distance and the 
directionality factor. The integrand can be abbreviated as 

where the prime denotes evaluation at y" and t + T. 

Following Batchelor (1953), Kraichman (1956), Lilley (1958) and others, 
we assume that the 4th order moments are jointly normal and write 

VA V " Vj VV + Vk' MjV + Vt' "jV 

(This will not be a valid approximation for the eddies corresponding to the 
scales of motion much smaller than those containing the turbulent energy.) 
The first term u.u. u,*u * is not interesting since it is independent of T 

and will not contrubute to the noise. The remaining two terms are functions 
of I and can contribute. 

For simplicity in understanding we will restrict this discussion to com- 
pletely inhomogeneous and bounded flows. The stationarity in time will, of 
course, introduce a fluctuating Fourier component in frequency. We define 
$.. (y) as the cross spectral density 

*ik(u>) - F.T^u^1"] 

Transforming (33) with respect to X we obtain the noise spectrum 

sppc?. »> - -4 {[[ V V + V VW <36) 

where * denotes a convolution in frequency. 

We have seen that *lk can be decomposed into the characteristic eddies 
as follows 

OD 

*ik(w; ?f?f) ■ : x(ü)<w>Vi>*«<if> (37) 
n-1 
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Using the fact that the A  (w) are real and symmetric, substitution of (37) 
into (36) yields 

00   00    #oo 

S (x.w) « w* I      I  I Ä(n)(u,)X
(,)(uM.)l) du. (38) PP '      .-1 n-1 J      l l        l 

♦ similar tent 

The diagonal terns of (38) n-m clearly represent the noise generated by 
a particular eddy. If we take N tens to approximate the total flow energy 
there are N terms of what vill call type 1 sources. The off«diagonal term of 
(38) n/m represents the noise generated by the interaction of eddies of ~ 
various sizes. Again if we take N terms in the decomposition there are N -N 
eddy interaction terms which we will call type 2 sources. The strength of 
these is dependent on the integrated "Reynolds stress" associated with the 
interacting eddies and the convolved integrated spectra of these eddies. 

It is appropriate to recall at this point that Kraichman (1956), Lilley 
(1958) and others have treated the problem of noise generated by a homogeneous 
turbulence acted upon by a uniform mean shear. The result was a turbulence- 
interaction source and a turbulence-shear interaction source.  From the abvve 
it is clear that in a bounded, inhomogeneous turbulent flow we have the same 
type of turbulent-shear interaction source terms as the eddies of various 
sizes interact with one another. This is not surprising since a large eddy 
appears as a quasi-uniform strain field to a smaller eddy imbedded in it. 
Clearly the analysis above could be extended to include the effects of a 
mean shear interacting with each eddy. 

It has been speculated for several years by the present authors and 
independently by H. Teimekes (P.S.U. Acoustic Seminar, 1974) chat the large 
eddies themselves cannot be primary sources of noise because of their long 
evolution times - at least at low Mach nuaber. Rather, the short life times 
and high vorticitles and strain rates of the dissipative scales make them 
ideal radiations if they were coherent over large enough distances. The type 
2 mechanisms derived above provide a means by which the large eddies can 
interact with the smaller scales and perhaps provide the necessary coherence 
lengths. 

These arguments are consistent with these of Townsend (1955) and Tennekes 
and Lumley (1972) regarding the energetics of the large eddies which are 
believed to obtain energy directly from the mean flow and then cascade it by 
means of vortex stretching to the smaller scales.  It has been speculated 
that the larger eddies line up or orient he smaller eddies so that their 
principal axes of strain rate coincide. The small eddies then destroy the 
larger ones. It is this lining up and destructive process that will con- 
tribute fo the type 2 interaction terms above. 
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The conclusions above should be regarded as tentative and confirmation 
awaits experimental evidence and further study. The important point to this 
discussion is whe possibility that there may be a direct link between the 
coherence of the large eddy structure and the potentially noisy smaller 
scales. 

Summary and Conclusions 

A review of current suppressor technology indicates that further advances 
in jet noise reduction hinges on a more fundamental understanding of the noise 
generation mechanism. There has been considerable conjecture about thf. 
existence of a coherent structure in jet turbulence. Should such a structure 
exist, the opportunities for further jet noise reduction may be considerably 
enhanced. 

It is suggested that Lumley's objective approach to large eddy defini- 
tion may prove to be a fruitful way to deduce the jet structure in sufficient 
detail to allow calculation of the noise field. An experimental method for 
direct evaluation of these eddies has been proposed. 

Several general observations on the mechanism of jet noise can be made 
by direct substitution of the characteristic eddy formulation into Lighthillfs 
equation. Basically two types of noise terms are found which parallel the 
concept of shear noise and self noise suggested by Kraichman, Lilley, Ribner 
and others. Type 1 consists of the self interaction of the various eddies. 

« Type 2 consists of interaction between eddies of various scales. Because 
of the preponderance of cype 2 interactions and because of the possibility 
of obtaining both large coherence lengths and short lifetimes it is specu- 
lated that these may be the dominant source of jet noise. Thus, the exist- 
ence of coherent structure in itself is not a priori evidence of a strong 
emitler of sound but rather such large structure may act as the catalyst for 
sound radiation from smaller scale, more vortical motions which feed off of 
the larger eddie *. 
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POTENTIAL OF COAXIAL MULTINOZZLE CONFIGURATIONS 
FOR REDUCTION OF NOISE FROM HIGH VELOCITY JETS. 

by 

D.S. Dosanjh, M.R. Bassiouni, P.K. Bhutiani and K.K. Ahuja 
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 

Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 

Summary 

Characteristics of radiated noise from coaxial multinozzle exhaust con- 
figurations (without any externally inserted mechanical devices in the exhaust 
flow) where high speed coaxial multiple jet flows interact just downstream of 
the nozzle exits, have been investigated and found to be potentially promising 
for supersonic jet noise suppression. 

From acoustic 1/3 Octave Sound Pressure Level spectra and optical (shad- 
ow and schlieren) data for coaxial multinozzle configurations operated at a 
wide range of pressure ratios, it is concluded that as a result of interaction 
among coaxial multinozzle (two or three) high speed cold jet fiows, the acous- 
tic radiation from any of the individual single supersonic jets is substantial- 
ly modified virtually eliminating the usual intense discrete frequency com- 
ponents cf radiated noise. In addition, significant broadband reduction es- 
pecially it higher frequency range of the radiated noise spectra is observed. 
Interacting coaxial multinozzle high velocity jet flows show substantial re- 
ductions in PWL (from 9 - 16 dB depending on the method of comparison). The 
correspondence between the observed noise reductions and shock and jet flow 
modifications evident in optical data is underscored. 

Based on the comparison of radiated noise from multinozzle coaxial jets 
and that from a single 'equivalent* high speed jet issuing from a convergent 
nozzle with the mass flow rate, thrust and exit area the same as for the com- 
bined multinozzle jets, the effectiveness and potential of multinozzle high 
velocity coaxial jets for supersonic jet noise suppression with minimal thrust 
loss is examined. 

INTRODUCTION 

To develop a successful jet noise abatement approach, one must first lo- 
cate as well as understand the nature, the distribution, the strength and radi- 
ation mechanisms of the dominant jet noise sources. Guided by this understand- 
ing, practical techniques to reduce the effectiveness of the dominant noise- 
generating sources need to be devised. It is commonly recognized, has often 
been stated, and is widely accepted by those interested and actively working in 
this research field that in high speed (supersonic) turbulent cold and/or 
heated free jet flows, the dominant noise sources and noise generating mechan- 
isms are associated with (a) Supersonic and subsonic turbulent mixing,  (b) 
Interaction between shock and flow fluctuations such as - shock-turbulence 
(vorticity); shock-temperature (entropy) fluctuations and shock-pressure fluc- 
tuations,  (c) Shock unsteadiness and oscillations,  (d) Shock induced acoustic 
resonance,  (e) Mach wave radiations associated with flow eddies convected 
supersonically relative to the ambient medium. Therefore, any successful 
technique for supersonic jet noise suppression should modify, weaken, eliminate 
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and/or shield some or all of these noise generating sources without resulting 
in an unacceptable thrust loss. 

i 

Various schemes and techniques for high speed jet noise suppression (as 
applied to turbo-fan or turbojet engines) have been investigated with varying 
degrees of success by an expanding number of research groups. These attempts 
may be enumerated in broad categories as (a) mechanical devices such as rods, 
wedges, screens, buckets and spades mounted or inserted in the exhaust flow at 
or close to the nozzle (engine) exit,  (b) nozzles of different shapes and 
configurations to promote mixing; multi-tube nozzle exhaust systems; or multi- 
nozzle coaxial jet flows,  (c) ejector-shrouds used in conjunction with ap- 
proaches (a) and (b). Some of the experimental observations on use of the 
multinozzle (two and three) coaxial interacting high velocity cold jet flows 
are presented in this paper. The background material, important existing pub- 
lications and contributions by others, germane to the experiments reported 
here are enumerated in references 1 and 2. 

As opposed to the subsonic jet noise prediction, at present there is no 
single unified theory that predicts the noise radiation from supersonic tur- 
bulent jets with shock structure.  The noise prediction gets even more complex 
and remote if mechanical devices are mounted or inserted in such supersonic 
turbulent jet flows. Hence,of necessity, several practical schemes of compari- 
son of the acoustic performance have been attempted by various authors to 
assess the effectiveness of different noise suppression systems. The coaxial 
multinozzle jet flows offer a considerable flexibility in controlling the exit 
areas, mass flows, thrust, the operating pressure ratios, and mean flow Mach 
number or velocity for each of the individual jets. Thus the radiated noise 
performance of such multinozzle jets varies widely and for minimum noise op- 
erations, the operating pressure ratios of the individual nozzles are different 
(Ref. 1,2). Therefore the comparative evaluation of the observed noise re- 
ductions from multinozzle coaxial jets with that from say a single jet becomes 
more complicated than is normally the case with the usual comparative assess- 
ment of the acoustic performance of model jets or turbojet engine exhaust 
systems operated first with and then without some noise suppressing mechanical 
device such as the multi-tube nozzle exhaust or the spades mounted (or in- 
serted) in the exhaus flow. 

The mean flow Mach number which is a function of the nozzle operating 
pressure ratio and the nozzle exit area predominantly influence the character 
and intensity of the acoustic radiation from a supersonic jet flow. However, 
the parameters that govern the mechanical performance of any jet system are 
the thrust and the mass flow. Hence in making a comparison of say a multi- 
nozzle jet flow system with that of a single jet, jet flow Mach number, nozzle 
exit area, mas* flow rate and thrust of the two systems need to be matched. 
This suggests two basic schemes for comparing the acoustic performance of the 
coaxial multinozzle jets with that of a single jet. In the first scheme the 
total thrust, total mass flow and total exit area of the coaxial multinozzle 
system operated at the minimum noise condition were matched with that of a 
single underexpanded jet issuing from a convergent nozzle. However to match 
these parameters when the two-nozzle jets are operated at minimum noise con- 
dition the needed operating pressure for the single 'equivalent* jet was found 

f      to be lower than that of the outer jet of the coaxial system. The noise re- 
ductions achieved by using the coaxial two-nozzle jets and their comparison with 

. the acoustic performance of an 'equivalent' single jet are reported here. 
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In the planned second scheme for comparison, the jet flow Mach number 
(i.e. operating pressure ratio of the outer jet), the total thrust and mass 
flow rate will be matched with those of the single 'equivalent' nozzle. For 
minimum noise operation of the multinozzle coaxial jets, the exit area/s of the 
single nozzle and the multinozzle systems will not be the same. In matching 
the flow Nach number of the two systems, the single 'equivalent' nozzle can 
either be a convergent nozzle operated in the underexpanded mode or a con* 
vergent-divergent nozzle which may be operated in the fully expanded mode. 
These experiments are currently being conducted. 

Multinozzle Configurations, Experimental Procedure and Experimental 
Data. 

The coaxial three-nozzle assembly, the two-nozzle assembly and the 
single 'equivalent1 nozzle used in these investigations are shown in Fig. 1 
where the important specifications and dimensions of each of the nozzles are 
given. 

Each of the three jets are supplied through three separate plenum cham- 
bers, such that the stagnation pressure for each jet flow is independently 
adjustable and maintained constant. Therefore, the coaxial three-nozzle ass- 
embly can be used flexibly with either any one of the three nozzles operated 
independently as a single jet, or any two or all three nozzles operated si- 
multaneously. Since the innermost (nozzle 1), the intermediate (nozzle 2) and 
the outermost (nozzle 3) jet flows are directed in the same direction, each of 
the three nozzles is thrust producing. The stagnation pressure for the inner- 
most jet is measured in the plenum chamber. The stagnation pressures in 
nozzles 2 and 3 are measured by four pltot tubes mounted 90° apart along the 
circumference and inserted in the buffer reservoirs (supply chambers) of each 
nozzle. The air temperature in the reservoirs was almost ambient. 

B & K acoustic instrumentation comprised: 1/8" condenser microphone 
(for the 'equivalent' nozzle investigations 1/4" microphone) with grid, cathode 
follower, microphone amplifier, 1/3 octave band filter set with frequency range 
20 Hz to 200 KHz and a level recorder. The microphone was calibrated before 
each run with a piston phone which produces 124 dB re 0.0002 pbar at 250 Hz, and 
the ambient temperatures, and pressures were recorded. The far-field acoustic 
measurements were made in a horizontal plane containing the axis of the jet flow 
at eight stations from azimuth angle 15° to 120° in 15 increments located on 
an arc of 6 ft. radius from the nozzle exit in the anecholc chamber of size 
approximately 10' x 12' x 9'. The microphone axis was oriented along the polar 
radius of the arc (zero degree incidence) along which the noise measurements 
were made. 1/3 octave Bound pressure level spectral data were recorded for the 
single round jet alone (nozzle 1), the single annular jet alone (nozzle 2), two 
coaxial interacting jets (nozzles 1 and 2) and three coaxial interacting jets 
from three-nozzle configuration (nozzles 1, 2 and 3). 

To select the operating pressure ratios at which the individual jets of 
the three-nozzle configuration were to be operated, initially the outermost jet 
(nozzle 3) was not used; the operating pressure of the intermediate (nozzle 2) 
i    ■ (P  + Pa)/P-» where Pt2 is the reservoir gage pressure of nozzle 2 and 
Pg, the ambient pressure, was fixed at 3.04 and the pressure ratio £. of 
the innermost jet (nozzle 1) was varied. Similar 1/3 octave SPL data for the 
'equivalent' convergent nozzle were also gathered. Corrections for microphone 
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pressure response with frequency (from calibration curve provided by manufactur- 
er with each microphone cartridge) and microphone free-field (from B & K hand- 
book) were applied to all acoustic spectral data. Overall sound pressure and 
acoustic power levels were computed from the corrected 1/3 octave sound pres- 
sure level data. 

Experimental Results: 
1. Sound Pressure Level Spectra 

For the innermost jet alone (nozzle 1) operated at pressure ratio £ * 
3.04 and the intermediate jet alone (nozzle 2) operated at E » 3.04, 
1/3 octave sound pressure level vs. frequency are plotted for various azimuthal 
locations from 15° to 120° in Figs. 2a and 2b respectively . Generally for 
the single convergent nozzle operated in the underexpanded mode, over the fre- 
quency range 0.5 to 10 KHz the 1/3 octave SPL decreased with increasing azimuth 
angle. Therefore the radiated far-field noise at lower frequencies is pro- 
gressively less intense at higher azimuth angles. Over the same low frequency 
range (0.5 to 10 KHz) and azimuth angles of 60° to 120°, 1/3 octave SPL at 
each azimuth angle increased by about 6 dB/octave. 

For nozzles 1 and 2 operated alone the broad band SPL peaks occurred at 
30° azimuth angle and in each case there are additional peaks at higher fre- 
quencies, around 90° for single jet from nozzle 1 (Fig. 2a) and at 30° to 90° 
from the annular nozzle 2 (Fig. 2b). For physical appearance of the underex- 
panded jet flow with cellular shock structure from nozzle 1 and nozzle 2, see 
schlieren records in Figs. 6a and 6b respectively. The inward tapering of the 
shock structure for the annular jet alone (with the innermost nozzle not oper- 
ating, is worth noting. When the innermost (nozzle 1) and intermediate (nozzle 
2) jets are operated simultaneously at pressure ratios £ * 3.04 and £ • 
2.02 corresponding to the minimum noise mode of operation for two coaxial jets, 
the sharp peaks in 1/3 octave SPL vs. frequency plot (Fig. 2c) of the single 
supersonic jets are eliminated. The general peak stLll occurred at 30° but 
is shifted to a lower frequency around 5 kHz. However, similar to the single 
nozzle operation, over the frequency range 0.5 to 5 KHz the 1/3 octave SPL 
decreased with increasing azimuth angle and thus the lower frequency noise 
content predominates at smaller azimuth angles. For three-nozzle configura- 
tion of interacting coaxial Jets operated at ^ - £3 - 2.02 and £ « 3.04, 
the 1/3 octave SPL peak still occurred at 30° but is shifted to even lower 
frequency at about 3 KHz. At azimuthal angles 60° to 120°, the 1/3 octave 
SPL increased by about 6 dB/octave. Similar to the single and two-nozzle op- 
eration, the spectral content of radiated noise from three interacting coaxial 
jets is stronger in low frequency components at smaller azimuth angles. In all 
four modes of operation the broad bank peak occurred at 30°. These peaks cor- 
respond to the same Strouhal number « 0.16 if the Strouhal number for the 
single jet is defined as f D/aQ where D is diameter of the single jet, a 
ambient sonic speed and fp

P is the broadband peak frequency and the Strouhal 
number for the two or three coaxial jet flows is defined as f_De_/a  where 
D   is the equivalent diameter of a single round nozzle calculated from the 
total exit area of the coaxial multinozzle configuration. This Strouhal number 
* .16 agrees well with values obtained by Lush (Ref. 3) and Ahuja and Bushell 
(Ref. 4)  for subsonic jets. 

From the 1/3 octave SPL spectral data for all the modes of operation of 
the multinozzle jets reproduced In Fig. 2, the direction of maximum SPL in 
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1/3 octave band vs. center frequency can be plotted (Ref. 5).  It Is observed 
that the higher the frequency band, the greater the azimuth angle for the peak 
noise; and that these angles increase in steps with frequency. However the 
peak noise data at deferent frequency bands do not exhibit any noteworthy 
difference in azimuth angles for the two and three coaxial jets when both con- 
figurations are operated under the respective minimum noise conditions. From 
comparison of earlier data on maximum SPL in 1/3 octave band vs. center fre- 
quency by Yu and Dosanjh (Ref.6) for a contoured nozzle (exit Mach number * 
1.5)used at design (shock free jet) pressure ratio £ * 3.57 and off-design 
(with shocks) pressure ratio £ « 4.74, with that of the inner nozzle 
alone operated at pressure ratio £. * 3.04 and intermediate annular nozzle 
operated alone at ' * 3.04, it i« observed that the shock-free jet exhibits 
the peak noise vs. l/3 octave band center frequency very similar to the twc or 
three coaxial jets operated for minimum noise when, due to flow interactions 
and modifications, there is hardly any strong cellular shock structure in the 
combined jet flows (for illustration see shadowgraphs of Figs. 5b, 5c and 6e 
and schlieren recording of Fig. 6c).       On the other hand the single 
underexpanded supersonic circular or annular jets with shock structure (see 
shadowgraph of Fig. 5a and schlieren records of Figs.  6a and 6b) exhibit 
strong peaks at 6 * 90° at higher frequency bands. Similar peaks are observed 
at 6 = 90° to 120° for the contoured nozzle operated at off-design pressure 
ratios (Ref. 6) where shocks are present. From this comparison it is evident 
that the presence of shocks in turbulent free supersonic jet flows generates 
high frequency acoustic radiation which is more prevalent at higher azimuth 
angles, mostly around 90°. 

2.  Spectrum Level 

Spectrum level at each 1/3 octave band center frequency were calculated 
for single, two and three interacting supersonic jets from 1/3 octave SPL 
spectral data corrected for microphone free field and pressure response using 

L (f ) - L .  , - 10 log  ^-dBre: 2*10~%bar 
p c    p band      °io ^0 

where L (f ) - the spectrum level dB (re: 2xl0~'*ubar) at center frequency f ; 
L  bandp- C 1/3 octave band SPL (measured); Af  is the bandwidth for 1/3 c 

octave band center frequency and AfQ • 1 Hz.  Spectrum level at each 1/3 oc- 
tave center frequency are plotted in Fig. 3, where the operating pressure ratio 
for each mode of operation of the three-nozzle configuration are also given. 
Since the SPL peaks for single jets were observed at azimuth angles around 
0 ■ 30° and 90° (Figs. 2a and 2b) and which were noticeably modified for two 
and three jet operation for minimum noise conditions (Figs. 2c and 2d), typical 
spectrum level data for one set of operating conditions are plotted only for 
azimuthal locations at 8 • 30° and 90°. 

At azimuth angle 9 * 30° (Fig. 3), generally the slope of the spectrum 
level for low frequency range for minimum noise for the two and three nozzle 
configurations as well as the single supersonic circular or annular jets is 
equi.1 to ♦ 6 dB/octave. The spectrum levels for two and three interacting co- 
axial jets at respective minimum noise modes essentially have the same broad 
band peak at f - 3150 Hz. This shows that peak broad band noise of single 
annular supersonic jet observed at 5 KHz and for circular jet at about 8 KHz 
shifted to 3150 Hz for two or three coaxial interacting jets operated at their 
respective minimum noise conditions. 
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The spectrum level drop-off for azimuth angle    8 » 30°   wee found to 
be «bout 6 dB/octave «t 1/3 octave center frequencies up to about 20 KHz for 
the two and three nozzles operated in the minimum noise node.    The faster drop- 
off at higher 1/3 octave band center frequencies la most  likely due to Atmos- 
pheric absorption of sound at the relative humid itv in the ambient medium in 
the anechoic chamber.    Such absorption corrections at higher frequencies 
(Ref.  7) are currently being looked into.    However the comparative magnitudes 
of the noise reductions obtained by using multlnozzle schemes are not affected 
by these corrections. 

At azimuth angle 90°, the single supersonic jets exhibit strong dis- 
crete components at high frequencies in the spectrum level which for two and 
three interacting coaxial Jet    flows disappear.    For frequency range of    f < 
5 KHz, the two and three coaxial jets used at minimum noise conditions follow 
nearly + 3 dB/octave change In spe Trum level.    The nature of spectrum level 
variation with frequency at azimuth angles 0 - 30° and 90° support the conclus- 
ion that the coaxial interacting jets from multlnozzle configurations operated 
at about minimum noise conditions result  in substantial reduction of broadband 
noise at higher frequencies as well as in the elimination of high frequency 
discrete (screech) components observed in radiated noise field of single super- 
sonic circular  (nozzle 1) and annular  (nozzle 2) jets.    The fundamental fre- 
quency of the discrete components can be roughly estimated by using Powell re- 
lation (Ref. 8). 

3.     Interpretation of Noise Reductions on the Basis of Thrust. 

The three-nozzle configuration  (Fig.   1) was operated either with nozzle 
1   (innermost  jet) operated alone or nozzles  1  and 2 operated  simultaneously as 
two  interacting jets  in minimum noise mode or all  three nozzles operated simul- 
taneously, where the operating pressure ratios for nozzles  i  and  2 are kept 
fixed at values which yield minimum noise for two-jets and the operating pres- 
sure of  the outermost  jet  (nozzle 3)  is varied again tc achieve minimus noise. 
The operating conditions for single, and combined two or three jets are  listed 
in Fig.  4.    The acoustic power  levels for each mode of  operation were calculat- 
ed from the SPL spectral dat? corrected for microphone  free field and pressure 
response.    The total  thrust/A    (baaed on one-di&ensio.al  flow assumption)  pro- 
duced by coaxial  jets was calculated at different operating conditions, where 
A*    is the total  exit «r«a of  coaxial suitinozzleg  i.e.     At   • At,    ♦ Ae       if   two 
nozzles are operated and    A€ • A  .  ♦ Ae, ♦ A#i     if  three nozzles    are operated. 
If  a single jet   is used,  then    Ae*   is the exit area of  the single nozzle,     I: 
was assumed  that  the total  thrust of  the multlnozzle configuration    T  *  -i?< 
where    i •  I,  2,  and  1,     is the sum of   thrusts from each nozzle operating atone. 

The variation of  acoustic power  level vs.   thrust   (both normalized with 
respect  to the exit  area/s)  for  the  two-nozzle and three-nozzle configurations 
is reproduced  in Fig.  4.    The acoustic  power   levels of   individual  single  Jets 
from nozzles    I    and    2  ,  the calculated total  F1& of  the two  individual   Jet* 
operated  independently,    i    ♦    2  ,    and the Ptfl o*   the two   Interacting  coaxial 
jets used simultaneously are plotted  in Fig.  4a.     I:   is evident   that   for  the 
same thrust /area,  the use of  the two  interacting coaxial   lets results  in about 
12 dB noise reduction when compared to the calculated total  acoustic  power   level 
for  the two  Individual   Jets operated  independently, «ach at the same pressure 
ratio at which minimum noise for  the two  interacting coaxial   Jets was observed. 
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Starting with the two coaxial nozzles 1 and 2, each operated at the 
fixed pressure ratio at which minimum noise was recorded, the third nozzle is 
operated at various pressure ratios £  , again resulting in minimum radiated 
noise for three coaxial jets at one value of £3 • 

For the same thrust/area, acoustic power level reduction of about 16 dB 
may be claimed from the three interacting coaxial jets when compared with the 
calculated total acoustic power level from the three individual jets each op- 
erated independently at the pressure ratio at which it was used for achieving 
minimum noise from three interacting jets. However if for the same thrust/ 
area, the comparison was to be based on the acoustic power level from the 
innermost jet alone (nozzle 1) and that from the three interacting jets, an 
acoustic power level reduction of about 8 to 9 dB will result. 

The comparison of the acoustic power levels of the two- and three-nozzle 
coaxial jets at same thrust/area is shown in Fig. 4b. For acoustic power level 
reductions, the three-nozzle interacting coaxial jets ate more effective than 
the two-nozzle interacting coaxial jets. However the potential usefulness of 
the three-nozzle configurations may inherently lie in that it offers additional 
flexibility of operation where the velocity gradients and the temperature gra- 
dients (if one or some of the jets were to be heated) may be systematically 
changed. These may result in favorable refraction and shielding phenomena 
yielding further noise reductions from interacting coaxial multlnozzle jet 
flows.  Such investigations are about to be initiated by the authors in the 
newly constructed acoustic and heated jet facilities. 

4. Optical Investigations 

Optical (schlieren and shadowgraphic)data gathered in these and earlier 
studies have been useful in exhibiting the nature and extent of the modifica- 
tions in the shock structure and in the individual jet flows when coaxial 
supersonic jet flows from multlnozzle configurations interact. 

Two sets of typical shadowgraphs and schlieren records of coaxial super- 
sonic jet flows from two-nozzle and three-nozzle configurations are reproduced 
in Figs. 5 and 6 where uhe operating conditions for each optical record are 
given. From comparison of the optical data and the radiated noise power level 
for interacting coaxial jets from two-nozzles where the operating pressure ra- 
tio of nozzle 2 is fixed at £2 ■ 3.04 and operating pressure ratio £. of 
nozzle 1 is varied (Figs. 5a to 5h and Fig .6c), it is evident that the 
observed noise variations and reductions from coaxial supersonic jets from two 
coaxial interacting jets correspond to the appearance of significant changes 
in the shock structure. The sequence of typical shadowgraphs in Fig. 5 (also 
see references 1 and 2) illustrates the modification of the shock structure of 
a single annular jet operated at £2 " 

3*°4 (Fig. 5a) with progressively large 
values of the operating pressure ratio £j of the innermost jet (nozzle 1) 
achieving nearly minimum noise conditions for points A, B and C in the plot of 
PWL vs. £j. The corresponding state of the interacting coaxial supersonic jet 
flows is shown by shadowgraphs (Fig. 5A, B and C) and schlieren records (Figs. 
6a, 6b and 6c). Note the development of a composite shock structure just down- 
stream of the nozzle exit with only weak shock and wave struct,-** in the fl"v 
downstream. As the operating pressure ratio £.     is increased, the shock 
structure reappears and with tj ■* £2 3.04 (Fig. 5h), double cellular shock 
structure appears.  It is worth noting that even when the two coaxial jets 
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(nozzle 1 and 2) are operated at the same pressure ratios, the radiated noise 
from the combined Jet flows (Fig. 5, point h) is less than the single annular 
jet alone (point a) or the circular jet from nozzle 1. 

. Typical shadowgraphs and schlieren records for three coaxial jets where 
the intermediate jet (nozzle 2) is operated at £ - 3.04 and the innermost 
jet (nozzle 1) and the outermost jet (nozzle 3)   are operated at the same 
pressure ratios L ■ 5, i are reproduced in Fig. 6. For minimum noise op- 
erations the shock structure is quite modified (Fig. 6d & 6e) as compared to 
single jet (Fig. 6a or 6b) and it is located close to the nozzle exit with only 
weak wave system in the downstream jet flow. The combined coaxial jet flow 
downstream of this shock is similar to a nearly shock-free flow from a fully- 
expanded nozzle. 

5. Single 'Equivalent1 Jet 

The single equivalent convergent nozzle was designed to have the exit 
area equal to the total exit area of the two-nozzle configuration and was oper- 
ated at a pressure ratio that resulted in the same thrust and mass flow as that 
of the coaxial two-nozzle configuration operated at the minimum noise condition. 
1/3 octave spectral data were recorded for both systems. Figure 7a shows a com- 
parison of the wide band directionality pattern over the frequency band from 
200 Hz to 100 KHz obtained for the coaxial two-nozzle configuration and the sin- 
gle equivalent convergent nozzle. The maximum reduction in OASPL of about 11 dB 
occurs at 90° to the jet axis. Along the direction of maximum noise propagation 
(30° with the jet axis) the reduction in OASPL is about 6 dB. As the single 
nozzle and the two-nozzle configurations have the same thrust (T * T1 + T2)» 
same mass flow (m - m. + riL) and  equal   exit areas (Aeg ■ Ae + Ae2), it 
can be concluded that in this mode of operation the two coaxial supersonic jets 
radiate less noise than the single 'equivalent' convergent supersonic jet. This 
observation is even more noteworthy considering that the single convergent under- 
expanded let is operated at a lower pressure ratio than the outer jet (dominant 
noise generator) of the coaxial jet arrangement, thus yielding a lower mean flow 
velocity for the single jet than that of the outer jet in the coaxial system. 

The calculated 1/3 octave power spectra for the coaxial and single 'equiva- 
lent' systems are compared in Fig. 8a. As the exit areas, the thrust and the 
mass flow are the same, the difference in magnitudes of the PWL's in each 1/3 oc- 
tave band represents a reliable measure of the noise reduction in that band. The 
single 'equivalent' jet and the coaxial jets have their respective peaks around 
20 and 31.5 KHz. The maximum reduction of 12.5 dB occurs in the 20 KHz band. 
The spectra of the coaxial jets is quite flat over a wide frequency band as 
opposed to a continuous rise in the case of the single 'equivalent' jet. A re- 
duction in OAPWL of about 9 dB is achieved whete both the disappearance of the 
discrete components and reduction in broad band PWL are the contributing factors. 

The same single nozzle was also operated at a pressure ratio £s - 3.04 and 
the coaxial two-nozzle arrangement was operated at £.  « £. - 3.04. 1/3 octave 
spectral data were gathered for both systems. Since the mass flow, the thrust 
and the operating pressure ratios of the two systems were the same, this mode 
of operation of the coaxial two-nozzle configuration is slnilar to the multi- 
tube suppressor when all tubes are operated at the same pressure ratio.  It must 
be remarked here that these operating conditions for the coaxial two-nozzle 
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• COAXIAL TWO-NOZZLE CONFIGURATION 
OPERATED AT THE MINIMUM NOISE 
CONDITION 

A SINGLE EQUIVALENT NOZZLE 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

ft ^ - 2.22   t,2  - 3.04     DIRECTION OF 

▲ '    - 2.62 ** 
s JET 
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OASPL db  (Re: 2 x 10~" ubar) 

• COAXIAL TWO-NOZZLE CONFIGURATION 

A SINGLE EQUIVALENT NOZZLE 
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FIG.  7.  COMPARISON OF RADIATED OASPL*s OF JET FLOWS FROM 
A COAXIAL TWO-NOZZLE CONFIGIRATION WITH THAT OF A 
SINGLE JET FROM AN EQUIVALENT CONVERGENT SOZZLE. 

H)  THRUST. MASS FLOW AND EXIT AREA SAMi FOR BOTH SYSTEMS. 

b)  THRUST, MASS FLOW, EXIT AREA AND PRESSURE RATIO THE SAME 
FOR THE TWO SYSTEMS. 
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system were chosen because only then could all the Important physical parameters 
Including the pressure ratio be matched for both the coaxial two nozzle and the 
single 'equivalent1 nozzle jet flows. 

The wide band directionality pattern plotted in Fig. 7b shows a maximum 
reduction of about 12.0 dB in the direction normal to the jet axis. This is 
partly because a peak acoustic radiation was observed at 90° to the jet axis 
in the case of the single jet» while shock and flow modification in interact- 
ing coaxial jets eliminated any such radiation in the coaxial two-nozzle con- 
figuration. 

The calculated 1/3 octave power spectra for the two systems are compared 
in Fig. 8b. The single 'equivalent' jet has its peak PWL again at 20 KHz, 
However two peaks are now evident for the coaxial system, one at 12.5 KHz and 
the other at 31.5 KHz. The largest reduction in PV;L of 11 dB was observed 
in the 16 KHz band. Here again the single 'equivalent' jet is seen to have a 
higher sound power level than the coaxial jet system in the entire 1/3 octave 
band spectrum from 1.25 KHz to 100 KHz. Total reduction in 0APWL of about 7 dB 
is achieved because of reductions in both the discrete and broad band noise 
components. Although this mode of operation is not the most favorable for ach- 
ieving maximum noise reduction from a coaxial two-nozzle configuration, it 
still is an attractive system for noise reduction. The role of the solid an- 
nul us between nozzles 1 and 2 (Fig. 1) on the observed noise reductions and the 
assessment of the possible thrust loss is now being studied more systematically. 

[This research work is supported by the Noise Abatement Office of the 
DOT under grant No. DOT-OS-20094.  Some of the shadowgraphlc data reproduced 
in Figs. 5 and 6 were recorded by M. Audi during his participation as a re- 
search assistant under the DOT research project.] 
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• I 

FLUID DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF JET NOISE GENERATION 

by 

S.Slutsky, Polytechnic Institute of New York, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
S.Panunzio, New York University, New York, N.Y. 
V.Barra, New York University, New York, N.Y. 

An experimental investigation is underway under a NASA grant, directed 
toward a better understanding of the coupling between turbulent fluctuations 
in the nixing region of the jet and pressure fluctuations inside and outside 
the jet.  The jet being studied at this time is comprised of an inner axi- 
symmetric, supersonic flow and an outer concentric subsonic flow whose velocity 
can be independently varied.  During the past year efforts have been directed 
to the aerodynamic and acoustic survey of the jet flow field, to developing 
procedures for introducing a test signal at the jet boundary, to the extraction 
of the signal within the jet from the intense ambient noise field in which it 
is imbedded and to the preliminary tracing of the wave field in the moving 
jet.  Subsequent efforts are hoped to generate insight into the focussing 
effects of waves at the jet axis, to interaction of these waves with the shock 
structure of the jet and to the relative contribution of the several possible 
disturbance sources in an engine flow to the external noise field. 

Introduction 

One of the important objectives of this experimental investigation is 
to obtain qualitative and quantitative information on the propagation of a 
wave inside a jet (single or multiple) with particular attention to refraction 
of ray trajectories ana  distortion of wave profile due to nonlinear effects. 

As discussed in Ref. I, sound can originate in the disturbances of the 
mixing 20ne. propagate into the jet core, cross the sonic line and curve back 
upstream.  This upstream propagation can reinforce the original mixing zone 
disturbance, and  result in the phenomenon of supersonic screech. 

Nonlinear steepening of large amplitude compression waves which focus 
at the axis, together with the separation of the expansion wave ray path from 
that of the compression wave, can play an important role in the intensification 
of emission from the neighborhood of shock surfaces as well as the sonic 
surface. 

An experimental method is being used to study these phenomena, based 
on the introduction of one or more te»t signals whose subsequent history can 
rhen be monitored by means of pressure pickups and signal detection procedures. 
Principal tasks encountered in this phase of the effort have in^iuJed 

a) construction jet facility 
b) development of suitable electroacoustic and  pneumatic 

sound sources 
c) construction of transducer mounts and supports 
d) investigation of the aerodynamic flow field of the jet 

including mean velocity and pressure distribution and 
shock structure. 
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e) investigation of acoustic field within the jet, including 
a mapping of the rms static pressures and of the power spectral 
distribution along the axis. 

f) development of signal recu\ery techniques for the extraction 
of test signals from the high Hach number flow and high ambient 
noise level acoustic field. 

9) preliminary mapping of test field within jet. 

~regress During the Year 

The axlsy~etric flow system described in Fig. 4 of Ref. 2 has been 
constructed and tested thr~gh its \«""rking range. which isH • 2 for the 7 
i'"lch inner region (T = 490 R. mass flow 60 lb.m/sec). The concentric outer···· 
noz1le i~ 10 inches ?n diameter, pressure oalanced at H = I. with mass flow 
of 2C lb.~1 sec. A stand is iocated on a track oriented along the jet, on 
w~ic~ the ~icrophones and other Probes are mounted. A traverse mechanism 
:Jer.-:i t s t re t ra,..,sducer s to make a vert ica I traverse of the jet (perpendi cuI ar 
~ o the f J ow c i recti on\ 

,\ o~et.•~tic syste.-: has been constructed wh;ch t~!.e'!i a COti'Oressed air 
-.-n'l'elc r2;; :o 200 osig) to deliver six pulsed fl~ of air to six -!mission 
:21oi~·:s s~aced circurr:fe,·entialiy arouf"\d the jet. The pulsations arf! oroducf!d 
~'i C<;~!in9 off ~he flow oedcdicalty in the six a;r sup~ly Jines connect«!"~ 
witt- ~ne -~nifold L:Sir'!g a rotatin9 valve (i.e .• a disc with 24 windows drivf!"' 
~v ,, •• Hiu::le -soeed !"lectric r"'tod. Dhase of the signals can ~e conc-ollf!d 
!:h a ;!igl,t variation of the lead Jines. and ;>ulse r~.HHit~on rates of 700 oer 
sec0:->C!. c~rrently. and 2000 per seco!"ld with some t!'IC)<jifications tot~ !!!'Otor 

£xperimen~~tion ~ th this source was postponed while usi~g an electro
·>C()co;~:c: driver ~Y">ter"' consi~tin9 of an audio oower sourcll'!, a 100 watt Altec 
~df"Si:"'g driver. and a 3" exit diameter catenoidal coopting horn. This sourc:f! 
jeli·;ered adeq~ate oower for our initjal exploratory studies. witt- t~ added 
:a~ve~ie~ce o' higher signal reoetition rate (significance discussed below) 
~~d ease of couolin9 with electronic reference signal gener~tor. Source in
~e~s;ty rP.acned abou~ JS4 dB at the horn exit pl~ne at SKHz and about 160 d~ 
;Jt 2~:H.z. The use o' paired drivers to feed a single herr: vta a couoling T 
co~r-ection will be ir.itiat.crl wl thin a few days of this writing. to increase 
oowe~. and to decrease the small electnomagnetic r~diation field which is 
bei~g sensed ?y the ~ransducers. 

Tranc;ducers 

Transducers used in this study include a pitot tube and 5~4tic pressure 
orobe for pressure. M~ch number and shock configuration surveys, condenser 
""icrophones (118" and 1/411

) for sound field surveys outside of the jet, and 
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Kuli t~ oiezoresistlve pressure ~ransducers (type CQI25) for measurements 
within the jet flow. The Kulite transducer is mounted withln 41 1/4" dl.-eter 
tube. and fitted with a Bruel and Kjaer ogival nose cone for mea~~~ement of 
static pressure fluctuations. or a nose cone, closed except for a hole at the 
stagnation point. for measurement of total pressure fluc~uation. A blind 
cap wa<£ also made when it became apparent that nohe other-than the :!>1~1 
o• interest was being picked up. The cap was used to identify and r~ve 
tnese r.nise source~. 

! t wi I I be noted that the Kulite transducers are rather Insensitive 
a~ corrpared to the usual acoustic microphones, and are operated at the lower 
end of ~1'-eir usual dynami~ range. The electronic noise thereby experienced Is 
l""ll.;Ch ,~-:.al ler than the jet noise si9nat, and is processed together with the 
I at !er. k>we .. ,er. non rando-'n signals picked up by the microphone, such as the 
verv s~.ttll ·,o) tag~ ; nduced by the ll!lclgnetic field frOfR the el«troacoustic 
dri~er. cannor be ignored since it determines the practical signal leve' 
floor. .h noc:.ed atove. the nair of drivers arraaged on a T-connectlon to 
•<1!"-ed i n~o a single hor., is e•q,ected to tNtterially iiiiPrOYe that cond; tion. 
~:ecilv-se o• ~t-e 01)pose-d and ,..~~tated r.agnetic field orientation!.. 

·r-~ : .. ans•~cce-n. ~re 'I'Ounted onto t~ travers~ ll!eChanisa, and caMes 
· .. ·~re • __ ! !,, e"'clo~ed wit+-.in the streasfined support structure to •inlahe 
=J~!P -o;•p 1uP !~ w:bra~io.,_ 

·,.~ -.}"'";<!"r ;,- ,..,..:~~ t._e je~ facility is"'"',.."'"'~~ .. u this tillllle pereits 
,~ ·v·-;-:; :i~ of .!..C ~e:c-"'lds .tt a '~boer presst.cre. P , of 80 psia and nozzle 
~,;;: ~re~~urt~ :~• iC o~ia t.u! a conside.rably shorter t~W!W! at p • liS psia 
1~:-,lLP<-e--: ~·i! :)r~H~~eL T~ J~r c~,.. t:n·e~\ta·e is bei~ us~ untH ., 
-.::-:1~· ::!;! •. _,I.~ ,, .... .~:"!~~ is installecl to gi~ 40 seconds at the balanced 
::;~::-;~;:- .. ·. The :>reH~nt "Jo.. field is therefore associated with t~ shock 
->r'v-::~~-'(" ':!.; .!r> ove .. ex.~.H·ded jet. The tiae avera~ static pr~Jsure, 
.e-!c:::-, '*"'·-~ -.d<:~ "'""'!-,b-er t!istribu!iOf"'S ~r/1?' deter-..in.e-c <It ••i.Jity SP<IC:e'd 
··c>~"-\'!'.::•ic~•,. St•\.t.:!o.oqra:;>~S ""C!''"e also ta~n !O COnfft~ t~ discontin.u;ty 
J '.::-::.~ ': ~ :!0'!!: ~. 

J~i~g t'"'~ lf.ufite tr<lnSdu<er ~ith the static pressure_..no,e cone-. flu:c
~::..:a~; ... ::: ~·a~ir.: ore'Ull""t" leveh ~re I"'«'•Uured on the ..1xis. The SPl varied 
c~c-.·- J6t:: -1~ <!t !hoe jet ex! t. to a ~xi--. of 176 at 8 112 di<llft'lleters (60"•) 
c~~~~rea'"". Stagn..1~ro~ oressure fJuctuatio,s at the 8 112 di.-eter r>~ition 
n't"*"t: ,,~: 187 a~. frh<e measur~ e~r preuure for thh case vas 80 P'f.ia). 
~,.a~s.-erse static oressure surveys taken at six str.....,ise stations showed 
!~e ~,.~ssure oea~ing at the edge of the jet. first moving out radially for 
2 di~~~e'~. t~~ ~ving in t~rd the axis and growing. Thereafter the SPl 
decayed fairly unifor!"'!y. T~se curves were found to bt' tn reasonable 
agree""~'"' t ·.-.it~ !hose re-:>orted in the literature by Na98fti~tsu. 

'j<Jrro-w t.a"'!d soectra tai(en at various locations generally s~d low 
frcque"'CY oeal<$ .:<f SO to 100 Hz.drcoping t~n by about 6 d8 per octave. upon 
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which is suoedfTl)osed a second distributibtt peaking at from I to 3KHz 
1d d. . • ) • 
'.~oen •nq ?" POS1t1on . Both peaks grow considerably in strength as the 
~·cropnone •s moved downstream, but t~ frequency at the upper _pea~ de
creases MOnotonically and markedly with distance along the axis. This ccn
~-ibl.tion would appear to be related to the •ixing induced turbu!ence whose 
'>c.:tle increases monotonically with axial position and whose characteristic 
freQuency droos correspondingly. The Jc:JW frequency peak could then be due to 
; .... ;~i..lf :urbure~t flow thru ~he shock structure and to the dyna.ic interaction 
,~..,~ c-oli•ica~ion ':".e>ct>-ardsi""'$ associated with shock noise. Thts will be clearer 
··'"'e:-- ... >e ~u rve1· i o a ba J a "'ced 3et and 8 n th4! ahd I'UJ region. 

tr.· ~ial ex~eri~rtt~ wit~ a purely eeect~onic siMUlation of the signal 
~•"'.l<:!i.J<~ •ret!" ~oise est.tbHs~d that orocessing on a SAICO~ "2 MOuld be 
·~('<!.,:t:l.e ':'~;~ i"'!s:rU<-1"t4erl! ::a., function in sever-al roc:tes inc!ud*ng a s;qn.al 
:·-·.J"'.:~ ..... ~se-~J ... 3<o<~l"d9i"'q' "''d~. 

- .. .,.. e-~e-ti-t> .J• ... r,\;;~g :>rO<:e-du,.t" ~,l.i.s b-.· se..,~il't9..) S..tmOie of t,, tes~ 
::·•)' :!';:::•;z; ... 'l •~""~! "!>~o·;"'9 ~t-.e ... est.1~in.t; SfNI\Jt"~"..Ce of nagnitudes f. 

' '~::'1 ;~., r~ ;)
0 ·=~ "S!OI".;J~ !:.lt~s··. ThtS 'St"rtSing oroce<ss ts 

.,· •; .~:'!"~ :;. --e.a~·; c;• ,J> Svi !<!t;l~ tdgq.tt Duht'. ~fl thr: r>e.xt !:ri~r ~vht" 
··;.c1 • 1

··-.: ~""~ .:v;:.;:e~-~ ;.,_ ,. ... ;l~<J'te.l • .J~ ~~ 'St"<:O"'!d <i~'\it"!"!<e o" l~O ~•h;e1.. 
~ 

, .,, •. ,.,~·~ ~"·~ ~-"'·~ ;.~,. 'l"le~nt ;~ .OJIJo<:.Jted to t~e i-tt-. brn •hrtt> i~ h 
:~~"!!-~ ~.:: : .. ~ -,~.,.·.·o·-·1 ~.ar.-'1'.' . .Afte~" "' rtoOe-titior~s of tP,is :,re<t"1S t~ "SIJ" 

,.: .• ,· 1>-..;·'"· ... :. ... ·~-~ ~-... ~C"'"' ,.,~ r-eoe~i~<on'; if!-.) • Iff~ • Jff· 
..... • & .. ,.., • 

~!"~~f'·.: ~:::··.l' ; .. ''!"~;o~r)' ··~~wit!'> .:ere ~•1'1 .a"<f .,.;'!!'- ~. • • 
'.,. ~ :~~t" ~~ ,U""' 9"'0W'\ J i -~I' ; % f~ ...... li f 

... & ,...._, 
~,_· :"'~-~ l;::> ... ,,', ;,. ; ... !!:~.-:! ... ::- i., ~.~~ . ...,.,i~e. '".l''"<t -,~sl\-9 :.!)'OCe~re .;n 

"'"" '· ·- ,,. 'I'·· •oW·! "!' ... ,>~~ ... ::'!" ~ ... ~ '!~st si-.;~1 .a.....: -t .r::' I""Cre-.a'Sl' ;,.. t"'-e-
·.·~~ ~,,~•.!t"Y" "':•::>?,'\.~ ; -t- •• ~-.. i"""j"O•eorii~'I'H ~!"I'\'!;:)!"'~ i-;~t tO '"Oii-~ l".&tt;: o• 

· ~ 1-"'"-"''-:~ t-.t" -.,~e~ ~ ....... ~ ~,..;, t~af 9-1&~ ;,. c.e:t~;~..t~te- v-<"~1, .;..., .. !"'-t' 

:~~.,~- ;~ '!e<,..:; .... ~~'!'··.: ; - -:~ ''-c';:o,~d'· nt""~.e i;:"'t .,.~i("~ O·..e ~;9~1 i\ 1~1e-.: 

'!' ... <!'' ~-, ~,,_., ·:J' ,..;.,.,w~ ~-..,!'\ .,...,... C~t'!tO""' ~c~ .ttt~•~.t<'t 0 1 tl'-l'l ~e ;-, ~ ..... ! 
: ... ~ .,..,.!,~..., ;!).tr-: ;:,• ~~ \i~~l ;~ n..'<'t~ '.S:t'~~,.. :M"'' t~ deien;tl"';S~ic ~:>..ar~ • 
.!:.• '">0·~~ !~f::-~11!. ~~o-;-. C~r~··C<'" tS ~f)' 'J.Jtr~ 1 i~t-¢ (,... t.:Nr C..t,e. ~rlf' .. U ·~ 
:: .. '.~1-~'~ ----~! ~ ~-s~·:! f'* ~~ ,;~•1 to ~i1e ~.lltio ~.,.~ tJf !~ 01'6er of u'";~ .... 

• ~o"!' .; ~..!S; :!:\ n i ~ • o-1 ~· t r~·C: '! ( 1'1<9 .a S..'ftiil lJ te•H S r ~ l ( f'Otf'/ a \ tro~ t .1'~011" 
·:·'1.~ !.:'~l:"-~"':l<;..!"~ ~~<t> .. ~,.cu<t> d~~l"'ds o .... l':~.e il"'iti.al 1.I~I to ~he ratio (S-tli!l\ 
, ...,~. ::'l'~"" : "'!!! • "1v~~ o"' "'~': 4 t ~Cl"ts. The ~ .. of ~"e-D<e·t it tOI"!!'S 'I d«J.,l''!ICh. ; "" tt.~,~. 
-~ ~"'<e ·~~-:: ~io~ ~atre o~ t"">e acet.~1tic 1~r·ce. ~ ~~ effe-ctiwe ru~in9 :i....._. o~ 
.,.,"! ;<~!'~. ~"C~. ~h.tt .a·~.,.t~l:.t9"f." of u-sing ,t ~....; !lource at 5000 H.:r {r.tt~r tNn 
~:J~ ,J..,~ ~ --u~ninQ ti'lllle o# l.O SK • givinq 'C • 200.Ji\.."' a~ .J S'C~ g.til"' of SJ ~P .. 
'.)~': ~"<'' n•'f' Al!~c t.!r"~inc: ddv~,. h l!'MOre effidf',..;t at b.~.r (6d!l so thi1: 
'·:-,4~"· .:,ec ..... t'-c• ,"">.ly !;~ .....,,.; des;rable. by 6- '- • 2 dP. 

tar-;O<u~ .ete~~ro,.,ic fi lteri~~9 oossibititif!·s were tried in ord~r tt<t cut 
.. , ~"<}'>f:' OiV!'> a• tt·-e ~Oi~e f!"eQUe!"'(",y S.Pectrur r'()~ e'l,·t"1"!tiaJ tO the ~t.ll~t"d 
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dt'sc,..ip:ions of t~ reco ... ered signal s~e. Ho..ever, induced p._.se shifts for 
anv f i I ten with sharper than 6 dB/octave cutoffs proved un.accoeotabJe. 

T~ forr.1JOi"9 Procedures are being u~ed for the study of the prOpae'fetiOft .. 
. :>f .J test sigNtf ..,;thin the jet. TliiO l(ulite aicro;thones are being used~ 'StiNj

~u~!~ o~ t~ test stand. One aicrophone is currently loc.ted at the axis, 
~~ second r I 12 .. below, ftnd t.,.. ac~u;c driver at ,. .. below the axis and 
cer ~t''t'd 2" f ~Of!' the ;et exit. l'lleasurft'lle'nU -.re ftttde vi th the Kul i toe •icro
oho~,. a~ a '\eries of axial posi tiorts rangin-g free UP'Itre: .. of the -.ch cone of 
;,~01;;-e·"'ce !C< .,b<)._: 7 3!8'• downstll"~ of the e.:it. E.ch si~J ... s -.>lified 

.1 ,.,,~ "~co,.. de'\'! c"' to::f'l ;opt a"ld 0/ll chaJVtoel s of a ~! i S6oo taoe recorder 
::)9>t>~ .. ..er ._i!,.., a td99't!r ~ignaf activated by the> t:iectron:c sign-al SOUf'Ce 

;e~.:; .. ; ,: ~~ .... :t~~' ,.ttOJifier~ .-nd t~"! !~ Ahec t•rui"9 driver. On play
-::,\:• c,CII"' :~ t.t;:;e r«orde.r, tt<e $Af(0~ e~eneJe .tYtll!'r49t'r, _,,.used U') r«OYC,. 

S!:.:"'''J H>;.,.,,~ .:-:>e'l1tJ~"~ :e ... ~lt r~~o~r~ to d•u~ r.t~ fN)Ift a ...... ._ o# 
.~l~ :'<. · ;:\'.f!•h to ;>ea,: ~ !C Jt:"' c)(X).ilrfm: si~! floor of .002 Ott. ~ver. 

~:~:<t ... ...,,-:. ~ .. H~~~' <ll'~n~"'.dce ..... u •OOI.;nt.: to be- .al~1.t ~-..cth; ec;u.a' to c.,.t iftdu<e¢ 
::-, '"""" -·~re~i: •;eJ~ c~ !he dro~o·<~elr' (.a1 -..en,..,. o~.._r g.o,sl!>l• t~rce-t ;, '"-

, t'"'>' " i ;::~.~ 1 '~ ""ot r.., ~ i ,.,~ uc::(u'4P~ e ) i 'I' h tt:IQ:)<tC t ~ ~ hu i l! • i II be 'IOOf\ '"...,...-d . 
"l..:'>:~ "1:1>..!' ·~.e ;-,!-...~~;! ·...O~ta~ C.:l!".<rft\·~~~9 'tOt~: 1 iefd t'l qt.~i~· ~~~. Of'ft~ •• 7""'" 

·• 1~, ,,r~-.. !<...• ~\ ,.;o/"Hil<:.a"'t: tl<t<..t'<.at" of '!'""r Yftry M9""t ~"'•" ,,..,..., 
J·'!"'(''; <::..!~~;.:; .... 't'!"~ .. ~;¥~ tr- t~ OI'C<tf"i'li1'19 :J~~edil!.l~«'. I'! ~f"S t~ !!1\a'! 

·~::-d~. :.,.~ •. ,~.;r;: ..... it"" ;:~<~fl~'\"1': ~l">~""il"''9 '!;'!!It,.,.,. <l>d~te for "'·"·s· ti~t 
• ., - .~· · ' ~ • ,. ~ -::., .!~,~ -:: c t · 1 er: .. 

·-.,.. :::.wt;:<:t~.'l:" :::; :•.r :·t"\! •;oti.: ~~~~;,~oo;,., u· .. je-: ~o- H\lt '""' t"'- .. ~'•""'• e~ 
·•·'I!' 'If' • .. "'•:-..1 ~'-r ••;:,K'!~ ,JO<;t~! .o" ~~ :ftllt.,Hc;;ril":~ .t•Ltf ~o~:""'"'' to • ·~~!'~ 
:-:::1 •.;:c~ :_;,·-~'~C."'""f'"~ ~~ t"'<~~r ~·>"t·•·•tt<.ti~ cJ t~ 4 1~LL ~~"~ ~i.'!iQ>~" tfo.e ~~;. 
: r·.:-· ...<.:n~~.,.~ ::-. 4 ... 'It .,..,.c"' CC>"'-4f "l~"l .t JOI"Wt _.,ocl'- ~! ~~'~ ~ -or.,.l~ !!!• ,_.,. ..... i 
;o~:,tt·!>l!!"'\ ~,=-- ;- ~i ~·.·~ ~''t"Q1/'! :~! ... >-:~i"" !~ ~~ • .,.~'e •: roo: •o .. ~~ .. ~ ... ~ 
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INVESTIGATION OF JET NOISE FROM SLOT NOZZLES WITH ATTACHED FLAPS 

by 

J. R. Maus, W. A. Dunnill, G. T. Patterson, and P. M. Yee 
The University of Tennessee Space Institute 

Tullahoma, Tennessee 

INTRODUCTION 

For short-haul STOL aircraft to be employed most effective- 
ly they must be able to take off and land within highly popu- 
lated areas* Because of the nature of operation of these air- 
craft, they are likely to be subject to more restrictive noise 
regulations than conventional aircraft. These restrictions 
coupled with the aerodynamic requirements of a high lift pro- 
pulsion system which are inherently noisy make the acoustic 
problems associated with STOL aircraft especially challenging« 

One contender for a powered lift system for STOL aircraft 
is the internally blown jet-augmented flap or jet flap; a high 
aspect ratio rectangular nozzle exhausting over a flap. A sim- 
ple representation of a jet flap is shown in Figure 1. Acous- 
tically, one expects that a slot nozzle with a high aspect ratio 
will produce a lower sound power than a circular nozzle of the 
same area and shift the noise spectrum to the higher frequency 
regime. These expectations are confirmed by the experimental 
observations presented in this report and by those of other 
investigators (Ref. 1,2). A flap placed below the slot nozzle 
should act as a sound shield for high frequency noise generated 
above the flap with wave length short compared to the  length of 
the flap. Thus, part of the aircraft exhaust nois* could be 
directed away from the ground. Early experimental results (Ref. 
1,3) seened to substantiate these ideas but more recent inves- 
tigations (Ref. 4,5,6) have indicated important noise sources 
associated with the interaction of the jet flow with the flap. 
Nonetheless, the jet flap appears to be one of the quieter of 
the powered lift systems currently being considered for STOL 
application (Ref. 7). 

One of the goals of the present study is to investigate in 
some detail the aeroacoustic characteristics of the jet flap. 
This is being accomplished by a systematic variation of geomet- 
rical and fluid dynamic parameters of the jet flap and measure- 
ment of appropriate acoustic quantities. Some of the results 
of this study are presented in this paper. 

A second goal of the study was to determine the location 
and strength of the principal noise sources in the jet flap 
exhaust. To date, efforts in this direction have consisted of 
hot wire anemometer measurements in the turbulent exhaust. From 
these measurements an attempt has been made to estimate the 
acoustic source strength distribution in the turbulent mixing 
layers developing from the nozzle exit and from the trailing 
edge of the flap. This work has been discussed extensively in 
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previous publications (Ref. 6, 8) and will be described only 
briefly in this paper« 

A third goal of the present study is to investigate tech- 
niques for suppressing or more effectively redirecting the noise 
generated from jet flap exhaust flows. The results of initial 
experimentation in this direction are also described in this 
report. 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 

The experimental facilities used to perform the investiga- 
tions described in this report consist of three major parts: a 
high pressure blow-down facility for the generation of free jets, 
a reverberation chamber for the determination of overall sound 
power and a free fAeld jet noise facility. Figure 2 is a sche- 
matic of the reverberation chamber and shows the principal ele- 
ments of the air supply system and sound data acquisition sys- 
tem. The reverberation chamber has a volume of 10.2m3 and a 
lower cut off frequency of 500 Hz.  In addition to providing an 
easy technique for obtaining overall sound power from a jet, the 
chamber provides a shelter for hot wire probes and thus facil- 
itates the acquisition of turbulence data. Figure 3 shows an 
elevation view of the free field test facility used for obtain- 
ing the directional radiation characteristics of jet exhaust 
flows. The nozzle exit is located approximately 15 feet above 
the ground plane and the nozzle axis is oriented at an angle of 
35.5 to the horizontal. At this angle, three microphone sweep 
arms located symmetrically about the nozzle exit may be used to 
measure the sound pressure level in the three principal planes 
of the nozzle. The three identical sweep arms permit micro- 
phone measurements along three great circles of a sphere center- 
ed at the nozzle exit as shown in Figure 4. The measurement 
sphere radius can be varied from 5 ft. to 20 ft. The stilling 
chamber of the free field facility can be lowered to a horizon- 
tal position to allow fluid dynamic measurements and permit 
rapid model changes (see Figure 3}• 

The operational limits of the aeroacoustics facilities are 
as follows: Nozzles up to 5 cm in diameter may be tested with 
cold flow in the reverberation chamber up to Mach 1. Nozzles 
up to 30 cm in diameter may be tested with cold flow in the 
free field up to Mäch 1. A heater has been installed which 
allows hot gas testing in the free field at temperatures up to 
1000°F. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

SOUND POWER MEASUREMENTS 

Acoustical data were obtained for slot nozzles with straight 
flaps using both the reverberation chamber facility and the free 
field facility described in the previous section.  Figure 5 gives 
a general picture of the overall sound power output as a func- 
tion of the exit Mach number, nozzle aspect ratio and flap length. 
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The slot nozzles are generally quieter than the equivalent area 
2 cm. diameter circular nozzles by some 3 dB or more for Mach 
numbers larger than approximately 0.5. Adding a flap to the 
slot nozzle results in an increase of the radiated sound power 
over the entire Mach number range covered.  For low Mach numbers 
this increase is substantially greater than for the higher sub- 
sonic Mach numbers. 

Figure 6 shows the overall sound power output of a 60 
aspect ratio slot nozzle as a function of dimensionless flap 
length 6« =<tf/h, with Mach number as a parameter.  In the range 

0 < 5f £ 8, the overall sound power output increases with 
increasing flap length. The rate of increase is dependent on 
the exit Mach number being greatest for the lowest Mach number. 
For 5- > 10 the sound pov/er decreases slightly over the range 
of flap lengths tested. These trends are also exhibited for 
other nozzles of different aspect ratio that were tested. 

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the sound power spectral 
density functions as characterized by the peak frequency of these 
spectra. The addition of a flap increases the peak frequency of 
these spectral density functions indicating an increase in the 
high frequency noise.  For M =0.9 the peak frequency increases 

with increasing flap length up to 6ft 10 and then decreases for 

the longer flaps. 

It should be noted that the change in radiation character- 
istics occurs at the flap length that is approximately equal to 
the maximum potential core length. When a flap is added to a 
slot nozzle the flow field is, of course, changed substantially. 
On the free side of the jet the mixing layer develops essentially 
in the same way as for a two dimensional jet. However, on the 
lower side of the jet the free mixing layer is prevented from 
developing by the presence of the flap, and instead, a boundary 
layer is formed along the flap surface. This boundary layer 
grows much more slowly than the free mixing layer ard hence the 
potential core region of the jet is elongated,  As t.^e flap 
length changes, three different cases can be distinguished depend- 
ing on whether the potential core extends beyond the end of the 
flap, terminates at the trailing edge, or is shorter- than the 
flap (see Figure 8).  Fcr these three cases, the flow patterns 
will be substantially different and thus the characteristics of 
the radiated sound can be expected to be different.  Downstream 
of the trailing edge of the flap a second free mixing region 
develops. There are indications that this secondary mixing region 
is a strong source of aerodynamic noise.  It is believed that the 
increase in sound power with increasing flap length is due to a 
combination of the noise generated by the turbulent boundary layer 
on the flap surface,  the elongation of the potential core, and 
the secondary mixing region. 

ACOUSTIC SOURCE DETERMINATION 

In an effort to Letter characterize the noise producing 
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regions of jet flap exhaust flow, detailed hot wire measurements 
were taken in the turbulent mixing regions of a 60 aspect ratio 
slot nozzle with attached flaps of various length. The exit 
velocity for these measurements was 120 m/sec corresponding to 
an exit Mach number of .35. Figures 9 and 10 are examples of 
mean velocity profiles and turbulence intensity profiles taken 
for the slot nozzle with and without an attached flap. These 
profiles were taken at x^/h =6.5, just downstream from the 
trailing edge of flap with 6f = 5.6. Two important features of 

the flow field of a jet flap are readily apparent from inspec- 
tion of these profiles.  First, the mean velocity and the turbu- 
lence intensity distributions in the primary mixing region are 
unaffected by the addition of the flap.  Second, a narrow region 
of very intense turbulence and very large mean velocity gradi- 
ents occurs just beyond the trailing edge of the flap. This 
indicates a very strong source of aerodynamic noise in the 
secondary mixing region. 

Additional measurements of space correlation coefficients 
yielding a scale of turbulence were combined with the mean veloc- 
ity and turbulence intensity profiles, to give the acoustic 
source intensity of the shear noise as computed by using the 
following formula derived by Lilley (Ref. 9): 

I(x1 ,x2) = 1 (1) 

An example showing the results of this computation is given 
in Figure 11 where contours of equal source intensity are plotted 
in the x.x« plane.  It is clear from this figure that the second- 
ary mixing region is a very strong source of aerodynamic noise. 
Approximate integration of the intensity distribution shown in 
Figure 11 reveals that the secondary mixing region for this con- 
figuration has approximately 10 times the sound power output of 
the primary mixing region. A similar calculation was made for 
longer flaps, öF = 8.95 and 6« - 15.4. These computations show 
that the sound power of the secondary mixing region decreases 
with increasing flap length. However, even for the ?.nger flap, 
^_ = 15.4, the total sound power of the secondary mixing region 
was almost five times that of the primary mixing region above the 
flap. 

The existance of this strong acouscic source in the second- 
ary mixing region must be regarded as a major disadvantage of the 
jet flap. Not only does this sound source increase the overall 
sound power of the jet but it also renders the flap ineffective 
as a sound shield since the secondary mixing region radiates 
noise unobstructedly toward the ground. 

DIRECTIONAL RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Investigation of the directional radiation pattern and 
spectra for slot nozzles with and without attached flaps was 
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carried out utilizing the free field facility. The slot nozzle 
investigated had an aspect ratio of 13.85 and an exit area of 
7.06 cmz (equivalent to a 3 cm. diameter circular nozzle).  Flap 
lengths corresponding to 5f between 2.85 and 12.5 were investi- 
gated. Data were taken on a 220° circular arc of radius 13 ft., 
centered on the nozzle exit plane and in the plane X,X« as shown 
in Figure 4. 

The total sound pressure level directional characteristics 
at a Mach number of 0.9 is given in Figures 12 and 13.  The 
convective and refractive effects of the jet are evident in the 
increased sound pressure levels in the vicinity of t 30 to + 40 
degrees.  Data is not presented in the -20° to +20° range since 
this data was very erratic due to the jet flow effects on the 
microphone. As was observed in reverberation chamber tests, the 
sound pressure level increases with increasing flap length up to 
a 5f of 7.13. The larger value of 5f however shows a decrease 
in SPL. The larger value of 5f (12.5) is large enough such that 
the potential core does not extend to the flap trailing edge. 
Thus, the mean flow velocity at the trailing edge is reduced and 
the potential for producing a region of high noise source in- 
tensity in the secondary mixing region is also reduced.  It is 
believed that this reduced effectiveness of the secondary 
mixing region is the reason for the reduced SPL for 5f ■ 12.5 
versus 5f = 7.13. 

As mentioned previously, it is hoped that the flap will act 
as a shield for the high frequency noise generated above the 
flap. Figures 12 and 13, however, do not indicate any shielding 
effect due to the flap.  It is thought that this may be due to 
the flaps tested being too short to effectively shield the pri- 
mary mixing region. Longer flaps would not only provide more 
effective sound shielding for the primary mixing region but would 
also reduce the intensity of the secondary mixing region as a 
sound source. 

Figure 14 shows the power spectral density increase of the 
nozzle with flap over the nozzle without flap at +90° for a 
Mach number of 0.9. This shows that for the short flap the 
increased noise is in the high frequency region. As the flap 
is lengthened the noise increases in the lower frequencies. 
This is probably due to two factors.  First the longer flap 
causes an extension of the potential core. This allows the pri- 
mary mixing region to extend farther down the flap and although 
the essential character of this mixing region is not altered, the 
increased length will allow for the formation of the large scale 
turbulence necessary for low frequency noise production. Second- 
ly, the boundary layer buildup as the flap is lengthened results 
in larger vortices being shed from the trailing edge thus also 
tending to produce larger scale turbulence. 

Figure 15 shows the spectra for plus and minus 90° for a 
5f of 12.5 and Mach number of 0.9.  It can be seen that there 
is a significant reduction in the very high frequencies *t -90° 
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although the level is not sufficient to affect the overall level. 
This indicates that the flap is shielding the very high frequency 
noise as ca.n be expected» 

STRAIGHT FLAPS AT ANGLES 

Acoustic measurements were made on jet flaps attached to 
slot nozzles with the flap deflected at small angles with respect 
to the normal flow direction at the nozzle exit« A slot nozzle, 
with an exit area of 3.14 cm2 (equivalent to a 2 cm. diameter 
circular nozzle) and aspect ratio of 120 was used with different 
flap configurations. Flaps of three different lengths, l+  ■ 2, 
3.5 and 5 cm (corresponding to a flap length to slot heignt ratio 
of 5f » 12.4, 21.5, and 31) and three different angles, a = 0, 
3, and 10° were tested at three different exit Mach numbers, .5, 
.7, and .9.  In all tests the jet core length was less than the 
length of the flap. The measurements were carried out in the 
reverberation chamber and the results are shown in Figures 16 
and 17. 

The effect of flap angle on the power density spectrum is 
displayed in Figure 16. The spectra are mostly unaltered by a 
change in the flap angle. Figure 17 further indicates that the 
flap angle has no influence on the overall radiated sound power 
for all jet exit Mach numbers. 

From these reverberation chamber tests conclusions reached 
are that the flap angle within the angle range tested does not 
appreciably alter the overall radiated sound power or the fre- 
quency spectrum of the radiated sound indicating that the second- 
ary mixing region is unaffected by flap angle variation. It is 
believed that the jet tends to adhere to the flap surface - thus 
changing, in effect, only the mean jet exhaust direction. 

ROUGH FLAP EFFECTS 

Slot nozzles with straight rough flaps were investigated 
since this configuration has the potential for increasing the 
boundary layer thickness and subsequently reducing a dominant 
factor in the noise generating mechanism, the mean velocity gra-2 
dient. The slot nonzle investigated had an exit area of 7.06 cm , 
an aspect ratio of 13.85, and a dimensioniess flap length of 
12.5.  The flap was roughened by glueing sand paper to the upper 
surface taking care to always have the upper surface mounted par- 
allel and coincident to the base of the slot nozzle.  Four dif- 
ferent sandpapers were used with roughness numbers of R- of 36, 

50, 80, and 100, the smaller numbers corresponding to a coarser 
surface. 

Results of reverberation chamber tests are shown in Fig- 
ures 18 and 19, Variation of the overall sound power with Jet 
exit Mach number is shown in Figure 18 for the rough flaps, the 
smooth flap and the basic slot nozzle.  It is observed that the 
rough flaps are quieter than the smooth flap throughout the Mach 
number range.  It is noisier, however, than the basic slot nozzle 
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over a wide range of subsonic Mach numbers.  In addition it is 
noted that the rate of increase of sound power with increase in 
exit Mach number is lower Tor the rough flaps. The plots also 
indicate that the rough flap might be quieter than the slot 
nozzle at near sonic Mach numbers. The effect of surface rough- 
ness on the sound power is shown in Figure 19.  It is observed 
that, at constant pressure ratio roughness primarily decreases 
high frequency components. 

Results of free field tests are shown in Figures 20, 21, 
and 22.  Figure 20 is a plot of the angular distribution of the 
sound pressure level for smooth and rough flaps.  It is observed 
that the sound pressure level is reduced at all angles fo rough- 
ened flaps with a maximum reduction of 5 dB at 30 degrees below 
the axis (in the direction of maximum sound pressure level). 
Figures 21 and 22 compare the spectra of smooth and roug-\  flaps 
at 30 and 90 deg*:°s respectively below the flap. At minus 90 
degrees the reduction in noise level is mainly due to the high 
frequency components above 10,000 Hz.  At minus 3fJ degrees the 
reduc ion in noise level is mainly due to the reduced frequency 
components above 2000 Hz a result similar to the reverberation 
chamber sound power spectra shown in Figure 19. Above 10,000 Hz, 
the noise reduction is approximately equal at 30 aid 90 degrees 
with maximum differences of 3 to 4 dB. The unif ru reduction in 
high frequency indicates that the rough surface causes a reduction 
in the self-noise components.  The additional reduction in ncise 
from 2000 to 10,000 Hz at 30 degrees could be attributed to 
reduced shear noise since shear noise is dominant for low angular 
directions near the jet axis and is low pitched, at least when 
compared with self noise. These results indicate that the flap 
surface roughness affects the turbulence scale as well as the 
mean velocity gradient and thus alters the contribution of both 
the shear and self-noise. 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the experimental results on jet flap type exhaust flows 
presented in this paper the following conclusions can be made: 

1. Addition of a flap causes an increase in sound output from a 
slot nozzle. The sound power increases with flap length up to a 
length approximately equal to the potential core and thereafter 
slowly decreases. 

2. Part of this increase is due to the sound generated in the 
secondary mixing region downstream of the flap trailing edge. 
This mixing region is a strong source of aerodynamic sound. 

3. For the nozzles investigated, short flaps (5F < 7) show no 

benificial sound shielding effects. Longer flaps show some 
shielding of high frequency noise. 

4. The overall sound power output is not affected by the deflec- 
tion of the flap through small angles. 

5. The effect of increased flap roughness is to reduce the over- 
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all sound power radiatea.  Directionally the greatest attenuation 
occurs at the maximum noise lobe about 30° below the jet a::is. 
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PlKur«  1.    Jet Flip Geometry and Nomenclature. 
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Figure 8« Three Flow Configurations encountered with 
Jet Flap« Three Noise Source regions are 
(1) primary mixing region, (2) secondary 
■Ixlng region. (3) turbulent boundary layer. 
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A STUDY OF  IMPINGING JET-NOISE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF CROSS-CORRELATION TECHNIQUES 

by 

Y. S. Pan 
Joint Institute for Acoustics and FligNt Sciences 

NASA-Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 23665 

ABSTRACT 

A new method based on cross-correlation techniques is pre- 
sented for experimental studies of near- and far-field noise 
characteristics of airflow and surface interactions.  By cross- 
correlating appropriate two of three-kinds of microphone measure- 
ments: one flush-mounted on the solid surface, one located in 
the near field, and one placed in the far-field, far-field noise 
intensities and near-field acoustic energy fluxes can be deter- 
mined.  In both near and far fields, the noise characteristics 
due to the flow turbulence and surface fluctuating pressure con- 
tributions can be evaluated separately. Applications of the pre- 
sent method to several impinging jet problems are given and dis- 
cussed.  Experiments are being currently conducted at NASA Langley 
for a cold circular subsonic jet impinging on a large rigid sur- 
face. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the federal government and aircraft indus- 
tries have been studying short take-off and landing (STOL) and 
vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft technologies in 
response to the increasingly pressing air-traffic problem faced 
by major metropolitan airports.  One proposed method for STOL, 
which studies show could help alleviate the problem, is based on 
the lift-augmentation concept such that the engine exhaust is 
deflected downward by a wing with trailing-edge flaps.  Experi- 
mental studies have shown, however, that the impingement of jet 
exhaust upon a flap surface generates considerable additional 
noise over a conventional jet.  In the application of VTOL, addi- 
tional noise is also generated when the engine exhaust is direct- 
ed at the ground.  Since STOL and VTOL aircraft will be designed 
to operate near heavily populated areas, the additional noise 
they generate during their operation becomes a major environmental 
concern and extensive research directed towards understanding and 
alleviating the problem is required. 

Studies of noise generated by impinging jets upon a surface 
have been mainly experimental in the past. A rigorous theoretical 
study of this noise generation has not been possible to date 
because of the complexity of main flow fields and the lack of 
understanding of turbulence structures in the flow fields.  Pre- 
vious experimental investigations have been mainly on the general 
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features of the far-field noise radiated by a jet blowing over a 
wing flap Cfor example II,2J and a jet impinging upon a large 
flat surface (for example 13,4]). Most studies have been aimed 
at the additional noise over the conventional jet in the absence 
of the surface. No attempts have yet been made to examine sys- 
tematically the various regions where the noise originates and 
their contributions to the near- and far-field noise characteris- 
tics. 

In this paper, we shall present systematic methods for experi- 
mental studies of near- and far-field noise characteristics of a 
general jet interacting with a solid surface.  In particular, we 
shall be concerned with the noise characteristics, both in near- 
and far-fields, due to the contributions of turbulence in the jet 
flow and fluctuating pressures on the solid surface. 

The methods for determining the far-field noise intensity 
and near-field acoustic energy flux due to the surface contribu- 
tion are developed in Sections II and III, respectively.  In Sec- 
tions IV and V, the developments of the methods for determining 
the near- and far-field due to the combined contributions of tur- 
bulence and surface are presented; then the noise contribution due 
to turbulence alone can be evaluated by subtracting the surface 
contribution from the combined contribution.  Finally, applications 
of the present method to practical noise problems of current in- 
terest are illustrated and discussed in Section VI. 

II.  FAR-FIELD NOISE INTENSITY DUE TO SURFACE CONTRIBUTION 

It is well known that flow turbulence generates noise[5,6] and 
also induces fluctuating pressures on a solid surfaceI7,8].  In ad- 
dition, a solid surface reflects noise and fluctuating pressure on 
a surface itself radiates noise[9,10]. As shown in Fig. 1, a tur- 
bulent jet is assumed to be contained in a volume V which is in- o 
teracting with the solid surface A at an area A . Noise received 

by an observer at x outside the turbulent jet may be radiated from 
the noise sources located at J in the turbulent jet V and on the 

surface A with the coordinate system fixed with the surface. 

Based on Curie's solution of Lighthill's wave equation [9], 
the acoustic pressure p at x" can be written in the following form. 

i.  -ll In)        JÜL±> (1) 

where p is the density, ':=t-r/c the retarded time, c the sound 
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speed and r=|x-y|. The first two surface integrals are associ- 
ated with the noise generated by the interaction between the flow 
and solid surface which may be deform with an arbitrary surface 
velocity u . it is a unit outward normal vector with respect to 

the noise field.  The quantity P. represents the local resultant 

stress acting at each point on the surface and may comprise both 
shear stress and normal stress components. The volume integral 
is the Lighthill integral for turbulence-generated quadrupole- 
noise. The quantity T.. is the effective stress tensor. 

For a rigid surface (u =0) and under the circumstances where n 
the shear stress component is small compared with the local sur- 
face fluctuating pressure p . Eq. (1) can be simplified, s 

JA>J, 
4nr 

y 
J 

<i\fiv 

V 

(2) 

In the acoustic and geometric far-field, namely r>> wave length 
2 

and r >> interaction region, respectively, tht above expression 
can be further simplified, 

* 4R4.JLJ   J  L.,tJ^  J   4ncV/ L *vK      J    ' 
(3) 

!"-* 

with 8(y) the angle between the vector x-y and the local normal 
vector with respect to the surface A. 

To find the noise intensity in the far figld, we multiply the 
acoustic pressure with its complex conjugate p at a new time t 
and then take a time average, 

A 

'■^/<^">i'f"'"*(''>'"'»V 

If p, p0 and T.. are stationary random variables, a cross- s     13 
correlation function can be defined; for example, 

fh T 

(4) 

(5) 
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Hence, in Eq. (4), the term on the left-hand side is the auto- 
correlation of the acoustic pressure R.  which relates to the 

PP 
noise intensity. On the right-hand side, the first term repre- 
sents the surface contribution due to surface fluctuating pres- 
sures, while the second term represents the volume contribution 
due to turbulence. Since the turbulence stress tensor T.. is 

generally unknown and difficult to be measured reliably, the 
cross-correlation in the second integral is generally not possi- 
ble to be obtained at present without making certain assumptions. 
On the other hand, surface fluctuating pressures can be measured 
by flush-mounted microphones on the surface; the integrand in the 
first term can be obtained by cross-correlating surface fluctua- 
ting pressures with the acoustic pressure measured in the far- 
field. Hence, we drop the second term on the right-hand side to 
account only the surface contribution. 

Under the above argument, the far field acoustic pressure 
auto-correlation due to the surface contribution alone can be 
written in the following form, 

t\ (C) 
# ***<-/ LttnhrJ     Ji*i*"<     ' 

The mean-square acoustic pressure is RDD(
xrO) and the corres- 

ponding acoustic intensity I(x)= RDD(
x'0)/p0

C with p the un- 

disturbed density. 

Defining the Fourier transform relations between the corre- 
lation function R(T) and the power spectral density S(o»), 

(7) 

cu 

the power spectral density for the noise intensity S.(X,ü>) can be 

written in terms of the cross-power spectral density S  (y,x,w), 
psp 

» 4äJUK*/      
J fa 

(8) 

Once S-(x,u)} is known, the total acoustic power can be obtained. 

Käs* I best »^ 
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III.  NEAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC ENERGY FLUX DUE TO SURFACE CONTRIBUTION 

In this section, we shall present the theoretical develop- 
ment of a method for determining the near-field acoustic energy 
flux due to surface fluctuating pressures. By using the same 
argument used in the preceding section but without employing the 
far-field approximations, we can write the near-field acoustic 
pressure due to the surface contribution in the following form, 

(9) 

By taking an auto-correlation of p(x,t), we have 

(10) 

ecifitu JA> 

and the mean-square acoustic pressure R  (x,0). 

An acoustic energy flux across a surface element is defined 
by the real part of the generalized complex acoustic intensity, 

It*,-c)  H (£<?,**0^***0 H RfUn<\t> (ID 

where u is the complex conjugate of the velocity component normal 

to the surface element. By cross-correlating p in Eq. (9) with 

u and using the linear momentum equation which relates jj— with 

the normal pressure gradient denoted by Vp, we have the relation 
between K*,T) and the cross-correlation function R Vp(y#x,T), 

icc-j-   i   .) 
-S-ft *.t)i dAi*, 

r/c 

■is I ^^-»"H    /*>•■ 
' t*Ct<7C 

(12) 

i 
Again, by using Eq. (7), we have the power spectral density for 
the acoustic energy flux, 
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4ff->» 

;;**«0 
f/ 

c 
;^7> (13) 

Here, R « and S_ ~ can be obtained by cross-correlating sur- 
PS
VP    PS

VP 

face fluctuating pressures with a pressure gradjant at x. Ex- 
perimentally» th'j pressure gradient in the near field can be 
measured by a pzessure gradient microphone such as one which has 
been developed at NASA Langley Research Center by Maestrello [12]. 

IV.  NEAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC ENERGY FLUX DUE TO COMBINED CONTRIBUTION 

To determine the noise characteristics due to turbulence, we 
shall determine firstly those due to the combined contribution of 
turbulence and surface; then the contribution due to curbulence 
alone is evaluated by subtracting the surface contribution from 
the combined contribution. 

We choose an imaginary surface A, which encloses the major 

noise sources in the turbulent jet V and on the surface A (Fig. 

1). Outside this imaginary surface A, and in the region V bound- 

ed by a solid surface A.(beyond where A, intersects with A) and 

a surface A^ at infinity, the simple wave equation is valid. The 

acoustic pressure at x can be expressed by the boundary conditions 
on the imaginary surface A, and on the solid surface A«; 

ft' 

/>•*■'-1 = / tit I JA <»<-.*/Jtl *<{' 

:i4) 

- / M.j JA /a*. /:<>. 1.1 

•*   Ak 

where G is the Green's function of the simple wave-equation and 
satisfies appropriate boundary and initial conditi< ns [13]. 

To determine the acoustic energy flux I(X,T) across a sur- 
face element on the imaginary surface A., we perform a cross- 

correlation of the acoustic pressure with the normal component of 
the local velocity. 
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R«prod'Jc«d from 
b* st availabl« copy. 

C  

(15) 

with t^tQ-t. By taking the Fourier transform of the above 

equation, we obtain the power spectral density of the energy 
flux, 

Vr<<-'-=  /   /M,*,t-'«/£ 

c" 
- / 

'#   -co ' 

where SVpu and sp u are,respectively,the Fourier transforms of 
n    *^s n 

R7DU and R   . 

(16) 

/pu n P.un 

By employing the linear momentum equation [14], 

*>j (17) 

and 

M (18) 

and by using the relation [14] 

£M / / ? 4  i  - ' / /  -■• 
f*ttm  it 

cl^ (19) 
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. -fl A 
(JA G. <*< <7> *•' > s3^    '£ *, <- ; 

•r/» 
(20) 

Here, G. , the Green's function of the Helmholtz equation, satis- 

fies 

C" k ' 
(21) 

and the boundary conditions: 

«*<4 
-=■ 0 

*n 

radiation condition 

on A, 

on A, 

on A^ (infinity) 

(22) 

S„ « and S - can be obtained experimentally by space-time 
5 

cross-correlating the normal pressure gradient with itself on A^ 

and with surface fluctuating pressures on A~ respectively. 

I 

V.  FAR-FIELD ACOUSTIC ENERGY FLUX DUE TO COMBINED CONTRIBUTION 

Far-field noise due to the combined contribution are usually 
measured directly by placing a microphone in the far-field. How- 
ever, to obtain the information about significant noise-source 
regions, we can relate the far-field acoustic intensity in terms 
of near-field space-time cross-correlations. 

To determine the acoustic intensity in the far field, we take 
an auto-correlation of Eq. (14) which consists of four terms [14]. 

Without loss of generality, we let t»0 and t0»tQ -TJ the first 

term which relates to RyDyD on A. can be written in the following 

form, 
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(23) 

(24) 

Taking the Fourier transform of the above equation and using 
Eqs. (17) and (19) yield (14) 

where G. and its complex conjugate G satisfy Eqs. (21) and (22) 

Similarly, other three terms in the auto-correlation of Eq. (14) 
can be carried out. Finally, the power spectral density of the 
noise intensity in the far field is written in terms of the 
cross-power spectral density of pressure gradients on A, and 

fluctuating pressures on A~. 

.A 

4  4 

(25) 

VI.  EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION 

The theoretical development of near- and far-field noise 
characteristics due to the surface contribution and due to the 
combined contribution of surface and turbulence has been presented, 
The noise characteristics due to surface contribution alone can 
be determined by the direct correlation of two microphone 
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measurements; one flush-mounted on the solid surface and one 
placed in the far field for the far-field noise, Eq. (8)  , or 
one pressure gradient microphone placed in the near field for 
the near-field noise, Eq. (13). The combined contribution, 
both in near and far fields, depends on the space-time cross- 
correlations of normal pressure gradients on an imaginary sur- 
face and fluctuating pressures on the solid surface, and also 
depends on the Green's function of the region outside the imagin- 
ary surface.  In this section, we shall present only the appli- 
cation of the present method to the jet impinging problem; sev- 
eral other applications to surface blowing jets and edge dif- 
fraction are given in 114]. 

An impinging jet with an impinging angle 0 upon a large flat 
plate is considered. An imaginary surface A-, may be chosen and 

is shown in Fig. 2.  This surface consists of two parts:  a sph- 
erical surface with a radius r enclosing the impinging jet and 

the impinging region and a conical surface with a half-cone angle 
8 enclosing the wall jet from r to inf 

tion for the region V outside A, is [14] 

8 enclosing the wall jet from r to infinity.  The Green's func- 

4n. 

T 

1 ( LJl ( \ i Ji        / 'I J . 

Here, r,6,<f> are the spherical coordinates with the z-axis perpen- 

dicular to the flat plate (Fig. 2). r and r are, respectively, 

the position vectors of the field and source points, or vice 

versa,  j and hj™ are, respectively, the spherical Bessel func- 

tion and Hankel function of the first kind of order q; the prime 
on these functions denotes the differentiation with respect to 
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their arguments. V  is the Gamma function and Pm is the associat- 

ed Legendre function, q's are determined by g^- P (cos6o)=0 
o 

and k=u>/c tne wave number.  For this choice of A.,, the surface 

integrals over A~ do not occur; so that only the space-time 

cross-correlation of pressure gradients on A, is required. 

If the contribution from the wall jet is small, we may 
choose a hemi-spherical surface with a radius r as A, which en- 

closes only the impinging jet and the impinging region (Fig. 3). 
The corresponding Green's function is [14] 

.k v- 

[j tk>\, h ,£,-,) -hj.ikrtl^iL-nj^kr^fh. ikrc)i 

(27) 

where e =1/2 for m=0 and e =1 for m^0r and £=2n-m+l.  By assuming 

a point noise source at the origin and using Eq. (27) , the near- 
field acoustic energy flux, Eq. (20) , has been checked numeri- 
cally against the exact point source solution [15], the agreement 
is good.  Currently» experiments for a cold, circular, subsonic 
jet impinging normally on a large rigid surface are being con- 
ducted at NASA Langley.  Preliminary data are reported in [15]. 

Finally, it may be worthwhile to note that the present 
method can also be applied to the problems without having iolid 
surfaces such as jet noise problems.  The present method for the 
combined contributions gives the near-field acoustic energy flux 
and the far-field noise intensity of the jet.  A semi-infinite 
circular conical surface, with its axis coinciding with the jet 
axis, enclosing the jet may be chosen as an imaginary surface. 
The Green's function for the region outside a semi-infinite cone 
is well-known (for example [16]). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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NOISE AND FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF AN 
EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP 

by 

J. C. ¥u; N. N. Reddy; and J. L. Whitesides, Jr. 

Joint Institute for Acoustics and Flight Sciences 
NASA-Langley Research Center 

Hampton/ Virginia 

ABSTRACT 

Acoustical radiation characteristics, mean velocity field 
and fluctuating wall pressure field have been investigated ex- 
perimentally for a subsonic air jet impinging on a simulated wing/ 
flap configuration.  The objective of the investigation is to 
identify the potential source mechanisms in the blown-flap noise 
generation.  From the acoustic measurements, it was deduced that 
for flap extent greater than 12 nozzle diameters, the noise source 
is predominantly Reynolds fluctuating stress.  For shorter flaps, 
the surface pressure flucturtion and the turbulence interaction 
with trailing edge are the important noise generators. Mean flow 
measurements made proved to be useful in defining the character- 
istic regions in an externally blown flap flow.  Four different 
flow legions were delineated and discussed; the free jet region, 
the impingement region, the wall flow and the trailing edge jet. 
Surface fluctuating pressure measurements indicated the simi- 
larity of wall pressure spectra outside the impingement region. 
The two point space-time cross-correlation along the stream re- 
vealed that the pressure "spot" was convected by the local mean 
velocity.  The characteristic frequency of the convected pressure 
"spot" coincided with the common spectral peak of the similar wall 
pressure spectra.  Spatial correlation data indicated spanwise 
stretching of the wall pressure "spot" while being convected down- 
stream.  The probable dependence of wall pressure correlation on 
the turbulence structure is discussed.  Based on experimental ob- 
servations made in the present study, possible approaches for re- 
ducing blown flap noise are discussed. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Quiet short take-off and landing (STOL) airplanes have been 
proposed by various air transportation study groups 11,2], as hav- 
ing large potential for alleviating the increasing congestion and 
delays of current air transportation systems. A number of ap- 
proaches to achieving short field performance with aircraft capable 
of the cruise performance of the current jet transport have been 
considered [3].  The integrated lift-propulsion systems based on 
powered-lift concepts that are currently receiving the most atten- 
tion are (i) under-the-wing externally blown flap system and (ii) 
over-the-wing upper surface blown flap system.  Both systems a- 
chieve the additional lift requirement by utilizing flow turning 
and/or attachment to the wing/flap. 
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One of the main problems associated with these power-lift 
systems is the large amount of noise produced as a result of the 
interaction between the engine exhaust flow and the lifting sur- 
faces. The resultant noise of the power-lift system during take- 
off and landing could be several orders of magnitude higher than 
the noise produced by engine exhaust alone [4]. The seriousness 
of this noise problem becomes apparent in view of the expected 
STOL operation in close proximity to residential and commercial 
areas. 

Faced with such a dilemma, it is not surprising that a large 
amount of research work has been carried out in recent years to 
explore the physical characteristics and mechanisms of noise gen- 
eration from turbulent flow and surface interaction.  Basically, 
the problem, like any other problem in aerodynamic noise, has 
three distinct and yet strongly coupled aspects; the acoustic far 
field, the fluctuating flow and the mean flow.  Either from ana- 
lytical or experimental standpoints, one would like to understand 
the nature of the mean flow field, the characteristics of the asso- 
ciated fluctuating flow field and their interdependence. With 
this knowledge, one covild then be guided by the existing theories 
of aerodynamic noise generation and radiation to relate the flow 
field to the radiated sound. 

Experimental investigations of the characteristics of noise 
radiated from model blown flap systems have been reported; for ex- 
ample in refernces 5-11.  Mean flow field survey of jet impinge- 
ment on large flat plate and upper surface blown flap flow have 
been conducted in references 8, 11-13.  Surface pressure fluctua- 
tions in impinging jets and wall jets have been studied experi- 
mentally in references 14-18. Turbulent velocity fluctuations in 
the blown flap flow have been examined for example in references 
8 and 11. The experimental findings reported in the work mention- 
ed above proved to be invaluable in providing a general physical 
understanding of the nature of the problem. Unfortunately, how- 
ever, in none of these studies was a systematic approach made so 
that all three aspects of the problem, the acoustic field, the mean 
and the fluctuating flow fields were investigated concurrently for 
a given experimental configuration.  Since each flow configuration 
has its own special characteristics depending on the way it is gen- 
erated, the experimental data can be best understood if complete 
information concerning the acoustic and flow fields of a given 
test configuration is obtained. 

The purpose of this study is to experimentally investigate 
all three phases of the blown flap noise problem discussed earlier. 
The experimental configuration used is similar to that of an ex- 
ternally under-the-wing blown flap system. The velocity of the 
impinging jet used is in the subsonic range. Main experimental 
findings are reported and discussed. 

II.  EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND INSTRUMENTATION 

1. Blown Flap Configuration. A contoured circular converging 
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nozzle with 2" exit diameter and contraction ratio of 16 was used 
to generate the subsonic jet flow.  The wing/flap combination 
used had a 45° turning angle with radius of curvature of the bend 
16", see Fig. 1. The span of the wing/flap was 24". The flap 
length could be varied by changing the plate section downstream 
of the bend. 

2*    Acoustic Measurements.  Total acoustic power and power spec- 
trum of the blown flap noise were measured in a 10^ cu. ft. vacu- 
um chamber at NASA Langley Center.  The chamber was calibrated 
by determining its reverberation characteristics.  The reverbera- 
tion time measured in 1/3 octave band varied from 12 seconds at 
100 Hz to 0.4 seconds at 10 KHz. The vacuum capability and large 
volume of the chamber were utilized to generate the nearly steady 
jet flow through suction. 

The directivity data of the blown flap noise were obtained 
by measuring sound pressure spectra over a semi-spherical surface 
enclosing the blown flap. Measurements were carried out in the 
Anechoic Chamber at NASA Langley Research Center.  The design cut- 
off of the chamber is 100 Hz. 

In both types of acoustic measurements, the instrumentation 
consisted of 1/4" condenser microphones, matched cathode follow- 
ers, microphone amplifiers and a 1/3 octave band spectrum ana- 
lyzer.  The overall system response is flat within 1 dB from 50 Hz 
to 20 KHz. Averaging time used for the spectral analysis was 1-2 
seconds.  For power measurements, three microphones were used for 
spatial averaging. 

3. Mean Flow Measurements.  The mean velocity field of the im- 
pinging jet was surveyed by using a pitot-total tube mounted on a 
five degrees of freedom remotely-controlled traversing mechanism. 
The total pressure measured from the pitot tube was converted into 
electrical signal through a strain-gage type pressure transducer. 
Total pressure distribution for a given traverse was recorded on a 
x-y recorder.  The mean velocity was calculated from the total 
pressure data. Majority of the velocity data were obtained by tra- 
verses made either parallel with or perpendicular to the wing/flap 
surface.  The mean flow measurements and the fluctuating wall pres- 
sure measurements (see next section) were conducted using a small 
wind tunnel by fitting the jet nozzle downstream of the contrac- 
tion section of the tunnel and with test section and diffuser sec- 
tion removed. 

4. Fluctuating Wall Pressure Measurement. Two point space-time 
cross-correlation of the broadband wail pressure fluctuation and 
1/3 octave band wall pressure spectra were measured over the 
wetted area of the wing/flap surface by using flush-mounted 1/8" 
condenser microphones. The bandwidth of the measurement was from 
50 Hz to 40 KHz.  Saicor Model SAI-42 correlation and probability 
analyzer was used to obtain the correlation data.  Over the total 
delay range (nominally 2 msec), 100 discrete values of the cor- 
relation function were obtained. Auto-correlation function at 
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each microphone position was also recorded and their values at 
zero delay were used to normalize the cross-correlation function. 
The grid layout for spectrum and correlation measurements is given 
in Fig. 2. 

For both acoustic and flow measurements, jet flow was genera- 
ted from reservoirs at nearly room temperature. 

III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

1. Acoustic Characteristics.  Depending on the relative position 
between the jet exit and the wing/flap surface, the orientation of 
i  ie jet and the extent of wing/flap surface, the flow field of the 
externally blown flap investigated may be divided into four differ- 
ent regions; (i) the free jot region which extends from jet exit 
to close to the wing/flap surface.  In tnis region the flow behaves 
very similar to that of a jet discharging into a quiescent medium, 
(ii) the impingement region which surrounds the intersection (de- 
fined here as the geometrical impingement point) between the free 
jet axis and the wing/flap surface, which spans over a region of 
the size of the jet diameter.  (iii) a short distance downstream 
of the geometrical impingement point is the wall jet region which 
may evolve into a self-similar state, and (iv) the edge jet region 
formed by the wall flow discharging from the trailing edge of the 
wing/flap.  Based on this flow division, the possible physical me- 
chanisms of noise generation are fluctuating Reynolds stresses[19], 
the fluctuating force caused by flow impingement [19J and turbu- 
lence interacting with the trailing edge of the flap [11,20].  If, 
however, the extent of the wing/flap is very large in comparison 
with the diameter of the free jet, it has been argued [21-23] that 
the surface plays a purely passive role and the fluctuating Rey- 
nolds stress is the dominant source mechanism. 

With this physical understanding in mind, the radiated acous- 
tic power and power spectrum were measured for four different flap 
length Lp, over a range of subsonic jet velocities in anticipation 
that various dominant source mechanisms may be delineated. 

Fig. 3 shows the acoustic power dependence on the jet exit 
Mach number for a fixed jet exit position. For long flap length 
L-/D«24, 12.75, the acoustic power variation is seen to be similar 

to that of a free jet, the magnitude, however, is increased by 
about two fold. This implies that in the absence of edge effects 
the source mechanism is basically the fluctuating Reynolds stress 
due to free jet mixing and the turbulent boundary layer formation 
over the flap surface. As the flap length was shortened, large 
increase in acoustic power was noted at lower jet exit Mach num- 

4     5 bers. M and M dependences of acoustic power were observed, in- 
dicating the possible source mechanisms have changed in character, 
and the fluctuating force (oressure) due to jet impingement [19], 
and the turbulence-edge interaction [11,20] may be the primary 
candidates.  It is also interesting to note that at nearly sonic 
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velocities, the acoustic power radiated is nearly constant re- 
gardless of the length of the flap.  If the observed power de- 
pendence on jet Mach number is extrapolated to supersonic range, 
it is possible that the acoustic power generated by shorter flap 
length may be less than that for long flap length. 

Normalized power spectra are presented in Fig. 4 for L„/D= 

3.75. This flap length is nearly equal to that proposed lor the 
externally blown flap STOL system.  The Strouhal No. f.D/U of 

the spectral peak is nearly 0.15 where U is the jet exit velo- 
2 -2 city.  The slopes of the spectrum are given by f and between f 

and f" for low frequency and high frequency respectively.  The 
strong dependence of spectral distribution of acoustic power with 
Mach number of the impinging jet is evident.  A substantial in- 
crease in low frequency spectral contents occurs as the jet Mach 
number is lowered. 

Diiectional distribution of overall and 1/3 octave band noise 
intensity are given in Fig. 5a to 5c.  The measurements were taken 
in a plane perpendicular to wing/flap surface containing the mid- 
span. The directivity become more distinct as the flap length 
was decreased and/or the jet Mach number was increased.  For long 
flap length, where the extent of the wing/flap is greater than 
the typical wave length of the radiated noise, the intensity in 
the back side of the flap is lower as compared to the flow side 
of the flap.  This is believed to be a direct consequence of the 
acoustic shielding of the flap and the diminishing influence of 
the flap trailing edge both as a possible source of noise and a 
source of diffraction.  For shorter flap length, however, the 
trend is reversed, at lower jet Mach numbers, see Fig. 5b.  It is 
seen that relatively strong radiation takes place along 6=15° 
direction or about 65° from the plane of symmetry of the trailing 
edge jet.  Directional patterns of intensity in selected 1/3 octave 
bands for Lp/D=3.75 are given in Fig. 5c, where f =400 Hz cor- 

responds to the power spectral peak frequency for that test con- 
figuration (see Fig. 4).  Strong radiation again occurred in the 
backside of the flap. The directional peak for f =400 Hz is very 

broad and occurs in a direction nearly perpendicular to the flap 
| surface, at 6=40°.  For f »800 Hz and 1600 Hz, directivity exhi- 

bits lobe-pattern peaked at 0-0° and 6-50°.  The observed behavior 
of the directional pattern is believed to be in part due to the 
sound refraction by the flow gradients in the edge jet and in part 
due to the turbulence and edge interaction as an active source of 
sound. The turbulent and edge interaction discussed by Ffowcs 
Williams and Hall [20] and Hayden [11] is suspected to be mainly 
responsible for the intense radiation which occurred in the back- 
side of the wing/flan. 

2. Mean Flow Field. Mean velocity profiles of the blown flap in- 
vestigated are presented for one typical test configuration with 
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flap length L?/D=3.75 with jet positioned at X/D=6.75 and Y/D*2.0 
(see Fig. 1). Results are obtained from pitot-pressure traverses 
made perpendicular to the flap surface at the mid-span (Z/D=0) 
and parallel to the flap surface respectively. Coordinate system 
used is illustrated in the insert of Fig. 6. 

The free jet region was found within the first four nozzle 
diameters downstream of the jet exit. The velocity profiles ob- 
tain at different X/D stations fron Z-traverse and W-traverse were 
almost identical and the axis of the jet coincided with the center- 
line of the nozzle.  Results are presented in Fig. 6.  For X/D>4, 
the locus of the maximum velocity determined from W-traverse de- 
flected downward from the nozzle centerline indicating the turn- 
ing of the impinging jet. At X/D»6.75, the location of the geo- 
metrical impingement point, this downward deflection was about 
0.2O. 

The characteristics of the stagnation region were also de- 
duced from limited number of wall pressure measurements. The 
maximum wall pressure occurred at about 0.5D upstream of the geo- 
metrical impingement point. The chordwise extent of the deflect- 
ed upstream flow was slightly greater than one D. Observations 
similar to these have also been reported in Reference 12,13. 

The flow development in regions downstream of the geometri- 
cal impingement point is given in Fig. 7. The location of maxi- 
mum velocity moved towards the wing/flap surface and spread 
laterally along the span.  Slight local increase of the maximum 
velocity can also be noted from the figure. 

The mean velocity distribution downstream of the flow turn- 
ing is presented in Fig. Ga in non-dimensional form, where u is 

the maximum local velocity and Wi£ is the half depth of the outer 
mixing region.  In this region, the wall flow developed into a 
self-similar state and the velocity profile agreed closely with 
that of a wall jet [24,25].  Near the flap trailing edge, however, 
the velocity profile deviates slightly from the similarity. The 
variation of the maximum local velocity U , the location of maxi- m 
mum velocity from wall W and the half depth of outer region W^ 

are plotted in Fig. 8b.  The spanwise velocity distribution obtain- 
ed from Z-traverse are presented in Fig. 8c-8e.  The increase in 
lateral spread of the wall flow over the flap surface is illustra- 
ted in Fig. 8g.  From the data presented in Fig. 8, it may be de- 
duced that the wall flow spread  laterally from 0.5D to 2D as 
determined from the half-width of the spanwise velocity distribu- 
tion near the wall. This lateral spreading was accompanied by a 
vertical contraction with half depth decreased from 0.5D to 0.25D. 

In the region downstream of the flap trailing edge, the 
development of mean velocity was found to be similar to a jet 
boundary flow characterized by steep shears near the trailing edge, 
see Fig. 9.  Downstream of the adjustment region which extended to 
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1.5D from the trailing edge, the flow became similar and the velo- 
city profile followed closely that of a fully-developed two- 
dimensional turbulent free jet.  The steep shear at the flap 
trailing edge may play an important role in noise generation by a 
mechanism different from that discussed in Ref. 11 and 20.  If 
the edge f.V * is inherently unstable, upon excitation by flow or 
acoustic d w xbances,large lateral oscillation of the edge jet 
may result.  This instability if propagated downstream would be 
amplified by the mean shear and radiate noise quite efficiently. 
Some shadowgraphs and high speed movie taken for the edge flow 
(results not presented) did indicate the oscillation of the edge 
flow.  In order to reach more definite conclusions, additional 
fluctuating velocity measurements in the trailing edge jet are 
required. 

3.  Spectra of Fluctuating Wall Pressure.  1/3 octave band spec- 
trum "~oTHEKe"lJäTr~preirsTi^ using 1/8" condenser 
microphones flush-mounted on the wing/flap surface at positions 
shown in Fig. 2.  Microphones were isolated from possible low fre- 
quency vibrations of the wing/flap by providing resilient material 
between microphone cartridge and mounting module. 

The variations of broadband (50 Hz-40 KHz) fluctuating wall 
pressure are given in Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b.  From Fig. 10a, it is 
seen that there are two regions of high level pressure fluctua- 
tions; one at the stagnation region of the impinging jet and the 
other near the trailing edge.  At S/D= -1.0, Fig. 10a, the rms 
wall pressure was about 11% of the dynamic pressure at the nozzle 
exit, at S/D*3.5, the ratio was 6%.  Similar observations have 
also been reported in reference 14 for a 4" low subsonic jet and 
in reference 15 for a 2.27H jet at Mach number comparable to that 
used in the present case.  In both studies, however, the jet im- 
pingement was directed toward a large rigid flat plate.  Tho ob- 
served overall variation of the rms wall pressure followed close- 
ly with that reported in reference 15.  Particularly, the sharp 
drop-off for S/D<-1.0, i.e. outside of the impinging flow.  For 
S/D>4, the rms wall pressure on a large flat plate was found [14J 
to decay very rapidly with distance. 

In Fig. 10b, the spanwise variation of the rms wall pressure 
at three streamwise stations are given.  At stations close to the 
impingement region, z/D=0 and 2, the maximum values of rms wall 
pressure occurred along rays making a 25° angle with the central 
chord of the flap.  The locations of the observed maxima are 
believed to be directly,related to the turbulence intensity distri- 
bution in transition region of a free jet if the wing/flap were 
absent.  Parallel to the flap trailing edge, at S/D»3.5, the wall 
pressure fluctuation remained nearly constant between Z/D=1.5 and 
Z/D*-1.5 and then decayed with the inverse square of Z. 

Formalized power spectral density at various microphone loca- 
tions are plotted as a function of Strouhal number based on the 
nozzle exit diameter and velocity, see Fig. 11a to Fig. lid. 
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Several interesting observations can be made regarding the spa- 
tial and spectral distributions of the fluctuating wall pressure. 
Within the impingement region which is nearly a circular area 
centered at S/D=-0.5, the fluctuating wall pressure is characteri- 
zed by high level low frequency components, see Fig. ila at 
S/D=-1.0, 0 and Pig. lib at Z/D=0, 0.5.  The high level low fre- 
quency contents of the spectrum is indicative of the large scale 
interaction typical of an impinging jet. In the region immedi- 
ately outside the impingement region, the flow undergoes a tran- 
sition where the low frequency contents are reduced, see Fig. 11a 
at S/D=1.0 and Fig. lib at S/D=1.0.  In the wall flow region, 
where the velocity distribution became self-similar, the corres- 
ponding wall pressure spectrum also became similar especially for 
frequencies above the spectral peak.  The common peak of the 
spectra in this similarity region occurs at fD/U =.23  See Fig. 

11a for S/D>2, Fig. lib for Z/D>1.5, Fig. lie for Z/D<2.0 and 
Fig. lid for Z/D<2.0.  The slope of spectra for frequencies above 

-2 the spectra peak follower f " relation indicating that the high 
frequency wall pressure fluctuation was governing by mechanisms 
similar to that found in the developed region of a free turbulent 
jet.  Outside the similarity region, S/D>2.0 and |Z/D|>2.5 (see 
Fig. lie and Fig. lid), the spectral peak shifts with local maxi- 
mum velocity.  This is particularly evident near the trailing edge 
of the wing/flap.  The peculiar appearance of the spectrum at 
S/D=-1.5 in Fig. 11a is due to the fact that the measuring micro- 
phone is outside the impinging flow.  The apparent discrete peaks 
noted at S/D=-1.5 are suspected to be influenced by the vortex 
sheadings of the separated flow upstream of the stagnation region. 

4. Wall Pressure Correlation.  Correlation of wall pressures over 
the wing/flap surface serves the purpose to define the scales in- 
volved for thö surface-related noise sources.  This is true whether 
the surface is active in producing sound as a result of net react- 
ing force exerted on the fluid or the surface plays merely a pas- 
sive role in modifying the volume turbulence impressed and re- 
flect sound so generated.  In the latter case, however, the wall 
pressure measurement is useful in that some understanding of the 
turbulence convected over the surface may be gained as shown by 
Kraichnan [26] in his theoretical work on pressure fluctuations in 
a boundary layer flow.  Quantitative understanding of the con- 
vected turbulence over the surface, however, needs also correla- 
tion between wall pressure and the turbulent velocity fluctuation, 
as has been done by Willmarth and Wooldridge [27]. 

In the present study, the broadband fluctuating wall pressures 
at two points were cross-correlated over a region which contains 
both the impinging flow and the wall flow.  The output from the 
correlator was then normalized by the respective autocorrelations 
at zero time delay measured by the two microphones in a usual way. 
The normalized cross-correlation function is defined as the cross- 
correlation coefficient denoted by P12(£,T) where £ is the space 

separation and T is the time separation.  By setting T=0 in 
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P*2(€'
T)' one obtains the spatial correlation coefficient which 

may be used to define the spatial characteristics of a fluctuating 
wall pressure "spot". 

Fig. 12a to Fig. 12c show the variations of the spatial cor- 
relation coefficient taken at three fixed microphone positions, 
S/D=0, 2.0 and 3.5 along the midspan Z/D=0. Measurements were 
taken along five rays 6=0°, 45°, 90°, 135° and 180°, originating 
from a fixed microphone position, where 6=0° is the stream direc- 
tion.  Nearly along all rays, the spatial correlation indicates 
a characteristic negative loop.  Observation similar to this has 
also been reported in Reference 16 for surface pressure fluctua- 
tions induced by a radial wall jet.  One simple way to interpret 
the double-loop behavior is to regard that the fluctuating pres- 
sures in the two regions are in phase opposition. On the basis 
of this interpretation, the wall pressure "spot" would then be 
characterized by a central reqion with, say, a positive phase sur- 
rounded by an outer region   phase opposite to the central re- 
gion.  Physically, the loop pattern observed for the wall pressure 
must be related to the turbulence convected over the flap surface. 
Willmarth and Wooldridge [30] measured p,u and p,v correlations 
in a thick turbulent boundary layer generated in a wind tunnel. 
They deduce that the vortices normal to the stream near the wall 
were of a hair-pin shape.  The hair-pin shaped vortices may possi- 
bly explain the double-loop measured along 8=0° and 180°.  Foss 
and Kleis [16] in their study of jet impingement on a large flat 
plate argued, based on Powell's earlier work [28], that the vor- 
ticity production and stretching due to flow impingement and de- 
flection could be potential dominant sources of noise.  They found, 
based on their mean static wall pressure and velocity measurements, 
that strong vortices exist in the impingement region both along 
and normal to the stream.  It is suspected that the vorticity pro- 
duction along the stream direction is responsible for the double- 
loop found along 0=90°.  If this is correct, the pressure correla- 
tion measured, Fig. 12a-12c at 0=90°, would indicate that the 
scale of streamwise vorticity is much larger as compared to that 
normal to the stream.  If one follows the variations of the zero- 
crossing of p12(^'0) curves with 0, a rough idea of the shape of 

wall pressure "spot" is obtained.  In the impingement region, 
Fig. 12a, the "spot" is about 0.3Dx0.5D along and normal to the 
stream respectively.  In the wall flow region, S/D=2.0, Fig. 12b, 
the spot is stretched to 0.5Dxl.5D.  Further downstream near the 
trailing edge, Fig. 12c, the "spot" size becomes 0.5Dx2.0D. 

Variations of two-point space-time cross-correlation co- 
efficient obtained along Z/D=0 is plotted against the non-dimen- 
sionalized time scale U T/D  in Fig. 13.  The convection speed was 

calculated by dividing the separation distance between two adja- 
cent microphones by time separation of the correlation peaks.  Lo- 
cal variations of the convection speed were noted. On the average, 
however, the convection speed was nearly the same as the local 
maximum mean speed.  Fig. 13 also shows that the decay rate of the 
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moving-frame auto-correlation of the wall pressure became very 
slow for U T/D>2.5 and persisted to the trailing edge of the flap. 

The envelope is nearly symmetrical for |u T/D|<2. If the moving- 

frame auto-correlation is approximated by e~c'T', the time scale 

may be obtained by noting the value of T at p12(i)=e~ . This is 

given by U T/D=0.65 or T=1.9xl0~ sec. The characteristic fre- 

quency corresponding to this time scale is about 800 Hz which ag- 
reed closely with the peak frequencies of the wall pressure spec- 
trum in the similarity region (see Section III.3). 

IV.  CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Main experimental observations reported in the earlier sec- 
tions are recapitulated, and from which deductions are made re- 
garding the physical nature of the noise sources in the blown flap 
configuration investigated.  Possible approaches to reduction of 
blown flap noise are also discussed. 

For long flap length, present results indicate that the blown 
flap noise is generated predominantly by volume quadrupole. For 
short flap length of practical applications in STOL systems, ex- 
perimental findings revealed that the acoustic power radiation de- 
pends on 4th or 5th power of a typical velocity in the blown flap 
flow.  The radiation directivity showed higher level noise in the 
back side of the wing/flap than that in the flow side, particu- 
larly at low jet Mach numbers. Fluctuating wall pressure survey 
indicated intense fluctuations existed in the impingement region 
and in the wall flow region near the flap trailing edge.  The area 
over which the wall pressure was correlated was about six times 
larger near the trailing edge than in the impingement region. The 
spatial correlation was characterized by a double-loop which is 
indicative of the vorticity production and stretching due to jet 
impingement and deflection. Moving-frame auto-correlation had a 
time scale given by U x/D=0.65 which corresponded to the spectral 

peak frequency of the wall pressure spectrum over a large region 
on the wing/flap surface. 

The major source mechanisms in blown flap noise for short 
flap length are therefore the intense wall pressure fluctuations 
induced by flow turbulence in the impingement region and the sub- 
sequent strong, large scale interaction between the turbulence 
and the trailing edge.  Comparison was made on the spatial distri- 
bution of the fluctuating wall pressure between the present study 
for short flap length and that reported in reference 15 for obli- 
que jet impingement on a large flat plate under similar test con- 
dition.  From this comparison, it was found that the fluctuating 
surface pressure variations on a short flap agreed closely with 
the large plate results at corresponding locations. This obser- 
vation is considered significant because it implies that the eff- 
ectiveness of the flow interactions at the trailing edge as a 
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source may be reduced if the trailing edge terminates at say, 
S/D>5, where the large plate results 115] indicated a rapid decay 
of the fluctuating wall pressure. 

From the physical nature of the wall pressure fluctuation 
discussed above and its implications on the probable turbulence 
structure in the impinging flow, several approaches of possible 
noise reduction for blown flap noise are apparent. Apart from 
changing the flow characteristics in the free jet region (hence 
modifying the turbulence in the impinging flow) and reducing the 
magnitude of the wall pressure fluctuation in the impingement re- 
gion and near the trailing edge, the idea based on reducing the 
scale of the flow fluctuations near the trailing edge appears to 
be very attractive.  This may be achieved by, for instance, (i) 
dividing the trailing edge into a number of smaller separated sec- 
tions along the span, (ii) providing small flow splitters instal- 
led near the trailing edge and perpendicular to the lifting sur- 
face or (iii) saw-toothing the trailing along the span.  The 
basic idea is that if the scale of the flow fluctuation is reduced 
even if the magnitude of fluctuation remains the same, noise re- 
duction may be obtained.  Other approaches to blown flap noise re- 
duction such as edge blowing 129] and acoustic treatment at the 
trailing edge 130] are believed to function based on the same phy- 
sical argument discussed above, i.e. affecting the scale and/or 
magnitude of the flow fluctuation near the trailing edge. 

In conclusion, the acoustic field, mean flow field and the 
fluctuating wall pressure of a simulated externally blown flap 
configuration have been experimentally investigated.  The possi- 
ble source mechanisms in blown flap noise generation and their 
physical characteristics are deduced.  Possible approaches to re- 
duction of blown flap noise are suggested. 
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PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS ON THE SURFACE OF A 

CYLINDER  IN A CROSS FLOW 

by 

K. Karatneheti* and Alfred Ayoub** 

Joint Institute for Aeroacoustics 
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics 

Stanford University 
Stanford, California 

INTRODUCTION 

In the analysis of the aerodynamic noise generated by fluid flows 
involving solid bodies, a knowledge of the fluctuating pressures on the 
surfaces of the bodies and in the regions close to the bodies and in 
their wakes is required. A knowledge of such surface pressure fluctuations 
is of importance also in a wide range of problems such as the structural 
loading on an aircraft skin and the transmission of noise into the 
interior of an aircraft.  From the point of view of aerodynamic noise 
radiation by flows involving solid surfaces, there are many problems in 
which the radiation may be considered to be dominated by that due to 
the surface pressure fluctuations. 

The origin of the pressure fluctuations and also of the associated 
velocity fluctuations, depending on the particular flow problem under 
consideration, may lie in one or many factors such as a turbulent 
boundary layer or a jet past the surface of the body in the flow, its 
wake, vortex shedding from the body, and turbulence inherent in the 
main flow.  In a variety of problems, it is possible to obtain, by 
proper experiments and approximate theoretical considerations, a 
satisfactory knowledge of the velocity field, rather than of the 
pressure field. Therefore, it is fruitful to explore the possibility 
of determining the pressure field near and on the body in terms of the 
knowledge of the velocity field which, although by necessity, may be 
empirical. Such a possibility presents itself readily for incompressuble 
flows. 

Studies on this basis, determining the properties of the pressure 
fluctuations in terms of those of the velocity field in a number of 
problems have been undertaken at Stanford. The purpose of this paper 

Director, Joint Institute for Aeroacoustics, and Professor 
Ph. D. student 
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is to describe the general analytical framework that forms the basis 
of these studies, and to discuss in particular the problem of the 
fluctuating pressure induced by the regular vortex wake of a rigid 
circular cylinder immersed in an originally uniform flow. Although the 
concern is with incompressible flow, the analysis described heze is 
applicable under certain restrictions, to most general situations. 

The notions presented here are similar to those employed by 
Kraichman (1956), and Lilley and Hodgson (1960), to determine the 
surface pressure fluctuations in turbulent boundary layer flow over a 
flat plate. The present study, however, appears to be the first 
attempt at determining the fluctuating pressure field in terms of the 
velocity field for a finite body in a flow, where the origin of the 
fluctuations may be due to one or many factors as enumerated before. 

The next section deals with the general formulation and the mathe- 
matical problem. It is then followed by a presentation of the analysis 
for the particular case of circular cylinders. 

GENERAL FORMULATION 

We consider, for definiteness, flow past a fixed finite rigid body 
and assume that the flow is essentially incompressible. 

;l 

It can be shown that if the Mach number M 

\l 
where U« and 

are the mean speed of the flow and the mean speed of sound respec- 
Vv 

vely far avry  from th«s body, is much less than unity 
Ü 

M « — «I 
ao 

and if the characteristic time scale T of the fluctuations is much 
greater than 
fluctuations 

L/an where L is a characteristic length scale of the 

T»i- 

the unsteady surface-pressure is free from compressibiliby effects. This 
later condition is equivalent to 

where S is the Strouhal number defined by d/TIL and £ is L/d , d 
being a characteristic dimension or the body 

By taking the divergence of the equation of momentum 

p(ft * dlv ™)' 2- 
-grad p + ^7 v 
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and using Che incompressibility condition 

div V = 0 

where Che symbols have their usual meaning, we obtain in Cartesian tensor 
notation the following equation for the pressure in terms of the velocity 
field    ?      a   a *4 *vi 

1 J 1   j 

This is Che basic equation for further considerations. We now 
express the flow field as composed of two parts, «ne a steady mean part 

-* 
and the other a time dependent fluctuating part. Thus, introducing V 
and p as the mean velocity and the mean pressure respectively at any 
point, where the mean is taken as an appropriate Cime average, and 
V* and p' as Che flucCuaCing velociCy and pressure, we wriCe 

V(x,C) - V(x) + Vf(x,C) 

or, in Carcesian Censor noCaCion 

v.(x,C) = v~(x) +v.,(x,t) (2) 

p (x,t) - p (x) + p' (x,c) (3) 

We subsCiCuCe (2) and (3) inCo (1) and Cake Che Cime average of Che 
resulcing equaCion. Subscruc Cing Che Cime average of Chis equaCion from 
itself we obtain 

*V * -P ST" ST" f2 v.v.1 + v.V - v.'v.') ox.  dx^  \  1 J     1  J     1  J ) 
(&tt    0v.'  ov.' dv.'  o77  ov"7 

"ox.   ox.  ax. ox.   ox.  ox. 

(4) 

This equation, which is a Poisson equation, forms, with appropriate 
boundary conditions, Che basis for deCermining ehe flucCuaCing pressure 
field ir. Cerms of Che gradients of the mean and flucCuaCing velociCy 
fields.  IC Chus shows that Che pressure fluctuation at any point is 
governed by the flucCuaCions in velociCy ChroughouC Che enCire flow and 
noC jusC aC Che field poinC. The firsc Cerm in Eq. (4) represenCs Che 
amplifying effecC of Che mean velociCy gradienC on Che flucCuaCions, 
while Che second Cerm denoCes Che effecC of Che interaction of the 
fluctuacions on Chemselves.  In regions of Che flow where Che mean velo- 

ciCy gradients are large, the first term on the right-hand side of (4) may 
be expected to dominate while in other regions, where the mean velocity 
gradients may be negligible, the other terms may become more important 
than or comparable to the first. 
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I ' 
Now, we consider the solution of the equation 

«V = q(S,t) (5) 

where, q(x,t) represents the right member of the equation (4). If 
R denotes the flow region exterior to a solid surface S fixed 
in the flow, and if p' and  grad p1  vanish satisfactorily at 
infinity, the formal integral representation of the solution of (5) 
may be expressed in terms of the boundary values of either p' or its 
normal derivative "dp1/on only. For this purpose we introduce the 
Green's function which is a solution of the equation 

^G(x;1)  = 6(x-1) in R (6a) 

satisfying the boundary condition 

|§ = n • TO = 0 on S (6b) 
on 

and 
V G\  -• 0 as '6c) 

where v*  is the gradient operator with respect to x . In terms of 
dp'/sn on the boundary, the case we shall be interested in, we have 

p'(x,t) = + /// G(x;S) q(?,t) d^ 

R 

+ # G(x;1) n • Q  (1,t) dS(1) (7) 

where (d/d§) denotes the gradient operator with respect to %    , d5 
is an element of volume around %  , and n denotes the outward normal 
from the region R into the surface S . 

From the equation of motion 

P (IT + V • grad V j - - grad p + p^V 

noting that on the surface of an impermeable rigid fixed surface the 
fluid velocity V = 0 , we find that 

n • grad p = n • |ivV on S 

It follows that 

Uj- ■ n • grad pf ■ ß n - ^V" on S W 
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Equation (7) forms the basis for determining the fluctuating 
pressure field in terms of the mean and fluctuating velocity fields, 
assumed known emperically or otherwise. Before attempting the inte- 
grations in Eq. (7), the Green's function needs to be obtained, as the 
solution of the problem represented by Eqs. (6a,b,c) taking into 
account the particular geometry of the body into consideration. It 
may be noted that the Green's function is just the same as the velocity 
potential of a steady irrotational incompressible flow due to a source 
of unit strength situated at the point ? in the region outside the body. 

Usually, one is interested in the statistical properties of p', 
in particular its space-time covariance on the surface of the body from 
which other quantities of interest such as intensities, power spectra, 
scales, and convection speeds can be derived. The two point space - 
time cross-correlation for the pressure fluctuation, with the use of 
Eq. 7, may be expressed as 

R , ,(x,x',t) =       P'(*,t) p«0?\t+T) 
P P 

ff   GU'X)  G(x';l') R (S/i'.T) did"?' 
qq 

R R 
(9) 

+ lfi%   G(x{l)  G(x;l») RqQ(S,5',T) d5dS(?') 
R S 

+ f I      G(x;?) G(x';5') R^ (S,$',T) dS(?) dS(1) 
s s' 

where, the bar denotes, as before, appropriate time average and q 
is given by the right member of Eq. (4), Q defined by 

Q - n • grad p' on S 

is given by Eq. (8). The quantities such as R   are defined in the same 
manner as R , , . q 

Dependi8gpon the nature of the mean and fluctuating velocity fields, 
one can usually employ reasonable simplifications and approximations in 
evaluating the integrals in Eq. (7) or (9). These will crucially rest on 
the details of the spacial mean velocity gradients and on the intensities 
and correlation lengths of the fluctuations. We shall not enter here 
into a detailed discussion of these aspects. We note, however, that 
much will depend on the Reynolds number in question and the body shape.  In 
utilizing Eq. (8), we should bear in mind that this is a consequence 
of the no-slip condition at the surface. If the mean flow over the 
whole or part of the surface were to be considered as that given by 
inviscid analysis appropriate modification of Eq. (8) should be done. 
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In several problems the contributions from the surface integrals in (7) 
(8) could possibly be shown to be negligible compared to those from the 
volume integrals. 

Case of Two-Dimensional Mean Flow 

We now consider the situation where an infinitely long cylinder of 
constant cross-section is placed in a stream, the mean velocity of which 
far away from the cylinder is normal to the cylinder axis. Although the 
mean flow is two-dimensional, the fluctuating flow in general may be 
three-dimensional. This will depend again on the Reynolds number in 
question, the cross-sectional shape of the cylindrical body, its attitude 
with respect to the stream and the nature of the fluctuations, if any, 
in the stream far away from the body. 

For sake of definiteness and future considerations, let us consider 
a circular cylinder and restrict ourselves to the situation where the 
stream far ahead of the cylinder is free of any inherent turbulence. 
Consequently the fluctuations in the flow arise only from the boundary 
layer past it and the wake behind it. The nature of the boundary layer 
and the wake depends, as is well known, on the value of the Reynolds 
number R  defined by 

e   PV 
R = —— 
e   V 

where d is the diameter of the cylinder and U  is the undisturbed 
stream ahead of the cylinder. Here, we do not enter into a detailed 
description of the various flow patterns which correspond to different 
ranges of R . We shall merely point out the general features that are 
relevant to the determination of G , q , and Q . In this context, 
reference may be made to Kovasznay (1949), and Roshko (1954). 

In the lowest range of R for which the wake of the body is 
unsteady the fluctuating flow field is two-dimensional and the wake 
consists of a regular pattern of vortices originating at some distance 
behind the cylinder and moving downstream. The boundary layer is 
laminar and the seperation may be assumed to be steady. The neighborhood 
of the body is in a practically steady state. In this case we may 
conclude that Q is essentially zero: 

Q a n • grad p' = n • V V - 0 

The terms represented by q (as given by the right member of Eq. 4) are 
all periodic in structure. At slightly higher Reynolds number the wake 
has, in addition to the regular component, a turbulent one which increases 
the tendency for three-dimensionality. However, for moderate values of 
R the correlation length in the axial direction is still large (for 
instance larger than the length of the cylinder in a practical situation) 
and the turbulence in the wake can be assumed homogeneous in that 
direction, in which case R  , R _ , and R^ are two-dimensional. 

qq   qQ       QQ 
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See, for instance, Phillips (1956). Under the conditions described, the 
fluctuation field may be regarded as essentially two-dimensional. Then 

Eq. (7) reduces to 

p'(x\t) = - J'J  g(x;?) q(?;t) d% 
D (If) 

g(x;$ Q(5,t) ds 
-/ 
C 

where D is the two-dimensional domain outside the cylinder, C is the 
circular contour of the cylinder cross-section and 

g(x;5) - J     G(x;|) d;3 (11) 

Note that g is just the two-dimensional Green's function for the 
domain outside circle C and is readily obtainable. Equation (9) 
assumes a corresponding form. 

When the mean flow past an arbitrary cylinder is two-dimensional 
and if the circumstances are such that the fluctuating field may be 
regarded as two-dimensional, the pressure fluctuation will be given by 
a relation of the same form as (10) except now C denotes the contour 
of the cylinder in the plane perpendicular to the axis and g is the 
two-dimensional Green's function associated with that contour. Employing 
the methods of conforms1 transformation one can derive g for this 
case from that obtained for the circle. 

Returning now to the case of the circular cylinder, we observe that 
as the Reynolds number increases further the randomness and the three- 
dimensionality of the flow increase and the turbulence starts to move 
upstream toward the cylinder, and the boundary layer may become turbulent. 
Under these circumstances, the terms composing q may consist of both ran- 
dom and discrete components, anda careful assessment of the possibility of 
neglecting the contributions of the surface integrals in (7) and (9) is 
required. One must now consider the three-dimensional Green's function, 
even though the mean flow is two-dimensional. 

PRESSURE FLUCTUATION ON A CYLINDER 

We now consider the problem of a circular cylinder at low Reynolds 
numbers for which the wake behind the cylinder is two-dimensional and 
the boundary layers over the cylinder surface are laminar.  In such a 
case the pressure fluctuations on the cylinder are entirely due to its 
wake which consists of a regular vortex street. We shall choose 
specifically the case of a Reynolds number of 56 for which the type 
of experimental data required in the present investigation are provided 
by Kovasznay (1949). 
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Kovasznay measured across the wake the magnitude of the mean 

velocity  7  anc* tne intensity of the velocity fluctuations, essentially 
in the direction of the undisturbed main stream, and their phases as 
functions of x  the coordinate along that direction. Based on those 
measurements ana assuming that the measured velocity fluctuation v,' 
was identical with that in the x  direction he expressed it as 

vx'  = cpjCx^x^  cos 2TT [61(x]>) + nt] 

+ cp^Cx^x^  cos 4n [Q2(
xi) + ntJ 

(12) 

where n 
function 
Function 
of x2 . 
x, . 

represents the vortex shedding frequency. The amplitude 
and cr>» vary slowly with x,  but rapidly with x« . 

is an even function 
qv ana yu    vary slowly with x. 
cjv  is an odd function of x« while qu 
Functions e^x.) and 92(

x
2) 

are almost linear functions of 

Now 
member of 

, in expressing the source term q(x.,x2,t) , given by the right 
f Eq. (4), explicitly we note that tne contribution from the 

non-linear term namely v.*v,' - v *v ' is of higher order than that of 
the linear term and that it can thus Jbe neglected. The source term then 
contains only the amplifying effect of the mean gradients; we have 

ov,  dv. 
q(x,t) = - 2p — 

j 
Sx *V - It -JL   —S- v v 

3x, 3x4 
vi j 

We further note the following: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

the component v2 of the mean velocity is at most of the 
same order as the fluctuations, 

that the component v. could be taken as the measured 
magnitude of the mean velocity, 

since measurements show that very near to the cylinder there 
is no fluctuation present, the term Q which is equal to 
n • ^vV on the surface is essentially zero. 

With these considerations in mind it can be shown* that the pressure 
fluctuations as given by Eq. (10) may now be expressed approximately as 

p'<;,t).-2pj;/v7 (i'^v^Aid, 
Ö51ö?2> 

[kdh (13) 

* For details reference should be made to a forthcoming JIA  (Joint 
Institute for Aeroacoustics)  publication 
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«Slt-1-   log|J-?|+±-   los  Ix - S'l   -i   log 
The Green's function is given by 

5j log |Z- || +-2n «»,--,,  2n 

where J' is the inverse point of £ with respect to the circle. 
When x is on the circle C , g takes the simpler form: 

g(S;t - J log |* - ?| - 5; log |s| (14) 

The velocity fluctuation v ' normal to the undisturbed main 
stream is not measured. It coula be calculated using the continuity 
equation and physical considerations on the frequency of the lift and 
drag fluctuations to fix the limits of integrations. 

The domain of integration is chosen as the square:  2^5- £ 12; 
-5 £ 5 £ 5 . This domain includes a complete wavelength, in the 
I  - direction of the dominant frequency and contains the major part of 

the unsteady region in the § -direction. The error involved in 
integrating on this finite domain was shown to be small due to the rapid 
decay of the integrands as the point of integration moves away from the 
cylinder. 

Using Eqs. (12), (13), and (14), and the considerations discussed 
above, we obtain the following expression in the non-dimensional form for the 
pressure fluctuation on the surface of the cylinder: 

12 

- 2 P,(x1,x2,t) « / cos lit  (61+nt) dS1 /(Vl
0l+*lVl-n W  V d*9 

2 .12 ° 5 -l 

+ / cos 417 (82*t> *h] ^1*2+^1*2*2  olf V dh 
0 

12 12 

- / cos 47T (02+nt)d^  / (Ov^+^-y ^ ^) d§ 

where \ 
s f 

m    » 
*l d52 

*2 
■ ,* *2 *h 

(15) 
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a  = 
§2-S2 

(v* 2 

, 2 

/»- 

2hK-h) 
= KH2)3 

y « 
26^ 

h ^s2 

Oj = atSj-Xg, §2-x2) - a(S1-x1, S2+x2) 

a(5rxr 5«>-xo) + a(§i-x 32    2; 1 *!• W 
with similar expressions for ß-, ß2, y., and y. 
dimensionalized by pUn , the distances by d  * 
the velocities by 

*2* ^2* ^2 

0 

/?, the pressure is non- 
tfie time by d/UQ , and 

IL v. Functions ot*,  ß., y,    are odd functions of x2 
while a2, ß2» y2    are even functions of x2 .  This implies that the 
fundamental frequency component of the pressure distribution p' on 
the cylinder is antisymmetric with respect to the x.-axis while the 
double frequency component is symmetric. This is consistent with the 
physical notion that the lift oscillates with the fundamental frequency 
which is the shedding frequency while the drag oscillates with the double 
frequency. Note also that the last term in (15) is independent of x. 
and x~ and has the double frequency. 

The integrations are being carried out numerically. The results, 
however, are not available at the time of writing this paper. They will 
be reported later. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A JET IN A CROSSFLOW 

by 

Ivan A. Camelier* and Krishnamurty Karamcheti** 
Joint Institute for Aeroacoustics 

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Stanford University 

Stanford, California 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the work done so far in the field of jet noise has been related 
particularly with the ase of a free circular jet, that is a jet issuing into 
a medium at rest. Only recently with the prospective use of V/STOL airplanes 
is some interest being directed to the noise radiated from a jet in a cross 
wind. This kind of problem happens when a V/STOL airplane is landing or 
taking off with the lifting jet or fan producing a vertical thrust while the 
airplane is moving with a small horizontal velocity. 

In a recent publication, Cole III (Ref. 1) studied theoretically the in- 
fluence of a cross flow on the noise produced by a jet. The wave equation was 
solved for a moving medium to obtain the intensity of the noise radiated from 
the jet to the far field. As in the case of the free jet noise, the solution 
for which was first given by Lighthill (Ref. 2) in 1952, the noise radiated 

i  " from a jet in a crossflow is also a function of measurable quantities inside 
the jet. Due to the lack of information about the jet in the crossflow, 
Cole III (Ref. 1) used in his analysis some results given in the literature 
for the free jet. Several experimental investigations have been done previ- 
ously for a jet in a crossflow, however, these were not concerned with mea- 
surements directly related to noise production. 

The present study is undertaken to obtain some preliminary data on the 
.( mean flow turbulence structure, and mapping of a high velocity jet issuing 

perpendicularly into a crossflow. The experiment has been performed in the 
7 x 10 foot wind tunnel at NASA-Ames. The investigation has been confined to 
a region close to the jet exit where most of the noise is believed to be pro- 

| duced. Hot wire anemometry has been used for all the measurements of mean 
velocity and turbulent intensity in the plane of symmetry of the jet. The 
jet exit velocity is fixed at a Mach number of 0.6 (Reynolds number of 5.4 x 

f 105), which is high enough to produce measurable levels of radiated noise in 
I the far field. Various different ratios of jet and crossflow speeds [r*o>, 

10, 8, 6, 4] have been used in the experiment. 

;- 

l 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The jet consists of air that comes from a high pressure tank through a 
remotely controlled valve to a settling chamber and then through a convergent 
nozzle to a circular orifice 1.5 inches in diameter on the surface of a wing 
with a symmetric profile. The wing is located inside the test section of the 
7 x 10 foot wind tunnel in such a way that the jet direction is perpendicular 
to the wind tunnel flow. 

Measurements in the jet were made using a DISA constant temperature hot- 

wire anemometer system with specifications as described below. 

One DISA Type 55D01 Constant Temperature Anemometer 

One DISA Type 55D10 Linearizer 

One DISA Type 55D31 Digital Voltmeter 

One DISA Type 55D35 RMS Voltmeter 

The signals from the hot wire system were constantly monitored through a 
Tektronix type 502 Dual Beam Oscilloscope. 

TEST PROCEDURE 

Due to the crossflow the jet is deformed and altered in shape, bending in 
the direction of the wind. Following Keffer (Ref. 3) who gives a complete 
physical description of the interaction, the jet can be divided into three 
arbitrary regions. The first is the source flow region which is characterized 
by the presence of a mixing region surrounding a potential core.  It goes from 
the jet exit up to the point where the potential core finishes. The curvi- 
linear region which starts at the end of the potential core is the region where 
the jet flow is completely developed from the standpoint of the turbulence 
structure and is always changing its direction in a curvilinear trajectory. 
Finally in the far region the jet has the same direction as the mean flow and 
the mixing between the two flows is almost completely accomplished.  Figure 1 
shows a schematic representation of a jet in the crossflow. 

For each value of the ratio r between the jet and the crossflow veloci- 
ties a survey has been made in the source flow region and in the very beginning 
of the curvilinear region. One hot wire with its axis perpendicular to the 
plane of symmetry of the jet was placed at different vertical positions X^. 
For each one of these vertical positions the wire was traversed horizontally 
across the jet along the axis X2 » being stopped at several points X2* . At 
each point X2j , the signal from the hot wire anemometer was passed through 
a linearizer and both the DC and the true RMS components were registered. 
These measurements were then normalized by the DC component of the signal from 
the hot wire located at the center of the jet exit. From these measurements, 
plots of mean velocity and turbulent intensity profiles across the jet for 
several vertical points Xlt were obtained. 
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RESULTS 

From the plots obtained by direct measurement as mentioned before in the 
Test Procedure section, the boundaries of the jet and the limits of the poten- 
tial core were determined for each value of the ratio r . The mean velocity 
is low at the sides of the jet and increases toward the center. Where a po- 
tential core exists the mean velocity profile reaches a mazimum value and stays 
there for some extension X2 in a flat shape. The two points where the mean 
velocity differs by 2~l  of the value of the mean velocity at the flat are chosen 
as determining the front and back edges of the core. 

The limits of the jet were found with a criterion used previously by 
Keffer and Baines (Ref. 4), which defines the edges of the jet as the points 
"where the velocity excess above the external undisturbed flow, (U-Uc), is 
10^ of the maximum excess (U^ - Uc), at a given cross-section". 

Figure 2 shows the mapping of the jet in the source flow region and in 
the beginning of the curvilinear region for the ratios of jet to crossflow 
velocities equal to 10, 8, 6, and 4. 

The size of the potential core has a visible dependence on the ratio r , 
as can be clearly seen in Figure 3 where the curve \\c  * 8 tanh-j^ was drawn 

for comparative purposes only. This variation of size of the potential core 
with the ratio r was also shown by Tratte and Baines (Ref. 5), and Figure 4 
is a reproduction of Figure 3 of Ref. 5 with some joints from the present 
experiment having been included. When comparing the two experiments one should, 
however, keep in mind that in Pratte and Baines work, a very low crossflow 
velocity of 3 fps was kept constant with the  jet velocity being the variable 
for shanging the values of r , and the sizes of the jet diameters used were 
all smaller than the jet diameter used in the present test. Another observation 
pointed out in Ref. 5 is the fact that the length of the potential core varies 
with the size of the jet orifice. 

Figure 5 shows the variation of the ratio X2c'xu » between tne coordi- 
nates of the tip of the potential core, as a function of r .  This figure gives 
an idea of the deflection of the core by the crossflow. Notice that the tip of 
the potential core has a small deflection even for values of r as large as 10 
in contrast with the result pointed out by Keffer and Baines (Ret. 4> that for 
velocity ratios greater than about four the potential core has the tip approx- 
imately above the center of the jet orifice. Again, it should be noLed that 
also in Ref. 4 the value of the crossflow velocity w&s apparently very low 
[Uc • 5 fps, as can be concluded from Figure 1 of the mentioned reference when 
compared to the values used in the present work. 

Jet Axis 

From Figure 
ent values of the 
normalized by X}c 
investigated here 
region, as shown 
investigated the 

2 one can see that the jet centerline is different  for differ- 
ratio r . However, when the coordinates Xj and X2 are 
and X2C respectively, the jet centerline for all values of r 
are apparently reduced to only one curve in the source flow 
in Figure 6.  In a recent work, Chassaing et al. <Ref.6) have 
jet axis in the curvilinear and in the r*r regions.  By using 

values of Xic and X2c taken from Figures 3 and b  of the present report it was 
possible to normalize the jet centerlines corresponding to three different 
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values of the ratio r presented in Ref. 6. 

As can be seen in Figure 7, these centerlines were reduced to only one 
curve which seems to be the continuation, in the curvilinear region, of the 
normalized centerline curve obtained for the scurce flow region.  For r*3.95 
in Ref. 4, the values of Xlc and X >c corresponding to r* 4 were taken for 
normalizing the centerline/ For r = 2.35 in Ref. 4, the values of X^c and X~ 
that brought the centerline to the desired position were those corresponding 
to r*3.2 extrapolated from the results presented in Figures 3 and 5.  In the 
case of r-6.35 the values of X^c and \~>c used were those corresponding to 
r = 5.8 . 

Axial Distribution of Mean Velocity and Turbulent Intensity 

The axial distribution, along the jet centerline and also along the loci 
of the peaks of turbulence in the front and back mixing regions,of the mean 
velocity U and of the turbulent velocity u', both normalized by the jet ve- 
locity at the exit lfi , can be seen in Figures 8 to 11.  One point to notice 
is the increase of turbulent intensity in the mixing region as the ratio r 
decreases. The plot for r - *-> seems to have the highest level of turbulence. 
Also notice that for r* 10 the turbulent intensity is higher in the front 
mixing region for all points investigated.  For values of  r « 8 and 6 (prin- 
cipally for r* 6> the maximum of the turbulent intensity is  sometimes in the 
front mixing region and sometimes in the back mixing region.  Finally for 
r«4 the maximum of the turbulent intensity has changed to the back mixing 
region. 

If in the abscissa of the previous  figures i8 to 11»  Xj is stretched 
X.   tr*5c> 

Ic bv the  ratio     between the    Xi   coordinates  of  the   tip of  the poten- 
Xlc (n l 

tial core for the tree jet and tor the jet in the cross flow, and at the same 

time the aean velocity curve* are replaced bv —  instead oi   -— ♦ *nd 

the turbulent intensity curves are replaced by u' »" 4    c> instead of uVl'i 

only two figures, 12a and 12b, result.  i Observe that in Figures 12a and 12b 
the mean velocity and turbulent intensity in the mixing region correspond to 
the average between the values trots the tront and the back mixing regions- . 
It seems that the axial distribution oi  the modified mean velocity 
I ♦ lc 

can be reduced to ?ust me curve for all values oi  the ratio  r  in- 
• f  "c 
vestigated including the tree jet,  Ehe same is also true : *r the turbulent 
intensity u'   (L'.*l' » except tor  r ■ b  where th« results obtained in a zone 
close to the end of the potential core in both the «.enterline and in the 
mixing region are higher than the values tor  r**   tree Jet), 10, 8, and 4, 

COSTLY! ON 

This  report  was concerned with a  preliminary   investigation ot   the  source 
flow  region  of a   jet   issuing  perpendicular r»   into a cross:low. 

Because  the principal   interest   of   thin work   is  related  to  the  noise  pro- 
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duced by the lifting jet or fan of a V/STOL aircraft, the jet velocity was kept 
constant at a high Mach number, with the cross flow velocity being changed to 
vary the values of the ratio r . However, the results seem to agree rela- 
tively well with those obtained by previous workers who used jets with smaller 
exit velocities. It was lound that :he size of the potential core is a function 
of the ratio r , increasing with the increase of r , approximating the value 
of the size of the core of the free ;et as r -• « . The same conclusion was 
obtained before in Ref. 5 . Although the conclusions are similar, the initial 
rate of change of the core size is higher in the present experiment. Notice 
that in the experiments of Pratte and Baines (Ref. 5), the crossflow was kept 
constant and the jet velocity was changed to vary the values of r . This 
could imply that the potential core is not only a function of the jet diameter 
and of the ratio r , but is also dependent on the jet velocity; this would 
lead to the conclusion that the whole problem of the jet in the crossflow 
depends on r as well as on U« itself. The dependence on U. has never 
been considered before. 

The representation of the jet centerline in the source region for differ- 
ent values of r by just one curve when the coordinates are normalized by the 
coordinates of the tip of the potential core is an evidence that a similarity 
law should exist for the source flow region of a jet in a crossflow. The 
existence of this evidence becomes stronger in the case of the axial distribu- 
tions of the modified mean velocity and turbulent intensity along the center- 
line and along the locus oi turbulence peak in the mixing region.  From 
Figures 12a and 12b it seems that a jet with a velocity Up in a crossflow 
with a velocity Uc, could <>e taken as a free jet with an exit velocity 
Ui+U  .  Further work is needed to completely verify this important implication. 

When the ratio r between the jet and the crossflow velocity is equal to 
6, the turbulence of the jet, normalized by the modified velocity U,+Uc , has 
a different behavior than that observed for other values of r , larger or 
smaller than 6 .  As seen in Figure 12b, the turbulent intensity for r-6 
grows up and peaks, unexpectedly, close to the end of the potential core.  It 
was also observed from Figures 8 to 11, that the turbulent intensity (U'/U.) 
is slightly higher in the front mixing region than in the back mixing region 
for values of r  larger than 6 , the inverse being true for r smaller than 
6 . At r - 8 it looks like some sort of change is just beginning in a very 
mild way, while at r=6 the maximum of turbulence actually jumps from the front 
to the back znixiug region several times as the value of X^ increases. There- 
fore, there seems to be some evidence that the value r = 6 is a kind of turn- 
ing point in the behavior of the turbulence in a jet issuing in a crossflow. 
Much more investigation is clearly needed before any conclusions can be defi- 
nitively reached. 

More measurements are planned for the future. Measurements of the jet 
structure outside the source flow region for r*10, survey of the jet for 
values of r  less than 4 , and measurements of frequency spectra in the source 
flow region for several values of r are in consideration.  For a study of 
what could be happening with the turbulence around r = b a natural suggestion 
would be an investigation of the jet with r ■ 7 and 5 . Measurement of noise 
in the far field for the same values of r considered in this report would 
complete the plans of the present investigation. 
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VORTICITY EFFECTS IN A LARGE ANGLE OBLIQUE JET 
IMPINGEMENT FLOW 

by 

John F.  Fosa 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 

Michigan State University 
East Lansing,   Michigan 48823 

Introduction 

The externally blow flap,   shown schematically in Figure 1, is one of 
the promising boundary layer control and powered lift schemes under con- 
sideration for STOL aircraft.    However,  the well documented significant 
increase in the acoustic noise associated with the impact of the jet on the 
deflecting flaps (see Refs.  1-4) presents a serious problem as regards the 
adoption of this configuration since its operation near population centers 
demands a sufficiently quiet operation of the aircraft.    A multifaceted 
approach to the more precise identification of this problem and the possible 
means to reduce the noise level to a satisfactory value is both appropriate and, 
by means of numerous programs,  is under way at this time.    The work 
reported herein is one aspect of this total effort; the objectives of this study 
are to document and relate the pertinent characteristics of the fluid dynamic 
phenomena to the aerodynamic noise producing character of the impinging 
jet flow.    For this,  the idealized problem of an    axisymmetric jet obliquely 
impinging on a large plane surface at an angle of ir/4 radians was selected, 
see Figure Z.    The purpose of this communication is to present the experi- 
mental data collected in this initial study and to interpret these results as 
regards the acoustic noise producing effects in the flow. 

Background 

The mean flow character of the shallow angle jet impingement flow 
field has been extensively documented and interpreted by Foss and Kleis [5], 
In this,  vorticity effects are shown to be quite important for the mechanics 
which govern the motion.    That is,   azimuthal vorticity of the approach jet 
is responsible for the maintenance of the basically circular character of the 
flow field isotachs except in the region near the plate where the vortex 
stretching and the flux of vorticity through the surface of the impact plate 
result in a concentrated and contra« rotating vortex structure.    These 
features of the flow field,  certain analytical considerations re the vorticity 
dynamics,  and the relationship of these effects to the aerodynamic production 
of acoustic noise in terms of the Powell "vortex sound" [6] theory are 
discussed by Foss [7] in the first volume associated with this annual con- 
ference. 

The essential character of the vortex sound theory is included here 
for reference; the original source is recommended for a complete explication 
including the relationship between the vortex sound concept and the well 
known convected quadrupole representation from Lighthill [8|.   |9|. 

Powell |6j has shown that the similarity between the dipole effect 
(Ap across the surface area s,  which leads to a corresponding mass flux 
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across the plane of the surface) and the circulation I\  which characterises 
the strength of the vortex whose axis forms the contour bounding the area« 
can be used to develop an expression for the far field velocity u(x^ t) as 

A .2    r       i* 
u(xft) = -^4-    V  rs (1) 

4irxc^ dC 

where ca is the ambient speed of sound and * signifies a delayed time.    A 
schematic representation of this relationship is shown in Figure 3.    This ex- 
pression can be used to infer what properties of the vorticity in the oblique jet 
impingement are most important for the noise generation.    It should also be 
noted that arguments similar to those referenced here have been used by 
Hardin [10] to evaluate the acoustic characteristics of the orderly structures 
in the turbulent jets. 

As si*^gested by (1) the contribution to the acoustic noise is from the 
unsteadines    with which the vortex loops change.    (The solenoidal condition 
V o   ^=   V°(Vxv)   =    0   requires that the vorticity appear in closed loops 
or terminate on the boundary of the flow.)   The azimuthal vorticity of the 
approach flow will be distorted by the interaction with the plate and the sur- 
face flux of vorticity will require a modification of the vortex loop structures 
within the jet field.    When viewed from the material coordinates of a portion 
of a given loop,  the first time derivative of Ts can be expected to be large for 
those loops which are elongated by the interaction with the plate and/or for 
those loops in which significant migration of the loop into new fluid occurs. 
The contribution of ujx, t\ comes from the unsteadiness (i.e.,  the magnitude 
of the turbulent fluctuations) with which this occurs.    These effects are 
shown schematically in Figure 4. 

Donaldson and Snedecker (l 1J have also investigated the large angle 
oblique jet impingement flow.    Their work and the present study are compli- 
mentary in that they report limited data for a very wide range of conditions 
including sub and supersonic jet exit velocities,  various length/diameter 
ratios and various impact surface geometries.    A pertinent result from their 
work is that the observed phenomena is weakly dependent upon L/d for L/d>7. 

The next section identifies the experimental equipment and procedures 
used in the present study; the subsequent section presents the velocity and 
pressure data and interprets the behavior of the flow as revealed by these 
results.    The final section interprets the noise producing characteristics in 
terms of the vortex sound theory and the present results. 

The Experimental Program 

Facility 

The essential components of the experimental facility are shown in 
Figure 5.    The surface static pressure and the hot-wire probe signals were 
processed on the T. I.  960 A minicomputer.    (This allowed the calibration of 
the "linearized" anemometer to be stored as a fourth order polynomial in the 
computer memory and the velocity statistics u.   a .  etc..  to be inferred from 
similar mean and mean square voltage signals digitally computed. )   Velocity 
traverses were made under computer control by driving stepping motors 
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L~y. ~z) and orit•nting the probe A$3 with reapect to the mt-an vt:tocity of the 
.wt. _rh~ lattt'"r is acconlplhhed b~·: {l) reading thr average probe reapon•e 
at ~·h. ± ~0. :t l :::,, and 0 dt~grees from the preaumf"d flow dirtoctior,, (l) 
ftttlng thi~ nuv •. • with ~l co~int" !unction at the fllc.•vf'n points (normalized upon 
tJw m~xi~m~m n·adin~} and th!:'\ { \) orit"'nting tht~ probe at the com.J!tllt"d .!!!!_Aft 
flow dt :-t•ctton to rt'CQrd E • E'- and at :t:4S deg ret•5 to allow the u and u u 
valut·!'i to t>t·_iqferred.~~itio~al sa!tware routint-s were uaed to ~ecoveJ t 
ur. u0 • u;. u~ . and uru0• 

. The len~th front the jet clXih to the in1pact plate was seven diameter• 
! L /c! -: l for all tht· data rt~ported :~t·rt"in. The jd diameter was 1. 9 em and 
the )~·t Revnold:o: numbf'r was SxlO. A DISA ~old platt"d probe was used to 
:~;ir.irni:.•· ?itd; :-t• !l.F•Hl~e ~~ffects; it wets tnaintaint'!d parallel to the plate for 
a ~ l t; ~- the r ~· t: t) r d c <! d tt t 4t • 

\'el.:-•city tran·r:"es were ori~inal!y rnade in the n1idplane (0 = O. 11') of 
th: flm~o· field, ~cc Fi~urc 6. From these data. it appeared thd.t z/d ~ 0. 05 
w~alc! be an appropri.:\te plant· to survey the \'elodty field ncar the plate since 
t!;is Wd!-! in th•• rwigbborhnod of the maxitnum velocity fo:- these traverses. 
b r-dro!"pect thil'l was ;1 ~ood choict•. this plant.· is in the neighborhood of thto 
veioci tv tnaxuna fc•r th4_. f"ntir(" !low Ht•ld as rev•~aled bv sele-ctf!d \:ertical 
tr.:iver~es i~ee Fi~urt..• 7~. Tht• latt~r wt-re obtained at ~/d=l and r/d=l at 0::0, 
rr/4, <t/l radian"'. Th~~tu· locations for data acquisition are, of cour~e. only a 
small fraction of that r•~quired for a complete documt"ntation oTthe flow. 
Howr.:•vt·r. tht·v h<'~-.·t.· pn• ... rided thf" ha~i~ for intt'rpretin~ the general character 
o:· tlw ilov.. rH .:t r tht· ?L!tt'. 

F l~~.u·t· "' prt·~H~ts a compositt· plot of th•· nla~nitude and direction of 
~~:~· vdoctt•; !i~·!d ~or '-· d 0. o.:;L Two symn1e~rv pattt."rn8 arc apparent in 
tt:; ~ :i~urt', <:l ~t-t~n<ttHm re-gi0n with a local symnwtry efft•ct is t:.>\tidrnt at the 
locatitln :- :d :) - l and 0 : .,. and the- flow is symmetric about the geomtotric 
i~tt.•r!H•ctinn of tht• j~t .uds and thr- plate Uhe ori~inl !or suHicit'!'ntly lar~e r 
{:- 'd -:o ~). Do~J.ldson and Snedf"cker [ttl notf" thi~ latter ri!ect; their data is 
for r/d: 1~.4. 

!'he su:rf<Ht' ~tati(.· pressur~ rnrasurf"rnc•nts ~upport the notion of a 
;.:a.t syw:~~~.·try p,tttt·rn ami th~ interprf."tation of thil' as the nf"ighborhood o! 

t~ ... <1~;\~r..t~in~' ?oin~. Thr total prt'!Hillrf." fif"'ld ill !!!hown in Figurt> qa and a 
-:-·~"t:lt·d ?lot ,,: th.-. 1naxirnurn pre\Ulur.-. r~gion i!\ ~ivt"n bv F~i~ur«- Qb. The 
><<tl s·.-~n~~;f"t~y pnint of this distributinn is identified as r/d = -0. 89 and 

- a.nc t ~ ~!,:t rio:t·ci on FigtH't" 9b. 

:-\ rctrhr:- -.tnkinl! rt>!tult~ of th•· p:-f'_s.-nt d.1ta that il" not apparent in 
~: .• · •i~H)\if" !io;nre~ t!'< that the harbulf"nc.- l<indic t"nf"rg\4 in the rf"~ion nf'ar th~ 
;<.H•· 1~ not bt~'!t·r th.u, th.:tt which would havt"' exi3!t'"d in tht- J«-t flow in the 
'b!'~nc•· o! tht" ?l.tt... Thi!l can bt" infc~rred by comp.-ring thf' maximum 
~ud••..!.it•r.n~ tn.ten~l!V }.•vel o( the approach flo~· Wtth tht> maximum turbulence 
;,. :d nt"ar ehe pl.at" ir. FtRure 6. A pfltUtibly mor«- reh·vant compari•on 
'"-'ottlt! b~ the rel.ativf' ma(lnitud<es o( thf" vol\lnlt"' intt'"gral O\.'f"J" .a se~tment of 
::-w ·.m~i~turhf"d 3.-t .lmi tn an "'quiv.lllt-nt lrnjlth !llf'(lmPnt tor t.hr !to~· ovt"r the 
:);.1!•·. r:·,.. CT~·: ·!-·l •:·H' n! tt·w axi;;\~fllfl~Ptric tntC$!':""41 WOUld not bf" 
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difficult; the equivalent integral in the three-dimensional flow would be quite 
difficult to accurately evaluate since many traverses like those in Figure 7 
would be required.   An indication of the turbulence intensity level near the 
plate surface is proved by Figure 10. 

The Generation of Acoustic Noise 

The result that there is not a large production of turbulence kinetic 
energy in the impingement flow is,  if not surprising,   at least not incompati- 
ble with the significant acoustic emissions by such a flow.    Specifically, 
since the acoustic noise production is a function of the rather subtle charac- 
teristics of the turbulence field and represents a small fraction of its energy, 
the orienting effects of the plate on the turbulence stress field are the 
apparent cause of the large noise generation.    An alternative explanation is 
suggested by the vortex sound theory and the observed character of the flow. 

By working "backward" from the supposed stagnation point,  the 
approximate location of the stagnation streamline in the approach jet can be 
identified; this is shown in Figure 6.    The ratio of the velocity at this loca- 
tion to the exit velocity at this location is 0. 3; hence it is possible to identify 
Ihe fttream surface of the approach jet that contains the stagnation stream- 
line as "the »0,3 isotach cone. '   This stream surface was qualitatively 
identified in Figure 4 in terms of its relationship to the "reconsitituion" of 
the vorticity loops which are exterior to this stream surface.    This recon- 
stitution leads to large values of d- (Ts)/dt^ if this re constitution partici- 
pates in not only the viscous diffusion effects (as it must) but also the 
generally unsteady character of the turbulent, flow field. 

Based upon these considerations,  the continuing studies of the jet 
impingement flow in our laboratory will focus on the vorticity field in the 
neighborhood of the stagnation point.   Current developments involve a scheme 
to isolate the time varying transverse vorticity u (t) by formulating the 
quantity 

3w 9u. ... 
ut -  JT  ■   äT (2) 

from the "simultaneous" measurement of two adjacent wire pairs.    That is, 
a vertical x-wire to isolate w(t) and 

ds    -    ug(t)    at {*} 

and a vertically spaced pair of horizontal wires to isolate du /dz and the use 
of the T. I.  computer to form the algebraic operations as well as to construct 
the appropriate statistical measures of u will be utilized for this experi- 
mental investigation. 
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Figure 1.    Externally-blown-flap configuration for 
STOL aircraft. 

a.    Side View 

b.    Top View 

Figure I.    Coordinate system and definition of symbols 
for the large angle jet impingement studies. 
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I 

r,6,z coordinate system 
aligned w. r. t.  the jet, 
x, y, z aligned w. r. t.  the 
lathe bed. 

 ► y 

Ay drive (±0,001 in.) 

capacitive 
pressure 
transducer 

hot-wire 
anemometer 
(constant temp 
linearlized) 

r: 

data 
control 
panel 

TI 960 A 
Computer 
with 
A- D Converter 

I 

IBM 1800 
Computer 
with 
A- D Converter 

1 

lathe 
bed 

power supply and 
controller for 
stepping motors 

r 
control 
panel- 
manuel 
position 
control 

position 
control 
signals 

Figure 5.    Schematic of data acquisition facility. 
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Note:   data points art* 
located at each 
0.66 7d. 

Figure  H.    Composite view of the velocity 
field in the plane z/d 0. 05*. 
Conditions  L'd      7,   R     =  4. § x  10  . 
a       45 degrees. 
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0      0 

NOTE:    1 cm      1 inch 
d = 0. 75 inch 

0      * 

u»   Complete «UU set 

Figure 9a.    Surface pressure isobar contours,     a       45 degrees. 
L/d      7,  jet Reynolds number      4. 8 x  10* . 

«pp.     ) K     Katm Contours  represent level curves of  100 r 
pu    V sin a 

lA        ru
2dA/pu~A      .   V      0. 809 taken from [5). 
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NOTE:   8 cm      1 inch 
d      0.75 inch 

S - approximate symmetry 
point for the surface 
isobars 
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Figure ^b.    Kxpanded stale to show detail ot the maximum 
pressure region. 
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MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS OF THE UNSTEADY 
NORMAL FORCE AND PITCHING MOMENT ON AN 
AXIAL FLOW FAN ROTOR BLADE ELEMENT 

by 

Edgar P. Bruce 

Applied Research Laboratory 
Institute for Science and Engineering 

The Pennsylvania State university 
P.O. Box 309 State College, Pa. 16801 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the radiated noise problem has emerged as one of the 
most serious problems associated with the design of axial flow turbomachines. 
Prediction of the noise radiated from a turboaachine is dependent upon a 

knowledge of the fluctuating forces on the blades as discussed by Morfey (1) 
and Bragg and Bridge (2). One of the best known and most widely used methods 
for predicting the fluctuating forces on a turbomachine blade is that of 
Kemp and Sears (3), (4). This method is based on an adaptation of earlier 
work by von Karaan and Sears (5) which defines the fluctuating lift and 
moment on an isolated airfoil subjected to a small sinusoidal velocity 
disturbance in the direction normal to the chord« Horlock (6) analyzed the 
cmne of  velocity perturbations parallel to the chord and combined his results 
with those of Sears (7) to treat the case of a generalized gust. Horlock (8) 
and N-i^Äinr. and Yeh (9) considered the effects of camber and Naumann and Yeh 
produced a series of design chairs which define the variation of unsteady lift 
as s function of blade camber and stagger angle.  Holmes (10) extended these 
results by solving for the pressure distribution and the pitching moment. 
Even with these developments, the theory is inadequate for analysis of the 
flow In a real turbomachine since it applies only for low blade loading and 
no account is taken of the effect on a given blade of fluctuations occurring 
on other blades of the same blade row. 

Sever*! authors, for example Whltehead (11), (12), Mani (13), and Lotz 
and ftaabe (14), have developed analytical methods which account for the 
unsteady effects of  the entire cascade.  Hcwever, these methods permit deter- 
mination of the fluctuating lift only for a cascade of airfoils of one specific 
geometry, i.e., a flat plate, at a selected operating condition (zero 
incidence).  The turbomachlnery designer requires a knowledge of how the 
fluctuating forces and moments vary, both in magnitude and phase, with 
variations in cascade geometry and ope:ating characteristics.  In recently 
published results, Henderson and Itaneshyar (15) and Yeh and Naumann (16) have 
attempted to solve the unsteady cascade problem when postulated in this frame 
of  reference.  Their results, and the extent to which the earlier results, 
i.e., those presented in (3) through (14), represent real turbomachlnery 
flows, have never been subjected to evaluation by direct comparison with 
experimentally determined values of fluctuating forces and moments.  In a 
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closely related study, Henderson (17) has shown, both theoretically and 
experimentally, that the cascade effect on unsteady circulation can be • 
significant under certain conditions. 

i 
The ARL Axial Flow Research Fan (AFRF) was designed specifically to 

provide a capability for detailed research which will define the response of 
axial flow turbomachinery blade elements and/or blade rows to subsonic 
incompressible unsteady flow of the type encountered in practice. The 
facility has a hub radius of 4.75 inches, a hub-to-tip radius ratio of 0.442, 
and was designed to operate in the stagnation pressure ratio range from 1.0 
to 1.1. At present, the facility can be operated with axial velocities up to 
112 ft/sec with test rotor tip speeds up to 320 ft/sec. Hardware has been 
developed which permits generation of non-uniform rotor inflows and testing 
at reduced frequencies from 0.27 to 4.11.  tfie purpose of this paper is to 
describe this facility and the specialized equipment that has been developed 
for use in it, and to present some preliminary unsteady force data. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A Design ratio of maximum axial velocity increment 
to reference axial velocity 

A , A,, A«, ...» A , ...  Fourier coefficients 

B Blade span 
C Blade chord 
d Wire diameter 
X Grid resistance coefficient 
1C-..J. Minimum value of grid resistance coefficient 

M «"«MIN 

N Number of cycles of axial veloci'.y variation per 
circumference 

N Unsteady normal force 
n Summation index (also harmonic number) 
Re Reynolds number based on grid interstitial 

velocity, [VREF/(1 - s)] d p/u 

R Radial location 

R Radial position at blade mid-span 
S Spacing between blades 
s Grid solidity (ratio of blocked area to total 

area) 
t Time 
U Blade rotational velocity 
V Strain gauge output voltage 
V Axial velocity at rotor inlet 

VR Circumferential average value of axial velocity 
at rotor inlet 
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II 

V Axial velocity in annulus far upstream of 
rotor 

W Circumferential average value of relative 
velocity at rotor inlet 

w. Maximum axial velocity increment measured from 

h d 

x Distance from disturbance generating grid to 
_ rotor inlet 
a Circumferential average value of rotor inlet 

angle of attack 
3 Mean value of rotor inlet relative flow angle m 

6 Circumferential position measured in a plane 
normal to the facility centerline, positive for 
counterclockwise rotation when looking forward 

X Stagger angle, the angle between the blade chord 
line and the axial direction 

y Atmospheric viscosity 
v Frequency with which waves pass any point on the 

reference blade 
p Atmospheric density 

<j) Phase angle of n  Fourier component 

to Reduced frequency 

THE ARL AXIAL FLOW RESEARCH FAN 

The ARL Axial Flow Research Fan (18) was designed and built by personnel 
of the Fluids Engineering Unit. The facility became operational in January 
1972, An artist's concept of the AFRF is presented in Figure 1. 

The facility is 19 2/3-feet long and consists of an annular flow passage 
bounded at one end by a bellmouth inlet and at the other end by an exhaust 
throttle. The forward region, from the inlet to a point just upstream of the 
test rotor blade drive motor, is bounded by a 9 1/2-inch diameter cylindrical 
hub surface and a 21 1/2-inch inside diameter cylindrical outer casing. These 
surfaces are tapered to slightly larger diaueters near the downstream end to 
permit housing the 70 HP test rotor drive motor inside the hub and to permit 
connection to the auxiliary fan outer casing. The auxiliary fan is a Joy 
Manufacturing Company Model No. 23 1/4-14-3450 Series 1000 Axivane Fan which 
delivers 15,000 cubic feet of air per minute at a pressure of 3.5 inches of 
water gauge at its nominal operation condition. The auxiliary fan drive motor 
and the 70 HP motor operational characteristics can be independently regulated 
at any speed up to 3400 RPM through the use of two Borg tfarner Model No. 
BW1200 Solid State Adjustable Frequency Drive inverter units. 

With a zero steady lift rotor of the type being used in the initial 
research programs, the auxiliary fan is used to provide the airflow. In 
this mode, two methods are available for final adjustment of the throughflow 
velocity: 1) adjustment of auxiliary fan RPM with fixed throttle setting, or 
2) throttle position adjustment with the auxiliary fan operating at a fixed 
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speed. RPM adjustments are normally used with the throttle In the aft or 
full open position since this yields the highest throughflow velocity for a 
given frequency setting. Six inches of throttle travel is available. 
Throttle position is automatically set by operation of a 225 in-oz torque 
Slo-Syn Type SS250-1027 driving motor which is controlled by a Slo-Syn Preset 
Indexer. With this system, throttle movement can be limited to a step of 0.1 
inch or can be as large as a step of 3.5 inches. 

The two 24-inch long outer casing segments positioned just downstream 
of the bellmouth inlet house the disturbance generating sect.'.on. This 48- 
inch long flow path was provided to permit the development of distorted 
flowfields, generated by placing honeycomb, wire grid, or cylindrical rod 
obstructions at selected positions within the cylindrical annulus, into a 
desired pattern at the rotor inlet. 

The section immediately downstream of the disturbance producing section 
houses I e test rotor-stator stage and is the heart of the AFRF. The outer 
casing of the part of this section forward of the stator housing is free to 
rotate about the AFRF centerline. This segment of outer casing is supported 
by two large bearings. Rotation was initially controlled manually and was 
accomplished by turning a wheel driven worm gear. This feature was provided 
to permit rotation of casing mounted flow surveying probes in the circum- 
ferential direction. This manual system has been replaced by an automated 
system in which the worm gear is driven by a 1800 in-oz torque Slo-Syn Type 
SS1800-1007 motor which is controlled by a Slo-Syn Preset Indexer. Outer 
casing rotation can be adjusted in 0.5 deg increments from a minimum step of 
0.5 deg to a maximum step in excess of 360 deg. 

The AFRF design utilizes split outer casing and hub sections both 
upstream of and downstream of the stator. By interchanging split sections of 
different lengths, it is possible to move the stator blade row axially 
relative to the rotor blade row. Thus, tests with rotor-stator spacings of 
3, 6, 9 or 12 inches are easily achieved. For 6-inch chord blades, these 
dimensions correspond to nondimensional rotor-stator spacings from 1/2 to 2 
blade chord lengths. When the stator is moved, part of the weight of the 
stator system is carried by cylindrical shafts mounted externally on the 
outer casing. The remainder of the weight is carried by a ball-bushing 
system mounted in the hub. 

The components downstream of the stator at present are a 14-channel coin 
silver slip-ring unit, the 70 HP test rotor drive motor, the auxiliary fan, 
and the throttle. The motors and throttle were intentionally located at a 
downstream distance great enough to permit insertion of a silencer just 
downstream of the stator and thus upstream of the noise generating drive 
motors. Ari Industrial Acoustic Company Model No. 22 CL 44 Ccnic-Flow 
Silencer has been purchased for this purpose. An additional silencer of this 
type may be located downstream of the drive motors at a future date. 

SPECIALIZED AFRF HARDWARE 

Three special AFRF hardware items are described In this section. They 
are: 1) the zero mean lift test rotor, 2) the system for measuring rotor 
blade section unsteady normal force and pitching moment, and 3) the 
disturbance generating wire grids. 
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Zero Mean Lift Test Rotor 

The first test rotor fabricated for use in the AFRF is unique in that it 
operates with no head input at design conditions. This feature was incor- 
porated to permit investigation of unsteady flow effects with no steady rotor 
lift. 

The rotor design was based on the relation 

m tan 
-1 

R 

with X = 45 deg at R - R. The blades have a 10% thick uncambered Cl profile 
(19). _The rotor produces zero head input at all operating conditions for 
which V is independent of radius and for which Ü ■ VR at R - R. The rotor can 

be assembled with 2, 3» 4, 6 or 12 blades, each of which has a chord C of 6.0 
inches and a span B of 5.9 inches. Thus, space-chord ratios, S/C , defined at 
the mean radius R of 7.75 inches of 4.06, 2.71, 2.03, 1.35 ?nd 0.68 can be 
tested. The rotor blades are made of aluminum. 

When the rotor is operating at its design condition, the velocity VR is 

controlled by the auxiliary fan RPM setting. The test rotor is driven by the 
70 HP motor - hence control of the test rotor RPM setting is independent of 
the auxiliary fan RPM setting. By increasing the test rotor RPM while making 
minor adjustments to the auxiliary fan RPM setting to maintain VR at a 

constant value it is possible to operate this rotor at preselected incidence 
angles (or angles of attack since the blades have no camber). Thus, the 
effects on unsteady flow quantities of incidence, ranging all the way to stall, 
can be investigated. 

As noted above, the nominal stagger angle at the mean radius is 45 deg. 
The rotor can also be assembled with stagger angles at the mean radius of 35 
or 55 deg by rotating the blades within hub attachment blocks. Operation at 
these stagger angle settings, or at positive incidence angles as described 
above, has the disadvantage of introducing three-dimensional flow effects. 

This rotor has been used by Henderson (17) in a study of the time mean 
total pressure rise associated with operation in a sinusoidally varying inflow. 

System for Measuring Unsteady Normal Force and Pitching Moment 

A system has been developed and is being used to measure rotor blade section 
fluctuating normal force and pitching moment. The major features of this 
system, illustrated in Figure 2, are: 

1) A, 1-inch span blade segment is cantilevered from the 
blade hub at the mid-chord position by means of a 
beam that has the lower portion of its length 
machined as a torque tube and the upper portion of 
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its length machined as a force cube.  The center 
section of the blade segment is located at the 
mean radius. The torque tube and force cube have 
been instrumented using Micro-Measurement 120 Ohm 
Foil Type Precision Strain Gages. 

2) The 1-inch span segment is made of magnesium to 
minimize its mass and m ment of inertia and is 
structurally independent of the rotor blade except 
for the cantilever mount. The aluminum tip portion 
of the blade attaches to posts on the aluminum hub 
section which pass through slots In the instrumented 
section. A minimum clearance of 0.005 inches has 
been soecified for each mating surface for the initial 
measurement attempts. The magnesium segment has been 
mass-balanced to preclude uneven displacement. 

3) Input power and signal transmission lines run from the 
rotor blade through the rotor hub to the hollow rotor 
shaft, downstream through the shaft to a coin silver 
slip-ring unit, and then out through holes drilled in 
the aft support fins. 

The static sensitivities of the force and moment elements o*. this system ate 
0.119 volts/oz and 0.056 volts/in-oz, respectively. The results of d/T\amic 
calibration are shown in Figure 3. In the test program ^uing conducted at 
present, the maximum fundamental frequency to be encounterec will be on the 
order of 130 Hz. This frequency is low enough to avoid compile itions due to 
the measuring system resonance near 200 Hz. 

Disturbance Generating Wire Grids 

Disturbance generating wire grids (20) have been designed to produce one-, 
two-, four-, six-, nine-, twelve-, and fifteen-cycle 20% peak amplitude 
sinusoidal axial velocity variations at the rotor inlet. Based on the mid-span 
radius, a chord length C of 6-inches and an inlet relative flow angle ß of 

45 deg these grids provide a capability to conduct experiments at. reduced 
frequencies u) from 0.27 to 4.11. For this case, u * CN sin B /2R where N is 

the number of cycles of velocity variation per circumference produced by the 
screen. 

The design of the grids was based on the method developed by McCarthy (21). 
This method defines the circumferential variation in grid resistance 
coefficient K required to produce a desired circumferential variation in rotor 
inlet axial velocity V .  If VR VREF#(l+A8i*Ne)whereVREF> is the 

uniform axial velocity in the duct far upstream of th<* grid, then the required 
circumferential variation in resistance coefficient is given by the solution of 

A sln N o - hMLi^L 
(i + x3) 

\- 
1 + 6X 

6X2' 
:] 
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where 

X - (1 + K) 1/2 

and 

1 + 6X 3    A(l + X 3) 
2/3 

6X. 1.02(1 + Xo) 

Xo - « + KMIN> 
1/2 

At any circumferential location, the resistance coefficient is given by 
K « K^  + AK where K^  is associated with the large wire diameter, large 

wire spacing grid used to provide structural support for the assembly, 
required increment in resistance coefficient, AK , is a function of 
circumferential position and is provided by overlay screen segments. 

The 

For operation at Reynolds numbers Re, based on the interstitial velocity 
through the grid V   /(l - s) and wire diameter dt in the range KEF« 

500 < Re < 15,000 the grid resistance coefficient may be related to grid 
solidity s by 

0.78 s 

(1 - s)' 

Detailed discussions of the effect of various parameters on the resistance of 
wire grids are presented by McCarthy (21) and by Cornell (22). 

The rotor inlet veL city fields produced with the disturbance generating 
grids mounted against the centerbody support struts just downstream of the 
AFRF inlet have been measured. The measured flow field characteristics are in 
good agreement with the design values. The flow field produced by the four* 
cycle grid is shown in Figure 4. The measured data have been represented by 
a Fourier series of the form 

I\       w  , 

00 

) A e^
n0 + *n> 

n - 1 
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Comparison of tne magnitudes of the coefficients A provides a good indication 

of the quality of the flow fields* Figure 5 shows the results of Fourier 
analysis of the flow field presented in Figure A and illustrates the high 
degree of success that was achieved in generating rotor inlet velocity fields 
that are dominated by a single harmonic. 

The characteristics of the rotor inlet velocity fields are a function of 
the distance from the rotor inlet to thü grid xG, and of the average axial 

velocity V • The dependence upon x~, is thought to be due to turbulent mixing 

and the dependence upon V is thought to he due to the variation in Reynolds 
K 

number. 

PRESENT RESl'ARCH PROGRAM 

The objective of this program is r.o measure and analyze the unsteady 
normal force and pitching moment on the mid-span segment of a blade of an 
axial flow fan rotor operating in a flow whose axial velocity component varies 
sinusoidally in the circumferential direction.  The program variables are 
reduced frequency, u s 0.27, 0.55, 1.10 and 1.64; blade space-to-chord ratio, 
S/C - 0.68, 1.35 and 2.03; blade stagger angle, X « 35, 45 and 55 deg; and 
blade mean angle of attack, a = 0, 4 and 8 deg. The experimental results are 
being used to provide design information and to assess the validity of 
available theoretical models.  The hardvare described in the preceedlng 
sections of thit> paper is being used in ;he experimental phase of this 
program, 

Theoretical Analyses 

Theoretical estimate» of the unsteady normal force and pitching moment 
are being computed within the range of operational and gecaetric conditions 
outlined above using three different theoretical models—1) the infinite 
cascade model of Henderson and Daneshyar (15), 2) the infinite cascade model 
o;  Whitehead (11), and 3) the isolated airfoil model of Sears (7)  and Horlock 
(6) as summarized and extended by Holmes (10). 

The Henderson-Daneshyar model treats thin two-dimensional airfoils with 
small camber and small angles of incidence and includes the contribution to 
the unsteady normal force on the reference blade due to the presence of the 
other blades.  The cascade ot airfoils is represented by a vortex model with 
a continuous distribution of bound vorticity on the reference blade, a single 
bound vortex located at the quarter-chord point of the remaining blade**, and 
a continuous distribution o(  wake vorticity for ail of the blades. The 
VMtehead model is similar to the Henderson-Daneshyar model except that it 
applies to the case of uncamhered blades at zero incidence and the bound 
vorticity is represented on all blades by a fisite maber of vortices spaced 
at regular intervals alonfe the blade chord. The Sears-Horlock-Holmes Isolated 
airfoil model represents the airfoil and its wake by continuous distributions 
of bound and trailing vorticity, respectively.  The Whitehead model and the 
Sears-Horlock-Holmes model both permit prediction of the unsteady normal force 
and pitching moment. 

>i) > 
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Figure 5. Magnitude of Fourier Coefficients for Four-Cycle Screen 
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Calculations of the unsteady normal force have been completed using the 
Henderson-Daneshyar model for all cases at a - 0 deg, and the calculations 
at a ■ 4 and 8 deg are nearing completion. Calculations, using Whitehead's 
model, of the unsteady noimal force and pitching moment have been completed 
for the X ■ 45 deg cases. All computations of unsteady normal force and 
pitching moment based on the Sears-Horlock-Holues isolated airfoil model 
have been completed. 

Experimental Program 

Measurements of the unsteady normal force and pitching moment have been 
made for all of the X = 45 deg cases. This series of measurements represented 
our first attempt at gathering data of this type; consequently, the results 
are regarded as preliminary at this time. No difficulties were encountered 
in this series of tests in facility operation or in obtaining a strong, 
repeatable signal from the strain gauges at the frequency corresponding to 
the fundamental excitation frequency. 

A typical record of strain gauge output as a function of frequency is 
presented in Figure 6 for a reduced frequency tu of 1.64. This record was 
obtained with the facility operating with U - VR = 67 ft/sec. The 

fundamental excitation frequency for this case is 99 Hz. Examination of the 
results shown in Figure 6 indicates that the gauge output is 15 - 20 dB above 
the background signal at this frequency. 

A preliminary comparison of the measured unsteady normal force amplitude 
and predicted values given by the theoretical cascade model of Henderson and 
Daneshyar and the Sears isolated airfoil theory is presented in Figure 7. 
The "resonant" type variations in the performance predictions based on the 
Henderson-Daneshyar model occur at conditions where the spacing between 
blades S is equal to an integer multiple of the wavelength of the disturbance 
imbedded in the flow field. The measured data for S/C ■ 1.353 and 2.029 is 
in reasonable agreement with the Sears isolated airfoil theory at reduced 
frequencies above 1.0 and with the Henderson-Daneshyar model at all reduced 
frequencies. However, the data for high reduced frequencies with S/C = 0.676 
disagrees with both prediction methods. The major differences between the 
predictions due to the two theoretical models are a difference in force level 
at low reduced frequencies and the presence of the "resonant" conditions in 
the cascade model. 

The tests at X - 45° will be repeated, and the remainder of the program 
described above will be conducted during the Spring of 1974. A modified 
instrumentation system will be used in these experiments which will permit 
a more accurate evaluation of the strain gauge output. 

SUMMARY 

The facility and the special hardware items developed at the ARL for use 
in a study of the unsteady forces and moments developed on an axial flow turbo- 
machine rotor due to operation in a flow field with a sinusoidally varying axial 
velocity component have been described. This equipment is being used in a 
research program in which the reduced frequency, blade stagger angle, blade 
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space-to-chord ratio» and mean angle of incidence are variable. Preliminary 
results have been presented which show reasonable agreement between the 
measured unsteady normal force magnitude and predictions based on existing 
isolated airfoil and cascade theoretical models« 

[The ARL Axial Flow Research Fan was designed and brought to operational 
status under funding supplied by the U. S. Naval Ordnance Systems Command» 
The research program described herein is being funded by Project SQUID under 
Subcontract No, 4965-40. Project SQUID is an Office of Naval Research 
Program, Contract No. N00014-67-A-0226-0005.] 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE UNSTEADY PRESSURE 
DISTRIBUTIONS ON THE BLADES OF AN AXIAL FLOW FAN 

By 

Robert E. Henderson 
Applied Research Laboratory and 
Dept. of Mechanical Engineering 
Pennsylvania State University 

University Park, Pennsylvania 16801 

INTRODUCTION 

A major component in today's technological society is the turbomachine. 
This device experiences continual application in the conversion of rotating 
mechanical energy to fluid energy, a pump or compressor, or in the conversion 
of fluid energy into rotating mechanical energy, a turbine. One of the major 
problems in the employment of a turbomachine is the unsteady pressures, forces 
and moments which are generated on its blades and the excessive noise, vibra- 
tion and performance degradation which can result. Thus, a major effort Jn 
current turbomachinery research is to better understand the generation of 
these unsteady pressures, forces and moments and the development of design 
data which will lead to their reduction in future turbomachinery applica- 
tions. 

For example, in present day high bypass ratio aircraft engines, the ma- 
jor source of noise is that generated by the fan. This noise arises as the 
result of the unsteady pressures (and, hence, lift and moment) on the blades 
due to potential interactions with other blade rows, interactions with the 
wakes from upstream blade rows, inlet flow distortions and inlet turbulence 
[1], [2]*. The prediction of this radiated noise, and its eventual reduction, 
is dependent upon an accurate knowledge of the unsteady response of the 
blades to these interactions [3], [4]. To reduce this source of fan noise, 
it is necessary that the designer be able to predict, with a known level of 
confidence, the unsteady pressures and forces acting on the fan blades as a 
function of the design parameters at his disposal and the known characteris- 
tics of the disturbance. These design parameters include: blade rotational 
speed, blade solidity, blade stagger angle, blade camber, blade thickness 
and spacing between adjacent blade rows. 

To date, there is a lack of such unsteady design data. The reasons for 
this are twofold:  (1) Most available theoretical design analyses represent 
the unsteady response of the turbomachine blades as isolated flat plate air- 
foils, thus ignoring the effects of camber, thickness and solidity, and (2) 
the acute lack of experimental measurements to demonstrate the validity of 
available analyses, and the effects of various design parameters. This pa- 
per describes a program of research directed toward filling these gaps by the 
development of an experimental capability for the measurements of the un- 
steady pressure distributions on a rotating blade as a function of the blade 
geometric parameters. Measurements conducted with this instrumentation will 

*References page 
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be employed to verify a recent unsteady analysis for a moving cascade which, 
when verified, would provide predictions of unsteady design data. Considered 
will be the interaction of an axial flow stage with spatial variations of its 
inflow velocity field, as would be generated by the wakes of upstream blades 
and/or inflow velocity distortions. This type of interaction is shown in 
Figure 1 for a two-dimensional cascade of thin airfoils interacting with a sim- 
ple circumferential variation in axial inflow velocity. For all cases the flow 
is considered to be incompressible* 

UNSTEADY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS IN A STATIONARY, 
 TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASCADE  

While the final goal of this program is the measurement of the unsteady 
pressure distribution on a rotating blade row which interacts with a spatially 
varying inlet flow, an ongoing program employing stationary cascades has pro- 
vided some very pertinent results. This research was conducted in a special 
test apparatus at the SRC Turbomachinery Laboratory (SRC TL), Cambridge Univer- 
sity, Cambridge, England, as a cooperative effort between that laboratory and 
the Applied Research Laboratory (ARL) of the Pennsylvania State University. 

Tue SRC TL test apparatus is a cascade wind tunnel in which the top and 
bottom walls are flexible and can be positioned in a sinusoidal wave form 
which moves along the test section with time. As a result of this "wavy wall" 
motion, the flow through the test section appears as a mean velocity with a 
transverse sinusoidally varying disturbance velocity superimposed.  If an iso- 
lated airfoil were installed in the tunnel, the flow would resemble a Sears [5] 
type gust, but more specifically, the non-convected type described by Kemp [6J. 
The resulting unsteady flow pattern interacting with a cascade of test blades 
is shown schematically in Figure 2. 

The unsteady flow field of Figure I  is not converted with the mean velocity 
W and, therefore, its interaction with the stationary cascade does not repre- 
sent the interaction of a compressor rotor with a spatially varying inflow. How- 
ever, the SRC TL cascade tunnel is a useful device for the development of ex- 
perimental techniques for the measurement of unsteady pressure distributions and 
provides data for comparison with unsteady cascade analyses for non-convected 
gusts. A series of measurements of the unsteady pressure distributions on the 
central airfoil of a stationary cascade with no steady lift, a 45-degree stagger 
angle and two values of space-to-chord ratio have been conducted.  In addition, 
the isolated airfoil experiments of Holmes [7] were repeated. 

To compare these experimental results with an unsteady cascade analysis, 
the unsteady pressure distributions were integrated to give both the magnitude 
and phase of the unsteady lift. The theoretical analysis of Henderson and 
Danesheyar [8] was then altered to give predictions of the unsteady lift in a 
non-convected gust. This analysis assumes the flow to be incompressible and in- 
viscid with the cascade represented by thin, slightly cambered airfoils.  Fi- 
gures 3 and A present comparisons of the experimental and predicted variation of 
the magnitude and phase anp'e of the unsteady lift as a function of reduced fre- 
quency, based on the mean velocity, W p  and space-to-chord ratio. Also shown is 
the case of an isolated airfoil which is equivalent to the problem presented by 
Kemp [6] and Holmes [7]. These measurements, together with the method of data 
analysis and a discussion of the non-convected theory are presented in reference 
[9]. 
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These results, while not simulating the case of a compressor or fan rotor, 
serve a very useful purpose.  In a simplified experimental setup using a sta- 
tionary cascade, methods of data reduction and analysis which are applicable to 
measurements with a rotating blade have been developed. As discussed in [9], 
this includes the use of "phase lock" averaging and on-line computer data reduc- 
tion. In addition, the unsteady cascade effects on the unsteady lift predicted 
by the analysis of reference [8] have been experimentally observed. While exact 
agreement with measurements was not obtained, very satisfactory agreement with 
predicted trends were obtained. This gives credence to tlie analysis of [8] for 
use in developing unsteady design data. 

PROGRAM OF RESEARCH IN ANNULAR CASCADE 

The study of unsteady pressure distributions on the blades of an axial 
flow state was initiated in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, the Penn- 
sylvania State University in September, 1974. This program is being conducted 
in an existing experimental facility, which is termed the Axial Flow Research 
Fan (AFRF) [10], and which was constructed specifically for the study of the 
unsteady response of an axial flow stage. The AFRF shown schematically in 
Figure 5, is located in the Applied Research Laboratory and permits the opera- 
tion of a single stage having large blades, 6.0 inch chord, in different 
spatially varying inflow velocity fields. This program is directed toward the 
measurement of the unsteady pressure distributions on both tue rotor and stator 
of an existing test stage, and complements two other programs which have been, 
or are being conducted in the AFRF. These other programs are concerned with 
the measurement of the total unsteady normal force and moment [11] and the mea- 
surement of the unsteady circulation on the rotating blades of the test stage 
[1?.]. Each of these complemented programs provides measurements of the un- 
steady response of the rotating blade row to different circumferential sinu- 
soidally varying inflow velocity fields, at different blade stagger angles and 
solidities. The current program will also provide measurements of the un- 
steady response of the test stage, but in the form of detailed unsteady pres- 
sure distributions on both the rotor and stator blades. 

The blades in the existing AFRF test stage are designed to operate at zero 
mean angle of Incidence, and hence, with no steady lift. The stator blades are 
similar to the rotor blades but are not twisted. The measurement of the un- 
steady pressure distributions on these blades will be conducted at the blade 
mean-radius, thus approximating a two-dimensional annular cascade. A series of 
miniature, fast response pressure sensors fifed into the blade will be em- 
ployed to obtain the unsteady pressure distributions. This instrumentation is 
described in the following sections. 

Sensor Mounting in Test Blade 

The first step in the development of instrumentation to permit the measure- 
ment of the unsteady pressure distributions on the test blades of the AFRF was 
the selection of a satisfactory pressure sensor.  In light of the size con- 
straints presented by the blades, a Stow Laboratories PITRAN differential pres- 
sure transducer has been selected for use in this program. The PITRAN is a si- 
licon« NPN planar transistor that has its emmiter-base junction mechanically 
coupled to a flexible diaphragm.  The major advantage of the PITRAN over other 
transducers of comparable size is its high-level output signal. The output of 
at least 2.0 volts at the maximum linear pressure is much greater than that 
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obtain*»«! with other transducers«  In addition, the PITRAN has an extreme over- 
load capability, in which overloads of 700 per cent of its linear range can be 
tolerated without damage« This capability is considered important in this pro- 
gram, as the exact magnitude of the unsteady pressures to be experienced on the 
b Ivies 1a  not known. 

The first phase of testing which is to be conducted in the AFRF will con- 
sider a stator blade. This instrumented blade will be mounted downstream of 
the existing rotor and thereby operate in the moving (relative to the stator 
blade) wakes from the rotor« The reason for conducting the initial tests on a 
stator is to eliminate the effects of centrifugal force on the transducer and 
the problems of the transmission of the sensor output signal from the rotating 
to stationary frame of reference. 

Figure 6 shows the arrangement which will be employed for mounting the 
PITRAN transducers in the blade. This arrangement was selected, as it permits 
the simple replacement of a malfunctioning transducer with another transducer. 
It also will permit an interchange of transducers between different test blades. 
The reference, or back pressure, for all of the differential gauges will be ob- 
tained by a common channel or manifold along the chord of the airfoil. This 
manifold will be directed along the span of the blade and out of the stator hub 
to atmospheric pressure.  In the case of the rotor blade which will be evaluated 
at a later time:, the reference will be a pressure applied to the manifold by a 
sealed container which rotates with the blade. The reference manifold will also 
be employed for the passage of the electrical leads from the PITRANs to the out- 
side of the blades. For the rotating blades this system must also Include a 
slip ring unit to get from the rotating to stationary frame of reference. 

The unsteady static pressure will be sensed through static pressure taps 
connecting the surface of the airfoil and the cavity containing the transducer. 
The sizing of this cavity is such as to maintain its Helmhaltz resonating 
frequency well above the maximum anticipated disturbance frequency of 250 hz. 
The pressure on each side of the blade will be sensed by sealing the taps on 
the opposite side with tape or wax. 

Pressure Transducer Dynamic Calibration 

Prior to the acquisition of unsteady pressure distribution measurements on 
the blades of the AFRF, each PITRAN/cavity assembly must be dynamically cali- 
brated to determine its unsteady response to a known unsteady pressure signal. 
This calibration will include the determination of the effects of the cavity en- 
closing the transducer and t'.ie static pressure taps connecting the cavity and 
the blade surface. 

An important part of this calibration i"  the determination of a satisfac- 
tory calibration device.  Initial investigations to determine such a device have 
been conducted and are reported in [13]. This study has resulted in the de- 
velopment of an acoustic coupling device which can generate a very accurately 
known unsteady pressure signal. To date, the calibration of a PITRAN transducer 
with and without an enclosing cavity has been conducted using this device. Prior 
to the calibration of the PITRAN/cavlties shown in Figure 6, the present acous- 
tic coupler must be redesigned to improve a mechanical resonance problem and to 
accept this particular cavity arrangement. This effort is presently in progress. 
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SUMMARY 

A program of research is in progress at the Pennsylvania State university 
to obtain both experimental and theoretical data related to the minimization 
of the unsteady pressures9 forces, and moments on axial flow turbomachinery 
blade row operated at low Mach numbers, A portion of this program is con- 
cerned with the determination of the unsteady pressure distributions on both 
the stationary and rotating blades of an axial flow stage which operates in a 
spatially varying velocity inflow field. This program is presently in progress 
and, thus, a large portion of the material presented here represents a report 
on work in progress. The most significant points of progress to date include: 
(1) The completion of an initial series of experimental measurements of the un- 
steady pressure distributions at Cambridge University on a stationary cascade 
operated in a non-convected gust velocity field. These experiments demon- 
strated the feasibility of conducting such measurements and the procedures to 
be employed in the analysis of data. 
(2) The comparison of experimental values of unsteady lift determined by inte- 
gration of the pressure distributions obtained on the stationary cascade and 
predictions using the theoretical analysis of [8] demonstrate the ability of the 
theoretical analysis to predict the unsteady lift in a cascade. While these 
comparisons were for a non-convected disturbance, the analysis was developed 
for use with convected disturbances such as experienced in aircraft compressors. 
Such an application is intended to provide unsteady cascade design data for use 
in reducing the unsteady interactions experienced in future turbomachines. 
(3) The selection of an unsteady pressure sensor and the design of a mounting 
system to incorporate these sensors into both a stator and rotor blade for the 
Penn State Axial Flow Research Fan. The manufacture of the instrumented stator 
blade is presently in progress. 

After completion of the initial tests with the instrumented stator blade 
operated in the wakes of an upstream rotor scheduled for September, 1974, an in- 
strumented rotor blade will be assembled. The rotor blade will be operated in 
different inflow velocity disturbance flows and at different stagger angles and 
space-chord ratios.  The theoretical analysis of [8] will also be extended to 
permit the prediction of the unsteady pressure distributions on a blade in a 
stationary or moving cascade. 

| [The cooperative research effort between SRC TL and ARL was supported by the 
British Ministry of Defense (Procurement Executive) and NOSC, U. S0 Navy. Tra- 

[ vel monies were provided by a NATO Research Grant. The program employing the 
f Penn State AFRF is supported by a NASA Research Grant.] 
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NOMENCLATURE 

C 

L 

L 

S 

U 

u, 

V vd 
w 

* 

5d 

y 
max 

v 

5 

P 

» 

Chord length (ft) 

Disturbance wavelength (ft) 

Unsteady lift (lbs) 

Spacing (ft) 

Blade rotational velocity (fps) 

Half-amplitude of disturbance velocity parallel to chord (fps) 

Time-averaged axial velocity (fps) 

Half-amplitude of disturbance velocity normal to chord (fps) 

Time-averaged relative velocity (fps) 

Gust Propagation velocity (fps) 

Half-amplitude of axial disturbance velocity (fps) 

Maximum camber (ft) 

Disturbance frequency (cps) 

Stagger angle (deg) 

3 
Mass density (slugs/ft ) 

Phase angle (deg) 

vc 
Reduced frequency based on mean velocity ( « TJJ-) 

m 
Reduced frequency based on propagation velocity ( ■ *■£) vcN 

Subscripts 

d Disturbance 

m Mean 
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TIME-DEPENDENT THRUST GENERATED BY A 
PROPELLER OPERATING IN A TURBULENT INFLOV 

By 

Donald E. Thompson 
Applied Research Laboratory 

State College, Pennsylvania 16801 

INTRODUCTION 

The blades of both marine and aircraft propulsors can operate in both a 
spatially varying steady inflow and a turbulent inflow. For instance, the 
rotor blades of an aircraft propulsor operate in the wakes shed by upstream 
guide vanes, support struts, or stator blades. These wakes introduce spatial 
variations in the steady velocity and turbulence due to the shed wakes. 

Due to these variations in velocity, the local angle of attack of the 
blades vary with time and the local blade pressures vary with time. As a 
consequence of these time-dependent pressures, sound is radiated from the 
propulsor.  In addition, blade vibrations result and time-dependent forces 
and moments are exerted on the rotor drive shaft. Each of these results in 
undesirable conditions and, therefore, has been the subject of much research. 

The emphasis of the present investigation is on the response of propellers 
to turbulent inflows. The time-dependent thrust generated by a propeller 
due to operation in turbulent inflows with various length scales and inten- 
sities was measured. The resulting time-dependent thrust spectra are compared 
to the spectra predicted by several theories. Results show that blade-to-blade 
lift correlations are important for predicting the spectra levels and the 
peaking of the spectra at blade passing frequency and multiples. 

Theoretical Considerations 

It is desired to determine the spectrum of the time-dependent thrust 
generated by a given propulsor due to operation in a given turbulent inflow. 
An approach very similar to that employed by Sevik [1] has been used in the 
present investigation. 

The quantities involved are tensors, consequently, the index notation 
is used. Directions are denoted by superscripts and subscripts denote elements 

o 
of the propulsor involved. For example, ^(T1) denotes the component of the 

fluctuating velocity at time Tf in the direction ß of the rotating reference 

frame, Figure 1, at the element k. Also, F.rCt.T1) denotes the aerodynamic 

force acting on the i  element in the direction a at the instant of time t 
caused by the velocity fluctuation of unit magnitude in the direction ß to 

to which the k  element was subjected at the instant of time T1. 
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Consider the propulsor blades to be subdivided into an arbitrarily large 

number of spanwise elements and consider a typical element located at r., as 

shown in Figure 1. The fluctuating aerodynamic forces acting on the various 
surface elements are interdependent by virtue of induction effects, as well as 
by virtue of spatial and temporal correlation of the turbulent velocity 

ct 
fluctuations. Neglecting higher order terms, the lift force, £.(t), on the 

i  element at time t in the direction a is given by 

#t> ij(t) uJ(t-T>dT (1) 

where the aerodynamic force tensor is time invariant, 

a,ß « 1,2,3  ; 
i,k - 1,2,...,m ; 

and T1 < t 

The total force acting on the propulsor is obtained by summing the forces 
acting on each individual blade element, 

m 
La(t) « ±lx  £°<t> (2) 

.OL 
Since L (t) is a random function, a statistical, approach must be employed. 

In this particular application, the correlation tensor <L (t) L (t+T)> and its 
Fourier transform are of importance. The random processes are assumed to 
be stationary and ergodic in forming average values of the forces and fluid 
velocities. 

In terms of the velocity correlation tensor RIL(T-T2+TI) for the points 

located at 7. and 7 , the cross-correlation tensor of the forces becomes, 
k    r' 

*f i(T)") Fik(Ti)dTi J v*2>*T2 «£<T-Tm> •        o) 

The spectrum tensor of the force fluctuations is then obtained as the 
Fourier transform of the cross-correlation tensor of the forces, 

^«■i 
.aß .  v -UJTj 
*H (T)e   dT 

o  1 J 
(4) 
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Taking the Fourier transform of equation (3) results in 

{K^(U))}* {HJJ(W)} G^(W) . (5) 

where G7 (a)) is the spectrum tensor of the velocity fluctuations and where 

H((JO) is the aerodynamic frequency response function and where * denotes the 
complex conjugate of this quantity. 

Equation (5) is the spectrum tensor of the force fluctuations in terms 
of the aerodynamic frequency response function and the spectrum tensor of 
the velocity fluctuations as derived by Sevik [1]. The application of this 
equation requires choosing an appropriate aerodynimic frequency response 
function which is consistent with the given propuisor and velocity fluctuations. 
In addition, the spectrum tensor of the velocity fluctuations must be determined, 

Application to a Propuisor 

A brief description of the approach taken by Sevik [1] will be given 
followed by the new approach taken in this paper. 

Sevik [1] considered a propeller of low solidity with blades of high 
aspect ratio operating in a homogeneous, Isotropie turbulent flow. Fir this 
type of flow, the velocity correlation tensor can be expressed in terms of 
the distance £ between two points in the flow field and the mean square 

value of the velocity fluctuations u as follows: 

-2© 1 
u .LtVM+(J(„+Itfi)^ (6) 

where 6 is the Kronecker delta and f is the coefficient of longitudinal 
correlation. The coefficient of longitudinal correlation, as measured by 
Stewart and Townsend [2], is shown in Figure 2. An approximate expression 

f(r) 

_r 
A (7) 

where A is the integral scale of the turbulence has been used by Sevik [1]. 
This approximation is shown in Figure 2. 

The aerodynamic frequency response function employed is that given by 
Seais [3], as follows: 

HjCu) - 2irpV bj {C(kj)[Jo(kj)-t J^kj)] + i  J1(kj)}6Rj (8) 
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Figure 2: Correlation Curve for Isotropie Turbulence 
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where V is the resultant velocity at the j  element of the propeller, J 

and J. are Bessel functions, C(k) is Theodorsen's function, and k. ■ u)b./V. 

is the reduced frequency. 

Using the relationships given by equations (6), (7), and (8) in 
equation (5) permits the calculation of the response of a propulsor to 
turbuleuce by numerical means. Sevik [1], however, by making certain 
approximations and assumptions was able to obtain relatively simple 
expressions for the RMS thrust coefficient and the spectrum tensor of the 
thrust fluctuations. These approximations and assumptions are as follows: 

1. The axis of rotation of the propeller is colinear 
with the free-stream velocity vector. 

2. The resultant velocity and chord of the various 
propeller elements may be represented by those of 
a single "typical section" located at some fraction 
of the blade span. 

3. The velocity correlation tensor is approximated by 

»gfe> ■ *"h «2<v> (9) 

where q is the distance between the elements k and r oi the propeller. 

Using the equations (6), (7), (8), and (9) in equation (5), Sevik [1] 
has derived on expression for the spectrum tensor of the fluctuating thrust: 

GU(w) - Z    I    {H* (OJ) H.(u>) cos2ß. cos2ß, G^(u)) 

+ i H* (Gü) H.(w) sin 2$±  sin 2ß G22(ü))}  , (10) 

where 

c>> ■ *. 
C /A x 

(C /A)2 + u)2 x 

. 1 
A 

and 

/,22 ,  x  2u 
Gij (W) " — 

Cx/A 
►        * «♦i 

""(Cx/A)2 - a)2   n 

L(CX/A)2^2 J (Cx/A)2 + u2 

. 1 
e  A 

The angle 8 is that between the resultant velocity vector and the direction 
of rotation and is given by 
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The "typical section" concept mentioned In the second assumption above 
Is now employed with respect to the aerodynamic frequency response functions 

- * 
Ht(u)) H <w) - H^w) H^w) - 1^(41)1 

(2TTPVTbT)' U)b 
1 + 2TT 

6Rt6R (11) 

VTJ 

where an approximation to Sears* function has been used. 

Substituting equation (11) Into equation (10), Sevik [1] ultimately 
expresses the spectrum of the thrust fluctuations as 

«r> - „<«XW [ f^ (^)(77?)"r)s* 
where  $ ■ — is the flow coefficient 

B * number of rotor blades 

—  - turbulence level in the approach stream. 
Cx 

The function S represents a "correlation area" and is given by 

R 
T 

B2R MJ e drt dr.; Ilt-Ij (13) 

The integration is performed from the hub radius r to the tip radius R. 

The function, as computed by Sevik [1] for propellers having various numbers 
of blades and hub-to-tip ratios, is shown plotted in Figure 3. The variation 
of the total thrust driving the rotor with frequency is given by f(0, as 
follows: 

f(H 
1 + eT n-r 

c + i - r; 

1 ♦ T: 
(U) 
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where F * 
c 

and 

2b 
A 

(i+ -4) 

Equation (12) represents the results obtained by Sevik [1]. He 
proceeded to describe an experiment in which a propeller was operated in a 
turbulent inflow generated by a square mesh grid. The spectrum of the 
resulting fluctuating thrust was measured and compared to that resulting 
from equation (12). The same experimental apparatus and procedure is employed 
in the present paper, so hat details will be presented later. A typical result 
due to Sevik [1] is shown in Figure 4. It is noted that the experimentally 
determined spectrum exhibits a peak whereas the computed spectrum does not. 

It has been shown, Man! [4], that the radiated sound spectrum from 
propulsors operating in a turbulent inflow exhibits peaks centered at 
blade passing frequency and integer multiples. Man! [4] has shown that the 
width of the peaks is related to the ratio of the turbulence length scale 
to the blade spacing. At small values of this ratio, no peaks appear. As 
the value of the ratio is increased, peaks appear and become sharper. This 
peaking of the spectra for large values of length scale to blade spacing is 
due to blade-to-blade correlation of time-dependent lift as a result of the 
fluctuating velocity being correlated. 

An attempt to Incorporate blade-to-blade correlation of time-dependent 
lift into Sevik*s theory is presented in the following. Consider the aerodynamic 
frequency response functions of equation (10). The subscript on this function 
refers to a particular spanwise element of a propeller blade and the summation 
is over all spanwise elements. There is a blade-to-blade phasing associated 
with the aerodynamic response functions which can be written as 

\{u)    Ht(«) e 
Un «j£ (n-m) 

where the h and the I  subscripts now refer to radial locations of elements only 
and the r and m indices refer to circumferential locations of the blades. Also, 
B is the total number of blades and .1 is the rotational speed of the propeller. 
In equation (10) a double summation is used, however, with the new aerodynamic 
frequency response functions a quadruple summation is needed, i.e., over 
h, l,  m and n. Using the new response functions, equation (10) for the 
spectrum tensor of the fluctuating thrust becomes. 
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Figure 3: The "Correlation Area" Function S(R/A) 
From Equation (13) 

N 
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X « .*•. Hfv-  « 

Figure A: Power Spectral Density of the Response of 
a 10-Bladed, 8-inch Diameter Propeller to 
Turbulence Generated by a 4-inch Mesh Grid 
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GU(u) -   E   Z Z   Z      {H£(UJ) H£(OJ) cos2ßh cos23£   <££(<*>) e 

h    Ü m    n 

y   27T  ,       x 

^"E (n"m) 

22, + =- '^((o) H£(OJ)  sin 23h sin 2$£ G*J(w) e 

2TT  ,      N *w jg (n-m) 

} (15) 

Let us now employ Che "typical section" concept,  expressed by equation (11), 
in equation  (15). 

GU(u>)  «  (27TPVTbT)2 

1 + 2TT 
wbT 

till      {[C082ßT  C0826T  G^(U)   + 
h £ m    n 

♦ ^ sin 2BT sin2ßT G22(u>)   ]  e 

•   2TT  ,      . «s (n~m) 

} (16) 

11       22 
Using the definition of G,f (UJ) and G., (u)) from equation (10), aa equation 

similar to equation (12) can be derived as 

«r, . .«« «V ( » J 
1  +  0 

f(r) sT 
R   27TL; 

A*  BP. T. *=?    (17) 

where 

R  2TTUJ 
• » an J 

.   B  B  P  P     ,  a) 2TT ,  x 

- -T±T  E  E  I Z      expU 5 "B (n"m) 
B R  n-1 m«l £-1 h-1 

- £ [r2 ♦ r2 - 2 rerh cos [^ (m-n)]J1/2) ^tyr B iT'h 

The function ST  7 • ""nTT  *8 similar to Sevik's function S(R/A) except 

that the new function includes the effects of blade spacing and is frequency 
dependent. Figures 5 and 6 shows the important features of the function 3^. 

i 

Figure 5 is a plot of S versus u/EQ for various valies of R/A for a 5~biaded 

propeller with a hub-to-tip ratio of 0.25.  It is seen that for a particular 
propeller, i.e. with a given tip radius, as the turbulence length scale increases, 
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Figure 6: The Function S (R/A, 2TWB&) Versus 

w/Bfl for Various Blade Numbers 
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i.e. as R/A decreases, the function S_ has a peak of increasing amplitude 

and width centered at blade passing frequency. Figure 6 is a plot of S 

versus w/Bil for a 5-, and 10-bladed propeller for an R/A of 3.5. For propellers 
having the same radius, the turbulence length scale remains the same for 
each curve. As the blade number is increased, the peaks become sharper 
since the blade spacing-to-turbulence length scale ratify is decreasing. 
Not surprisingly, this is the same phenomenon as observed by Mani [4] for 
the spectrum of radiated sound, and the reason for its occurrence is the 
same. 

Experimental Investigation 

In order to investigate the time-dependent thrust response of propellers 
due to operation in various turbulent inflows, a series of experiments were 
conducted. The experiments werr conducted in the 48-inch diameter water tunnel 
at the Applied Research Labora  y. 

The time-dependent thrust due to operation in various turbulent inflows 
of a 5-bladed propeller was measured. The propeller used had a diameter of 
8 inches. The blades had a span of 3 inches and a constant chord of 1 inch. 
The design static thrust coefficient based on propeller disc area is 0.183, 
and the advance ratio at the design thrust coefficient is 1.17. 

The propeller was mounted in the water tunnel on a dynamometer. The 
housing contained a drive motor and drive shaft. A balance to measure time- 
dependent thrust was constructed internal to the shaft as shown in Figure 7. 
A piezoelectric crystal was used as the sensing element.  It was positioned 
on the shaft centerline and a hemispherical piece of steel was used to transmit 
forces so that bending moment interactions were minimized . 

The signal generated by the piezoelectric crystal had to be transmitted 
through slip rings.  In order to maintain a good signal-to-noise ratio, the 
signaj was conditioned by an MB N400 Line Driver System. This system converts 
the output of a piezoelectric transducer to a form less sensitive to noise. 
By dynamic calibration it was shown that the time-dependent thrust balance 
output is both fiat with frequency over the desired range of frequencies 
and linear with applied force in the thrust direction. Calibration was 
performed in air. 

Measurements of the time-dependent thrust generated by each propeller 
due to operation in turbulent inflows having different length scales and 
intensities were made. A series of square mesh grids composed of round rods 
was used to generate the turbulent inflows to the propellers. Since in 
the theoretical approach the assumption of homogeneous, isotropic turbulence 
has been made, an attempt to generate this type of turbulence was made by 
maintaining the ratio of rod diameter to mesh size of 0.2 and by always 
operating with the grid-to-propeller spacing greater than 20 mesh sizes. Two 
grids were used having mesh sizes of 2» 4, and 6 inches. 
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The length scales and intensities of turbulence, generated by each 
grid which exists in the propeller plane have been investigated by 
Naudascher [5]. He correlates measurements made by a large number of 
investigators. The values of the turbulence integral length scale and 
intensity for each particular grid configuration and free-stream mean velocity 
for which time-dependent thrust measurements were made have been based on the 
work of Naudascher [5]. 

A block diagram of the data acquisition and analysis system is shown in 
Figure 8. The high pass filters, Krohn-Hite, were used to remove the strong 
shaft rate frequency component from the signal. The filtered signal was 
then narrowband, 10 Hz, analyzed with a General Radio Wave Analyzer and 
Level Recorder on site in order to monitor the output. The signal was also 
recorded on magnetic tape for later analysis on a real-time analyzer, 
Federal Scientific Ubiquitous Analyzer. The spectra from the real time 
analyses are those presented here.  Spectra levels were put in terms of 
force by using the calibration curves. 

Measurement of the time-dependent thrust generated by the propeller 
due to operation in turbulent inflows having various length scales and 
intensities were made. For each test the propeller was operated at its 
design advance ratio of J - 1.17 in a free-stream mean velocity or 18 ft/sec. 
The length scale and intensity of the turbulent inflow was varied by using 
different grid sizes and by placing each grid at certain upstream locations 
respectively. 

The measured spectra are compared to predicted spectra based on both 
the original theory due to Sevik [1] and the modified theory as presented 
in the present paper. Typical results are presented in Figures 9 through 11. 

It is shown that the original theory due to Sevik [1] predicts levels 
that are too high compared to those of experiments.  In addition, the original 
theory does not predict a spectrum which has peaks at blade passing frequency, 
as discussed previously. The theory, as developed in the present paper 
predicts both the levels of the spectra fairly accurately and the peaks which 
appear in the experimentally determined spectra. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The theory for the time-dependent thrust response of a propulsor to 
a turbulent inflow developed by Sevik [1] has been modified to include blade- 
to-blade correlation of time-dependent lift. With this modification, the 
spectra of the time-dependent thrust exhibits peaks at blade passing frequency 
and multiples. 

Measurements of the spectra of the time-dependent thrust generated by a 5- 
bladed propeller due to operation in turbulent inflows with various intensities 
and length scales have been made. 
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Figure 8:  Data Acquisition and Reduction System 
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A comparison of the time-dependent thrust spectra as predicted by 
Sevik's [1] theory, the new theory presented in this paper, and as measured 
has been made. This comparison shows that the levels of the measured spectra 
are better predicted by the new theory presented here than by Sevik's [1] 
theory. In addition, the peaks in the measured spectra at blade passing 
frequency are predicted by the theory presented in this paper, whereas, 
Sevik's [1] theory does not. 
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Figure 9: Power Spectral Density of the Time-Dependent 
Thrust Response of a 5-Bladed Propeller» 
u/U » 0.029, A - 1.06 in. 
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Figure 10: Power Spectral Density of the Time-Dependent 
Thrust Response of a 5-Bladed Propeller» 
u/U - 0.025, A - 1.25 in. 

Figure 11: Power Spectral Density of the Time-Dependent 
Thrust Response of a 5-Bladed Propeller, 
u/U - 0.019, A - 1.137 in. 
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RESEARCH ON HELICOPTER-ROTOR NOISE 

by 
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I Noise Field of High-Speed Rotor 

Our research, reported earlier (References 1-3), has led us to the con- 
clusion that the study of such phenomena as "high-speed blade slap", related 
to motion of rotors at substantial Mach numbers, is best carried out in the 
formulation originated by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings (Ref. 4) and applied to 
solid bodies in arbitrary motion by Farassat (Ref. 3).  In this formulation 
the solution of the governing equation, specifically the formula for the sound 
pressure p(x,t) at an arbitrary observer's position x in a fluid-fixed coordi- 
nate system, is obtained by an integration, with respect to time, of contribu- 
tions swept up by a contracting sphere as it collapses at the speed of sound 
c toward its center at x» where it arrives at time t. At every instant T dur- 
ing the collapse of this sphere, these contributions are found by integrating 
over the sphere's surface; the contributions are found wherever the sphere 
passes through disturbed regions of the flow or intersects with the solid 
bodies. This is expressed by Farassat in a formula for p(x,t), valid in the 
far field, consisting of the sum of three definite integrals and four contribu- 
tions that may arise (from "Leibniz terms") at the instants when the contracting 
sphere enters and leaves the body and its shock waves (if any). 

In the work reported at this Symposium, Farassat's general formulas are 
specialized for the following specific situation: 

(a) Reynolds number is assumed to be large, so that viscous effects may 
be neglected (except, of course, for the presence of such gross 
features as circulation and shock waves). 

(b) Solid bodies are slender, so that second-order effects in the flow 
field may be neglected, except for the presence of shock waves. 

(c) The angular velocity of the body, w, is constant. 

Under these assumptions, Farassat's general expression for p(x,t) is much 
simplified. Let us consider first the contributions that are not related to 
shock waves; these are, for observer-positions x in the far field, 

p(x,t) - Ix + I2 (1) 

where 

2 rT2 1 
h * po UN I   7 S(T) dT (2) 

T
l 
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l2   1 
lo * P    /      - jJ v    cote dr dx 2        o r '     r 

2  13 
- /    7^MP0 

v
r + p)cote dr dx (3) 

(Symbols are defined in a table at the end of this paper.) 

The integral I.: The evaluation of I- [Eq.(2)] is purely a matter of kinematics. 

For large r (far field), the surface of the contracting sphere is approximated 
as a plane. Let the x coordinate system have its origin at the center of the 
rotor disk, and let the x. and x? axes lie in the plane of the rotor.  In the 

special case of hovering, of course, the observer may be positioned in the 
plane x« ■ 0 with no loss of generality. The quantity S(i;x,t) is then the 

cross-sectional area intercepted at time x by a plane perpendicular to _r moving 
with speed c toward the observer at x» arriving at the observer's position at 
time t. 

The integral I«: Consider the factor cot0 dr, which appears in both integrals 

of I2 [Eq. (3)]. Referring to Fig. 1, we 

see that the cross-hatched element of 
area is dr, the dotted element of area 
is dr cos6, and dr cot6 is the quotient 
of this element divided by the element 
AR. Thus dr cotO is just the increment 
of cross-sectional area divided by AR 
and, for example, 

6  cot8 dr - -2J (T fixed) 
3R 

There are three terms in I« con- 

taining the factor#cote dr; consider 
first the terms $ v cotö dr and 

o r 
$ v cot6 dr. For a rotor, 

Fig.  1 

(u) x r01 - o>n, (4) 

Consequently, 

vr *  [w x (w x ji)]    - a) r^ 

6 v   cote dr * a) n, -r r    r 1 3R 

(5) 

(6) 
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/ v cote dr - - or -^ (7) 
J  r 3R 

where N^ denotes the moment of Inertia of the intercepted cross-section; viz., 

N * / n9
2 dS (8) 

J  S z 

We also have j>  p cotö dr. By means of the arguments above, we see that 
p cot9dr is equal to the R-component of the pressure force on the element of 
area dr (Fig. 1) divided by AR, so that the integral gives the R-force incre- 
ment on the cross-section per unit R. In the special case of the helicopter 
rotor, where the loading is almost pure lift, the R-force is just a component 
of lift, namely (r^/r) L; thus 

$ p cote dr * — x {lift loading per unit R} (9) 

= — x {lift loading per unit n.} (10) 
rl 

and 

-4 # p cot9 dr « — ~ -r^- {lift loading per unit n,}      (11) 
9R r1 r 3n. 1 Ll '1 v,,l 

Contribution of Shock Waves: The contribution I~ to the far-field pressure at 

x,t due to shock fronts is given in Ref. 3 as 

/6T 

r3 = 
/T" 7" fo  cot* A[-^) do  + 4 £-cot* ATrr dotj      (12) 

Now, a shock front involves a jump AT , where n denotes the normal to 
the front; namely 

AT  - - c2 Ap (13) 
nn 

2 
because pu  + p is conserved across the front. Thus, 

AT  - - cos2^ c2 Ap (14) 

A Numerical Example: To acquire some experience in the use of this technique, 
Mr. W. Pien has carried out calculations of I. and I- for an idealized helicop- 
ter rotor in hover. The characteristics assumed for this rotor are as follows: 

Blade profile: double-circular arc 
Blade diameter/chord ratio: (40 ft)/(l ft) 
Tip Mach numbers: 0.7 and 1.0 

The calculation of I. for an observer in the plane of the disk becomes 
purely kinematic. For various t it is found that the Integration over T 
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involves different intervals characterized by different types of intersections 
of the contracting sphere (plane) and the blade: first the plane intersects 
with the blade tip and trailing edge, then with leading and trailing edges, 
etc. For some values of t, depending on the tip Mach number, an interval 
occurs during which the plane intersects with both blade tips. The numerical 
calculation requires systematic determination of these intervals and, of course, 
different formulas for the contributions (integrands) that result. Construction 
of a simple mechanical model was found to be of assistance to the programmer. 

Some results of Mr. Pien's computations will be presented at the Symposium. 
His complete report will constitute a Master's thesis at Cornell University. 

II Noise Due to Acceleration of a Solid 

The formula for far-field sound pressure [Eq.(l) of the preceding section 
of this report] contains a term explicitly involving the acceleration of the 
body; viz., the first term in the contribution called I-. For a solid body in 
rectilinear motion it becomes 

f2 A v   di 6 cote dv - p   ?2 A ;  i| dx 
i  r r   I o '  r r 8R 

(15) 

It is interesting that this contribution is probably important in most 
cases of rotor noise, since the acceleration component v is appreciable. Sup- 

pose, for example, that a body accelerates uniformly; the term in question is 
then easily identified with the term mentioned by Lighthill (Ref. 5, p. 160). 

It has occurred to us that in cases where the body's velocity is always 
small but its acceleration large, this may easily be' the dominant source of 
noise — as, in fact, Lighthill also suggests. A typical example might be the 
sound of billiard balls colliding, which we believe is often attributed to 
other effects, such as vibration of the balls. 

To verify this idea and to develop an experimental technique that might be 
used with other bodies, such as rotating helicopter blades, Mr. C. Kitaplioglu 
has carried out a series of measurements of acceleration-history of spheres 
set into motion by being struck, together with far-field measurements of the 
resulting sound-pressure signatures. While not professing complete disinterest 
in billiards, Mr. Kitaplioglu discarded the case of two spheres in collision, 
in favor of the case of a sphere struck by a thin rod whose opposite end is 
struck by a hammer — actually by a second ball, for convenience. The set-up 
is sketched in Fig. 2. It has the advantage chat the signature resulting from 
the deceleration of the hammer arrives at the microphone at a distinctly later 
time; thus, if the noise caused by the thin rod is neglected, as seems appro- 
priate when the rod is loaded symmetrically (axially), the signature due to the 
acceleration of the sphere can be identified and compared with the calculated 
prediction of Eq. (15). 
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Hammer 

!. 

Steel Sphere 
2" Dia. (5.08 cm.) 

m. J 

Steel Rod: various cross-sections, 
1-1/2 sphere diameters 
in length. Supported 
on vires. 

Accelerometer 
(B&K 4344) 

Microphone 
(GR 1560-P7) 

Fig. 2 Sketch shoving experimental set-up for simultaneous 
measurement of acceleration and sound-pressure. 

Äs shown, the sphere's acceleration vas measured by a piezo-electric 
accelerometer silver-soldered to the "front" of the sphere. A variety of thin 
steel rods vas used to strike the "back" of the sphere, all 1.5 sphere diameters 
long, but differing in cross-section; viz. 7/64", 11/64", and 1/4" solid squares, 
and a 11/64" hollow square. 

Fig. 3 presents typical osclllograms recorded. The unfiltered acceleration 
record (Fig. 3a,) exhibits considerable high-frequency content, presumably due 
to sphere vibration and accelerometer resonance. The load actually applied to 
the sphere by the steel rod is, of course, unsteady, as elastic waves pass back 
and forth in the rod (Ref. 6); nevertheless, the above-mentioned high-frequency 
content is believed to be extraneous and/or unimportant in determining the 
sound-pressure signature received by the microphone. A filter circuit vas 
therefore Introduced in the accelerometer output, vhich eliminated frequencies 
above about 45 kHz. ""he lover trace in Fig. 3a is the corresponding filtered 
record. This record vas used in connection vith Eq. (15) to calculate the 
pressure signature plotted (solid curve) in Fig. 4. The observed microphone 
record of Fig. 3b is replotted (dashed curve) in Fig. 4 for comparison. 

It is our conclusion that the agreement of computed and measured sound- 
pressure is satisfactory, at least during the first 0.2 msec of the signature. 
The reason for the subsequent substantial disagreement betveen measured and 
calculated pressure before t ^3.3 msec is not known; the sound due to 
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(a) Acceleration 
1 V/cm., 50 usec/cm. 

(b) Sound-pressure 
5 mV/cm., 50 wsec/cm. 

Fig. 3 Typical oscillograms 

deceleration of the hammer is estimated to arrive at the microphone at t ^-3.3 
msec. At any rate, we conclude that the acceleration contribution does indeed 
dominate the signature in the far-field. 

Timctrrsec) 

Fig. A Sound-pressure signature 
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Mr. Kitaplioglu plans to present «ore detailed results In a report of the 
Cornell University School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. 

Ill Noise Due to Randow Blade Loading 

A general method of analysis of noise fron a rotor due to periodic or 
random loadings has been developed (Refs. 10-12). The analysis of noise due 
to inflow turbulence indicates that it is probably the major contributor to 
broadband noise and that some of the noise previously Interpreted as discrete 
tones is also a result of blade-turbulence interactions. 

The noise radiated by a rotor may be conveniently separated into two 
categories according to the type of Fourier spectrum it exhibits. The first 
and often most noticeable noise is discrete frequency radiation consisting of 
pure tones at harmonics of the blade passing frequency. This radiation is 
created by disturbances on the blades which repeat themselves identically with 
every revolution. The second category of noise is broadband radiation cover- 
ing a continuous spectrum of frequencies and created by random disturbances 
whose behavior cannot be described deterministically. The theoretical ground- 
work for rotor noise studies was laid by Gutin [Ref. 7), who successfully pre- 
dicted the magnitude of the tones generated at the first few blade passing 
harmonics by the steady loading (both thrust and torque forces) on a propeller. 
Later experimental results Indicated that such loading could not account for 
the magnitude of higher harmonics observed in the spectrum. Subsequent analyti- 
cal work by Lowson and Ollerhead (Ref. 8), *nd Wright (Ref. 9), convincingly 
demonstrated that a source of higher harmonic discrete tones is unsteady, but 
still periodic, loading on the blades. However, observed rotor-noise spectra 
are not made up of discrete tones but are made up of finite-bandwidth peaks 
and a broadband background. At lower frequencies the peaks are fairly narrow, 
but at higher frequencies the widths cf the peaks begin to overlap, resulting 
in a smooth spectrum shape. Broadband loadings can be generated by the blades' 
passage through a turbulent (and thus randomly varying) velocity field. This 
may be atmospheric turbulence or turbulence due to some upstream obstruction in 
the flow. This is the point of view taken in our present analysis, although 
other broadband source mechanisms are also being investigated. 

When rotor blades interact with turbulent eddies the lower frequencies are 
generated by the interactions with the larger eddies. These large eddies take 
a relatively long time to be convected through the rotor disk. As a result the 
nearly periodic loading due to the interactions of the eddy with the periodic 
blade motion is only slowly modulated by the convection, leading to a narrow- 
band spectrum. On the other hand, the smaller turbulent eddies, which cause 
the high-frequency noise, are convected rapidly through the rotor plane due to 
their small spatial extent. Thus the resulting loading seen by any blade is 
random in nature, leading to a wide-band or smooth spectrum shape at high fre- 
quencies. The details of the analysis have been presented in References 10 and 
12. The general approach will be briefly reviewed below and some applications 
and results will be presented. 

The model is that of an unducted axisymmetric rotor in hover, operating in 
some ambient turbulence pattern, which is assumed given. This pattern is con- 
vected through the rotor face with a mean convection velocity V , resulting 
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from the rotor thrust. For simplicity each blade is initially represented by 
a point acoustic dlpole at radius R . Subsequent modifications are made to 

account for the effects of compressible unsteady aerodynamics and distributed 
loading. The analysis is carried out in coordinates fixed with respect to the 
observer, thus taking account of blade-to-blade correlations in a rigorous 
manner. 

Linearized small-perturbation theory is used throughout. This allows the 
overall problem to be divided into two sub-problems. The first is that of 
determining the radiated noise in terms of the loading experienced by a fixed 
point in the rotor disk. The second problem is the determination of this 
loading in terms of some given turbulence input. 

We model the rotor disk as a localized planar distribution of acoustic 
dipole singularities which are fixed with respect to an observer positioned at 
x. These are switched "on" andf,oif" as dictated by the blades' passage over 
that point. Mathematically, we must solve the equation 

1 3 p 
2  2 

a 3tZ 
o 

V
2
P *j 7 • F 

a 
o 

where F represents a force/volume, and a the undisturbed sound speed. Under 
the usual isentropic and far-field approximations, the time averaged acoustic 
spectrum is obtained: 

< s(r1.f) > . -lL Illi /// d\ < P   (n, - L- i    f) > 
4pa  r i j      o 

where P. .  is the generalized four-dimensional cross-spectral density of the 
LiLJ 

load fluctuations L as viewed in fixed coordinates. These fluctuations are 
then expressed in terms of angle-of-attack variations due to the turbulent 
upwash. Linearized aerodynamics is used, and the influence of horizontal per- 
turbation velocities in the plane of the rotor is neglected. Both are reason- 
able approximations for thin airfoils away from stall. Because of the assumed 
linearity, the thin airfoil response to the mean (harmonic) and random compon- 
ents of the angle of attack may be separated. The turbulence pattern is con- 
vected through the rotor plane with velocity V , which we assume to be constant 
across the disk. We also employ Taylor's hypothesis, i.e., that the turbulence 
pattern remains frozen in the convected reference frame as it passes through 
the rotor. 

Although the analysis can be extended to any turbulent spectrum the 
present results assume a homogeneous Isotropie upwash spectrum of the Dryden 
form. Recently experiments by Hanson (Ref. 13) have shown that inflow turbu- 
lence can be quite anisotroplc due to the distortion of the inlet flow. We 
intend to modify our analysis to account for these effects. 

As discussed in detail in References 10 and 12, it was founc that a 
reasonable approximation to the unsteady, compressible, airfoil lift response 
could be obtained for each turbulent wave number by averaging the chordwise and 
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spanvise wave-number components over a blade revolution and using Osborn's 
compressible extension of the two-dimensional Sears function (Ref. 14). 

For any given wavenumber disturbance it can be shown that the effective 
correlated length of the spanwise loading is of the order of the wavenumber. 
Thus the spanwise loading is modelled as independently radiating, uncorrelated 
strips of this width. It was found that chordwise-loading effects are highly 
directional, having maximum effect in the rotor plane but that these effects 
are not very important for typical helicopter-rotor applications. Thus chord- 
wise-loading effects analysis was not included in our calculations. 

The final expression for < S >, the one-sided acoustic spectrum, for a 
B-bladed rotor with chord c and radius b , at angular velocity ß, in turbulence 
with integral scale A, is 

<Sl> 

3 - 
p a 0 o o ^(yr): TTlTlS k> k) i») 

n„ 

fMZl     I 
*MIN n=n Ü-- 

1 

EINT Ei  ETURB EAERO ESPAN 

where 

'MIN (V /Aß) 
c 1,2 

| + (V2/A.Q) C 

B 

'INT 
o 

\  - J2 (jp/(Vc/Aß)^
Z - (f/n - nB)Z ) 

E
TU RB 

(V /Aß)2 C2 - (f/ft - nB)2 

c  

(1 + 4n2 52)3 

j^yi-Mp) + •jfcoVi-»') 
AERO 

1 +(2ir/l-M2)kT 

'SPAN 
(1 + k b/irc) 

c 
-1 

M , M , and Mt are the rotational, convective, and r.m.s. turbulence Mach o  c     t 
numbers, respectively. £avA is the dimensionless turbulence wave number mag- 
nitude; R,^ and R represent the tip radius and effective radius of rotation of 
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the point dipoles, respectively. The notation nB denotes the BPH nearest 
to f/fl. The range of n is over all integers lying within the given limits, 
k (£) and k (£) are averaged nondimensional turbulent wave numbers. 

This expression has been numerically evaluated for several cases of 
interest. First, however, some simple implications of the analysis are 
evident. The noise scales directly with the turbulence intensity M 2 and 
as the fourth power of the blade Mach number M . Thus for fixed 

°       6 
(V /Aft) the velocity dependence is not the traditional M , unless the turbu- 

lent velocities scale with the blade velocities. This is not the case for the 
inflow of atmospheric turbulence.  It may be the case for a rotor in recir- 
culation, for turbulence from the wakes of other blades (Ref. 15), or in tur- 
bulent tip vortices (Ref. 16). Note also that the radiation does not scale 
with blade loading except, quite indirectly, through its influence on V . 
However, the radiation is proportional to blade-area squared (neglecting un- 
steady aerodynamic effects). This is because turbulent angle-of-attack 
fluctuations give lift fluctuations independent of existing steady loads but 
proportional to blade area. 

The shape of the spectrum can be inferred from simple considerations. 
Assume a turbulence component or "eddy" of size A. For blade velocity V , 
large compared to the convection velocity V , the blade loading fluctu- 
ations due to the turbulent component will occur at a frequency f ^ V /A. 
Including the Doppler effect, this will radiate at acoustic frequencies up to 
f 3rV /A(l-M cosö). As the eddy will be convected through the rotor plane 
with velocity V , the bandwidth Af of the loading and radiation will be approxi- 

c 
mately Af ^ V /A. The spectrum will become smooth when Af is of order of the 
frequency spacing Bft between blade-passing harmonics. Thus the spectrum will 
be smooth for V /A x,   Bfl. Using this as an estimate for A, the frequency at 
which the radiation becomes broadband is 

f ä 
B(V /v )n 

o c 
1 - M 

An overall parameter governing the spectrum is that ajsociated with A of order 
A, the turbulence integral scale. Thus if V /Aß is small, narrow sidebands 
appear at low frequencies, whereas for large   V /Aft the spectrum will be 
smooth everywhere. These considerations are easily extended to anisotropic 
turbulence. 

In comparing the present analysis to experimental measurements several 
difficulties arise. The most important is that many parameters needed for the 
calculations were not measured in the experiments. This forced us to estimate 
quantities such as turbulent intensities, and integral scales.  In addition 
the experiments generally contain other additional noise sources such as steady 
inlet flow distortion, tail rotor noise, etc.  Comparison to the experiments of 
Lowson et al. on a low speed fan (Ref. 16)f to those of Johnson and Katz on a 
full scale helicopter (Ref. 17), and those of Leverton on an inverted rotor 
(Ref. 18) are given in Figures 5 through 7. The values used for the parameters 
in the theory are indicated on the figures. Complete discussions of the compari- 
sons have been given in References 7 and 9. Agreement is quite good considering 
the questionable reliability of the estimated turbulence input data. The theory 
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Figure 5.      Comparison between theory and low speed fan data (Ref.  16). 
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Figure 6.  Comparison between theory and full scale helicopter data 
(Ref. 17). 
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Figure 7.  Comparison between theory and data from inverted rotor on tower 
(Ref. 18). 
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Figure 8.      Effect of turbulent scale and spectrum shape on acoustic spectrum 
envelopes. 
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tends to fall below the experimental data, but this may be ascribed to poor 
modelling of the turbulence,or to additional noise sources at high frequencies. 
It is also true that the absolute levels of the factors accounting for unsteady 
aerodynamics and distributed loading are only order of magnitude estimates. The 
fact that reasonable agreement was obtained with data from both a small low 
speed fan and from fill-scale helicopter rotors operating under quite different 
conditions makes a strong case for inflow turbulence/blade Interaction as a sig- 
nificant source of broadband rotor noise, at least in the low to mid-frequency 
range. In addition the analysis shows that inflow turbulence can result in a 
highly peaked noise spectrum at low frequencies. Thus some of the noise pre- 
viously attributed to discrete tones from periodic loading may actually be due 
to turbulent loading. Indeed, it is difficult to imagine the physical origin 
of any purely harmonic load variation mechanism for a hovering helicopter rotor. 

Our present efforts are directed toward the development of a simplified 
model of the high frequency broadband noise and toward calculating the effects 
of inlet flow distortion on noise due to atmospheric turbulence. We are also 
working toward an analysis of the noise due to self interaction between blade 
tips and their turbulent tip vortices. 

In Reference 10 a study was made of how variations in one or more of the 
operating parameters used as input for the theory would change the predicted 
noise output of a rotor. Such trends serve as guidelines to the design engi- 
neer trying to effect a noise reduction; only the most salient points are 
presented here. 

1. In addition to the major role it plays in determining spectral shape, 
the tone broadening parameter (V /Aft) also influences acoustic levels, the 
broadband noise increasing with Increasing (V /Aft). Since this ratio may be 
written as 

V      MR 
_£ , OTT  -£-£ 
Aft      M A 

o 

one should work toward a lightly-loaded rotor operating in large scale non- 
uniformities (see also 2-5 below). 

2. As can be seen from figure 8, decreasing either the turbulence integral 
scale or the turbulent decay rate at high wave numbers while holding the rotor 
parameters constant leads to increased high frequency noise, as one would 
expect. 

3. For a given thrust level, lowering the rotational Mach number is a very 
efficient way to decrease the radiation as shown in Figure 9. 

4. For a given rotational Mach number, a change in convection Mach number 
(and hence indirectly the thrust) wields much less influence on acoustic levels, 
particularly at high frequencies. 

5. The effects of blade number B and chord c are compared in Figure 10 for 
a constant thrust. 
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Figure 10. Effects of blade number and chord changes at constant thrust on 
acoustic spectrum envelopes. 
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An increase in blade number is often quoted as a means of reducing the 
low frequency BPH Gutin signature. However, this tends to raise the high 
frequency broadband content roughly in proportion to B as more blades are 
present for turbulence induced loads to act upon. 

A decrease in chord length with thrust held constant through a pitch 
increase will lower the low frequency levels, with practically no effect at 
high frequencies; the latter results because of the competing influences of 
blade area effect and unsteady aerodynamics (EAFR0 <* c~* at high frequencies). 
For typical helicopter conditions, this conclusion should be only slightly 
affected by chordwise distributed loading considerations. 

This research was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office, Durham, 
under contract DAHC04-74-C-001. 
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Nomenclature 

a 
0 

speed of sound. 

B blade number. 

b blade span. 

c chord. (Section III) 

c undisturbed speed of sound.(Section I) 

F force/volume. 

t acoustic frequency, Hz. 

k 
h'h integrals, Eqs. (l)-(3), (12). 

acoustic wave number f/a ■ X 
o 

V h averaged reduced aerodynamic frequenci 

M o 
Mc 
Mt 
n ■  (n^n^n^) 

Vj 
P 
r (r1,r2,r3) 

rotational Mach number at effective radius,  2TT£2R /a  . 
o o 

axial convection Mach number, V /a . 
c o 

r.ra.s. turbulence Mach number. 

unit vector normal to surface. 

moment of inertia of intercepted area (Eq. (8)). 

loading cross spectral density. 

pressure 

position vector from arbitrary point to observer's position 
x. 
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£ unit vector j_/r. 

R,R defined by 3/3R - - i±  3/3 r , i.e., derivative in r 
direction (toward observer). When quantity differentiated 
is inside the integral over dft or dr, the symbol R is used; 
when outside»the symbol R. 

RQ effective radius of rotation in point dipole model. 

R^, rotor tip radius. 

<S(x,f)> acoustic spectral density. 

<S (x,f)> one-sided acoustic spectral density, f > o. 

5 area intercepted by intersection of contracting sphere (plane) 
and body. 

t time. 
2 

T., Lighthill's stress tensor, Pu.u. + 6  (p-c p). 

T component of T.. where n * normal to shock front, 
nn ij     — 

u s (u.,u«,u )    fluid velocity. 

v = ^vi»v2'v3^    bodv velocity. 

v component of v in direction of _r. 

v time rate of change of v . 

V axial convection velocity. 

V rotational speed, 2TTüR. 

w vertical component of random turbulent velocity. 

x position vector of observer. 

A( ) jump of quantity ( ) across shock front. 

r,dr r denotes curve of intersection of contracting sphere (plane) 
and body; dr is element of arc length of r. 

n " (n,, n2> 3)   position vector of point of integration. 

6 angle between £ and n (normal to body surface) 

A turbulence integral scale. 

y blade lift inclination angle from vertical. 

y turbulence wave number vector. 

£ dimensionless wave -»umber. 

p fluid density. 

p density of undisturbed fluid. 

a,da a denotes curve of intersection of contracting sphere (plane) 
and shock front; do is element of arc length of a. 

T time (variable of integration). 

T., T2 values of T at which contracting sphere (plane) first enters 
and last leaves the body and/or disturbed flow. 
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T3'T4 

Ü) 

Q,dß 

values of T at which contracting sphere (plane) first enters 
and ^ast leaves the shock front. 

observer elevation angle. 

angle between 9 and normal to shock front 

angular velocity of body 

component of w^perpendicular^to j_ and lying in plane of ^ component or w perpendicular t< 
and jr; thus o>2 «^2 - (r w )2# 

U  denotes surface of contracting sphere (plane) intercepted 
by body or flow; dft denotes element of this area (Part I). 

shaft rotational frequency (Part III). 

I 
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COMPRESSOR AND FAN ROTOR WAKE CHARACTERISTICS 

by ) 

B. Lakshmlnarayana and R. Raj 

Department of Aerospace Engineering 
The Pennsylvania State University 

university Park, Pa. 16802 

ABSTRACT 

The objective of this research is to study, both analytically and 
experimentally, the characteristics of the wake behind a compressor and fan 
rotor. The analytical approach would include the approximate solution of 
the equations of motion as well as numerical solution of coupled equations 
of motion and turbulent energy equation. The former model employs several 
approximations consistant with the physics of the flow through an axial 
compressor or fan blade row. The latter approach, commonly referred to as 
"turbulent field method" utilizes turbulent energy equation (along with the 
mean equations of motion), simplified using assumptions for Reynolds stress, 
pressure velocity correlation and dissipation. The equations will be solved 
numerically. It is anticipated that these solutions will lead to an analy- 
tical model, which includes the rotor flow and blade geometry as well as 
turbulence characteristics of the flow. 

The experiment will be carried out at the exit of a compressor and fan 
rotor using a rotating triaxial probe and conventional probes, mounted on a 
rotating traverse gear operated by two step motors. The experimental pro- 
gram would include the measurement of mean velocities, turbulence quantities 
across the wake at various radial locations and downstream stations. The 
ultimate objective is to provide a rotor wake model, based on theoretical 
analysis and experimental measurements, which the acousticians could use in 
predicting the discrete as well as broadband noise generated in a fan rotor. 
This investigation will also be useful to turbomachinery aerodynamists in 
evaluating the aerodynamic losses, efficiency and optimum spacing between a 
rotor and Stator in turbomachinery. 

This paper is intended to present our method of approach. In addition, 
an attempt will be made to summarize briefly the progress achieved so far. 

INTRODUCTION 

Compressor and fan rotor wakes play a significant role in the study of 
improved blade design, noise generating mechanism and flow induced vibra- 
tions in rotating fluid machinery. Because of the complicated nature of the 
problem, compressor and fan rotor wakes still continue to be one of the 
least understood problems in rotating fluid machinery. The complications 
involved in the analytical and experimental investigations are many. 
Firstly, the flow field behind the rotor is highly three-dimensional and 
turbulent. Secondly, the flow field behind the rotor is a function of a 
number of parameters such as: radial and axial pressure gradients, speed 
of rotation, incidence, solidity, hub/tip ratio, blade geometry, blade 
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outlet angle, free stream turbulence and the distance from the trailing edge. 
Both the boundary layer that develops on a rotating blade and the wakes that 
result from the« are three dimensional in nature. There are centrifugal 
and coriolis forces, which in addition to pressure gradients (especially in 
the radial direction) and viscous forces, make the direction of the flow 
inside the boundary layer and wake different from the flow outside, thus 
forming a three dimensional wak? as shown in Fig. 1. 

till   MATIMf or COMMilMM «OttM «4ftt AN» 

NOrATlOMt   UMS 

Knowledge of the effects of coriolis and centrifugal forces on the mean as 
well as turbulent quantities is an essential prerequisite for the analysis 
of the rotor wake.  In addition, it is essential to know the three dimen- 
sional turbulent boundary layer characteristics at the trailing edge ot the 
rotor blade. Considerable advance has been made in the study of the bound- 
ary layer growth in a rotating channel (References 1 and 2) and "he blade 
(Reference 3). 

Due to rotor wake, the subsequent stator will see time dependent inci- 
dent flow. A knowledge of the mean and turbulence properties in the rotor 
wake is essential not only in predicting the periodic and random unsteadi- 
ness in the stator blade pressures but also the consequent noise generated. 
Thus, an adequate knowledge of the rotor wake characteristics is essential 
not only for the prediction of the aerodynamic and acoustic performance of 
the compressors but also in building more efficient and quieter compressors 
or fans used in jet engine, and propulsors used in underwater application. 

The classical analysis of blade passing frequency (BPF) noise in axial 
flow fans, compressors, and propulsors due to defect in mean velocities is 
well-known. A random source such as turbulence in the wake is suggested as 
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the cause o* the 'fluttering' signal at BPF as opposed to 'steady and pierc- 
ing' signal (4). The sound spectrum due to wake turbulence is likely to 
depend on the kinetic energy, length scale and velocity correlations of the 
turbulence wake. Sofrin and McCann (4) examined the noise due to inlet wakes 
as a function of axial spacing between the rotor and stator. As the axial 
spacing is increased, the customary fall off in noise with spacing is 
noticed, but the fall off leveled off after certain spacing. Upor complete 
removal of the wake, however, the noise dropped off abrlptly. These obser- 
vations by Sofrin and McCann Indicate that the turbulence level in the wake 
has appreciable influence on the sound field. 

Downstream of the trailing edge, a mixing takes place between the wake 
and the free stream flow, and the wake is eventually reenergized through 
turbulent mixing. The loss of energy due to complete mixing represents the 
"mixing loss." The present day analysis used for calculating the wake mix- 
ing loss is based on semi-theoretical expressions derived mainly from iso- 
lated airfoil experiments. Even with this crude model, the mixing losses 
are found to be a considerable percentage of total viscous losses. 

Due to complexity and economic reasons, it is not feasible to study the 
effect of all the parameters o.i which compressors or fan wake depends in a 
compressor or fan setup. However, some of the parameters on which compres- 
sors or fan rotor wakes depend can be easily simulated, theoretically and 
experimentally, in a cascade.  Unfortunately, the literature survey carried 
out on two and three-dimensional wakes indicated that even a tuo-dimensional 
model for predicting the wake characteristics close behind a cascade of 
blades was not yet developed and most aerodynamists and acousticians still 
use the isolated airfoil wake model developed by Sllverstein and Katzoff (5) 
for prediction of mixing losses and noise in compressors. 

Realizing the above stated difficulties an extensive cascade near wake 
study (theoretical and experimental) was undertaken and a cascade near wake 
model was developed for prediction of mean and turbulence quantities (6). 
The cascade study has given a thorough insight into the behavior of struc- 
ture of turbulence in the near, asymmetric wake of a cascade. The concepts 
of self-preservation, variation of eddy viscosity and decay rate of turbu- 
lence quantities were also investigated. The effect of solidity and inci- 
dence on wake centerllne velocity and the pressure gradient was also investi- 
gated. Cascade wake investigation will be very useful and helpful in con- 
structing a theoretical model for the rotating wake. A brief summary of 
this investigation is given in the next section. 

The effect of remaining parameter* such as rotation, curvature, swirl 
and the associated pressure gradient and spanwlse effects, which cannot be 
simulated in a cascade, will have to be investigated in a compressor setup. 
In order to understand the wake development (theoretically and experimentally) 
more clearly, it is essential to carry out similar analytical and experimental 
investigation in a fan or compresacr rotor. This is the objective of the 
research briefly described in this r.aper. The present and future investiga- 
tions is directed towards the development of a rotor blade wake model and to 
study the nature and magnitude of mean velocities and turbulence quantities 
(such as intensity, velocity correlations, length scales etc.) in a rotor 
wake.  In addition, it is proposed to study the rotor wake characteristics 
with different inlet turbulence 1/vels. 
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CASCADE WAKES 

A systematic investigation of the characteristics of the cascade wake 
was carried out and the results are reported in reference 6. The mean 
velocities, turbulence Intensities and stresses across the wake were 
measured at various axial locationa of the cascade at the Applied Research 
Laboratory. These measurements weie repeated at several inlet incidences. 
The important conclusions of this investigation are: 

(a) The wake is asymmetrical and when two different length scales are 
used, one for each side of the wake, mean velocity profiles become symme- 
trical about the wake center line. The mean velocity profiles are of the 

3/2 2 type (1-n  ) , where n * y/L  or y/L , and L  and L  are length scales 

on the suction side and pressure side or the wake respectively. 

(b) The wake edge velocity (U ) changes continuously, giving rise to 

slower decay of wake center line than an isolated aerofoil. The wake center 
line velocity (U ) is well represented by 

C/c-o.o.'P2*1-"' 

where C. is the profile drag coefficient, z is the streamwise distance from 

the trailing edge and m is the exponent in the free stream velocity varia- 

tion (ue „ z"m). 

(d) The width of the wake is given by 

D * bo   , ,-   ,       ,0.58 (2)  m = )..3a (z/c   ♦ : /c) 
r   if*. o 

where b is the wake width, b is the wake width at the trailing edge, c is 

the chord length. Z is the virtual origin. 

(e) The turbulence intensities are found to be higher than those of a 
flat plate wake and the decay in maximum longitudinal turbulence intensity 
is given by 

-0.55 
I     « » 8 U/c ♦ : /c) /-n u max o w/ 

(f) The maximum shear stress at  any location  is given by 

h/plT] =■ Ü.OüS   c  c   ♦  0.05)"  '   " (4) 
'max 
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(g) The effect of solidity and incidence is to change the drag coef- 
ficient and the wake edge velocity and equation 1 thus takes these effects 
into consideration. 

These investigations indicate that the cascade wake is appreciably dif- 
ferent from those of an isolated aerofoil. Equations 1-4 should thus enable 
the acousticians to attempt a better prediction of the unsteady forces and 
the noise generated due to rotor-stator viscid interaction. 

ROTOR WAKE 

As indicated earlier, the rotor wake is three dimensional and the three 
dimensionality induced by coriolis and centrafugal forces, and radial pres- 
sure gradient cannot be simulated in a cascade. Hence we have undertaken a 
systematic study of the rotor wake in a real environment. The mean veloci- 
ties and turbulence properties will be predicted using equations of motion 
in rotating coordinates and the measurements will be taken at the exit of a 
compressor and fan in a rotating (relative) frame of reference. 

Analytical Investigation 

The objective of the analytical investigation is to predict the mean 
properties of the wake at various radial and downstream locations of the 
rotor. The characteristics of the rotor wake is a function of the proper- 
ties of the blade row (solidity, stagger angle, lift coefficient, hub/tip 
ratio etc.) as well as flow properties (Reynolds number, flow coefficient, 
inlet turbulence properties etc.). In addition, the wake characteristics 
is a function of the coordinates, with variation in radial as well as down- 
stream locations. The governing equations, which include all these varia- 
bles, are extremely difficult to solve.  In view of this, it is essential 
to invoke practically realistic assumptions and derive simpler solutions of 
the wake equations. The theoretical solution can then modified and extended 
continuously from the information derived from the measurements. The pre- 
diction scheme can be catagorized, in order of complexity, as follows. 

(a) Approximate Solutions: In this method, the concept of eddy vis- 
cosity is invoked to replace the turbulent shear stress terms by velocity 
gradients. The wake properties, when normalized with respect to character- 
istics velocity and length, can be assumed to be self similar. The simpli- 
fied equations of motion can be solved to provide expressions for the main- 
stream and radial velocity profiles. This is the method adopted in deriv- 
ing a solution for the wake of two types of rotor blades discussed in the 
next section. 

(b) Turbulent field method:  In this method, the closure problem is 
resolved through the introduction of an assumed turbulence equation of state; 
which relates the turbulence quantities to the properties of the mean field. 
Such equations can be "local" or "global" in nature. The 'local* equation 
of state is used in the turbulence field method developed by Bradshaw et al 
(Reference 7). This method is based on the hypothesis that the properties 
of the turbulent fluctuations at a given position are uniquely specified by 
the shear stress profile. Three functions relating the local turbulent 
stress to normal intensity, viscous dissipation and pressure velocity 
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correlations are used to simplify the turbulent kinetic energy equation. 
This equation in combination with three momentum and one continuity equation 
has to be solved simultaneously. Extension of this method to rotating three 
dimensional boundary layer is described in Reference 8. It is proposed to 
pursue this approach to three dimensional rotating wakes. 

In the exact solution pursued by various turbulence groups (e.g. Lumley 
and Nouri - Reference 9), a turbulence dissipation equation is employed. 
This equation in combination with continuity, three momentum and six stress 
equations are solved simultaneously. Enormous computational difficulties 
are encountered in this method. Raj (10) has derived the turbulent dissipa- 
tion equation valid for three dimensional wakes and modeled the rotation 
and curvature terms. The objective is to provide a complete set of consti- 
tutive equations governing the rotor wake flow. It is anticipated that this 
effort will lay an important ground work for the eventual exact solution of 
the rotor wake and boundary layer equations in distant future. 

The analytical solution has been carried out for two types of rotors; 
(a) The rotor in which the downstream external flow has no tangential (rela- 
tive) component, (b) The rotor with staggered blades of large length (or 
radius). A brief description of these two analyses is given below. 

(a) Rotor with zero  - stream relative tangential velocity at the 
exit: 

It should be remarked here that this investigation was undertaken solely 
as a basic step in the eventual analysis of the more generalized rotor wake. 
The authors realize that this is not a practical rotor and the centrifugal 
forces, which are likely to dominate the wake decay characteristics, is not 
present in this configuration. The coriolis forces, which are very small in 
this case, arises due to wake diffusion. Detailed analytical development is 
given in Reference 11. Equations of mean motion and Reynolds stress in rota- 
ting coordinate system is employed. The equations are simplified consider- 
ably due to various assumptions made. The major conclusions of this analysis 
are (See Figure 1 for notations used); 

(1) The decay of the wake defect is given by 

U <U  - U)% z"1/2 
s   2o   Z (5) 

(2) The mean radial velocity is given by, 

Ur = 4> g in) (6) 

Where <J> * ftU £/U , Ü  is the angular velocity of the rotor, i  is the 
s  zo 

characteristic length scale and U is the free stream velocity. It should 
zo 

be noted that the wake defect (U ) is the same as two dimensional cylinder 

or an aerofoil and is not affected by rotation or centrifugal forces. 

Using the assumption that the wake is quasi-homogeneous, two main 
effects of rotation have been found.  (1) The effect of rotation is to redis- 
tribute the energy in the three components of fluctuating velocity. When 
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2    2    2 
there is weak or no rotation, u  > u  > u , where u , u . uware fluctua- »z    r   y       z9    T*    Y 
ting components of velocity in z, r and y directions respectively (Figure 1). 

2    2    2 
When there is large rotation, u  > u  > u . It has also been proved that 

the rotation introduces additional isotropy. 

(b) Wakes of staggered rotor blades: 

A more general case is considered by R. Raj (10) since rotor wake model 
developed in the previous section is valid only for a particular case i.e., 
when the wake leaves the trailing edge of the rotor blade axially. However, 
that is not the case in actual compressors or turbines. In all those cases 
of axial flow turbomachinery where the flow leaves the trailing edge at some 
stagger angle, the velocity distribution in the main stream as well as 
radial direction is affected by the Coriolis forces i.e. there is distor- 
tion of velocity profiles in both of these planes in contrast to previous 
case where the Coriolis forces distort only the velocity distribution in the 
radial plane. 

Equations of motion for a rotor wake in which the flow outlet angle is 
at an angle A to  the axis of rotation can be written in rotating coordi- 
nate system as follows (employing the usual boundary layer approximations - 
see Reference 2 for details and Figure 1 for notations used). 
r direction (Figure 1)' 

3U     3U     3U      j    U 2 
U ^ ♦ U ^ ♦ U 5-^ - sin A — - 2ftU sinX 
r 3r    y 3y    z 3z        r     z 

3T 
i 

y       p 3r   p 3y    . (/) 
- 2ftU cosX = **-— ■*■ - 

Z direction (Figure 1): 

3U 3U 3U 
U    r-i. ♦ U    r-1 + U    --I ♦ 2flU sinX 
r 3r y 3y z 3z r 

(sin X)U U            .  _  4      .   3T ,Qv 
_ '  z r 1_ 3p*      1 z_ (8) 

r p 3z        p 3y 

where U , U , and U are mean velocities in z, r and y directions (Figure 1), 
z  r     y 

The coordinate z is along the flow outlet angle, y is normal to radial direc- 
tion (r) and z axis. T and T are shear stresses in the r and z directions 

*    r     z 

respectively, p is the reduced pressure given by 

p* = ^ - (fl x r) • (ft x r) . 

The following assumptions are now made to simplify the equations of motion 
with a view to construct a simplified wake model to predict the mean axial 
and radial velocity profile. The assumptions are: 
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1. The boundary layer does not separate from the trailing edge and 
the boundary layer thickness (6), the mid radius (R) and the distance (L) 
downstream which the flow is investigated are such that 

6 < < L < < R 

2. The turbulence of the rotor wake is weekly anisotropic and homo- 
geneous such that 

2   2    2     2 
u - u  ~ u  ~ 0(u ) 
y   z    r    v J 

uu ~uu ~uu ~0(u) 
y r   r z   z y 

3. The distance from the trailing edge where the boundary layer approxi- 
mations begin to apply is small. 

4. The choice of the coordinate loads to, 

U  < < U and U . 
y     z    r 

5. It is assumed that hub/tip ratio of the rotor is large so that any 
variation in the radial direction is negligible. 

6. The turbulent stresses can be represented by 
    au 

T = - u u * v- *-£ 
r    y r   T 3y 

3U 
T  = - u U  = V_, x  
z     y z   T 3y 

where v - Eddy viscosity 

Using the above equations, the equations of mean motion (equation 7 and 
8) can be simplified to, 

3U 
U    ~- 21U sinX 

Z   dZ Z 

1 

1 dp* ,      r, 

a2u 
U    »-i + 2ftU sinX =  - -   ffl + vT (—^ 
z 3z     r       p 3z    T v

9 2 

(9) 

(10) 

Equations (9) and (10) are non-linear equations. Therefore only a 
numerical solution is possible.  Since, the wake defect decays to about 60 
to 70 percent in a very short distance (referred to chord length) behind the 
trailing edge (Reference 6), it is possible to apply the far wake approxi- 
mation. Also assuming that the external pressure gradient is impressed on 
the wake flow, 
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if-» 
^.«2ß   ü    sinX 
dr z 

With these assumptions, equations  (9) and (10) reduces to 

1 A no  m      _ ii  ^   ei«!    m M    (  uz ar *2ß (uz  - V sinX " VT (p^ oo 3y 

3U2 
U      7— ♦ 2ß U    sinX 

z    3z r o 

32U 
-V    (-y 

T   ay' 
-) 

Eliminating U    from equation (11) and (12) and writing 

7- 
i ,* it o 

the following equation results. 

[nfj 

"7- y/e        , 

,l2 d\  f      ,21   di^V, 
lus dz2 J lus   dz ^ 

♦ [jfl  In2f" ♦ 2nr']  - [t • 

*IT   di. 
i z 

Xvn 

dz2 

du 

•] tnf] 

4flV 

where u    is the defect in center line velocit s city (Uzo - Uz min). 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The condition of self similarity in longitudinal velocity (U ) profile 

is satisfied only if coefficient of f, nf1, f", n2f'\ nf,M and f"" are con- 
stant. This is a remote possibility in the present form of equation (14). 
However, some simplification can be made at this point. Assume that the 
rotor we are considering is of high solidity i.e. the wake of two adjacent 
blades start interacting. In this case the wake width is constant and is 
equal to blade spacing (S) width. Under such circumstances it is possible 
to consider blade spacing as the characteristic length so that d£/dz«0. This 
situation also corresponds to that of a far wake. Equation (14) with these 
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considerations take the following form 

2 d2u     IV    du 
Lu JT^  r  lU u   dz J r 

s dz        z^ s 

♦ [ 
r4fl2s2 __._2, 

s2U 

j f„M . . [fill  sin^J f. 
U_ 

(15) 

If similarity exists, coefficients of f and f" in the first two terms of 
equation (15) should be constant. Hence 

u - e 
s 

-z/s 

or      VUzoaAle"Z/S 

v  2 

It is evident that G~-) «1. 
Sv 
•zo 

So that equation (15) along with equation (16) can be written as 

(16) 

I f 

^A + 4)) f + Bf" - 0 

4ft2 2    2 Where A and B are constants of order unity and 4> -% [ j—   sin X] 
U 

The solution of equation (17) is 

(17) 

f - A2 cos {[^)
1/2 n } (18) 

Therefore, substituting equations (18) and (16) in (12) we get, 

U   u   (A**) v - Uz S0        

cr - or{ 2Bft(sinx)^}Ars (^VB n) 
z    z 
O     0 

(19) 

Although the analysis is over simplified, it provides very important 
information. 

1. The rate of decay of U is the same as that of velocity defect in 
longitudinal direction. * 

2. Radial velocity profile is a function of longitudinal velocity pro- 
file, speed of rotation, rotor cascade parameters and the turbulence charac- 
teristics. 
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3. The decay law for the rotor wake is much different than that of a 
cascade or isolated airfoil for the same case and is the fastest of the 
three. 

Experimental Program 

The main objective of the experimental program is to measure the mean 
and turbulent properties of the wake of different rotors in a rotating frame 
of reference and establish the profile ad decay laws for the mean and tur- 
bulent properties of the wake. 

Test Facilities 

The experimental program will be carried out at the turbomachinery 
laboratory, Department of Aerospace Engineering and at the Applied Research 
Laboratory, The Pennsylvania State University, The axial flow compressor 
and axial flow fan research facilities to be used in this program are des- 
cribed below. 

The axial flow research fan facility to be used in this program is des- 
cribed by Bruce (Reference 12). This facility has already been used to 
measure the wakes of a twelve bladed rotor operating at zero loading using 
a stationary triaxial probe. The method of measuring the wakes in a sta- 
tionary system is described by Lakshminarayana and Poncet (Reference 13). 
However, some modifications are being done to the facility for measurement 
of the wake in relative rotating coordinate system. 

The major modifications are being done just upstream and downstream the 
rotor. Upstream the rotor a pressure transfer device and a mercury slip ring 
unit is being mounted on the shaft to transfer signals from a relative 
rotating coordinate system to a stationary system -for further processing the 
data. The pressure probe and the three-sensor hot wire probes to be used 
for measurements will be rotating with the speed of the shaft. Downstream of 
the rotor a traversing mechanism will be installed to control the motion of 
the probe in rotation. 

The outer hub diameter of the AFRF rotor is 9.50" and the inner annulus 
diameter is 21.50". The drive unit for the rotor is a 70 horsepower motor 
enclosed in the hub of the AFRF. The speed of the motor can be regulated 
up to 3600 rpm giving a maximum relative tip mach number of 0.338. The flow 
through the facility is controlled by the axial flow fan and the throttle 
arrangement provided at the exit of the facility. Steady lift on the rotor 
can be produced by controlling the relative speed of the fan and the rotor. 
Detailed information on the facility is given in Reference 12. 

A twelve bladed rotor to be used in the test program. The rotor blades 
are symmetrical aerofoils with zero camber. The blade is twisted from hub 
to tip so that the blade has no loading at every radial location. The rotor 
blades have a 10 percent thick, uncambered Cl profile which has the maximum 
thickness at the 33 percent chord point. The blades have a chord of 6 inches 
and a span of 5.9 inches. The stagger angle at the mean radius is 45°. 
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Axial Flow Compressor Facility 

A schematic of the compressor facility is shown in Figure 2. 

«einen 
1.Signal Transfer System    4.Tr«vnrt« Qiar 

2.I.O.V. S.O.O.V. 

9. Compressor Refer e.Compfissor Drive 
Motof 

F(6 2.       AII Al FlIW GOMPlESSta TCST FACILITY 

7.1111 Drlvi 

••Aui.Fan Refer 

».Fen Meter 

tO.Threttlt 

The overall characteristics of the compressor stage, which consists of inlet 
guide vanes, rotor and stator are: 

Hub/tip ratio 0,5 lissign flow 
coefficient 

0.516 

Outer diameter 36 inches 
Design pressure 0.61 
rise coefficient 

The inlet guide vanes are of aluminum casting and has 45 blades. The 
rotor has 21 blades of cast aluminum with tee shaped roots. The hub is 
machined from an aluminum forging. The stator vane construction is similar 
to IGV and has 25 blades. 

The modified compressor facility is highly flexible and could be used 
to study the rotor wake at various inlet levels of turbulence intensity, flow 
coefficient and back pressures (with the use of auxiliary fan at the outlet), 
with and without inlet guide vanes. The stater-rotor spacing can be varied 
to study the interaction effects. The speed of the auxiliary fan and com- 
pressor rotor can be varied independently, thus providing wide range of 
Reynolds number, inlet flow, tip speed, blade loading etc. Most Importantly, 
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the facility has provision to carry out rotating probe measurements at the 
exit of the rotor and blade static pressure measurements. 

An auxiliary fan and corresponding ducting is incorporated into this 
facility. This provides a greater flexibility in the operating range of 
the compressor and also facilitates testing of annular cascades. The selec- 
tion of the auxiliary fan was based on the variables to be investigated and 
the flow losses through the facility. The auxiliary fan chosen is an axial 
type with variable blade pitch, providing a pressure rise of up to 5 inches 
of water. The auxiliary fan (Figure 2) is driven by a fixed speed 40HP 
motor. 

The compressor drive is a 50HP variable speed motor, whose speed can be 
varied continuously from 175RPM to 1695RPM. The belting will be housed 
inside streamlined supports spanning the annulus. 

A detailed aerodynamic analysis was carried out to determine the blade 
element performance with and without inlet guide vanes. It is concluded 
that the blades near the tip would stall at a flow coefficient of 0.516, 
without IGV. Several trial calculations have indicated that, at a flow 
coefficient of 0.612, the rotor can be operated without stall for both the 
geometries (with and without IGV). A three-dimensional calculation, using 
the streamline curvature method, is underway to determine the accuracy of 
these two-dimensional calculations. 

Traversing Mechanism 

Two types of traversing mechanisms have been developed for carrying out 
measurements in a rotating frame of reference. The first one is described 
by Anand and Lakshminarayana (Reference 2). 

The second type of trav ersing mechanism available was built for this 
project at the Applied Research Laboratory for the measurement of rotor 
wake. It consists of more than 100 parts and can provide four degrees of 
freedom, two manual and two automated, as follows. 

i) motion of the probe about its own axis 

ii) motion of the probe along the circumference 

iii) motion of the probe along the radius 

iv) motion of the probe along the axis of the shaft. 

The first two degrees of freedom of movement can be realized in rota- 
tion and are controlled by the two remotely controlled step motors. The 
remaining two are realized manually. The traversing mechanism is at present 
being balanced only for three-degrees of freedom of which only one can be 
realized in rotation due to complications involved in the balancing. How- 
ever, at a later date, the second degree of freedom in rotation will also 
be realized. 
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The probes to be employed in this program are; 

(a) A triaxial hot wire probe. The probe to be used for the rotor 
wake measurements is similar to the one used for the measurement of mean 
velocities and turbulence quantities in a rotor channel (Reference 8). The 
hot wire equations developed in reference 8 are being modified to include 

the second order terms. 

(b) A Kiel probe for measuring the total pressure. 

(c) A spherical static pressure probe for the measurement of static 

pressure in the wake. 

The Method 

The wake will be surveyed at several radii and at several stations 
downstream using both the conventional probes and the hot wire probes. The 
measurements from the conventional probes (Kiel probe and static pressure 
probe) will be transferred through a pressure transfer device to a manometer 
or a transducer to derive the static pressure and stagnation pressure at 
various locations. Thr triple sensor hot wire probe will be used for the 
measurement of mean velocity and turbulence quantities such a~ intensity and 
shear stress. A schematic of the instrumentation to be used is shown in 

Figure 3. 

Trt Axial 
«et Wir« Prot* 

Clti'»ir«l«i j 
Voltwwr 1 

Fig. 3 Block Diagram of Turbulence Instrumentation for Mean Velocity, 
Turbulence Intensity and Shear Stresses 
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The output voltages consisting of three mean voltages (E , E . E ), rms 
2   2   2        z  /  r    

values of fluctuating voltages (e. , et , e_ ) and correlations (e e , e e , 
^^^^^ z   y   r • y      r Z 
e e ) will thus be used In the hot wire equations to derive the three mean 

velocities, turbulence Intensity and correlations in r, z and y directions. 
The method Is similar to that described in reference 8, vith modifications 
to Include the second order terms in the hot wire equation. 

Preliminary Measurements 

Some preliminary measurements of the wake at the exit of the twelve 
blade rotor in the axial flow research fan using the method developed in 
reference 13 have been completed. The data is being processed to derive the 
wake characteristics. 

1.0 

TD   0.04 

N * design speed 

TD - RMS value of 

disturbance level 
(including wake 
defect and turbu- 
lence fluctuation) 
normalized with 
respect to time 
averaged velocity. 

Figure 4: 

0.8 

Variation of overall disturbance level (TD) with distance 
downstream and the speed of rotation 

A single sensor probe was used to measure the overall disturbance level 
(turbulence and wake defect) at the exit of the rotor. The results are 
plotted in Figure 4. The rotor speed was varied to detenriru? the effect of 
rotation on the overall disturbance level. As indicated in Figure 4, it is 
clear that the overall disturbance level is independent of the rotor speed. 
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SOME RESEARCH ON HELICOPTER ROTOR NOISE 
THICKNESS AND ROTATIONAL NOISE 

by 

F. Farassat 
Joint Institute for Acoustics and Flight Sciences 

NASA-Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 

ABSTRACT 

Thickness noise from a helicopter rotor appears to be signi- 
ficant in a forward region of flight at high tip speed.  A new 
formula, valid at transonic speed, has been obtained which is 
suitable for numerical computation.  The sound pressure signature 
will be obtained through the use of a computer program currently 
under development based on this new formulation.  It is highly 
probable that thickness noise is the cause of high speed blade 
slap.  The program will be used to test the validity of this con- 
jecture« 

Lowson's formula has been usually used in frequency domain. 
However, it can be used to compute the acoustic pressure signa- 
ture due to steady and periodic forces on the rotor.  This pres- 
sure time history can be Fourier analyzed.  A computer program 
using experimental force measurement has been worked out to com- 
pute rotational noise of a helicopter in hover or at low speed 
flight.  The results will be compared with those available which 
use frequency analysis.  Apart from inclusion of forward speed, 
one advantage appearing from this program is the speed and ease 
of computation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The noise from a helicopter rotor at high tip speed is very 
directional, loud and peaks in the rotor plane.  It is frequently 
referred to as compressibility noise.  Several attempts have been 
made to explain the source of this noise.  Arndt and Borgmann 
[ | ] propose that the cause is the increase in the rotor drag at 
transonic speed.  However, their use of compact acoustic source 
model to represent rotor forces renders their conclusion doubtful. 
In Lyon's analysis [$], the rotor tip region is replaced by an 
equivalent torpedo-shaped body in terms of rotor cross sectional 
area.  The use of this axisymroetric body is dictated by the mathe- 
matical technique employed.  He finds that thickness noise is sig- 
nificant at high tip speeds.  However, it will be shown that the 
acoustic field due to body thickness defines the shape of the body 
uniquely.  This means that Lyon actually finds the thickness noise 
of torpedo-shaped bodies which does not correspond to that of the 
rotor.  His mathematical approach is unnecessarily cumbersome and 
complicated. 

In this paper an integral representation for the thickness 
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noise is developed which can be shown to reduce to the known 
formulas obtained previously on this subject. 

When conditions of compactness of acoustic sources apply, 
the rotational noise can be calculated by a fairly simple formula 
due to Lowson [*f] .  Thus far, the main use of this equation has 
been in the frequency domain.  This approach does quickly get in- 
volved with series of Bessel functions. Bessel functions are 
familiar tools of workers in this field.  But no one seems to be 
worried about convergence characteristics of these series,.  Ano- 
ther objection to the common approach is that it is hard to use 
intuition with involved manipulations.  A study of Lowson1s 
original paper [if] reveals that the Bessel functions appear as 
the result of the non-linear relation between the source and the 
observer times when this relation is used in the Fourier expan- 
sion of the acoustic pressure.  It is therefore suggested that 
Lowson1s formula be applied in the time domain and the resultant 
pressure signature be then Fourier analyzed.  This approach turns 
out to be easy to program and fast on computer. 

THICKNESS NOISE OF A SLENDER BLADE SYSTEM 

The governing equation for the sound generation by a moving 
body in an inviscid medium with the sound speed C is [2#31: 

tw 

n 

where p is the pressure, f    is the density of the undisturbed 

medium, f (y,ir)=0  is the equation of the surface of the body, V 

and y\  are the normal velocity and the unit normal to the body 

surface, respectively.  The function f is defyied negative in- 
side the body and positive outside it and €(f) is the delta- 
function.  This equation was originally derived by Ffowcs 
Williams and Hawkings [3].  Due to the assumption of slenderness 
of ehe blades, we have neglected a third term on the right side 
of (1) involving Lighthill's stress tensor T...  Several forms of 

solutions of (1) exist which are equivalent [J.,3] .  A closed form 
solution of (1) is obtained by dropping the contributions fiom 
T.. terms in the solution by Farassat [211«  For computational 

purpose , we develop a different formula for the problem under the 
consideration. 

The solution of (1) is given by: 

*t4'x) Ä w J Srr*v** 8l5>SW) A*ir 

«j_ fcJS^m\««)8ciwi'^ CZ) 
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where g=T-t+r- , r= \x-y| and f is the source time.  We use the 

following relation to integrate the products of the two delta- 
functions: 

mil)    iziLii A*;»*«iJ\*fxvit 

\<7*\ sue 
Here P is the curve of intersection of the sphere g=0 and the 
surface 7=0 and 9 is the angle between ^f, the normal to the sur- 
face, and radiation direction x-y , 'y  being the point on the ele- 
ment of P-curve under consideration.  Substituting (3) in (2) and 
integrating with respect to F and g, we get: 

**   St L   r   J^W.« 

Here T-, and f~  are the times that the sphere g=0 enters and 

leaves the body, respectively.  We first consider one blade only. 

Let us now fix a new coordinate system *£ , to a blade in such 
a way that V' V*-plane coincides with the rotor plane and the 

*•' origin is at the center of the rotor disc.  Let the £2 - axis be 

along the span of the blade parallel to the leading edge. 
For simplicity we assume that we have a rectangular planform 
with uniform airfoil section across the span.  Then the function 

# f (Tj=f (y,T)=0 describing the blade surface is given by: 

where ^^=h (71) and *£.*=F (^, ) are the camber and thickness func- 

tions of the airfoil section.  Note that the above definition is 
consistent with the requirement that f<0 inside the body.  Note 
that the y-frame is fixed with respect^ to the undisturbed medium. 
Let the helicopter speed be given by Vu(r) and let a non-rotating 

coordinate system *£-frame be fixed to center of the rotor disc. 
Assume that the three coordinate systems coincide at the time 
T=0.  Then the transformation rules between these systems are: 
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where 0s/lT and St    is the angular velocity of the rotor. 
From these we obtain: 

To calculate^, we use the relation *U^s —(H/*f)A*'t 
Using Eqs. (5) and (6), we obtain: 

In this relation ( * ) a A/*T t P*«*/*l',, v's *W«*'( and V.'s 
(y^\|C#»# HV*)* %W #  ' that is the helicopter speed along the 

•V-axis. We also have: 

It* * IW-0*1IIE  w«wt* ******* 

We are interested to simplify (4) in th% region where the 
sources are non-compact, i.e. in the forward region of the flight 
and on or near *%\ Tj-plane.  That is the observer is located in 
the near or far-field but close to the plane which includes the 
rotor disc.  In this case, sin 9 will be nearly the same for a 
point on the upper surface and a point directly below it on the 
lower surface and by slenderness assumption' **\K &Q  / V\*JCO* 
**3 Ä \   •  Usin9 (7) and (8), we write (4) as: 

iuWMI 

where t\. and *\j refer to the pressure on the lower and upper 
surfaces of the blade respectively.  For the rotor system, we sum 
the individual contributions of each blade. 

We note that for a non-lifting blade the contribution from the 
second term on the right side of (9) is zero so that we define the 
first term on the right side of (9) as the thickness noise. The 
term 1^/L - Vf     is the local blade velocity relative to the 
undisturbed medium, Vä and ^'(T'Jis the local derivative of the 
thickness function. Therefore the thickness noise is given by: 
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In computation, the time derivative must be carried out 
numerically. 

To see that the blade cannot be replaced by another body 
for acoustic calculations as proposed by Lyon, we demonstrate that 
in the above case we can actually find the shape of the body from 
the acoustic field.  To do  this we first note that we need to 
determine ^(T|).  Let us divide the chord into n points at which 
points we will demonstrate that ^'(TiJcan be calculated.  Since 
n is at our disposal and we know that ^(^') sC at the trailing 
edge, the a:rfoil shape will then be known.  Let us put the ob- 
server in ijt^-plane so that sin 8 « \ .  Then we can approxi- 
mate the integral in (10) as follows: 

Let us assume that we have sharp leading edge so that we can safe- 
ly approximate fcT bylfMRM^+CAtW*}11*  .  Then 1 is a linear 
equation in n unknowns ^'(?'•) at the n points along the chord. 
We also approximate ^Pt&t't)  by 

<p(*,t)=: -k£"x \l(*#t*At>-Il**"tV\     00 

which is again linear in the  n unknowns we are seeking.  Thus if 
the acoustic pressure at a point y    is given at n distinct times 
for a rotor system whose motion is known, then by applying (11)  at 
these times we get n  linear equations which wo\*ld determine 
f'(^{)at the  n points along the chord of the airfoil section. 

It is seen from (10) that the thickness noise depends on 
airfoil shape and the blade kinematics.  No aerodynamic data are 
required other than the blade geometry.  For this reason, thick- 
ness noise calculations are taken up first to determine whether 
this is the mechanism of generation of the high speed blade noise. 
One can demonstrate that in the region under consideration, the 
second term in (10) is negligible. 

Rotational noise (compact model) 

Lowson's formula is the solution of the wave equation 
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where F (▼) the force on the medium whose location is given by 
£(9") .  The formula is 

The usual notation is used. To apply this formula for multiple 
source systems in the time domain, each source is followed sep- 
arately and its pressure signature calculated. The overall sig- 
nature is the sum of the pressures from individual sources at the 
required observer time.  In executing this procedure on the com- 
puter, care must be taken that the arrival times of the pressure 
signals from all the sources overlap to get meaningful result. 
This can be done as follows.  At the start of calculation, find 
the nearest source to the observer.  Determine the arrival time 
*fc\ of the signal from this source. Then let each source re- 
trace its path back in time until its signal arrives within a 
specified range of "t^ .  From here on follow each source indi- 
vidually to the desired observer time «t •  Due to irregular arri- 
val times of the signals, the stored values for each source must 
be interpolated at specified observer times and summed up to get 
the overall signature. 

A program is developed using the above procedure for the ro- 
tational noise of a helicopter in hover or low speed forward 
flight.  It uses experimental force data.  It is being compared 
with other programs which give the acoustic pressure spectrum 
directly. 

SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

A computer program utilizing Eq. (10) to calculate thickness 
noise of a helicopter in flight or in hovering is under develop- 
ment.  Fig. (1) shows the pressure signature of a hovering heli- 
copter at almost sonic blade tip speed. The rotor has two rec- 
tangular blades with 8 per cent thickness ratio.  The airfoil 
section is a symmetric parabolic arc.  The observer is in the 
rotor plane at 250 meters from the center of the rotation.  Other 
relevant information is:  blade chord=0.70 meters, blade radius= 
6.71 meters and RPM=4 80. The pressure signature corresponds to 
one period (0.0625 seconds).  It is seen that one actually gets 
sharp pulses from blades rotating at high tip speed. The propaga- 
tion effects of these pulses must be considered.  These effects 
are not included in the program at the present. The available 
computation seems to support the conclusion of Lyon [£] that 
thickness noise is significant in or near the plane in which the 
rotor disc lies.  Probably, what is frequently referred to as com- 
pressibility noise or high speed blade slap is the same phenomenon 
caused by blade thickness and high tip speed.  If this is true, 
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I 
then the terminolog compressibility noise is a misnomer. 

One effective means of reducing thickness noise is to re- 
duce the thickness ratio and the chord of the tip region of the 
blade.  Everything else remaining the same, reducing the thickness 
ratio to half of its original value scales down the pressure sig- 
nature by a factor of two. 

A test run of the program of rotational noise has been re- 
produced in Fig. 2.  The blade forces are located at an effective 
radius of about 0.8 times the blade radius.  The experimental 
force spectrum from a test on the whirl tower at NASA Langley 
Center was used.  Unfortunately all the phase information was not 
available at the time of the computation.  Fifty force harmonics 
are used which obviously are not sufficient for the range of the 
acoustic frequencies we are interested in.  Nevertheless, there 
is some similarity between Fig. (2) and the pressure signature 
commonly observed.  The observer is at the distance of 51.1 
meters from the center of the rotor disc and at an angle of 26.5 
degrees above the plane of rotation.  The other data are:  num- 
ber of the blades=4, effective radius=5.34 meters, RPM&355 and 
the net thrust=18556 Newtons=4171 lbs. 

The above results are only preliminary and must not be con- 
sidered final.  Both programs are under evaluation at the present. 

The author would like to thank the staff of the Acoustics and 
Noise Reduction Division of NASA Langley Research Center for their 
help durirg the development of these programs.  Thanks are due to 
Mr. J. Mall of Computer Sciences Corporation for work on the thick- 
ness noise program and Ms. L. C. Paries of NASA for work on the 
rotational noise program.  This work was carried out under NASA 
Grant Number NGR 03-010-085. 
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EFFECT OF STEADY AND UNSTEADY SPANWISE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION 

ON ROTOR NOISE - PROGRESS REPORT 

by 

Edward Lumsdaine 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 

University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, TN 37916 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this project is to determine the influence of steady and un- 
steady loading on rotor noise generation. The theoretical study shows that 
steady-loading rotor noise increases with Increasing rpa and increases rapidly 
with increasing hub-tip ratio. The noise decreases with increasing number 01 
blades and decreases slightly with Increasing taper angle. Also for minimum 
noise, there exists an optimum twist angle (optimum radial loading) for a 
given stagger angle. For the case of unsteady loading, the combination of op- 
timum stagger and twist angle depends on whether the rotor Is subject to an 
axial or transverse disturbance. Rotor design for minimum noise for an un- 
steady disturbance also depends on rotor rpm and disturbance-reduced frequency. 
Thus, the optimum design must use a statistical study of the disturbances to 
the rotor and a compromise combination of twist and stagger that will result 
in an optimum steady and unsteady spanwlse loading distribution. An experi- 
mental program is now under way to attempt to verify these results and to ex- 
tend the theoretical study. Although the immediate purpose of this project is 
to determine the influence of steady and unsteady spanwlse loading on compres- 
sor noise, the overall objectives of this research are to study the influence 
cf blade geometry on noise and compressor efficiency. 

INTRODUCTION 

This program was initiated to attempt to determine the influence of blade de- 
sign characteristics on axial turbomachinery noise and to evaluate performance 
resulting from low-noise design. Although In recent vears the understanding of 
turbomachlnery noise and methods for noise reduction has increased markedly, 
theoretical and experimental studies have concentrated on the gross parameters 
(such as mass flow, rpm, pressure ratio, rotor-stator spacing, number of 
blades, etc.) rather than on the specific blade characteristics. Whether it is 
possible to design blades with a geometry that would significantly reduce the 
far-field noise without sacrifice in performance remains presently an open 
question. However, it is a fact that the volume of research, both theoretical 
and experimental on the influence of blade geometry on noise Is very small. 
The reason for mis can best be Illustrated by an example: in the solution cf 
the linear wave equation for sound propagation, the rms pressure involves the 
circulation term (steady or unsteady) as one cf its parameters. Most authors 
us? a two-dimensional approach, either using a modified constant [lj ur calcu- 
lating the radial circulation at the root, mldspan and tip using the two- 
dimensional theory (2]. Although these methods will allow the calculation of 
thi influence of overall parameters on noise generation, they will not provide 
information on blade design characteristics and their effect on noise. 
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Three-dimensional theories must be used if information on the influence of 
blade design characteristics on noise is required. Without violating any aero- 
dynamic laws, there are numerous ways of twisting the blades on an axial 
turbomachine. The question of blade twist in design has not yet been answered 
satisfactorily, but it appears that this parameter can be exploited in design- 
ing compressors with low noise. Thus one of the first objectives of this pro- 
gram was to extend the present methods to Include the spanwise circulation 
distribution. 

Experimentally, without a definite theoretical basis to serve as a guide, 
there are Infinite combinations of design geometries possible; systematic var- 
iations of parameters will provide some information but would be extremely 
costly. This is particularly the case in turbomachinery noise research since 
the two-dimensional cascade tests used so successfully for aerodynamic per- 
formance studies cannot be used for noise studies. Numerous empirical equa- 
tions have been derived through the years by Industries and others to estimate 
noise for a given turbomachinery design. A large number of these equations 
show that there is little or no dependence of noise on blade characteristics. 
However, one cannot automatically conclude that blade design has little or no 
influence on noise just because a group of fans which have similar aerodynamic 
performance design (which means similar selection of optimal blade character- 
istics) will undoubtedly result in noise characteristics that will depend only 
on gross parameters. 

The present results and future alms of thif project will be placed in a more 
logical perspective if a brief summary of the empirical, experimental ami 
theoretical results of previous work on the effect of blade design character- 
istics on noise is given. 

1. Empirical Equations 

Most empirical methods relate overall rather than .slade characteristics tc 
noise. These correlation studies, using normalized sound power levels, shew 
that there is little dependence of blade characteristics on noise. However, as 
mentioned above, this technique is somewhat self-fulfilling because correla- 
tion studies are usually done using fans of similar design; since the fans 
were designed with little initial consideration of blade characteristics on 
noise (but rather are based or. similar aerodvnamic performance studies) it 
would seem reasonable that the noise would not noticeablv deviate free» overall 
parameters related to the performance of the fan. Thus for example fm  several 
fans operating at different tip speeds, the trend of data in a recent paper 
l-i shewed that there was no evidence that fan design parameters such a* load- 
ing or tip speed influence the noise. Rather, overall parameters such as 
pressure ratio, etc. sees to define the noise. The normalized equation frc« 
that study is 

PvL 121,9 ♦  li   log  (PR -   1)  +  10  leg F 

Other typical  empirical  formulas are given bv Peistrur and Wesler   f5l   for 
axial fans 

PwL    -     105 * 17.7   log   (HP/B)  + 15   log  (B/6) 

by Beranek   (6}   for  ventilating fans 
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PwL • 98.5 + 10 log 6T + 10 log HP 

by Lowson' s formula [7] (nt 200 ft sideline) 

PwL • :!0 1og D + 50 log Vt - 75 

and by Morfey's formula [8] for a multistage axial compressor 

F~L • 95 + 10 log w + 20 log AT + 10 log n 

•p;herc PYL .. sound power level, PR • pressure ratio, F ., unit thrust, 
H? = shaft horsepower, B • number of blades, 1.T • sta~e temperature rise, 
:J = r...:ror dia::eter, \'t .. rotor tip sj)eed, H • stagnation enthalpy, and 
.... = :=ass flo1.:'. 

Ho-~v~r. studies by Sower [9] and General Electric using a large class of 
f <l:o/ ccc:pressors showed that there ei1sts an ~lrtcal fonSu.fi to account for 
~he effect of certain design parameters on noise. For fans of a given paver 
re~u!re::-er.t, the fon:::ula 

?-..-!. "" 10 leg ~ (Aan/B) (rhlrt> 2 l + F(Hw/A8 ) 

"-·~·aore F(H•..,.lA
3

) • 10; + 43.3 log (Hw/A4 ) !or 0.5 ~ Hv/Aa ~ 3.5 

• 121 + 13.3 log (Hv/A8 ) ! c r 3 • 5 :: Hv I A8 :: 1 0 

::_,y bt· e'<-.:t!1..4:.ec ::o obt:1in blade characteristics to ::ini:t!ze r.otse. This for
-=~ ... : .1 !'~C::"-"S that ~1 reduct ion in r~ (n). annulus area (A3 ). hul-tip rat ic 
"•~.'':' .!:": 3r: .ir.crf:'ase ir. the nw:her of blades will reduce the noit~e. Al
tl::;.)uit~: ~hest· are only scce of the paraeeter.s tb.tt a!fect the noise. they shcv 
':.t;at rarlia: lca<!ing (hub-tip ratio) and drc\Dferential loading cistribut!cn 
~:-::=:.~e:- ~~: ~lai!f's) have .a substantial influence on nots~. Ht!re it 5l-..oula be 
:-...;t~ -:.~,.1-:. ~!":e sounc poover le"o·el can b~ dl•dded into blade design par~t•rs 
(!irst t~r~) a:-:<! cv~rall ;:-ara:e.eters (!.econd tena). lookin~ .at the relative 
:-:"lF:':it~;::et<> e'! the"r. tern:s. fan& c~ cc':"t.;in dest-"' O.t-. lartre BAss !lev) 'lM!" 
~ot ct:,_u·.ge sL:;:-.if. !cantly f.n tt-.eir noise characteristics b~ changt~ the bl.a~f' 

.!L"sfg:-:. 

! ~ ~F~H~·HS th.:~~ :.here <Ue relatively f~ detailed cxptor l:w!-r.tal studies c~ 
i'!!t:c:.,. o! ;,l.a..!e dtAr.tcteoristics on noise 1n axial ccc~ressors. Studitos done 
~Y !k<d~g (10. !1 j using a sa.all fan vtth several bl~e cnaftgurat tons ar.d 
·:r-.:!~-:- :-.~err:cs operatit:g cor.ditions did not reach .ttny conclusive e•dd.nce 
:.hat ,;c:~li! b·'! cs~<! tc design blades to uiniatze noise. One notable ccnclustc-n. 
wit~i:· o:h(~ l i::its of the experiJaental se-tup, vas that thf' noise seneratfnJ 
~·.:ch:n:is:: fn::c the rotor 15 prU:tarily du~ to lHt or lcacHntt. \."lth vt'rtex ar.c± 
'!.hi ·::kness nc he being c! secondary hqmrtance. Recent stuches (12}. ~vtor. 
shc'llt:-: th3t fer lov static pressure ratio, thickness noise eav be equallY tf 
:-:ct ':::,·1:-e icportnr.t than 11ft noise. Further work 15 r~ulred since chan~lr.g 
t 1 adf~ ,!.:signs that W'i.lld favorably influ~ce the no he f roet cne source na~· ad
..... rsel:. a!!en others, since the three subdivisions of nol5E' acccrdtnJt tc
'1curc<L· {!i!t, vertex. thickness) ar.e. interrelated. 
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i'roJt•ct.ed testa on this proRru vUl att•pt to dett•naine BOM of the dt'tath 
of tht• !nflucnct• t>f changing blade dedgn on loading noiae. Since one of tiM: 
k.t~y Ht'llHl is tht~ influence of sptanvfae circul.,tion, teau vtll be conducted 
l.'ith .:1 r.:.tll fan, <Uld b ladf>ll vtth the aa.t apanvtu drculat ion vH 1 al~ be 
t\~IHt><J in a cascade to s~p~trnte the loading nolae fr011 the vortex notae. Pr.
s~nt ~xperimental evidence shovw that changing apanvlae ctreulatton vtll not 
increa~P vortex noiee for the s.-e overall lift (13). Therefore. tb. pre-.nt 
study "'"ncentrated on the influence of spanvtae cfrculatfon dfatrtbutton Oft 

:ut n,,ist·. rtglft.' l is·'~ schecatt.c of the ex~riwntal utup betn« uHd for 
:.t•s.tf' <'n bl.tde ch.tract..-ristics. Particulor attt"ntion ta belntt paid to chanaea 
ir: noise .!ue to changes in ax tal loading (aay»ect ratf.o, caaber. etc.). rae! tal 
~(;adin~ (tvist, taper, hub-tip ratio, tote.) or ctrcu:s!ereonttal loadlnt 
~soli~itv. etc.). 

;.! h r.""'" 10ell est.tbl ~sh~t! th..tt noiu fr~ th~ f~n/cccpreseor b c!u.e to tbto 
:'C!.t'r .tn.; f<"'tor-!'lt.H,~r i.nt~rilCt !on; this notw ttenerat ion can be du.r to •t•-

:ul'lo ;t:o:<:!/c:--r non-•:!secus effects. In other vords. ccne!derlntt tM lHt notu 
:·•tng, ':~.4: 'P~i:ary noiu Sl)Ur.:~. th~ nofM ts a result of ste.-c!y or u~ste.1c.h' 
:::.'td'll. !::-::.h .. · ._..as.- c! um;t~adv loac:!s, lt can be p•r!O<!lc or r.a:w!Cil. The 
:-t•r-kl!! .: :~aus. .1r.- Jue t( stJd. !H!th.anhms as rotor-1!1tatcr interact ton, .and 
::-.c 1"~cr.-;'-ert>.:-!i< ::<t~s. .uf' due tc it.:flov an.! self-induce~ turbulence. ThAP 
·;:e':"k!~: :::.,ctO ~er.er.He thf' \~iccrett" tm-.es vherHs tur~lf'nc• CflW't' . .UcP• l-re~
~·t:o-:.:! :-...:: !"'t'. ~\'r t::~t.u~:::-lr.. 1: th.<t" v,H·tex noise d~ tc th1l' 1'..r,rf~ic •h...&! in• c~ 
::"".-· ·:-::rr~i:~·~ t::.!uces .1 ;,..-:-t..~f<: !orce on tlw hl.adlf', .and rbls perit:<t< fer~• 
.?•::-~¥:-:'.tt"'" ::'l.-',:·15-e. t~.e~- ~!-~~ result \o'C'Ul~ b'<' Ji·.~<~«>t• !'X't~~. !Jut 1f tb. 'li"'ftlc ... ~ 
:·~·!.v..-3 .~ ==-~-l~f: t~: .. :-;;i!.Ae, !he-~ th.bJ ~l~ ~ .. ei!.H't" er.c""!l.t:n~ tr. n.st ... rf'. 

c· ~ ~- .:r-.: : . -: ~. tr :.- ~" -~- .t•: «!' ~ 1!''1! :-. •;.tcD4!'t ~· t h<tc>T' f't !.: .al :St ~ !c-• cr:. ti':.1t CH'•"'t- lfl't .: .. ~ 
:·~~:: •. :~:..J.:~;inll'r~" 7'.~lt:-c. ':"1-: .... ·~..: i~dw~ t,..,. r.t,...t• t>-r ~·1-tarl.tt:,! il'l· t.a~c• Hi. 
'·"' ·~ .... :;...,.{ .. •• ·~ ..... ·-',.A, ................ ,..,., r-- .... .. "l' v.~ .. ··"'" , .. ~ t ......... ~ '~l ,~,...,. -~ .. ·-~",;.""-'' ..... ~ ~-. •• ,.., ~ ,. "'11 "" • •"' ·-...-: ... .,.. •"• •""'• ·•,-~ •• ~~ ~,..._ •·•- L"'•• ........,_.,.y ... t' • 

::--.! ;;..-.. ·~!-': n·;. 7":t" !i~·!tn~ti o! !!hf"!U' re!ot't"f!~C<tt H.c-r !~ ... tufli"C••~ ~f 
-·~tt~~f ~~.:: ~. J·.:1!"r'....tr~~~: .&;: !f.>Ufwt.. as<P.m.~n,r; th..l~ tb.t' :1: ~·•.:!• c! t~..
:.·~':'!' t~~ :.--...;u::C""t~h ·~ti}c: ~ht> ~··.r.:.~ pr~'f:t.Uff' lrr41"! ~.,~! t"'r ~·1.-J~ ~·*-'C• fr ... 
,-.:<P'-.::r -,~ "~~~~,~': tr:.!t~.:t<t<tll ~o.~':h ~lao:!<t ~h..:~. tb!ck'!'W!'••· r;ttt' cf ~-~•• !l~. 
·::·~. ~!'<'t''<:'!'., -:-.J~ ~ • '::.! tt i..--c:-•.tw!J. vith ln~r•..as!~c r'-~~ ... ~ f:'! ~•~•• fcT"' 
~~·.·:~:- ~.,H !: ;\o. :, t-!·~-... :.~ !:-..- ::'!iOt•~ tt·.At ~~ ..... tv-:-~t,.:.l'~«f{.~41 ·n .... ~Tt•• 'W¥t<~ 

.• 11.~! !~ '!~#' :!.-!t'f'!l!::,~.~t;::-r· of t'!t~l' ~ed 'llt':.tt<t-.a~:-- ::!r~ ... ~.a~t•:·e • ..,.t ~~! tM 
:~1· .•.. :1 ~··: .. tt'f -;;< 1•tt ~·"' ~· ... or:;l!l ;.arJ~::~~tt•rs r·.u~•t' !!\ito: t.:: blade c~tHtcPr• 

..;l ~ ~ ~~ ~ :· • : 1tt1t H f('c;.!J, d 11~«'-.U ...:c~atlC' th..cry. \:~ ! 1ft ~bf' h "" !~
~~;: ~f ~t;(' ~~<t.i..!'!f ,f.f';,,! U~'lt(I'Jtidy <:lt'CUl.lti()n Of thto f'OtOf. Sf~C« tbrt U•a!•r· 
. :r··_.~.~tb'C"C !"> .t 'l~d.a: <:.u..- of thr wntea!., cfrculatlcn (~ t!w 'l!htuTt-
l~, •. fr .. ,:-.:(0~.· .. !sa·:-~). tt'lt- unstNdv clr~ul.atl~ vtll b• ~h(~M~ •"rh. 

1~:'~' .~>!~~~;'!lfl t'~ t:eh•t> :~~ tw-d0.4!'n«l0t\•l un•tN'l!Y cl1'cul•U~ft lrt A ('.tKMf' 

' .·d::!,,!:~> Vi:'H 1'l..t~«' ~v ;:flltfi .IM S~tttt (18,19}. P-<'!VI'Wr. ~'* .. ..tbo•cP _.,,~.,h. t~" 
.-'lte.o#•.:."' pAl'~ .. ·! l!h~ drc..;L.ttton an.d th~ v.-k ... tJ1 r;,et•hto(~t't~ ~b4•• ,,.~. 
·~'I'll~..-.! ... ,~. 't.:.: r1 f~'~ f. f 20) Ht-*l TIH tht"- ta•• (tf 4 elr..-l<t> f~t .tt i"l t-1.\4• "l~ ••tt 
• u;:-1.1tr1!'.!1"· •!ht·H•·"HH,..'Ii. and •ubH~tttt-nth H•nd•t'•t'n .ar.d Mi"'rh·d, {111 ••t•&i~ 
~··· 1r..11 .. 11\1'1; t' .1 !V1·tf1:-("ndcrut1 <'<U('itdt'! JutiJ•et t.-• .n:t.-l l.Haturb.-nc..-• h~ ttl• 
u~. ··~·:;t~f; !' >-v. h•~ th,.~t .ar,.,lv~th h Jf_nh~ to C4th~ildC't~ vtth .,...,,,. hh't-: 
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'' : L!!~~ .tO'.! • bb<.!~ s-r.tdrtC vh!.:~ b Slll..illl c.oepta~ to tb.P vav~1ftt«th of tbt
..:u:ud:).l:X:iltS •. \ t'~r:.her r-~satctior: ~ed ht that v•.nt. is tbeo coupltac be
:v.!o~tr, :k fre~4l'OJ>:"'f o! tf...e .. Hahtl'NIX'tt and ita va¥ei~rqdt fp tb• lat.trr.al dhec
~ !1,n. 71!h r.-.trt,;:ts :h~ use of tM- •tbod tc pot•n.t tal tntua<-tloe and aiDUar 
-.:rd1!6tJJ .11~ :l.'lll.-s !t "n.sutta~ttt for t!w 110lutlcm of probl._. hrrol•tnc arbt
::~-J:r.,. ..!!,.t'..;;:'~'ti"'..CIIt'ct :sr.:.cl'-_ .as 1n.l4tt turt')ulltftee. t't.tr<tlwnscr«. -.. o! th•lr r-r-
1-~~:,_ .u~ ..!t~!k,d: -:..:- ror-~o!Yt"• ••ll'~ia!!r vbrn th• ~hturbaa.tt'e !roe-qu•ccy 

;;:·.i:ft:"•,. . .L :::~.t!~•<! -~v:~~c·:u:~:.>:t> s~~·l•.t:to-r..s :c :bt f!~..:tut!n« dh t'r<:b-lftt. f1rst 
.1.:.:::~ :!': .. - -t:·-:·-tt.:! -.:::OJ• .a:;::~.:.:...:h ~_;zJ •~ S'Gb~=.t~..., ~:u!..-trc the< <:.aS4!' cf a 
:w:·.:-..;.!:n«::'·,~o:l"....r.: .:.•.s--::.&.!< <1! f].tt ;:l.u~t" by r~~t;tlaet~ t~"" h-!ades v!th ('-'ecftt
:::-t!'f"~ \::>::!:ot-1 r.n;. A:c~:':4 t~ ...... H~ti. H~•ra.;e ... ~ t';tr.:"':t.~*T.lt' f!.:.} abc 
·,~.~!~··! :~G~ ;~·'~:1fl!1 ,~'! ..t. t~-.!~•1e~l .:a-..::~.- h-1 r-ror:;-:.e.:-f~.c rb ... 'I"C!'!e~ence 

~~ ::~'~<",..~ ~: !:~--,, .;.,.,.:_ ~:·~.-t '-t';&..,kr ~~ _, (ee:.tr.'f«-·~:·'t:..~ Ji~t~i~t ... :!cc 1.,f ~ .. t:J·:""~!:te'Y. Orl 
•• ::·;,.,.· •.--,:. '•·t> ~;:,_: t':.""f:-~~~J.:th (.!''5! At"•~ :.l.'!<t'!' ~:':t'' ~~ .,...,, l161 'I':U~i~ 

·, --"'~"~:' -;!<t-'11-t·'•::<t" ?::.ll.·:::H:-,~th"G c~ Jl t'W';.-~1:n.t'!!'·~1c~""": ~!,\.!.!.- '**..., t'..sult <:'!! 
.• .. ~-.':·,,. >~~:;, -~~-· •!!~:·~:::- ... ,"";.~""'· '!~;.-: !~ tllX' ~-...! r::e ~c.i.-.et :~""' l!!!.t•racth.'lt'! h~ 
: ... ,.,.<"~ ~~<l ':'"'~·r·.-::·.:~ ~ ....... !t' .t:c-:: •.''!..~:" ~!*!"'"· ~ir :ltC'h~::h~. !s "".x.'lct ... oeh· fer 

~ : J~"'·!. 4 ~::. ~ ·.$ r ... ::t ~.-;.,.:':~<! :.: !#..t..:' •?'1!-h ::.':"' !f"ow.H-:.u !....-.. ret.Qh:t fl:'f t~ 

r u · ~ , . "' ; < ! .! ~ ~ ' .: '"~ ... : v: '!':4. ~ t ~ h ;: ·:'11:·; : .. u If.' :Or !CJ.~&"".:'.Jt' He- ! cor h il~· s.o Hd tt;r 
i ~- .. "'·: ··.'; '\ : ·~ -~-~.i : ·:! ~~----z~ ! :!~ :.t' ~; ""1 1t : .. ~ 1 if~ ~:,.u l! '!-** t ! ~--.,..1,.. ~~;~ ~~~~.! M ailf'·n•r .a~ e~! ! r.ee. 

"' : .. ~~~~·-:~!!!oJ~""".:f!..:~·,·~.-~; ,-,.4~ 1f~·1t~'e.!~!!~ ..t ~~·<~!:fj~-.t~;..a! !$Ct4.t~~ !~!t! .airfc!l .. 

·-.1:1 ~~-.:::~·t:~•-··~ ~.:·~ :~::t ~~~-A1t ;:! ~"~:a1~,!_~~. :~~-~-~~-!;::.~ s~lt:tlc·e~,. ~~~ 

r." .. -;.~-: y> • • ~ : .!. ~; .. ~ ~ .... ,, :~ .. l; ,~ :·.'V_ t ~ ;_:~s:l(..r..l-. ~..,t,~lll!'" t~ -tl.~c· t. t: J.!: ~-:- ~ tb4t·s.t \tf\:'! r\s ~!"~; 

"" • '" · .,. ~ ~ ~- \f.<4 ~ -t' .1·t··:~: -11~ : ··;r . .1 !1a.:r.""- ~ !..~:~ t-,'~,...~ ... l: ! :=-! :. ~ 1 t ..- C ~._~ ... ~«" .. 

• -c·.-~ :~~:,.-:t:!::--,. ~.f~ .. ,.,..~. :~.r !lf'!*!"'lf'f:t,.;::,., "":; . .~s'~' .~ o:i.'o\~ :'::<t"t~~~!ec ~!.sd.r~ 

.&~! L:.Jt.'! 1..,-e ;::-el'{" V!H· 

'l' ! ~ •-:. = 'I e! ... .,,. '!' .t.! i.t : 

.• "'·f ~.1': ;:r:.~~~-t ~ 1 : .l: .t:~....L: 'II~~~ : .... ~ -~ !~·#' ~·t4t'nt! ~-d! tee IJ'1 '! ~~ t· ~it Nd~ ·-..t:-..z:! ~~ !•41!'1" 

f.-: \:-..~!tJt ~-~~ .. :~.;..~J'!.i\~--~ ... ~!t::-1~!;~1::-·~ ~:&:-f .1 !" 1:~"t v!!!t 1·~.~tte hladH it- c~v~ !n 
····""~oc~·:..-'l :a a-::ji.! :;-q. !'": ":""!• .&r-..:t~lT~!_. tl'-4" cl~ .. :t.s:!t".al rt-~r~lW'nt .. 'tlce ...... ! t!-•• 
~ .:~ :' ~.,. .t ~..,.,,- !!'",!'<t\:C;~!: ~-:~.;: ~~! !~~tco C..1~~~<1t f~ ot-l !tt!e..a'!~. h•OJt•aJ t!'l.- ~f.~T'C' f'C'

;.:~'1~~,: ~-Uof' ~! .J. ~.a.,!:_;.;.: .:..&...:.JdC' 'W!~h '!J.: ... :~ <?! !f:-t!tC' lC!''!'4lth f• Cor":!'!df':-e-:!. 
'. ;,:!". ~:o:~'f:~!t":o.rr,·.;.r ~!•,...: ~' .u.,. ,.,l:«c :~.:u-1"' 1~t..- ~cc•.:nt. t;.:!'-u:l m.at.Snc th4" S<'lu-
., ·- .·t~.~::: !::~ ~·:::.•a '.Iii!':":: .:H~!•ne!'e: 't'<"Ctl"t":rt~" .J:r:ti! ..lt!'~ ~.- cof ~l~••· 

• ~ "' ~ -.;~~ '! ~"' 1-·,- :-.: ~ 1·c~ 1 "~ :;•...1! !!' t a.-'IM'f' al .;s.r. . .C ~ M ftl!t 1'-..cc bas!<: a: lT t h.r..-d t~Wr.
~:·t-~:. '!!-if' u~·=;-o:!'"-"~ '~ ~h\n «l1J.ht11 ('~rri! blad•s., !M•Ist.:ld lnt:C!Iftl'rf'l!l~t

~:·~ ~-1:~ .. *H"" :!'~'..:-:-~-~~.·~ 1!'C'qr~.~"' tm..-.!! ci1er..arlll'<!t~· th«' •~ratt• !lt•ad• 
• :. -"'" t:-t! v~o:~. -,.,;.;::-..~t> .i·c:.:ce~~r--:r !!~ c!!et'tl!t ar• 1~~ lr,> crder t<" ohtain 
~ ~';J;tit~!~ ~'~.~ '..;k~·;; ('•!ut f<':l'n. ToT th<t cle-tC'~{Mtfcn V"( n.-,.fS«'t thf' t'f'lJUlts 

- • ~~cte ~ ~#-~;o~"t .•··:.;! \l!"',~~ 'r"' .. ~:!v r t rcu)at t~~~ .tf4'! sub !It ~t\t:~ lntc- th~ sclut ten ~! tM 
, '.~.-.t~ .~·~·:~!ci!~ · '~'~~:.H t<'"' t~~t' for .-'Jit.ar.l)tf!' l~.:oi\ktdr/~ 'P'8J'if'T!'). All th.- rest.:lts 
~··· , .•• ,.::.;;.~~···~ .1~ ~~~· 1 .l~ Lt.::e. Th1!' ,..,tutlcn h tt"' 1e1'tlthv t<" f\t't" .. nt ht"f'f!'. 
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Summaries of ehe noise calculations are given in References 30 and 31. 

Xolse due to Steady end Unsteady Spanwiae Circulation Distribution 

A typical f»« IMS selected for which detailed experimental information was 
available. The fan used for comparison purposes is listed in References 10 
and 11. The standard case selected has the following properties: 

Hub-tip ratio ■ 0.33 
Number of blades - 8 
Blade chord - root chord/blade length - 0.375 
Stagger angle - 30* 
Tip clearance/blade length -0.04 
Twist angle ■ taper - camber ■ 0 
Blade length - 4 in. 
Blade chord ■ 1.5 in. 
Duct Mach number - 0.325 

. _   „ ,  .  B        Angular Velocity x Blade Length  n -_. Dimensionless Velocity Parameter « —°—p c *.  .—r- D— - 0.774 9 Reference Velocity 
Magnitude of disturbance velocity * 5X 
- ,  . _        1 Disturbance Frequency x Chord  n , 
teduced Frequency - j MmrmcmlAoclty 0.1 

The computer program that was developed can be used to calculate rotor noise, 
rctor-stator interaction noise, periodic and non-periodic disturbances, and 
axial or circumferential disturbances. By inputing a periodic circumferential 
disturbance which is calculated from the wake of the upstream stator, rotor- 
stator interaction noise can be determined [32]. 

Figure 2  shows the results of different hub-tip ratios for the case of steady 
rotor and for the same rotor subject to a circumferential or axial disturbance. 
It appears that changing hub-tip ratio Influences the steady lift noise com- 
ponent but varying the hub-tip ratio has no effect on the unsteady lift. 
Figure 3 shows the influence of rpm on noise. For this fan, the unsteady circu- 
lation produces noise levels far below that of the steady component. Of course 
this changes if the magnitude of the disturbance velocity is increased. The 
effect of taper is given in Figure A which shows that the taper angle changes 
the circulation distribution but is not particularly significant in changing 
the noise generation from a rectangular blade to a near-triangular blade. 
Since increasing the taper appears to decrease the noise, this means that uni- 
form radial loading distribution Is more desirable. Figure 5 shows the noise 
reduction as the number of blades is Increased. This result is of course con- 
sistent with two-dimensional theories. 

These figures show that circumferential disturbances in general result in 
higher noise than axial disturbances. The influence of two other parameters was 
also calculated. Although not graphically presented here, they show qualita- 
tively that increasing the gap decreases the noise slightly. Since near the tip 
the viscous effects would dominate (such as the shear noise), the results arc 
of only secondary Importance. Another parameter is the influence of a dis- 
torted profile subject to an axial or circumferential disturbance; the results 
show that a uniform velocity profile is more desirable. The general trend of 
these results seem to be consistent with the empirical result of Sower: noise 
Increases due to increasing rpm and decreases with increasing number of blades, 
both at about the same rate of change, whereas a change in hub-tip ratio for 
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steady circulation increases the noise at a much higher rate. 

One of the interesting results was the noise change due to changes in twist 
angle, as shown on Figure 6. The results indicate that for an optimum design 
it is necessary to know something about the type of disturbance anticipated 
before a decision is made on the combination of twist and stagger to minimize 
noise. Since this result opens interesting and useful possibilities, further 
work (both theoretical and experimental) is being done to expand and verify 
this result. Figure 7 shows the influence of the disturbance frequency. From 
the study of the effect of reduced frequency it was found that the higher the 
rpm, the more important the steady loading noise becomes. 

Although comparisons with the experimental results from References 10 and 11 
show good agreement, and variation of these parameters show certain trends 
as seen from Figures 2 to 7, extrapolation, even qualitatively, can be done 
only with extreme caution. However, within the limits of the assumptions made 
in the solution, the results can show the influence of blade design character- 
istics on noise. More work is being carried out including a combined program 
where the results of a psrticvlar blade design for low noise are input into 
thethe streamline curvature program [33] to determine its aerodynamic perform- 
ance. 

[Acknowledgment: A portion of this work was supported by NASA grantNGR-43- 
001-134. Special thanks go to Mrs. Monika Lumsdaine for typing the manuscript.] 
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AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OF A ROTOR BLADE TOR MINIMUM 

NOISE RADIATION 

by 

K. Karamcheti* and Yung K. Yu** 
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Stanford, California 

ABSTRACT 

An analysis of the aerodynamic design of a hovering rotor blade for 
obtaining minimum aerodynamic rotor noise has been carried out. In 
this analysis, which is based on both acoustical and aerodynamic 
considerations, attention is given only to the rotational noise due to 
the pressure fluctuations on the blade surfaces. A functional relition 
between the pressure distribution along the blade span and the radiated 
noise is developed. From this relation, along with constraint equations 
concerning given levels of aerodynamic performance such as given total 
lift and drag, one may deduce, by utilizing the variational method, an 
optimum shape of the lift distribution. Utilizing an appropriate theory 
for the lift distribution along a blade, one may further deduce the 
aerodynamic characteristics such as the blade section profiles and their 
disposition in order to achieve the lift distribution required for 
minimum noise radiation. The lift distribution obtained in this 
analysis has different characteristics from those of the conventional 
distribution. The present distribution shows negative lift values over 
a quarter of the span from the blade tip, and a maximum lift at about 
the mid-span. Results are presented to show that the noise field is 
considerably affected by the shape of the lift distribution along the 
blade and that noise reduction of about 5dB may be obtained by designing 
the rotor blade to yield minimum noise. The nature and method of 
analysis pursued here are of general interest in different problems 
concerned with the reduction of aerodynamically generated noise. 

INTRODUCTION 

We are concerned with the problem of the noise generated aero« 
dynamically by hovering rotor blades. Specifically, the study is 
directed towards the contribution to the noise produced by the steady 

* Director, Joint Institute for Aeroacoustics» and Professor 
** Research Assistant and ph. D. student 
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lift forces distributed along the span of a blade rotating with a 
constant angular velocity. The objective is to determine analytically, 
satisfying certain given constraints such as total lift and total drag, 
that spanwise distribution of lift which yields the minimum far field 
noise intensity, and with the knowledge of such a distribution the 
corresponding characteristics such as the blade section profiles and 
their disposition. 

This aspect has not received any attention in the earlier studies 
of rotor rotational noise. The noise analysis is usually carried out 
assuming a concentrated lift to be situated at an effective radius of 
the rotating blade. Thus, little is known at present concerning how the 
sound field is affected by the different types of lift distribution. 

In this paper we shall first describe briefly the formulation of the 
mathematical problem, and the method of solution. The solution for the 
lift distribution yielding the minimum noise is then presented and the 
characteristics of the corresponding noise field are discussed in 
comparison with the fields given by other distributions. A possible 
blade shape to obtain the desired distribution is derived. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

Let us consider, as shown in Fig. 1, a rigid rotor rotating with a 
constant angular velocity *1 , and concern ourselves with the noise 
radiated by only the pressure forces distributed over the blade surfaces. 
The noise field is simply that due to pressure forces distributed over 
rigid surfaces rotating with a constant angular velocity. Vie shall 
furthermore neglect the contribution from the drag components of these 
forces and thus restrict o»  elves to the contribution from only the 
lift components. 

_   Choose the origii  f coordinates and the space fixed axes e.  and 
e. as shown in Fig. 1, such that the spherical coordinates of the fixed 
position vector x to the field point P are 

x* : (r., *, e « 0) 
-• -• 

Consider a surface element of the blade ds(y)  situated at a radius y 
along the blade. The position vectcr from this element to the field 
point is denoted by 

R « eR R 

The velocity at the element is **y e^ and the corresponding Mach number 
vector is 

where er  is the unit vector corresponding to d and a      is the speed 
of sound in the undisturbed fluid. 
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Acoustical Considerations 

.(1) Following Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings  , the acoustic denlsty 
perturbation p1 at the field point is given by 

4TTJ 
z p'(x,t) - -div r ds(y) (1) 

where p is the pressure 

V « 1 - e. M - 1 - SR ^ 

n is the outward normal to the surface <nto fluid 

01 = <*<y, t - -* ) 
0 

end S denotes the blade surfaces. 

Denoting by £(y) e  the spanwise distribution of the lift forces 
measured per unit length. Carrying out the divergence operation in 
relation (1), neglecting the contributions from the drag forces, 
assuming that R » X > b , where X is a typical acoustic wave 
length, and neglecting retarded time, we may approximate (1) for the 
far field as 

W ,«;.«,-^   r^lg.i^),, (2) 

"0*   0 

where b is the span length of a blade and n is the number of blades. 

Note that  x • |x| and x« » e. • x 

In the present problem the forces on a blade are steady. Hence 
relation (2) reduces to 

4naQ* p'(x 
'     a.x2 J k3 *    Y 

(3) 

"o- 0 

denoting ncise radiation due to the acceleration of the dlpole sources. 

The noise intensity in the far field is defined by 

I (x) - —- < c'2 > 

where on is the density In the undisturbed fluid and the brackets denote 
appropriate time average. With the use of (3), this becomes 

»<» ■ (fej —1 ft)   // «»!,»,) «»p *<y2) <?, oy, 
C0*0  "* '  0 0 
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where 

H(y 

^        ^^ 
;3 sr <yi,,:) är (y',,:)' t)}3  {i-MR(y2,t)): 

The integral relation (4) forms the basis for further considerations. 

Preliminary Mathematical Considerations 

Our problem now is to determine  £(y) such that I (x)  is a minimum 
while at the same time satisfying certain constraint relations such as 
keeping the total lift and toMl drag on a blade constant. The 
constraint relations may be written as: 

n  / i(y)  uy = L 
J 
0 

/* 
J 

f(y) dy • D 

(5) 

(6) 

where f(y) denotes the spanwise drag distribution and L and D are 
constants respectively, denoting the total lift and drag on the rotor. 
Assuming that the sectional lift and drag are related in the same manner 
as in the lifting line theory, we write 

f(y) 
W 

where, w(y) is the i 
becomes 

rb 

J 
0 

n Ay) wivj. 
a y 

is the induced downwash velocity. 'Then relation (b) 

dy (7) 

Thus the problem is to determine l(y)    such that I(x)  is a 
minimum while satisfying relations (5) and (7). We note, however, that 
the induced velocity w(y) is not known a priori.  It is, In fact, related 
to the lift distribution in form of an integral of the later. We shall, 
therefore, discuss next a few pertinent aerydynamic relations. 

Scat Aerodynamic Considerations 

In order to obtain the relation between the induced velocity and the 
lift distribution we assume, based on the experimental observations of 
Lancgrebe^21, a simple wake model which consists of only strong 
vertex filaments emanating from the blade tips, as shown in Fig. 2. It 
is assumed, for simplicity, that the vortex sheets emanating from the 
trailing edges or the blades roll up rapidly into the tip vortices. 
The axial displacement of a vortex filament, based on the experimental 
observations, is sketched in Fig. 2b. 
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With this wake model and the use of Biot-Savart law, the induced 
velocity w(y)  is given by (3) 

fÄ'd5> S /   id " o J (8) w(y) = ^ 5) ä/ 
where, the i-.itegral from 0 to b is the circulation around a vortex _ 
filament, C. denotes the filament from the tip of blade j , and s. 
is the position vector to an element of the filament C. . 

The Final Mathematical Problem 

We wish to determine  4(y)  such that the intensity integral 
given by relation (4) is a minimum and such that the constraint 
relations (5) and (7), where w(y) is given by (8), are satisfied. 
Since the lift vanishes at both the root and the tip of the blade, we 
shall assume that the lift distribution is of the form 

Hy)  - **(y) yd - y) (9) 

METHOD OF SOLUTION 

The solution is to be constructed following variational methods. 
Since w(y) in the constraint condition (7) is not known a priori but 
is given by (8) which involves an integral of the lift distribution, 
mathematical difficulties are encountered.  In order to surmount 
these difficulties, we attempt the solution of the problem by iteration. 
Accordingly, we assume a suitable distribution of ehe induced velocity 
w(y) ,  solve for 4(y) , assuming the form given in (9), by v&riational 
methods, from the equations (4), (5), and (7). Utilizing this solution 
for i(y) we compute using equation (8) a new distribution for w(y), 
which then is used for another evaluation of &(y)   . This iterative 
procedura is repeated until satisfactory convergence is reached. 

To initiate the procedure, we assumed for the first downwash     . ■ 
distribution one that is given by the experimental result: of Landgrebe  . 
Tie variation of the induced angle of attack which is w(y)/^y along 
tie span according to Landgrebe's results is shown in Fig. 3.  In the 
same figure we also show the computed downwash distribution obtained 
a i>w iterations. 

IT» carrying out the actual solution, the various equations are 
first cast in a non-dimensional form. The following are the main 
non-dimensional parameters that are of interest: 

1- J  ,  0 * H * 1 

x - T (10) X 

*<T)) *(T|) 
L/bn Cont. 
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tip Mach number M, = — 
"b  aQ 

I = 
L /b p0a0 

I f 

At each stage of the iteration, the lift distribution yielding 
the minimum intensity and satisfying the constraint conditions turns 
out to be a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind with a 
symmetric kernel, and thus it can be determined without undue mathematical 
difficulties. The solution is o1 "ained in closed form but is too 
len^cny to be presented. We shall not enter here into the details; they 
can be found in a forthcoming JIA report*. 

BLADE CHARACTERISTICS 

Once the lift distribution for the minimum noise radiation has 
been determined, as discussed in the previous sections, one can 
proceed, by employing a consistent and suitable theory of lift, the 
aerodynamic characteristics of the rotor blade. Hert, we shall confine 
ourselves to the simplest considerations. Accordingly, we shall 
assume "strip" theory, as in the case of a finite wing of large aspect 
ratio, to be applicable and take a* our basic relation for this part of 
the analysis the following 

%) = ßQ (or(y) - of1(y)} c(y) \  pV2 (ID 

where 

*0 

«(y) 

a
t(y) 

c(y) 

slope of the lift versus angle of attack curve 

angle of zero lift 

induced angle of attack 

chord length 

V(y) = 0 y 

From previous analysis we know 4(y) and 
thin airfoil for the blade section the value of *ß0 usually does not 
differ very much from the value 2n . Then, equation (11) becomes the 
basis for determining c(y) and <*(y) , i.e., the variations of the 
chord length and the twist along the span. 

a Cy) ,  Assuming a 

* JIA stands for the Joint Institute for Aeroacoustics 
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SOME RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

On Che basis of the closed form solution, numerical results are 
obtained for a two bladed rotor (n = 2) using an IBM 360-67 computer, 
for x equal to 30, and for various values of the angle if   and the 
tip Mach number M. . We now present some of the results. 

Optimum Lift Distribution 

The lift distribution yielding the minimum intensity and satisfying 
the constraint equations, which we shall refer to as  the optimum lift 
distribution, has been computed for different values of t and M, 
(see Fig. 1). There is no marked difference between the various cases. 
The optimum distribution thus found is shown in Fig. 4. 

It is seen that the optimum distribution is characteristically 
different from the conventional distribution which is of a triangular 
form as sketched below. It is to be noted that the optimum distribution 

*<T|) 

T] 

*.--*. 

■»I- i.O 
Schematic of a triangular distribution 

indicates a negative lift over about quarter of the span at the blade 
tips, and a maximum lift at about the mid-span. This is physically 
understandable since we are seeking a distribution that yields a 
minimum intensity and to achieve such a situation it is necessary to 
arrange the distribution so as to lead to distructive interference of 
the acoustic radiation from the rotating blade. 

Comparison of Acoustic Intensities for Different Lift Distributions 

Figure 5 shows the variation of the non-dimensional intensity with 
the angle t for a given tip Mach number M.  for different shapes of 
the lift distribution. It is seen that the optimum distribution yields 
to the minimum intensity for all values of the angle i|r . The ratio of 
the intensity for a triangular distribution is that for the optimum varies 
over the range 3.1 to 3.6 as ijf varies from 10 to 90 degrees. This 
means that the optimum distribution will lead to a noise reduction of 
about 5 dB compared to the conventional triangular distribution. 

Figure 6 shows the variation of the intensity with the tip Mach 
number for a fixed angle \|i . We notice, as expected, all distributions 
lead to increasing intensities as the tip Mach number increases. 
However, we note that the optimum distribution is the one that yields the 
lowest intensity at all tip Mach numbers. 
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Determination of Blade Characteristics 

Having known the optimum lift distribution and the variation qf 
the induced angle of attack along the span from the previous section, 
one can determine, on the basis of (11), the aerodynamic characteristics 
of the rotor blade such as the variations of the chord length and the 
twist along the span. 

Equation (11), however, is one equation for two unknowns c(y) 
and cr(y) ; thus additional requirements need to be stipulated. 
First, c(y) should always be positive. Second, we may stipulate, for 
instance, the ratio of the maximum chord to the span. Assuming this 
ratio to be  0.1  and the angle of zero lift (*(T|) should not exceed 
0.35 radians, we deduce from equation (11), the distribution shown in 
Fig. 7 for c(Tp and c*(7]) . 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is seen that the shape of the spanwise distribution of lift over 
a rotor blade affects considerably the intensity of the noise radiated. 
The "optimum" distribution, as obtained in this analysis indicates 
that it yields the minimum intensity for all values of the angle \|f 
and for different tip Mach numbers. 

This study appears to be the first attempt at analytically determining 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a body moving through a fluid which 
lead to minimum intensity of the far field. The nature of the inquiry 
and the methodology concerned in this study should be of general interest, 
and hopefully will stimulate more detailed and complete analyses of a 
similar nature. 
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Fig. 1 Illustrating the Formulation of the Problem 
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Fig. 2 General Schematic of the Wake System 
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DYNAMICS OF WEAK SHOCK WAVES AT A FOCUS 

by 

B. Sturtevant and V. A.  Kulkarny 

California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena,   California 

ABSTRACT 

Experimental observations of the behavior of focussed weak shock 
waves in air are reported.    Incident plane shocks of Mach numbers from 
1.005 to 1.3 are reflected from parabolic reflectors.    Spark shadowgraphs 
exhibit the wavefront aynamics and pressure measurements provide supple- 
mental information.    It is shown that wavefront folding an'1    rossing,  a 
distinctive feature of linear geometrical acoustics,  occurs even when the 
wave propagation in the neighborhood of the focus is predominantly non- 
linear.    The transition from folded to unfolded wave fronts as shock strength 
increases can be predicted by considerations of nonlinear shock diffraction, 
in which it is necessary to account for diffracted waves behind the leading 
disturbance.    It is concluded that the fact that wavefront folding occurs can- 
not be taken to mean that the maximum overpressure at focus is limited by 
essentially linear diffraction processes.    Indeed,   it appears that in a major- 
ity of observations nonlinear shock diffraction is the limiting process. 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

A pressure wavefront,   such as a shock wave or acoustic pulse,   if 
generated by a non-uniform source,  or if propagating in a non-uniform 
medium or reflecting from a curved surface,  may become concave toward 
the direction of propagation and so focus.    The occurrence of greatly mag- 
nified wave amplitudes in the focal region is a matter of concern in many 
applications, and it is important to be able to calculate the maximum over- 
pressure that will occur.    Furthermore,   it may be equally important in 

certain applications to predict the shape 
of the wavefront during and after focus. 

This problem has arisen recently with the 
realization that maximum overpressures 
observed in the sonic boom m^y be caused 
by effects of aircraft manouver, by wave 
propagation through atmospheric thermal 
inhomog   neities, winds or turbulence,  or 
by reflect- ins from valleys and buildings. 
Indeed,  thi.   phenomenon occurs in such a 
variety of problem* and over such a large 
range of physical scales that the study of 
the physical processes that limit tue amp- 
litude near a focus is of fundamental 
importance. 

Figure 1.    Dimpled Wavefront 
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Consider a plane weak shock front or acoustic pulse which by one of 
the aforementioned processes has become locally concave (Fig.   I).    The 
theory of geometrical acoustics predicts that the rays normal to the concave 
f z, ttion of the wavefront form a caustic or a focus and that the amplitude of 
the wave is infinite on the caustic.    Furthermore,   it is predicted that after 
focus the wavefront is folded.    The central question is, what physical 
processes serve to limit the maximum amplitude to finite values at the 
focus?    Two possibilities are diffraction and gasdynamic nonlinearity. 

According to linear theory,   if the pressure at the wavefront is dis- 
continuous geometrical acoustics is exact and the singularity exists. 
Previously, we have speculated (Ref.   1) that on the scale of the (actual) 
shock-wave thickness wave-acoustic effects (diffraction) limit the amplitude. 
If the magnitude of the maximum amplitude so determined is so small that 
gasdynamic nonlinearity is negligible, then the maximum amplitude near 
focus can be predicted by linear theory,  and far from the focus the wavefronts 
are folded as predicted by geometrical acoustics.    At the focus,   instead of 
converging to a point, the wavefront becomes locally plane (Ref. 2).    The 
details of the calculation for an incident N-wave have recently been carried 
out by Obermeir (Ref.   3). 

On the other hand,   for stronger waves the amplitude may be limited 
by a completely ditferent process; namely, the increase of wavespeed with 
amplitude described by Whitham's shock-diffraction theory (Ref. 4).    In this 
case,  perfect focus ^s prevented because the more strongly amplified portions 
of the wavefront accelerate,   so the front flattens.    Furthermore,  because of 
the supersonic-subsonic character of finite-amplitude waves,  wavefront 
folding is precluded by nonlinear effects and the geometry of the wavefront 
turns out to be quite different.    Indeed,  Whitham predicted an overshoot of 
the initially concave portion of the front to form a bulge in the direction of 
propagation. 

Until now it has been assumed that in the neighborhood of some 
critical wave strength the maximum amplitude and the geometry of the 
wavefront change from those predicted by linear wave theory to those 
described by nonlinear theory.    The central result of the experiments 
reported here is to show that this is not the case.    Though for very weak 
waves the wave amplitude may undergo  such a transition,  the transition 
from folded to unfolded wavefronts occurs for much stronger waves, under 
conditions such that the focussing process is dominated by nonlinearity. 
That is,   it is shown that there is a region of incident wave strengths and 
shapes in which the amplitude near focus is limited by nonlinear shock- 
diffraction effects but the wavefront beyond focus is folded.    The transit on 
from folded to unfolded wavefront is determined by purely kinematical con- 
siderations in which it is necessary to account for the diffracted fronts 
behind the leading disturbance.    Therefore,   it ;s seen thai shock-diffraction 
theory contains the essential elements for dc cribing the mechanism for 
amplitude limitation in the nonlinear regime.    The paradox implied by 
previous observations (e.g. , Ref.  5) of folded wavefronts when they were 
not expected is resolved; folded fronts may occur in the nonlinear regime 
(depending on the kinematics of shock diffraction),  and the fact that folded 
wavefronts are observed cannot be taken to mean that linear theory holds 
in the focal region.    In fact,   it is evident that linear diffraction-limited 
focussing occurs in a rather limited range of conditions in practice and that 
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nonlinear shock diffraction describes most observations of shock focussing. 
It is significant that wavefront geometry plays an important role in deter- 
mining the behavior at a focus.    This confirms the importance of shock dif- 
fraction and suggests that any successful analysis of focussing must account 
for these geometrical effects. 

After describing the experimental apparatus (Section II) and the 
results (Section III) a simple model is proposed (Section IV) which explains 
the observations. 

II.    EXPERIMENT 

Of the large variety of phenomena that may occur in focussing of 
Shockwaves, the simple and basic phenomenon of a perfect focus is investi- 
gated,  especially to study nonlinear effects.    The focus is created by 
reflecting a plane shock wave from a parabolic reflector on the endwall 
inside a large shock tube.   Fig.  2 shows a schematic drawing of the setup. 
The transient wave patterns as they pass the focus are recorded through 
the windows by spark shadowgraphs.    Also,  wave amplitudes are independ- 
ently measured in the flow field with a pressure transducer mounted on a 
probe. 

The GALCIT 17" shock tube yields very plane shocks and the flow 
conditions behind them are quite uniform.    Shocks of Mach number as low 
as 1. 005 can be created with ^ mil mylar diaphragms,  and have been found 
to be well converged (i.e. ,  with risetimes of less than one microsecond). 
Conditions in the test section are normally atmospheric except for strong 
shocks; for M  =1.2 and 1.3 the initial pressure is 10 psia. s 

A simple spark light is used as an instantaneous point source at the 
focus of a concave mirror to generate a parallel beam of light which passes 
across the shock tube through the windows and directly exposes a fast 
Polaroid film on the other side. 

Two solid reflectors are used,  an axi-symmetric parabolid (a glass 
reflector embedded in epoxy on a wooden backing) with a point focus and a 
parabolic cylinder (a machined and polished piece of hardwood) with a line 
focus.    Both have 2-3/8" focal length and 8" aperature.    The reflectors are 
moved along the axis of the shock tube to examine different sections of the 
flow field.    The experiment is initiated when the incident shock wave passes 
over a pressure transducer in the shock-tube wall,  triggering a time-delay 
generator which,   in turn,   controls the spark discharge.    Thus different 
stages of focussing are observed by changing the delay time and firing a 
shock for each setting. 

Five different incident shock strengths are used (M=1.005,   1.03,  1. 1, 
1.2 and 1.3) to exhibit the full range of behavior.   Only the shadowgraphs 
of the 2-dimensional line focussing are presented,  as the shadowgraphs of 
3-dimensional point focussing are found to be qualitatively identical. 

Pressure histories at points on the axis of symmetry are recorded 
with piezoelectric pressure transducers on osciUograms.    A small 5" 
diameter sensor (PCB Piezotronics  113A21,   ris«'time 1 microsecond) is 
mounted on a streamlined probe to minimize scattered disturbances and 
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wake.    Some typical waveforms of both 2- and 3-dimensional focussing are 
shown. 

The influence of the shape and strength of the diverging (diffracted) 
part of the reflected shock has been examined by changing the shape of the 
reflector at its edges; two different configurations are used,  a flat baffle 
with sharp corners and a smooth rounded baffle (shown by dotted lines in 
Fig.  2).    Shadowgraphs and pressure measurements show that these changes 
have little effect on the behavior near the focus. 

III.    RESULTS 

The results presented here include spark shadowgraphs of waves 
focussed by the 2-dimensional reflector of Fig.  2 and pressure traces 
observed at a point beyond the focus of 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional 
reflectors. 

Figure 3 is a sequence of shadowgraphs at six successive times 
showing a wave initially of strength Ms-  1. 1 which has reflected from the 
2-dimensional reflector.    The processes exhibited in this sequence are 
typical of "weak" focussing shocks and lead to crossed and folded wave- 
fronts beyond focus,  despite the fact that nonlinear phenomena are evident 
near the focus.    In the first photograph (t=0) may be seen a) the reflected 
front (dark,   concave to the right),  b) the outer compressive segments of the 
diffracted wavefront from the corners of the reflector (dark,   convex to the 
right),  and c) the inner expansion segments (light) of the diffracted wave. 
In the second picture (t=0. 05) the expansion or negative diffracted waves 
have crossed; e.g. ,  the upper light-colored front originated at the bottom 
corner and is propagating upward.    An important nonlinear effect is exhib- 
ited in this picture; the intersections of the negative diffracted waves with 
the reflected shock wave have reached the axis of symmetry well before 
focus of the shock.    The subsequent pictures in this figure show how the 
compressive diffracted waves cross ahead of the focussed wave and show 
that a hot lenticular focal spot is left behind.    The boundaries of the dark 
spot are the trajectories of the intersections of the diffracted and reflected 
waves (the shock-shocks).   These photographs show that wave crossing 
occurs because the shock-shocks are turned around (at t=0. 08) and are 
"forced" (by shock dynamics) back to the axis of symmetry.    The second 
crossing of the shock-shocks is the point at which the leading diffracted 
waves first cross.    Beyond this point nonlinearity is too weak to uncross 
the waves.    Thus,  a criterion is established for the occurrence of crossed 
and folded wavefronts; for all cases in which the shock-shocks cross twice 
the wavefronts  will also cross. 

Fig. 4 is a similar sequence for an incident wave of Ms = l. 3.    This 
case exemplifies the focus of a "strong" shock.    The inner diffracted waves 
reach the axis much sooner and the shock-shocks never turn back toward 
the axis,   so crossed wavefronts do not occur.    In the last two pictures, 
after the waves have left the field of view,  the tracks of the shock-shocks, 
which are shear layers,   suffer a spectacular instability! 

Fig.  5 summarizes the behavior of shocks of five different strengths, 
including the ones already discussed.    It may be seen that there is a case 
intermediate between the two already described,  namely the focus of a 
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t = 0. 0 ms 0.11     I 

0.05 0. 12 

0.08 0. 19 

Figure  3.      Focussing wave  at   six  successive  times.     Incident 
Mach No.   =   1. 10.      Focussing wave   is  propagating  from  left to   right. 
Reflector  is  at  left  side  of the  first  two pictures. 
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t  = 0.0 ms 

0.21 

0.05 

0. 36 

0. 10 

0.76 

0. 16 
Figure  4.      Focussing  wave  at seven   successive  times.      Incident 
Mach No.    = 1.3.      Focussing  wave   is  propagating   from left  to 
right,   is  out  of picture  in  last two pictures.     Reflector  is  at left 
side  of first two  pictures. 
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"medium strength" shock (Ms= 1.2 in these figures), in which the shock- 
shocks are turned back toward the axis but do not quite make it, with the 
result that the waves beyond focus do not cross! 

Spark shadowgraphs of waves reflected from the 3-dimensional 
axially symmetric reflector show that precisely the same processes occur 
as with 2-dimensional focus,  though the transition from folded to unfolded 
wavefronts occurs for weaker waves. 

Fig.  6 exhibits typical pressure histories observed at fixed locations 
on the axis of symmetry beyond the focus of 2- and 3-dimensional reflectors. 
For weak waves from 2-D reflectors (upper left-hand picture) one observes 
first the compressive rise of the crossed diffraction waves (the rise is slow 
because the waves pass over the transducer at oblique incidence) and then a 
compression-expansion spike which corresponds to the logarithmic singu- 
larity at the focussed wave predicted by linear theory (Ref. 6).    On the other 
hand, for 3-D reflectors (upper right-hand picture) the compression from 
the crossed diffracted waves (complicated in this picture by diffraction over 
the pressure transducer) is followed by a steep expansion wave,  corres- 
ponding to the inverted shock predicted by linear theory.    Though these 
waveforms are qualitatively similar to the predictions of linear theory,   it 
should be recalled that the corresponding shadowgraphs have shown that the 
waves actually spring from a complicated nonlinear shock diffraction process 
at focus.    Strong shock waves (bottom pictures) show a simple compression- 
expansion spike after focus,   indicating that there is a single wavefront on the 
axis of symmetry,  as observed in the shadowgraphs. 

IV.    DISCUSSION 

Fig.  7 summarizes schematically the predictions of geometrical 
acoustics for the reflection of a plane acoustic pulse from a finite parabolic 
reflector.    At the instant of focus the reflected wave has focussed to a point 
and the only wavefronts visible are the diffracted waves generated at the 
corners of the reflector.    Beyond focus the diffracted waves are ahead of 
the focussed wave because the shortest propagation distance along a ray 
from the incident wavefront before reflection to a point on the axis of sym- 
metry beyond focus is through the corners rather than along the axis. 

It is important that the formation of diffracted waves behind the 
focussing wavefront is a general phenomenon and is not unique to our partic- 
ular method of producing a focus.    For example,  if a smooth,  curved wave- 
front of uniform strength (e.g. ,   Fig.   1) is given as initial condition, 
immediately after initiation of the flow a diffracted wave forms at the in- 
flection point on the wavefront,  dividing the region of decreasing pressures 
behind the convex expanding portions of the front from the region of increas- 
ing pressures behind the concave focussing portion.    In acoustic theory the 
diffracted front is circular and touches the leading disturbance at the 
inflection point, while in nonlinear theory, the disturbances propagate out- 
ward from the inflection point along the wavefront.    Therefore,   in general, 
diffracted fronts occur behind dimpled wavefronts.    Since, as we have seen 
in the previous section,  the focussing process is primarily controlled by 
the dynamics of the diffracted fronts,  it is anticipated that no matter how 
the concave wavefront is formed,  the behavior near a focus will in general 
prove to be the same as observed in our experiments.    An important 
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2-Dimensional  Focus 3-Dimensional   Focus 

Weak 

Wave 

Ms   -   1. 1 M     =   1.005 

Strong 

Wave 

M 1. * M I. 1 

Figure   b.      Typiial   pressure  histories   (upper  traces)  observed   for   I-   and 
^-dimensional   focuses.      Time   (abscissa)   increases   to   right,   pressure 
(ordinate) increase*  upward       Transducer   is   spaced   i   in     from   reflector 
for  ?.-D pictures  and  4-W4   in.   from   reflector for   ^-1). 
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question in this regard is how results of the present work are to be scaled 
to apply to other situations.    Experiments are presently being conducted 
with reflectors of different apertures to answer this question. 

The behavior of "weak",  "moderate",  and "strong" focussing shocks 
is summarized in Figs. 8-'0.    The dashed lines indicate schematically the 
trajectories of the three;-w ve intersections.    In all observed cases the 
intersection of the diffracted wave with the converging front reaches the 
axis of symmetry substantially before the geometrical focus and before 
focus of the shock.    For weak waves (Fig.  8) a second crossing occur« 
beyond the geometrical focus.    In all cases,  just beyond the first crossing 
of the axis the wavefront at the axis of symmetry is astonishingly straight 
and normal (cf.  Fig.  5); this emphasizes the close relationship between 
nominear shock diffraction and acoustic diffraction,  which also predicts 
normal wavefronts at focus (Ref. 2). 

The principal questions which must be answered before the focussing 
process is understood are a) what is it that cavses the wavefronts far beyond 
focus to be crossed in the case of weak shocks and uncrossed in the case of 
strong shocks,  and b) how does this process serve to limit the maximum 
amplitude?    We address the first question in this paper. 

Unfortunately,  the dynamical processes which determine the nature 
of a focus include diffraction of curved, weak shock fronts propagating into 
nonsteady,  nonuniform media,   so a complete description of the problem is 
very difficult.    However,  it is clear from the sketches (Fig.  8-10) that the 
final effect of the focussing process is to provide a situation in which either 
regular reflection (for weak shocks) or Mach reflection (for strong shocks) 
occurs.    After the three-wave intersections first cross at the axis of sym- 
metry Mach reflection is always observed to occur, but if a second crossing 
occurs regular reflection is observed. 

In view of the strong dependence of the focussing process on the 
behavior of the three-wave intersections it seems clear that,  as a first 
step,  the trajectories of the intersections should be investigated.   Accord- 
ingly, we have developed a crude hypothesis which simplifies some of the 
geometrical aspects of shock-diffraction theory,  yet which embodies the 
essential noniinearity.    It is assumed that the strength of the converging 
wavefront is given by geometrical acoustics and that the diverging (leading) 
diffracted front propagates at sonic velocity.   The resulting misfit between 
the two curved wavefronts is filled in with a straight-line segment tangent 
at each end to the curved fronts.    The intersection of the third wave behind 
the converging front is assumed to propagate at local sonic velocity,  and an 
equation for the trajectory of its intersection with that front is derived. 

Trajectories calculated for a reflector of the same aperture as in 
our experiments and for three different Mach numbers are shown in Fig.   11. 
It may be seen that the agreement with the pictures of Fig.   5 is better than 
qualitative.    These calculations suggest that the axial extent of the focal 
spot is an important parameter.    For example,  the transition from crossed 
to uncrossed wavefronts occurs when the spot attains its maximum (finite) 
length and this length is seen to be of the order of the focal length of the 
original concavity.   As another example,  it might be expected that if the 
calculated length of the focal spot turns out to be less than the shock 
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Figure   il.       Calculated  three-wave  intersection  trajectories. 
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thickness,  then linear wave acoustics would yield the correct maximum 
amplitude at focus.   Otherwise,  nonlinear effects limit the amplitude. 
Methods for obtaining precise measurements of wave amplitudes are 
presently being developed in our laboratory,  and experiments will be con- 
ducted to develop this point more fully * 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown that wavefront folding occurs beyond an acoustic 
focus even when the wave propagation in the neighborhood of the focus is 
essentially nonlinear.   Wavefronts fold if the intersection of the diffracted 
wave with the leading disturbance crosses the axis of symmetry twice. 
They do not fold if the wave intersection crosses the axis only once.    In the 
former case conditions are apparently such that regular reflection is 
possible, while in the latter Mach reflection occurs.   A crude hypothesis 
on shock-diffraction theory explains the qualitative behavior of the observed 
focal spot.    Scaling of the phenomenon is presumed to depend on the wave 
strength, aperture and focal length of the concavity and shock wave thick- 
ness,  and is being investigated further. 

wThe authors gratefully acknowledge a helpful discussion with 
Prof. J.B.  Keller.    This work was supported by a grant from the 
AFOSR (71-2092).] 
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF SONIC BOOM FOCUSING 

by 

** *** 
M. Sanai  and T. Y. Toong 

Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, U. S. A. 

ABSTRACT 

A two-part Investigation of shock focusing as related to sonic booms 
has been conducted in a ballistic range with the objective of studying the 
nonlinear effects. Part I deals with focusing due to an increase in body 
Mach number. Projectiles at supersonic speeds are fired into a gaseous 
medium with decreasing sound speed along the flight axis, producing conver- 
ging shocks with higher overpressures in focal regions. Focus factors of 
up to 2.0 have been measured. Flow field features (Including shock fold- 
ing) agree qualitatively with the linear theory for weak shocks. But for 
strong shocks, folding does not occur, possibly due to the presence of 
dominant nonlinear effects. 

In Part II, focusing due to refraction is Investigated. Projectiles 
at low supersonic speeds are fired into a stratified medium, producing a 
Y-shaped shock configuration in the vicinity of the sonic cut-off altitude 
due to total reflection. A maximum focus factor of 1.7 has been measured 
at the triple point of the leading shock. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Two of the more common cases in which enhanced sonic bocüs or super- 
booms are  'Dected to result are: 

(I) Acceleration of aircrafts at supersonic speeds, giving rise to 
the acceleration superbooms, and 

(II) Steady flight of a supersonic aircraft at threshold Mach num- 
bers in the real inhomogeneous atmosphere, the refraction superbooms. 

Accordingly, two separate series of laboratory experiments have been 
conducted to simulate each of the above phenomena. Experimental procedure 
and some preliminary results from the acceleration-superboom experiments 
have been reported in the last year's meeting [1] and are not repeated here. 
Major results obtained since then are briefly summarized below with full 
details to be given in Ref. 2. 

Acceleration superbooms are simulated by firing projectiles of dif- 
ferent sizes and shapes at constant supersonic speeds into gaseous media 
with decreasing sound speed alorj the trajectories (resulting in increasing 
Mach numbers). Signatures from pressure transducers have been studied in 
conjunction with dual-schlieren pictures obtained simultaneously during the 
same experiment. It is observed that converging shocks are produced, con- 
taining a concave region in which the overpressures are higher than those 
in the adjacent regions. Focus factors of up to 2.0 have been measured. 
Observed flow-field features (including shock folding) for weak shocks 
(shock Mach numbers of less than 1.03) agree qualitatively with those pre- 
dicted by the linear theory. But for the stronger shocks (shock Mach 
numbers above 1.30), folding has not been observed, possibly due to the 
presence of dominant nonlinear effects. Defocusing of strong shocks has 
also been observed and was reported in Ref. 1. 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to the refraction superboom 
problem. Theoretical description of the flow field resulting from a steady 
flight of a supersonic aircraft in a stratified atmosphere has been discussed 
by several authors [3-6]. Of particular interest are cases in which the 
aircraft speed is less than the sound speed at the ground level. The air- 
craft is then said to be flying at a "threshold" Mach number. Although 
qualitative features of the flow field resulting from such a flight seems to 
be fairly well understood, a complete theoretical treatment is still lack- 
ing. The following is a brief description of those features that are relat- 
ed to the simulation experiments reported ir this paper. 

Figure la illustrates the effect of a refracting medium on the propaga- 
tion of the leading shock as predicted by the linear theory of geometrical 
acoustics. Hie part of the shock which propagates towards the ground does 
not reach the ground if the aircraft speed is less than the sound speed at 
the ground level. The shock is totally reflected at the caustic surface, 
which is defined as the envelope to all the acoustic rays. The caustic is 
located at the sonic cut-off altitude where the aircraft speed equals the 
local sound speed. The incident and reflected shocks form at the caustic 
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a cusp that moves along with a speed equal to that of the aircraft. The 
cusp region represents a zone in which the energy density becomes large 
(it is infinite according to the acoustic theory) so that the finite- 
amplitude or nonlinear effects are expected to play an important role near 
the cusped shock. 

The geometrical-acoustic theory discussed above is strictly valid for 
shocks that are of infinitely small strength. For shocks with finite 
strengths, a configuration other than a cusp results when the reflection 
takes place near the cut-off altitude. Experiments reported in Section 3 
indicate that the leading shock and its reflected portion form a Y-shaped 
shock structure near the cut-off elevation, as sketched in Fig. lb. The 
difference between this triple-shock complex and the cusped-shock of Fig. la 
predicted by the linear theory is attributed mainly to the finite-amplitude 
effects near the caustic region. These are not accounted for in the geo- 
metrical-acoustic theory. 

Relative to the leading shock, the incoming flow has a constant speed 
equal to that of the aircraft. But the flow Mach number decreases with 
decreasing altitude because of the corresponding increase in the sound 
speed. Coupled with the local shock inclination, this determines the flow 
produced behind the leading shock. According to the type of flow that 
exists behind the leading shock, four regions have been identified in Fig. lc. 
In Region I, the flows both ahead of and behind the shock are supersonic. 
In Region II. the incoming flow Mach number and the shock inclination are 
such that the flow behind the leading shock becomes very nearly sonic. At 
the lower altitudes contained in Region III, the shock is very nearly normal 
to the flight axis, with subsonic flow behind it. Finally, in Region IV, 
the flow is subsonic everywhere and contains no shock waves. A series of com- 
pression waves similar to those occurring below a subsonic aircraft exists 
in this region. 

Of considerable importance in the present investigation is the pressure 
variation across the incident shock ac different altitudes.  In Region I, 
shock overpressure decreases with decreasing altitudes, as predicted by 
Whitham's theory [7,8].  In Region II, the shock overpressure increases 
despite the fact that the incoming flow Mach number is decreasing. Whitham's 
theory breaks down and full nonlinear theories become essential for describ- 
ing the pressure field in this region. The oblique-shock analysis developed 
by Friedman [4] and the characteristic theory of Ref. 6 apply to part of 
this region and predict a magnified shock overpressure. However, these 
theories are not complete because they do not consider the effect of the 
reflected shock. Experiments reported in Section 3 indicate that the reflec- 
ted shock joins the leading shock at a point which is very near to where the 
maximum shock intensity is measured.  In other words, the triple-point of 
Fig. lb is located near or inside Region II. A complete theory must account 

These theories apply as long as the flow speed behind the leading shock is 
supersonic. The largest shock overpressure results at the altitude where 
the flow behind the shock becomes just sonic. From there on, the theories 
cease to be applicable. 
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for the possible effects that the presence of the reflected shock may 
have on the overpressure magnification. Therefore, at best, the above 
theories provide an estimate of the lower bound to the magnitudes of the 
superbooms. 

In Region III, the overall flow field is quite complicated and none of 
the theories discussed above can predict the shock intensity. The major 
source of complication is that the disturbances caused by the aircraft 
arrive before the bow wave; i.e., a compression field is formed in front 
of the bow shock so that the shock is propagating into an already disturbed 
medium [4]. In Region IV, there is no abrupt pressure increase and no 
boom is heard. The pressure is spread out into a continuous rise so that 
a rumble similar to that caused by a subsonic aircraft is experienced. 

Region II discussed above warrants special attention because it con- 
tains the zone in which the superboom is expected to be experienced. The 
magnified shock overpressure in this rather narrow zone is believed to be 
caused by two complementary effects [4]. First, there is a focusing of 
wave energy caused by the simultaneous arrival of many of the pressure 
waves emitted by the aircraft. Second, these pressure disturbances 
cannot propagate away from the transonic zone behind the shock and will 
therefore remain in the immediate vicinity of the shock. They tend to 
"accumulate" and give rise to the enhanced shock overpressure or the super- 
boom. 

It should be pointed out that the borderline between Regions I and II 
or II and III is not clear-cut because the extent to which the flow speed 
behind the leading shock in Region II deviates from sonic speed has not 
been specified. A convenient way of fixing the above borderlines is to 
center Region II at the altitude where the flow behind the leading 
shock becomes just sonic and extend it by an arbitrary small amount to 
either side of this altitude. 

2.  EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2a. 
A standard 17 caliber bullet is fired into a stratified medium produced 
in a ballistic range, instrumented with a fast-response dynamic pressure 
transducer and schlieren photographic equipment. The stratified medium is 
obtained by a slow injection of CCL into air through a porous rubber sheet 
stretched over a container located at the bottom of the test section. 
(Experiments similar to these have also been conducted by the ISL Group [9] 
in France as reported by Wanner, et al. [10]). Since the speed of sound 
is lower in CO» than in air, the sound speed increases with increasing 
elevation in  the test section. The flow configuration which results from 
the passage of the bullet is therefore upside down as compared to that 
produced by flights in a real atmosphere. 

By regulating the flow rate of CO2 and the time elapsed before the 
projectile is fired, the sound-speed variation may be controlled to suit 
the test conditions. For all the experiments reported here CO2 has been 
introduced at the rate of 3,750 cc/min for 7 mins. before the projectile 
was fired. For this combination of flow rate and mixing time, the medium 
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PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 

17-CALIBER RIFLE 

POROUS RUBBER SHEET 
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VALVE 

C02 INTAKE 

Fig. 2a    Schematic diagram of test apparatus. 
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260 260 300 320 340 
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Fig. 2b Sound speed variation in cut-off experiments. 
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sound speed has ihe distribution shown in Fig. 2b. The way this distribution 
has been measured is described in detail in Ref. 2. The method is based on 
the assumption that a unique and distinguishable shock configuration is 
produced around the body for each body Mach number so thac an unknown Mach > 
number can be inferred by examining the resulting shock pattern in the 
schlieren pictures. Knowing the Mach number, the sound-speed at the flight 
axis is calculated by dividing the body speed (measured separately) by its 
Mach number. This has been repeated for several elevations in the test 
section and the resulting measurements have been represented by the smooth 
cvve shown in Fig. 2b. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A pair of dual-schlieren pictures (taken at 15 us apart) and a simulta- 
neous pressure record obtained when the bullet moves in the stratified medium 
of Fig. 2b at a Mach number of 1.15 are shown in Fig. 3. The shock con- 
figurations produced by the leading and wake shocks resemble that of Fig. la, 
discussed in conjunction with flights in a real atmosphere. 

The rod-shaped black extension appearing at the top of the schlieren 
pictures is the tubular support on which the transducer is mounted. The 
pressure-sensitive surface is horizontal and parallel to the flight axis. 
This particular way of mounting has been found to minimize the distortion 
in the pressure signal due to the effect of diffracted shocks at the trans- 
ducer surface [2]. The container used to introduce CO2 is responsible for 
the black portion at the bottom of the picutres. The porous surface is 
located approximately 5 mm below the dark border. Propagating shocks below 
the flight axis are reflected at this surface and produce additional shocks. 
For example, shock number 2 is the reflection of the lower-half of the lead- 
ing shock and has produced a Y-shaped shock configuration just as the lead- 
ing shock itself. 

Both schlieren pictures are shown here to indicate that the shock 
shapes are identical in both pictures. This has been found to be the case 
in all the runs conducted in the present series of experiments. One implica- 
tion of this observation is that no appreciable axial variations in medium 
properties exist so that the sound speed varies essentially in the vertical 
direction only. This substantiates the one-dimensional variation shown in 
Fig. 2b and simplifies the shock-shape computations greatly. 

Shock-Shape Comparison 

Fig. 4a shows the wave front positions as predicted by the geometrical 
acoustic theory super-imposed on the shock front positions observed in the 
schlieren picutres of Fig. 3. The overall shapes of the computed and 
observed shocks are found to be in reasonable agreement. The major difference 
that exists between the shock shapes is the triple-point configuration which 
is observed experimentally but is not predicted by the linear theory. This 
seems to be due to the presence of nonlinear effects near the cut-off region, 
as discussed in Section 1. 
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OBSERVED 
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Fig. 4a Comparison between observed and computed shock positions 
for the run of Fig. 3. 
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IN MACH   REFLECTION 

LEADING   SHOCK  INTENSITY 
IN CUTOFF   EXPERIMENTS 

Fig. 4b Comparison between shock intensities in Mach reflection 
and cut-off experiments. 
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It is noted in Fig. Aa that the shoe* bends rather sharply near the 
triple-point and approaches the normal. But the more the shock approaches 
the normal, the more the flow behind it approaches the sonic speed, a 
condition to be recalled that identifies Region II in Fig. lc. It is there- 
fore expected that Region II containing the magnified shock overpressure 
be in the vicinity of the triple-point. This will be seen to be in agree- 
ment with the experimental measurements, indicating that the triple-point 
altitude is an important radial position as far as the pressure variations 
are concerned. 

A remarkable similarity in shape exists between the triple shocks 
observed here and that produced by a Mach or irregular reflection of a 
shock at a solid surface [11]. However, detailed comparison with several 
studies of Mach reflection [11-13] indicates that the similarity is restricted 
to the shape alone and does not extend to other important flow field features 
such as the shock strenght. Variation of shock intensity as inferred from 
the interferograms of Mach reflections reported in Ref. 13 is sketched at the 
left of Fig. Ab. It is noted that the Mach stem has a nearly constant inten- 
sity and is at least as strong as the incident shock. On the right of Fig. Ab, 
the variation of shock intensity in the cut-off experiments is sketched. 
(Measured values are to be reported later). Unlike the previous case, the 
shock intensity peaks near the triple-point and decreases rapidly along the 
normal portion. It is therefore obvious that the Mach-reflection phenomenon 
alone cannot describe the flow field associated with the present experiments. 
It may, however, supplement any theory that predicts the flow field on the 
basis of a different theoretical notion (e.g. from that of theories of Refs. A 
or 6) and may account for the effect of shock reflection at the caustic, not 
considered in any of the above theories. 

Shock Intensity 

To facilitate visual comparisons, Fig. 5 has been prepared where 
schlieren pictures and pressure traces from several runs at approximately 
the same Mach number in both the stratified and the homogeneous media are 
presented. Each column contains a run in air-CX^ medium and its corresponding 
run in air for the same radial position of the pressure transducer. As before, 
the first peak on each pressure trace corresponds to the passage of the 
leading shock. For runs in air, the peaks decrease in magnitude mono- 
tonically as the transducer is moved away from the flight axis. But for the 
refracting medium runs (bottom row) a peaking of the overpressure is observed 
when the transducer is positioned near the triple-point. (Compare heights 
of the first peaks in pressure signatures of Runs 709, 669 and 711). In the 
shock-free region far above the triple-point, a rounded peak is recorded as 
seen in Run 7A2. (This corresponds to Region IV of Fig. lc). 

The above observations are in complete qualitative agreement with the 
flow field description given in Section 1. They also indicate that the 
enhanced shock strength is solely due to the presence of a refracting medium. 

Focus Factor 

To facilitate the quantitative comparisons between the cases of the 
refracting and the homogeneous media, f focus factor, K, is defined as follows: 
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(AP/PoW. MED. 

»"VüOM. MED. 
(3.1) 

Same MD and r o 

where AP/P represents the shock intensity, MR is the body Mach number and 
r denotes the radial position at which the pressure measurement is made. 

To avoid uncertainties due to the presence of the reflected shocks from 
the porous surface, only the leading shock is considered here. Fig. 6 shows 
the radial variation of the focus factor and the approximate positions of 
the flow region boundaries for the leading shock. Four values as inferred 
from the experimental results reported in Ref. 10 are also shown for compari- 
son. The leading shock intensity in these experiments is nearly equal to what 
is encountered in the present investigations. Each point in the plot repre- 
sents a pair of runs similar to those depicted in one column of Fig. 5. The 
small difference between the body Mach numbers of the homogeneous and th» 
refracting media runs has been accounted for by assuming that at a fixed 
radial distance, the shock intensity in the homogeneous case, (AP/P \H0M MED » 

2    1/8 
is proportional to (M- - 1)  , 

D 
as predicted by Whitham's theory [7, 14]. 

The rather good correlation obtained for the experimental results is 
believed to be due to measuring the radial distances in terms of rt, the 
triple-point height above the flight axis. This is consistent with the 
observation made earlier that rt is a significant radial position as far as 
the pressure variations are concerned. The peaking of the focus factor curve 
near r/rt * 1 (or the triple-point) is a purely experimental finding and is 
in general agreement with the earlier prediction made on the basis of the 
shock shape. 

The largest focus factor detected in the present experiments is 1.7 and 
has been observed at r/rt ■ 0.98.  (This may be compared to K ■ 1.8 at r/rt ■ 
0.93 of Ref. 10). But  this value has been obtained for a leading shock 
which is very much stronger than a typical sonic boom. Furthermore, the 
sound-speed gradient in the present simulation experiments is much greater 
than that in a typical atmosphere. Therefore, some scaling is required for 
applying the present result to the case of real flights. Possible effects 
of the sound-speed gradient on the magnification factor is currently being 
investigated. A suitable scaling law to account for the effect of shock 
strength is that of Guiraud [15, 16], which prescribes that the focus factor 
be scaled according to the negative one-fifth (-1/5) power of typical shock 
intensities far from focal regions. Assuming a value of 0.5 mbar (1 lb/ft2) 
for a typical sonic boom [17] and noting that the typical shock intensity in 
the present experiments is 45 mbar, the present maximum focus factor observed 
scales to Ke given by: 

CT1/5 
K 

'•' ffl 
4.2 (3.2) 
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This is 1.4 times larger Chan the value of 3 measured in real flight 
tests by Maglieri et al. [17] and 1.1 times larger than the value of 3.7 
obtained from the characteristic theory of Ref. 6. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A two-part investigation of shock focusing as related to sonic booms 
has been reported. Part I deals with the enhanced sonic booms generated 
by accelerating supersonic aircrafts. For laboratory simulation of such 
"acceleration superbooms", projectiles at constant supersonic speeds are 
fired into a gaseous medium with decreasing sound speed along the line of 
flight, thus resulting in trajectories with increasing Mach numbers. 
Experimental details have been given in Refs. 1 and 2. Major results 
reported here include the presence of converging shocks with higher over- 
pressures in their concave portions. Focus factors as large as 2.0 have 
been detected. Other observations include folding of weak shocks (shock 
Mach numbers below 1.03) and defocusing of strong shocks (shock Mach nvibers 
above 1.30). 

In the second part, focusing due to refraction has been investigated. 
To simulate such "refraction superbooms", projectiles at low supersonic 
speeds ars fired into a stratified medium produced by mixing CO2 and air. 
Schlieren observations of the resulting flow fields indicate that the 
generated shocks are reflected near the sonic cut-off altitude (altitude 
at which the local sound speed equals the body speed), provided that such 
an altitude exists. The incident shock and its reflected portion join to 
form a Y-shpaed shock configuration near the cut-off elevation. This has 
been compared to the linear theory which predicts that the incident shock 
is totally reflected at a caustic located at the sonic cut-off altitude 
and that the reflected shock joins the incident shock to form a cusp at the 
caustic. The difference between the two shock configurations near the 
caustic has been attributed to the presence of nonlinear effects which are 
not accounted for in the linear theory. 

Depending on the flow field behind the leading shock, several regions 
have been identified. The most interesting one is the region in which the 
flow speed behind the leading shock is transonic because the theories of 
Refs.4 and 6 predict enhanced shock overpressures (or superbooms) in this 
region, as discussed in Section 1. Experimental results obtained seems to 
agree with this prediction. However, they show that the maximum shock 
intensity occurs very near the triple-point, indicating that the presence 
of the reflected shock may have had an appreciable effect on the magnitude 
of the enhanced shock overpressures detected. By noting that the theories 
mentioned above disregard the presence of the reflected shock, it has been 
asserted that these theories are incomplete and, at best, they can only 
provide an estimate of the lower bound to the magnitudes of the overpressure 
for such superbooms. 

The largest focus factor detected in the present refraction superboom 
experiments is 1.7. By correcting this value for the difference in shock 
intensities according to Guiraud's scaling law [15, 16], a focus factor of 
4.2 has been predicted for a typical sonic boom of 0.5 mbar or 1 lb/ft2. 
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(Corrections that may be required for the difference in sound-speed gradients 
are currently being investigated). This value Is 1.4 times larger than the 
value of 3 measured In field tests of Ref. 17 and 1.1 times larger than the 
value of 3.7 predicted by the theory of Ref. 6. 
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NOISE SUPPRESSION WITH SONIC AND NEAR-SONIC INLETS 

by 

Edward Lumsdaine 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
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Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 

and 

Lorenzo R. Clark 
NASA-Langley 

Hampton, Virginia 

SUMMARY 

The purpose of this research project is to develop some fundamental aero- 
dynamic and acoustic information on the sonic and near-sonic inlets. The sonic 
inlet is a device that can be used to eliminate inlet noise from fans (or com- 
pressors) by means of the classical principle that sound cannot propagate up- 
stream of a fluid flowing at sonic velocity. The sound attenuation produced by 
the near-sonic inlet is quite complex and not yet understood. Several inlets 
have been tested using a small ejector as a source, and a large inlet was 
tested using a single-stage transonic compressor. The test program is continu- 
ing. Presently the results show that: 

(a) Substantial inlet noise reduction occurs before the inlet is aero- 
dynamical ly choked with an inverse relationship between pressure recovery and 
degree of noise attenuation. 

(b) Subsonic (acoustic) choking is more effective *n reducing higher fre- 
quency noise than blade passage frequency noise, and more effective in 
attenuating blade passage frequency than overall noise. 

(c) Exhaust noise does not increase significantly P.S  a result of choking. 
(d) An inlet with a larger pressure gradient produces larger attenuation 

than one with the same overall pressure difference but a more gradual pressure 
gradient. 

(e) Pressure distortion can be kept at a safe, low value by designing the 
inlet with a sharp pressure gradient near the throat which produces also good 
acoustic characteristics at some sacrifice in pressure recovery. 

(f) Choked inlets even with large area ratios can operate safely from the 
compressor surge margin during choked operation and do not chart e the operat- 
ing characteristics of the compressor during unchoked operation. 

(g) Near sonic velocities there is an optimum length/diameter ratio for a 
given area ratio. 

(h) Tests with an automatic control system to maintain a specific noise 
reduction level (depending on location, other noise sources, etc., where 
maximum noise reduction is not required) show that it is feasible to provide 
specific amounts of noise reduction as indicated by circumstances. 

(i) For small area ratios (A . /A ,    <1.5) the collapsing cowl 

appears to be a better choice for choked inlet applications. For larger area 
ratios the centerbody type is better. 

INTRODUCTION 

Inlet noise attenuation by means of the so-called choked or sonic inlet 
can be divided into two general classifications. In the first case, the flow 
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in the inlet is accelerated until a sonic surface exists near the throat of 
the inlet and the inlet is aerodynamically (or nearly) choked, with correspond- 
ing complete acoustic choking. In the second case the inlet is not choked 
aerodynamically, yet substantial noise reduction occurs; in fact some noise 
reduction is observed when the flow in the diffuser is everywhere subsonic. 
The term subsonic choking refers to such acoustic attenuation. 

Sonic inlets are acoustically very effective; the problems are aerody- 
namic: how to achieve a sonic surface with the shortest inlet» with low dis- 
tortion and negligible instability while still maintaining high pressure re- 
covery. To achieve a sonic surface, there will exist in the inlet supersonic 
regions and also partial shocks which create large losses and instability 
problems. Contrary to some existing opinion (see for example References 1 and 
2), using a very long inlet with low diffusion angle is not the answer even 
if it were practical, because for transonic flow and a given area ratio there 
is an optimum length/diameter ratio; extending the diffuser length beyond this 
point would increase the loss. This will be discussed in a later section. 

Increased exhaust noise can also result when using the sonic (or near- 
sonic) inlets because of the increase in circumferential and radial distortion 
and turbulence which changes the blade loading characteristics of the rotor, 
leading to an increase in rotor noise and therefore rear-ward radiated noise. 
This noise increase is not due to reflected acoustic energy from the choked 
plane since it appears that the forward energy is largely dissipated. Experi- 
mental evidence indicates that the increase in exhaust noise is not signifi- 
cant under normal engine operating conditions. 

For near-sonic inlets, the noise reduction is not physically well under- 
stood. It has been suggested that the combination of large axial and radial 
velocity gradients could result in large reflections, refractions, and viscous 
and heat dissipation of the sound. The present tests show that the axial ve- 
locity gradients seem to have a rather dominant effect. Because of the obvious 
aerodynamic advantages (stability, high recovery) when the flow in the inlet 
is predominantly subsonic, the interaction of the high velocity flow field 
with acoustic modes is being studied both experimentally and theoretically in 
order to exploit this interaction to minimize noise transmission. This paper 
will give a brief summary of results of work on the sonic and near-sonic inlet. 
Aerodynamically, there is no sharp line of demarcation between the two; 
acoustically, however, much more detailed measurements are required in order 
to understand and exploit the near-sonic inlet noise reduction phenomenon. 

DISCUSSION 

1. Sonic Inlets 

The investigation of the sonic inlet requires a study of steady and un- 
steady aerodynamics since acoustically this type of inlet is effective. A 
crucial problem in the operation of the sonic and near-sonic inlet is the 
problem of instabilities. Instabilities due to shock boundary layer interac- 
tion and flow oscillations as a result of gust or thrust variation could cause 
engine surge and stall. It has been found in some experimental tests, where 
the pressure gradient was distributed in the diffuser, that for diffusers of 
low area ratio and high pressure recovery some instabilities occurred with no 
noticeable upstream disturbance. There are two instability problems, one 
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Fig. 1 Stability criteria for a choked inlet 

associated with the free stream and the other with the shock boundary layer 
interaction. Figure 1 shows that the time required for a shock to return to 
its original position Increases with decreasing Mach number, which means that 
for potential flow the stronger the shock the more stable the system (see 
Reference 3). However, with Increasing Mach number the tendency toward shock 
boundary layer interaction increases. Of course, at transonic velocities, even 
without the existence of the shock, instabilities can occur in the free stream 
triggered by flow separation due to the adverse pressure gradient. 

For steady state operation, the problem of boundary layer control was 
studied both theoretically and experimentally. Distributed suction and injec- 
tion are effective in controlling the boundary layer. A detailed discussion 
with results for injection at different shock strengths is given in Refer- 
ence A. Vortex generators appear to be effective when properly designed and 
placed and when separation is not too severe. Although the preceding sentence 
appears obvious, it is very crucial for transonic flows. Most of the experi- 
mental studies reported here are without boundary layer control to establish 
the minimum level of aerodynamic performance since boundary layer control can 
be added if necessary or advantageous. Another problem is to find an optimum 
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length for a given area ratio. Unfortunately, the theoretical work on the in- 
verse transonic flow problem has not been completed. In the absence of a good 
theoretical design method» some tests were conducted and combined with a 
literature search which revealed some Interesting results. Figure 2 shows the 
results of tests conducted with six Inlets of different lengths with area 
ratio of 3.2 and the same contoured lip. They clearly show that there is an 
optimum length/diameter ratio for a given area ratio. Repeated tests changed 
the shape of the curve for M«l, but the optimum appears to be at approximate- 
ly the same place. Figure 3 presents curves for the optimum for annular and 
straight circular and square diffusers. For the case of annular diffusers the 
data is rather limited and further tests are being conducted to compare with 
this curve. The usefulness of these curves is simply that they provide an 
initial starting point for the design, since for a given area ratio to achieve 
a specified mission for a particular type of aircraft, the approximate L/D can 
be obtained. From this result the direct problem is solved to obtain refine- 
ments since transonic solutions and computer programs for solving the direct 
problem are readily available. The testing phase then confirms or refines this 
result. 

Several conclusions were brought out as a result of constructing these 
curves. Although boundary layer blockage is a very important parameter in 
pressure recovery, it does not affect the optimum point very significantly. 
The scatter in the points is largely due to the method of selecting the opti- 
mum as seen in Figure 2b, particularly for subsonic flow. However, the results 
clearly show a trend apparently independent of throat Mach number. Figure 2a 
shows the attenuation characteristics as a function of pressure recovery; it 
is quite clear that subsonic choking will not produce large noise attenuation, 
which can be obtained only at a cost to pressure recovery. The maximum Mach 
number here is the maximum wall Mach number, and it is seen that large noise 
reduction is obtainable when the inlet is nearly aerodynamically choked. 
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2. Near-Sonic or Accelerating Inlets 

Aerodynamically, near-sonic inlets pose problems similar to sonic inlets, 
although this depends on the amount of attenuation required. If a moderate 
amount of attenuation is required, this type of inlet can operate with high 
pressure recovery, low distortion and stable flow. A theoretical and experi- 
mental program was set up to investigate the aerodynamic and acoustic charac- 
teristics of the near-sonic inlet. The work is still in progress; some specif- 
ic objectives are: obtain information on the effect of axial velocity gradient 
on noise propagation; design Inlets with low distortion and instabilities; in- 
vestigate compressor operation characteristics during choke; compare translat- 
ing centerbody inlets with other types, and verify theoretical as well as 
empirical results (such as the optimum L/D for a given area ratio). 

The early experimental study consisted of small model tests using an 
ejector (see Reference 5 for details of the experimental setup) and showed 
that for an inlet with the same overall pressure difference (overall area 
ratio) and the same flow conditions to the throat, but with different L/D 
(different pressure gradient) the attenuation characteristics near Mach one 
are very different, as shown on Figure 4. Subsequent tests with several trans- 
lating-type centerbodies (see Reference 5) have also shown that the velocity 
gradient rather than the maximum velocity is the controlling factor in noise 
attenuation. Presently, several configurations are scheduled for tests on the 
NASA-Langley transonic compressor anechoic-chamber facility. The 12-inch tip 
speed single-stage compressor has 19 rotor blades and 30 stator blades with a 
maximum rpm of 25,000. Results from testing the first inlet (Figure 5) at the 
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Fig. A Sound attenuation versus average maximum axial Mach 
number for inlets with different L/D 
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NASA-Langley facility are included here. They support the results from the 
model tests which show tentatively that: 

1. The geometry of the inlet is not as crucial to the aerodynamic per- 
formance as was suspected. However, lip geometry has a significant effect on 
noise attenuation, as indicated by the results presented in Figure 6. 

2. Larger pressure gradients near the throat produce larger noise re- 
duction and substantially lower distortion but a slightly higher pressure 
loss than a gradual pressure gradient for the same overall pressure 
difference. The question of stability is still undetermined. 

3. High Mach number inlets are more effective in attenuating high- 
frequency noise; they are not as effective against the fundamental blade 
passage frequency. Yet in comparison to the overall noise reduction levels, 
these inlets seem to be relatively more effective in reducing blade passage 
frequency noise than overall noise. Also, the amount of noise reduction by a 
given inlet is amplitude-dependent. 

4. The velocity gradient rather than the velocity itself plays a dominant 
role in noise attenuation for subsonic choke. Thus graphs showing the 
attenuation of sound at different Mach numbers are not very meaningful with- 
out also showing the velocity gradient. 

5. For mechanical, control, and aerodynamic reasons a translating center- 
body appears to be the best choice for sonic and near-sonic inlets, especially 
for high area ratios. The use of a collapsing cowl for choking results in 
large radial gradients with high distortion. The inlet would also have to be 
longer (see Figure 3) to achieve optimum attenuation as compared to a center- 
body-type inlet. Tests are being run to make further assessment of the aero- 
dynamic and acoustic performance of the different types of inlets. Radial 
vanes create a large increase in drag with increases in circumferential dis- 
tortion and back noise, but have low radial distortion. The expanding center- 
body has the same advantages as the translating centerbody, except that the 
translating centerbody is easier to design and control. For inlets using a 
combination of high velocity and some acoustic treatment (hybrid inlets), the 
presence of the centerbody reduces the channel height and increases the 
treatment area and effectiveness. 

6. There appears to be no significant increase in back noise from the 
present type of translating centerbody inlets, since increase in back noise 
occurs with increased circumferential distortion. 

Figures 7 to 9 show some preliminary results of the aerodynamic and 
acoustic performance of the inlet tested at NASA-Langley at three positions of 
centerbody translation. Although there was a large reduction in noise between 
the back and front wall microphones at five inches of translation, as com- 
pared to the completely retracted position, only a small difference appeared 
in the far-field results (see Figure 10). This information together with near- 
field microphone results tends to confirm earlier findings that high Mach 
number inlets are not as effective in attenuating lower frequencies. Figure 11 
gives the operational characteristics of the compressor at different transla- 
tion positions of the centerbody. This information can be useful in selecting 
the design of a high Mach number inlet with acoustic liners. 
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Figure 12 "s a comparison of three inlets with different area ratios. An 
important feature of this result is that although higher area ratio inlets 
havti t.igher pressure loss, ehe pressure distortion is much lover than for both 
of the lower area ratio inlets. Tnls is largely due to rhp design philosophy 
of -his inlet with a higher pressure gradient to obtain larger noise reduction 
at subsonic Mach nurbers with low distortion. This is similar to using vanes 
when tne area change takes place over a relatively small region. Of rourse 
the present inlet does not have the added drag, Increased circumferential 
distortion, and mechanical and odier disadvantages of the vane-type inlet. 
Tests are continuing with other area ratios and configurations, and a detailed 
comparison will be made upon completion with other results in the literature 
as well. Preliminary tests have been completed on ar automatic control system 
to maintain a preset amount of noise reduction consistent with environmental 
requirements and the noise floor of the aircraft. 
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EFFECT OF NONLINEARITY ON NOISE PROPAGATION 

by 

F. M. Pestorius, S. W. Williams, and D. T. Blackstock 

Applied Research Laboratories 
The University of Texas at Austin 

Austin, Texas 78712 

Introduction 

At the Stanford Symposium last year1 we reported a study of the propa- 
gation of finite-amplitude noise in a tube (for a more detailed and complete 
description see Ref. 2). Previously Pernet and Payne^ had investigated the 
propagation in tubes of narrowband noise at low and moderate intensities 
(generally, initial bandwidths less than 1 octave at sound pressure levels in 
the range 120-1^0 dB). We considered broadband noise at high intensity 
(initial bandwidth approximately 3 octaves and sound pressure levels up to 
l60 dB). Theoretical predictions were obtained by means of a computer 
algorithm based on weak-shock theory. Incorporated in the algorithm was a 
provision for including the effects of tube wall attenuation and dispersion. 
Experimental measurements of noise pulses traveling down a 100-foot long, 
2-inch (i.d.) tube confirmed the theoretical predictions. A typical set of 
results is shown in Fig. 1. The noise waveform distorts rapidly as propa- 
gation distance increases. The distortion leads to formation and growth of 
shocks. As the larger shocks advance or retreat in the waveform, they 
encounter and "eat up" small irregularities and weaker shocks. A random 
sawtooth wave evolves. The random sawtooth is much simpler in appearance 
than the original noise signal in that the number of zero crossings is 
greatly reduced. 

The effects of nonlinearity on the propagating noise may also be de- 
scribed in terms of changing spectra. At first, associated with the forma- 
tion of shocks, there is an enhancement of the high-frequency end of the 
spectrum. Later the low-frequency end experiences a buildup as the number 
of zero crossings decreases. The net result is a substantial transfer of 
energy out of the raidfrequency region. The transfer is accompanied by an 
overall increase in absorption due mainly to dissipation at the shocks. 
Experimentally observed spectra shown in Fig. 2 illustrate the effects 
described.* The fact that there is comparatively little change from U8 ft to 
12  ft indicates that by hQ  ft the random sawtooth has apparently become well 
formed. Changes thereafter reflect (l) the slow migration of some energy to 
low frequencies as the remaining shocks vie for control of the waveform, and 

•Computed spectra asscviated with the noise waveforms shown in Fig. 1 (but 
with the effects of tube wall attenuation and dispersion omitted) exhibited 
similar behavior. Both the figure showing these results and Fig. 2 were 
presented in the oral version of our report at the Stanford Symposium but 
did not appear in the written Proceedings.  The two figures may be found in 
Ref. 2. 
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FIG. 2. Spectra of CW noise at various distances (from 
Ref. 2, with minor revisions). 

(2) the gradual general decay of the wave caused by tube wall absorption. 
Incidentally, tube wall effects, in particular, dispersion, fire responsble for 
the asymmetry of the shocks in Fig. 1, i.e. the rounded peaks and sharp 
troughs. To show this, we ran our computer program without the correction 
for tube wall effects. Starting with the same initial noise pulse shown in 
Fig. 1, we obtain the waveforms shown in Fig. 3. The shock peaks here are 
as sharp as the troughs. These waveforms are of particular interest for the 
present study because they pertain to planar noise in an o^en medium. 

The initial study, summarized above, showed that nonlinearity produces 
remarkable effects in the propagation of intense plane wa-ves of noise. How- 
ever, most intense noise encountered in practice spreads spherically, and 
spherical spreading sharply reduces the rate of distortion. Thus how impor- 
tant are nonlinear propagation effects, really, in technology? In particular, 
how important are nonlinear effects in the propagation of jet noise? Further- 
more, if nonlinear- effects are important, what role do characteristics of thp 
noise, such as bandwidth, spectral shape, peak frequency, phase, overall SFI«, 
and so on, play? We found that the noises we studied experienced a great 
deal of spectral broadening and increased absorption. But what about other 
noises, with different characteristics? Is it necessary to run every noise 
in which one is interested through our computer program in order to determine 
the effect of nonlinearity on that noise? Or can scaling laws be developed 
that will permit one to make estimates based on, say, overall SPL coupled 
with an octave band analysis? We are now in the process of trying to answer 
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a. 

FIG. 3. Nonlinear distortion of the same 
noise pulse shown in Fig. 1 tut 
without the effects of tube wall 
absorption and dispersion (from 
Refs. 1 and 2, with minor revisions). 

some of these questions along with others that became apparent in the course 
of our initial study. The present paper represents a very early progress 
report. 

The Basic Model: Weak Shock-Theor?/ 

For our study of jet noise in the open air we use weak-shock theory 
without any modification of the sort employed in the previous study.  In 
weak-shock theory one assumes that decay of a wave is due entirely to dissi- 
pation at whatever shocks are present in the waveform; ordinary absorption 
is neglected. Thus lossless theory is used for continuous sections of the 
waveform. This means that the propagation speed dx/dt of a wavelet (a wave- 
let is a point on a waveform identified by the value of its ordinate) is 

dx/dt ♦ Su, 

v/here cQ is the small-signal sound speed, u is th^ particle velocity, and 
0 ■ (Y+1)/2 (y is the ratio of specific heats). Therefore, the law governing 
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the relative time of arrival t* = t-x/c of a wavelet is o 

- ^mm^mmummmk 

dt' 
dx 

dt 
dx 

1_ 
c 

8u 
(1) 

In the case of a shock the analogous relation is, to the same degree of 
approximation, 

dt • 
s 

dx 
2c ' 

(2) 

where t • is the relative arrival time of the shock, and u and 

tfce 
are the 

particle velocities immediately ahead of and immediately behind tfie shock, 
respectively. Equations 1 and 2, which form the basis of our computer 
algorithm, describe the way the distortion of a waveform develops with dis- 
tance. For example, if the wave is of infinitesimal amplitude, i.e. u-K), 
the equations show that t' does not depend on the distance x. All wavelets 
travel at the same speed; consequently there is no distortion. 

The use of weak shock theory leads to accurate results when the waves 
are neither too strong nor too weak. The upper limit is approached when the 
sound pressure level reaches about 165 dB.^ The lower limit is set by the 
validity of the assumption about the importance of shock dissipation. For 
sufficiently weak waves (weakness depends upon frequency as well as ampli- 
tude) ordinary absorption is more important then losses at shocks, and,in 
fact, shocks may never even form.* 

Extension to Nonplanar Waves 

For spherically spreading waves the equations of motion ani the shock 
relations may be reduced to equations havi; g the same form as Eqs. 1 an^ 2 
simply by applying the transformation^ 

x +  z = r in  (r/r ) 
o      o 

u •*■ w = (r/r )u  , 
o 

(3a) 

(3b) 

where r is the radial coordinate and rQ  is a reference distance, usually 
source radius or effective source radius, i.e., the distance at which the 
time waveform of the signal is known. Although the independent variable 
t' is not stretched in this transformation, it is usually convenient to re- 
define it as t-(r-r0)/c0 to reflect the fact that the wavelet begins its 
Journey at the source, not the origin. The reduction to plane-wave form via 
the transformation given by Fqs. 3 is valid provided kr>>l, where k «= w/c 
is the wave number corresponding to a typical angular frequency w of the 

•Our earlier study-«-♦<- was not hampered by any such lower limit because, as 
noted previously, our weak-shock model was a modified one wherein explicit 
account was taken of tube wall absorption and dispersion. 
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acoustic signal. Although originally developed for omnidirectional spherical 
waves, the transformation also applies, with certain restrictions, to direc- 
tional spherical waves as well." Noise from jet engines probably meets these 
restrictions in large part. 

We may illustrate the use of Eqs. 3 by applying them to the noise wave- 
forms in Fig. 3 (the waveforms in Fig. 1 would do if it were not for the 
fact that they include the effects of tube wall absorption and dispersion). 
From Eq. 3a we see that if a plane wave suffers a certain distortion in 
traveling a distance x, then a spherical wave having the same source wave- 
form will suffer the same distortion when it reaches the distance 

xAv 
r = r e 

o (i*) 

For example, if a spherical source 3 ft in radius emits the source signal 
shown at the top of Fig. 3, then the waveform declgnated "Distance = 12 ft" in 
Fig. 3 will be observed at a range r = 3 exp (12/3) = l6h  ft. From Eq. 3b, 
the amplitude of the spherical wave will be less than that of the plane wave 
by the factor r0/r = 3/12 = l/k.    Thus spherical spreading modifies the dis- 
tortion process only by slowing it down. Note that the size of the effective 
source has a great deal to do with the rate of slowdown. If rQ = 2 ft, the 
"12 ft" waveform will be observed at a range of about 800 ft; if rQ = 6 ft 
the range will be about kk  ft. (in these examples we are holding the ampli- 
tude constant at r , which means that the sound power is being varied.) 

If near the source the spreading is cylindrical rather than spherical, 
the appropriate transformation is^- 

x ■* z = 2v£~~ {Jr  - /r~ ) 
o       o 

u -*■ w = /(r/r ) u 
o 

(5a) 

Thus the distortion observed for a plane wave at distance x will be observed 
for a cylindrical wave at range 

r = r + x + x A'r 
o o 

(6) 

If the wave first spreads cylindrically and later spherically, one trans- 
formation can be used first and then the second. Or a smooth transition can 
be effected by using the more general transformation5 

z = 
x 

/A /A dx» 
o 

:7a) 

u + v = /A/A u (7b) 

where A is the cross sectional area of the ray tube through which a given 
element of the wave propagates (for example, for spherical waves A * r^, for 
cylindrical waves A « r, etc.). 
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Effects of Trequency and Amplitude 

Consider wavelets 1 and 2 in the arbitrary source waveform (time wave- 
form at x=0) shown in Jig. k.    Using Eq. 1, we find that the difference in 

*• t 

FIG. k.    Two wavelets in a source waveform. 

arrival times At=t2-t^ of the two wavelets at a given distance x is, 
normalized to the initial difference At0=t20"

tio» 

At 
At 

.  gxAu 

c 2At 
o  o 

(8) 

where Au = u   - u . The dimensionless group of factors 

a = 
SxAu 

c 2At 
o  o 

(9) 

is the fractional phase shift; its size is a direct measure of the distortion 
of the waveform. For example, the fractional phase shift can be doubled by 
doubling the distance x, by amplifying the waveform so that Au is doubled, 
or by time scaling the waveform so that At0 is halved. Thus the wave shapes 
displayed in Fig- 3 would nnt. change if at the source the sound pressure 
level were lowered to 15^ dB and the noise pulse were compressed in time by 
a factor of 2. Compression of the pulse would, of course, shift the peak 
of the initial frequency spectrum up an octave (from 1 kHz to 2 kHz in this 
case). 

Although we are not able to say anything at this time about how the 
shape of the initial spectrum affects the distortion, there are some indica- 
tions about the asymptotic shape of the spectrum after considerable nonlinear 
distortion has taken place. It will be seen that in the random sawtooth in 
Fig. 3 the line segments connecting the shocks all have the same slope. This 
is no accident.?»° A straight line segment in a waveform may be described by 

u " a (t -t *) i 
o 

where m is the slope of the segment. We shall be concerned here with line 
segments whose slope is negative, i.e. m<0. Using the solution of Eq. 1,5 
we find that the segment remains straight as the wave propagates, but that 
the slope changes with distance as follows: 
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7->v>«v«>- ■■'■ 

m 
m ■ 

1-Sxro /c 
o o 

(10) 

where mQ is the slope at x=0. As x becomes large the slope becomes indepen- 
dent of mQ, 2 

m s - 
o 
3x 

(11) 

f 

which explains the uniformity of the segments behind the shocks in the random 
sawtooth. Now because of this uniformity, the random sawtooth can be 
thought of as a ramp function, of slope given by Eq. 11, to which is added 
a series of step functions of random occurrence and random amplitude. 

See Fig. 5. The high frequency 
characteristics of the random sawtooth 
are determined by the step functions. 
Because the step functions are indepen- 
dent events, their power spectral 
densities, which have an u^ dependence, 
add. Thus the spectrum of the random 
sawtooth is expected to have a high 
frequency rolloff of 6 dB/octave. This 
rolloff is in fact close to what is 
observed for the U8 ft and 72 ft wave- 
forms in Fig. 2. We have also observed 
the 6 dB/octave slope in many of our 
computed spectra. 

FIG. 5. Decomposition of a random 
sawtooth wave into a rar:o 
function and a series of 
step functions. 

*t' 

Effect of Phase 

We now take up the question of the importance of phase in nonlinear 
propagation distortion.  In the case of deterministic, or mainly deterministic, 
waveforms phase is very important. For example, an N wave and an inverted 
II wave have grossly different propagation properties.^ We also know from the 
phenomenon of multiple tones in jet engines that small phase variations from 
cycle to cycle in an otherwise periodic signal can have a very great effect 
on the waveform after a long propagation distance.   On the other hand, 
phase would not seem to be very important for random waveforms.  For example, 
wh^n the spectra shown in Fig. 2  were measured, they proved quite stable 
with time despite the fa^f fV>**t the source signal had an ever changing wave- 
form (recall that the noise in this case was CW, not repeated pulses).  In 
the case of stationary random noise the observed spectrum at a given receiver 
location may be thought of as a time average (which we assume to be equiva- 
lent to an ensemble average) of spectra .associated with successive sections 
of the noise time waveform. Since each section is different, each experiences 
a different distortion as it travels to the receiver. Nevertheless, there is 
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evidently an "average distortion," as the measured spectra show. 

If phase considerations can be ignored, the analysis of propagation 
distortion for practical cases may be greatly simplified. Given a noise 
source in the field, say of omnidirectional spherical waves, one needs only 
the spectrum of the noise, not its time signature, in order to predict the 
effect of propagation distortion on the noise. In particular, one can re- 
create a suitable (random) time waveform in the laboratory simply by requir- 
ing its spectrum to match that of the field noise and then "computer propa- 
gate" the recreated noise using the algorithm we have developed. We have 
not, however, determined how long the recreated noise signature should be 
to assure that the recreated noise and the field noise experience comparable 
nonlinear distortion* 

As a rather extreme test of the proposition that phase is unimportant 
in the distortion of random noise, we performed the following computer 
experiment: First we generated a random noise sample, which we shall call 
WAVE I. Waves II, III, and IV were then derived from WAVE I by specifying 
the phase of the harmonics in the FFT representation of WAVE I. The phase 
properties of the four signals are as follows ($n is the phase of the nth 
harmonic): 

WAVE I: <frn = random 
WAVE II: $n = -TT/2 
WAVE III: $n = (-l)

n */2 
WAVE IV: $n = (-l)

n */2 ♦ * . 

Thus although all waves have the same power spectra, their phases are grossly 
different. In fact, Waves II, III, and IV are not really random signals be- 
cause their phases have been made so regular. This is why the test is 
characterized above as "extreme." 

The four waves were computed propagated (as plane waves) over  a distance 
of 200 ft. Their waveforms and power spectra were plotted at intermediate 
points. A sampling of the results is shown in Figs, o and 7.  At top and 
bottom of each series are the spectra at 0 ft and 100 ft, respectively.  It 
will be seen that despite the fact that Waves II, III, and IV have been 
rendered nonrandom by the phasing chosen for them, the spectra at 100 ft do 
have much in common, particularly at the high frequencies, where, as expec^d, 
the slopes are approximately 6 dB/octave. There is, however, a spread of about 
T dB in the overall sound pressure levels at 100 ft. Wave IV experienced 
the most attenuation. Wave I the second most, Wave ITT the third most, an4 

Wave II the least.  Although no definitive conclusions car. be drnwn fron this 
test, it is clear that very drastic changes in phase did not produce drastic 
changes in the effect of nonlinear distortion on the propagation, at least 
over the distance considered. 

The distortions suffered by the various waves are interesting in. * hem- 
selves. The phasing chosen for Waves TT, III, and IV produced strong 
transients in ea~h waveform. The transient dominates the distortion of Wave? 
IT and ITI but disappears in Wave IV.  In Wave II the transient is a pai- 
of "end effect" pulses.  Because of their polarity »hes*» pulses Mrrov" toward 
each other, rapidly gobbling up smaller shocks in the process.  It can be 
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seen that the asymptotic waveform will be a single cycle of a sawtooth wave, 
the shock wave in the middle. Such a wave decays very rapidly (amplitude 
proportional to 1/x), Just like a CW sawtooth. Thus the fact that Wave II 
has experienced the least attenuation at 100 ft is probably not significant; 
eventually its decay will probably be the most rapid. By contrast, the dou- 
blet in the center of Wave III becomes an N wave, which will eventually con- 
sume the entire waveform. Wave III will thus decay asymptotically as an N 
wave (amplitude proportional to l/Sx)  and thus not nearly so rapidly as 
Wave II. Finally, Wave IV, which is just Wave III inverted, also has a dou- 
blet in the center, but the order of its negative ani position phases is such 
that it becomes a single cycle of a sawtocth. Thus instead of dominating the 
distortion, as do the transients in Waves II and III, it dies rather quickly. 
Itj de<**y is undoubtedly responsible for the rather strong attenuation of 
Wave IV over the 100 ft. travel path. 

SUMMARY AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

The earlier study of propagation of finite-acpjitude noise^» has been 
reviewed. The extension 01'  those results, which tre for plane waves, to 
spherical *nd other nonplanar waves has been described. The effect of 
shifting frequency and/or amplitude of a noise has been discussed. An 
argument has been given that the spectrum of an intense noise will, at great 
iistance.», have a hi«h frequency rolloff of <> d3/octave. Phase effects have 
beer. iis> ussed; sor.e evidence has been presented to support the proposition 
that phase is not important in nonlinear propagation provided the noise is 
truly random. 
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